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Preface

The subject

This is a book about inventory management. It describes recent thinking about
stock and methods for its control.

You might imagine stock as warehouses full of goods but every organization
holds stock, even those providing the most intangible service. A small company of
knowledge workers, for example, stores information and experience, and it faces
the same problems of inventory management as a giant manufacturer with its
stores of finished goods and components.

As stocks are almost universal, we should start with the basic question, ‘Why
do organizations hold stocks?’ The main answer is to allow for variations and
uncertainty in supply and demand – they give a buffer between suppliers and cus-
tomers, maintaining customer service even when there are problems in the supply
chain. Unfortunately, this safeguard comes at a high price, and organizations are
continually looking for ways of reducing their inventory costs without affecting
service. In recent years this search has led to many changes. ‘Scientific inventory
control’ is still at the core of inventory management, but it has been enhanced
by requirements planning and just-in-time, with e-commerce giving a fast and
efficient flow of material through an integrated supply chain.

Stock does not exist in isolation, so we have to consider its impact on other
parts of the organization. There are no clear lines between inventory management
and, say, procurement, supply chain management, warehousing, or broader
operations. So we have to set inventory management in its overall context,
noting its interactions with other activities, and explicitly recognizing its strategic
importance.

Obviously we have to put some limit on the material covered, and we have
concentrated on the core questions of inventory management: What exactly is
inventory management? How do decisions about stock affect other operations?
How can we control stocks? What information do we need? What is the effect of
new methods and technology? The answers to these questions embrace the most
important issues of inventory management.

About the book

The book gives a self-contained introduction to inventory management. It devel-
ops the subject from basic principles through to advanced material and newer
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developments. It does not assume any previous knowledge of the subject, and
anyone reading the book will find it easy to build a detailed understanding of the
topic.

The book is also careful not to assume any specific knowledge about manage-
ment, operations, mathematics, accounting, or any other subject. This means that
many different types of people can usefully read it, including students doing a
general course in management, business, commerce, or related field. It can also be
used for more specialized courses in, say, marketing, supply chain management,
operations management, operational research, management science, or produc-
tion. In addition, it is useful for practising managers who want to learn more about
inventory management and how the ideas can be used in their work. Whatever
your background, you can use this accessible and user-friendly book to learn about
current thinking and practices in inventory management.

The book includes the following features:

ž It is an introductory text and assumes no previous knowledge of inventory
management, or experience in the area.

ž It is clearly written and takes a user-friendly approach, discussing ideas in an
informative and easy style.

ž It develops material in a logical order, introducing ideas through examples and
avoiding abstract discussion and unnecessary mathematics.

ž It includes many features, such as chapter aims, key concepts, worked examples,
review questions and solutions, projects, discussion questions, additional prob-
lems and sources of further reading.

ž It is suitable for many types of people, including students doing a wide range
of courses and practising managers.

ž Ideas about inventory management are changing very quickly, and this book
gives an up-to-date view of thinking and practices.

ž It takes a broad view of the subject, discussing the context and links with other
functions, including the strategic role of stock.

ž It includes associated material in an instructors’ manual, with a glossary,
solutions to problems, spreadsheets, comments on discussion questions, etc.

Overview of the book

The book follows a logical path through inventory management. To make this
easier we have divided the material into four parts. Part I gives an overall
introduction to inventory management. It discusses the movement of materials
through supply chains, reasons for holding stocks, their importance, use, costs,
and so on. There are essentially two approaches to inventory management:
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ž independent demand methods, which assume that overall demand for an item
is made up of a large number of independent, small demands from individual
customers;

ž dependent demand methods, which assume that there are some links between
the demands for different items.

Part II of the book looks at independent demand inventory methods. This starts
with the classic models of inventory control, which calculate an optimal order
size under various conditions. Then Part III discusses the information needed to
support these methods, including information from the inventory management
information system, forecasts of demand and planned operations. Part IV describes
dependent demand methods. The main approaches of this type are based on
material requirements planning and just-in-time operations. Together, these four
parts give a comprehensive review of current thinking and practices in inventory
management.

There are ten chapters in the book, each of which follows a consistent pattern
with:

ž a list of aims, showing what you should be able to do after reading the chapter;

ž a statement of the key concepts covered in the chapter;

ž the main material in the chapter, divided into coherent sections;

ž summaries and review questions at the end of each section, with solutions to
review questions at the end of the book;

ž worked examples to illustrate quantitative ideas;

ž a review at the end of each chapter summarizing the material covered;

ž a short project to encourage research into the subject;

ž problems to give practice in the quantitative analyses;

ž discussion questions to stimulate thinking and research.

At the end of the book is a set of references and selected further readings.
As well as the main text there is associated material which includes spreadsheets

used for calculations, solutions to problems, comments on projects and discussion
questions, slide masters, a glossary, review of equations, etc. Details of this are
given at the publisher’s website www.wiley.co.uk/waters or you can contact the
author at donaldwaters@lineone.net. If you have any comments, queries, requests or
suggestions for the book or associated material, the author and publisher would
be very pleased to hear them.

Changes to this edition

This edition contains many changes since the first edition was published in
1992. The whole book has been rewritten to make it clearer, add new topics,
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reflect changing importance, and generally update material. Some specific changes
include:

ž complete rewriting to improve the flow and make parts of the text even clearer;

ž adding new material that has become important, such as the strategic impact of
stocks, integration along the supply chain, e-business, information flows, lean
operations, etc.;

ž removal of material that has become dated and less relevant;

ž use of software – particularly spreadsheets – for all calculations and the Internet
as a source of information for discussions and exercises;

ž general updating of material, examples and illustrations;

ž more features, including reviews, projects, key concepts, supplements, etc.;

ž improved design giving the book a better, clearer layout;

ž materials for students and instructors on an associated website.



 

Part I

Introduction



 



 

1

Stocks and Inventories

Aims of the chapter

In this chapter we introduce the ideas that lie behind inventory management.
We define the terms used, describe the general features of stocks, their purpose,
importance and use. We describe some changes that have affected inventory
management in recent years. Our aim is to set the scene for later chapters, taking
a broad overview before moving on to more detailed discussions.

After reading this chapter you should be able to do the following:

ž define the main terms used for inventory management;

ž describe the importance of stocks in an organization;

ž discuss the reasons for holding stock;

ž review the role of stocks in a supply chain;

ž explain the benefits of co-ordinated stocks in a supply chain;

ž describe some important business trends that affect stocks;

ž say how views of stock have changed over time;

ž describe the changing pattern of stocks at a national level.

This chapter discusses the following concepts:

ž Stocks, which are stores of materials that are kept until needed.

ž Inventory, which is a list of items held in stock.

ž Inventory management, which is responsible for all aspects of stock control.

Stocks of materials

Definition of terms

All organizations hold stocks. These are the stores of materials they keep until
needed. A shop, for example, buys goods from a wholesaler and keeps them in
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stock until it sells them to customers; a factory keeps a stock of raw materials
for its products; a television company has a stock of recorded programmes; a
farmer stores hay to feed his animals over the winter; a research company has a
stock of information; a bank holds cash for its day-to-day transactions. Whenever
an organization has materials that it does not use immediately, it puts them
into stock.

ž Stock consists of all the goods and materials that are stored by an organization.
It is a store of items that is kept for future use.

ž An inventory is a list of the items held in stock.

An immediate problem is that people use these terms in different ways. In recent
years it has become more common to use ‘inventory’ for both the list of items
and the stock itself, and the two terms then become interchangeable. At the
same time, organizations refer to their stock as stores, provisions, stockpiles,
holdings, reserves, accumulated materials, banks, or a host of other names. To
add to the confusion some groups put slightly different interpretations on the
terms. Accountants, for example, view ‘inventory’ as the amount of money tied
up in stocks, rather than the stocks themselves, or it might be the total value
of an organization’s assets. To finance people, ‘stocks’ are a way of raising cap-
ital – in the sense of ‘stocks and shares’ – and have nothing to do with stores
of materials. Usually, these differences are fairly obvious and cause few prob-
lems, but sometimes you have to be a bit more careful. In this book we will
stick to the standard definitions, where an inventory is a list of the items held
in stock.

Each entry in the inventory is a distinct item that is held in stock. A supermarket,
for example, has ‘one-litre bottles of Diet Coke’ as a distinct item. Other items in its
inventory might be ‘two-litre bottles of Diet Coke’, ‘half-litre bottles of Diet Coke’,
‘one-litre bottles of Diet Pepsi’, and every other distinct product that it sells. A
typical supermarket stocks about 30,000 items. Again, some people use different
terms, with the most common alternative being stock keeping unit or SKU.

Each item is sold in standard quantities, or units. With our one-litre bottles of
Diet Coke, the unit is clearly a bottle. Similarly, ‘500-gramme tins of Heinz baked
beans’ is an item in a supermarket, and each tin of beans is a unit; £1 stamps are
an item in a post office, and each stamp is a unit; unleaded petrol is an item in a
filling station, and each litre is a unit.

ž An item is a distinct product that is kept in stock: it is one entry in
the inventory.

ž A unit is the standard size or quantity of an item.

Stocks are fairly obvious when you see a shop full of goods, or a warehouse
of finished goods. These stocks are tangible and readily identifiable. Sometimes
the stocks are a little less obvious, such as the reserves of cash held by a bank,
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reservoirs used by a water company, substitutes available for a football team,
or seats available in a theatre. An even broader view includes services with
intangible stocks, such as the information that is held by research companies, the
stock of expertise with consultants, and the store of knowledge in universities. In
principle, all of these stocks need the same kinds of management. It is easier to
imagine stocks of tangible goods, but remember that in different circumstances
organizations can hold stocks of raw materials, components, finished products,
people, information, paperwork, messages, knowledge, consumables, energy,
money and anything else they need. For simplicity, we will use the general term
‘material’ for anything that is kept in stock. In the same way, we will always refer
to ‘organizations’ holding stock to cover all types of company, whether it is a
not-for-profit organization, a government body, a charity, a quango, a club, or any
other body.

Stock cycles

Stocks are formed whenever an organization acquires materials that it does not
use immediately. A common practice has a delivery of material arriving from
a supplier, and this is kept in stock until needed. Sometimes it is easier to
picture a specific operation, so you might imagine the stocks in a supermarket.
Goods are delivered by lorry at night, these are checked, sorted and put onto
shelves. Then they stay on the shelves until customers buy them. At some point
stocks get low, and the supermarket arranges another delivery (as shown in
Figure 1.1).

Stock of
items

Deliveries Withdrawals

Stock is
replenished by
relatively large,

infrequent
deliveries from

suppliers

Stock is
reduced by

relatively small,
frequent

withdrawals to
meet customer

demand

Units are held
in stock until

needed

Suppliers Customers

At some point the
stock gets low and
suppliers are asked

to make another
delivery

Figure 1.1 A typical use of stock
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This sequence of stock replenishment and reduction to meet demand is repeated
continuously in a stock cycle. Typically, each cycle has the following elements:

1. An organization buys a number of units of an item from a supplier.

2. At an arranged time, these units are delivered.

3. Unless they are needed immediately, the units are put into storage, replenishing
the stock.

4. Customers, either internal or external, create demands for the item.

5. Units are removed from stock to meet these demands.

6. At some point, the stock gets low and it is time for the organization to place
another order.

Usually deliveries from suppliers are relatively large and infrequent, while
demands from customers are smaller and more numerous, giving the typical

Replenishment Replenishment

Stock
level

Time

Stock cycle

Stock declines to
meet demand

Place
order

Order
arrives

Lead time

Figure 1.2 Stock levels in a typical cycle
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pattern shown in Figure 1.2. Remember that in this broad sense, a customer is
anyone or anything whose demand is met by removing units from stock. The
customer can be internal, when they are someone else within the same organi-
zation, or external, when they come from outside the organization. A supplier is
anyone or anything that replenishes or adds to stock, and again it can be either
internal or external. The length of a stock cycle can vary between a few hours (like
newspapers and milk which have frequent deliveries) and decades (like gold in
Fort Knox that is rarely passed on to customers).

As materials move through the stock cycle, there are many different arrange-
ments for purchasing, storage and delivery. One common feature, however, is
that holding stock is surprisingly expensive. We will look at costs in the next
chapter, but a rule of thumb says that the cost of holding stock is about 20 per
cent of its value a year. If you keep £500 of food in a freezer, it costs about £100
a year. To appreciate the scale of these costs to industry, you only have to look at
a big logistics centre, watch convoys of delivery lorries moving along motorways,
or realize that Tesco keeps a billion pounds of stock in its shops. Not surpris-
ingly, organizations put a lot of effort into controlling these costs through careful
inventory management. This function is also called stock control or inventory control.

ž Inventory management is the function responsible for all decisions about stock
in an organization.

ž It makes decisions for policies, activities and procedures to make sure the
right amount of each item is held in stock at any time.

Summary

Every organization holds stocks of materials. These are the stores of items – listed in
an inventory – that are kept until needed. Stocks are replenished by deliveries from
suppliers and reduced to meet demands from customers. Inventory management
is responsible for all aspects of stock control.

Review questions

1.1 What is the difference between stock and inventory?
1.2 If a stock item is ‘Everyperson’s Encyclopaedia’, what is a unit?
1.3 How would you define ‘suppliers’ and ‘customers’?

Reasons for holding stocks

Giving a buffer

Stocks are expensive, because of the costs of tied-up capital, warehousing, pro-
tection, deterioration, loss, insurance, packaging, administration, and so on. An
obvious question, then, is, ‘Why do organizations hold stock?’ There are several
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answers to this, all based on the need for a buffer, or cushion, between supply
and demand.

We can illustrate the need for a buffer by considering the stock of bread at
Angela’s Bakery Shop. It takes some time to make bread, but customers will not
wait this time and want a loaf available as soon as they enter the shop. Angela
clearly has to plan her baking in advance. If she knows exactly when customers
want bread, she can schedule the baking so that loaves are ready at exactly the
right time. This would have the advantages of eliminating stock, giving customers
the freshest possible bread, and having no leftovers to go stale. In practice, of
course, she does not know exactly when customers will buy bread, or how much
they want. There is always some variation and uncertainty in the timing and size
of customer purchases, and to allow for this Angela bakes loaves in advance and
keep a stock on her shelves. Another important concern is that each customer only
buys a small amount, but the most efficient way of making bread is in batches of
an oven-full at a time. The stock allows for this mismatch between the best rate of
supply and actual demand.

Now consider another example with two consecutive operations on an assembly
line. Ideally, the first operation finishes a unit, and passes it to the second operation,
which starts work immediately. But if the first operation develops a fault, or there
is something wrong with the unit, or there is some other reason for a delay in
passing the unit forward, the second operation has nothing to work on and it sits
idly waiting. The way to avoid this loss of production is to have a small stock of
work in progress between the operations. When there are problems with moving
a unit forward, the second operation continues working on this stock, and the
buffer ‘decouples’ their operations.

These two examples show how stock gives a buffer between supply and
demand. It allows for variation and uncertainty in both supply and demand, and
lets operations continue smoothly when there are problems (see Figure 1.3). We
can add some details to this idea of a buffer and say that organizations hold
stocks to do the following:

ž allow for demands that are larger than expected, or at unexpected times;

ž allow for deliveries that are delayed or too small;

ž allow for mismatches between the best rate of supply and actual rate of demand;

ž decouple adjacent operations;

ž avoid delays in passing products to customers;

ž take advantage of price discounts on large orders;

ž allow the purchase of items when the price is low and expected to rise;

ž allow the purchase of items that are going out of production or are difficult
to find;

ž make full loads for delivery and reduce transport costs;

ž give cover for emergencies.
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Figure 1.3 Stock gives a buffer between supply and demand

Types of stocks
To achieve these purposes, organizations hold different types of stock. A useful
classification has:

ž raw materials, which have arrived from suppliers and are kept until needed
for operations;

ž work in progress, which are units currently being worked on;

ž finished goods, which are waiting to be shipped to customers.

This is a fairly arbitrary classification, as one organization’s finished goods are
another organization’s raw materials. Some organizations (notably retailers and
wholesalers) have stocks of finished goods only, while others (manufacturers, say)
have all three types. Some stock items do not fall easily into these categories, so
we can define two additional types as:

ž spare parts, for machinery, equipment, etc.,

ž consumables, such as oil, paper, cleaners, etc.

These are needed to support operations, but they do not form a part of the final
product (shown in Figure 1.4).

To take a specific example, GlenMorray Knitwear make a range of golf clothes,
and their raw materials are wool, cotton, fabrics and other materials waiting to be
made into articles; work in progress is the articles being worked on at the moment;
finished goods are articles waiting to be delivered to customers; spare parts are
kept for the knitting machines and other equipment; and consumables include
cleaners, stationery and other material to keep the operations going.

Another less widely used classification of stock describes its overall purpose:

ž Cycle stock is the normal stock used during operations.

ž Safety stock is a reserve of materials that is held for emergencies.
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Operations in the process

Raw materials Finished goods

Work in progress

Spare partsConsumables

Figure 1.4 Different types of stock

ž Seasonal stock is used to maintain stable operations through seasonal variations
in demand.

ž Pipeline stock is currently being moved from one location to another.

ž Other stock consists of all the stocks that are held for some other reason.

Importance of stock

There is a huge variation in the stockholdings of different industries and orga-
nizations. Building materials, such as sand and gravel, need fairly large storage
areas, but virtually no special attention; expensive items, such as gold and dia-
monds, need small storage areas, but with high security; perishable goods, such
as frozen foods, need special types of storage; information can be stored in huge
quantities, but it must allow rapid searching, sorting and retrieval. Despite these
differences, you can see that stocks play an important – and even essential – role
in every organization. Without stocks most operations are simply impossible. At
the very least, stocks allow operations to become more efficient and productive.
Stocks affect lead times and availability of materials – thereby affecting customer
service, satisfaction, and the perceived value of products. They affect operating
costs – and hence profit, return on assets, return on investment and just about
every other measure of financial performance. They affect broader operations,
by determining the best size, location and type of facilities; they can be risky,
because of storage requirements, safety, health and environmental concerns; they
can encourage growth of other organizations, such as suppliers and intermediaries
offering specialized services
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To put it simply, without stocks, organizations could not work. The important
question, then, is not whether to hold stocks, but how to manage the stocks that
must be held.

Summary

The main purpose of stock is to give a buffer between supply and demand. This
safety cushion is essential to ensure the smooth running of operations. Stocks can
be raw materials, work in progress, finished goods, spare parts or consumables.
The amounts held have widespread effects on the performance of an organization.

Review questions

1.4 How do stocks act as a buffer between operations?
1.5 If suppliers were reliable, there would be no need for stock. Do you think this

is true?
1.6 How would you classify lubricating oil for an engine?

Stocks in the supply chain

Shape of supply chains

We have talked about stocks in a single organization, but no organization works in
isolation. Each becomes a customer (when buying materials from suppliers) and
a supplier (when delivering materials to customers). A wholesaler, for example,
acts as a customer when buying goods from manufacturers, and then as a
supplier when selling goods to retail shops. Products move through a series of
organizations and operations as they travel between original suppliers and final
customers. Milk moves through a farm, tanker collection, dairy, bottling plant,
distributor and supermarket before we buy it. A toothbrush starts its journey with
a company extracting crude oil, and then it passes through pipelines, refineries,
chemical works, plastics companies, manufacturers, importers, wholesalers and
retailers before finishing up in your bathroom. This series of activities and
organizations forms the product’s supply chain. The function that has overall
responsibility for moving materials through the supply chain is logistics or supply
chain management.

ž A supply chain consists of the series of activities and organizations that mate-
rials move through on their journey from initial suppliers to final customers.

ž Logistics or supply chain management is the function responsible for this flow
of materials.

As logistics has overall responsibility for the movement – and storage – of mate-
rials, inventory management becomes one of the tasks of this broader function.
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It is certainly impossible to separate inventory management from other decisions
about the supply chain. When we talk about controlling the stock of, say, raw
materials, we have to consider the transport of materials, warehousing, purchasing
and other activities of supply chain management.

Every product has its own unique supply chain, with materials moving through
raw materials suppliers, manufacturers, finishing operations, logistics centres,
warehouses, third party operators, transport companies, wholesalers, retailers
and a whole range of other operations. In a simplified view, the supply chain for
a product consists of tiers of suppliers feeding materials from original sources
into its operations, and then tiers of customers moving materials out to the final
customers (as shown in Figure 1.5).

There are many variations on this basic model, but the two main features are the
supply chain’s length and breadth. Here the length refers to the number of tiers,
or intermediaries, that materials flow through between source and destination.
When farmers sell their produce directly to final customers there is a very short
supply chain; on the other hand, computers combine parts from around the world
and have long chains. Supply chain breadth is the number of parallel routes that
materials can move through on their way to final customers. Cadbury’s has a
broad supply chain, which means you can buy their chocolate in a huge number of
retailers; Pigalle et Fils has a very narrow chain and they only sell their chocolate
in two shops in Belgium.

A key point is that every organization on a supply chain holds its own stocks.
If the supply chain is very long, or very broad, there is a lot of material held in
storage and this is likely to move slowly towards final customers. So one factor
in the design of a supply chain is the total amount of stock held. An empirical

Organization

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier Customer

Customer

Customer

Customer

Customer

Customer

Tiers of suppliers Tiers of customers

First tierSecond tier First tier Second tier

Figure 1.5 A simplified supply chain
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observation suggests that the aggregate amount of stock held in a number of
locations is:

AS(N2) = AS(N1) ×
√

N2

N1

where:

N2 = number of planned future facilities
N1 = number of existing facilities

AS(Ni) = aggregate stock with Ni facilities

Worked example

AJT Transport of Manchester is planning to increase its services to mainland
Europe. It currently has 12 depots with aggregate stock valued at £12 million
and plans to expand to 16 depots. With a carrying cost is 20 per cent of value a
year, what is the likely cost of this change?

Solution

We know that:
N1 = 12 depots

N2 = 16 depots

AS(N1) = £12 million

Then we can substitute these values to get:

AS(N2) = AS(N1) ×
√

N2

N1
= 12 × √

16/12 = £13.9 million

The additional depots will raise stock holding costs by:

(13.9 − 12) × 0.2 = 0.38 million or £380,000 a year

The best shape for a supply chain depends on many factors, such as the product’s
value, bulk, perishability, availability, profitability, and so on. It also depends
on the organization’s aims and business strategy. As a rule, a short, narrow
supply chain gives an organization a lot of control over its logistics, but with a few,
scattered intermediaries it is difficult to achieve either high customer service or low
costs. Broadening the chain and adding more intermediaries gives higher customer
service, but increases costs and reduces the organization’s control. Making the
supply chain long and narrow can reduce costs, but the organization loses some
control and the customer service does not improve. Making the supply chain both
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long and broad removes most control from the organization and raises costs, but
gives good customer service. As you can see, organizations often have to find
the best balance between costs and customer service. This is a common theme in
inventory management, and we will return to it several times in the book.

Unfortunately, there is never a single ‘best’ shape for a supply chain, and
managers have to look for designs that come closest to achieving their aims. One
approach to doing this takes the following steps:

1. The logistics strategy sets the overall direction of logistics (as we shall see in
the next chapter) so analyse this and find the aims of the supply chain.

2. Examine current operations, identify their failings and look for ways of
overcoming these.

3. Design an outline structure for logistics, finding the number of facilities, best
locations, modes of transport, investment in stocks, etc.

4. Make detailed plans, setting the size of each facility, stock holdings, mate-
rial handling equipment, systems to develop, people to employ, transport
needs, etc.

5. Get final approval from senior managers and agree the funding.

6. Finalize building designs, purchase land, choose contractors and build.

7. Finalize equipment design, choose equipment, suppliers and purchase.

8. Finalize systems design, for ordering, inventory control, billing, goods location,
monitoring and all other systems.

9. Fit out facilities, install all equipment, systems, staff and test operations.

10. Open and receive stock, run final tests of all systems, finish training and
begin operations.

11. Sort out teething problems and get things running smoothly.

12. Monitor and control, ensuring that everything works as planned, measure
performance, revise targets, etc.

This is, of course, only a guideline to suggest the decisions in designing a supply
chain. You can clearly see how decisions about the broader supply chain affect
the stocks by, for example, setting the location, space available, handling facilities,
systems and investment. You can also see how, conversely, attitudes towards
stocks affect the design of the supply chain. If, for example, organizations accept
that large stocks of finished goods must be kept near to customers, they will
design supply chains to feed into these stocks. We will return to this theme in the
next chapter.

Supply chain management is going through a period of rapid change. One clear
trend is towards shorter chains, as organizations realize that they can both reduce
costs and increase customer service by moving materials quickly through short
chains. To achieve this, they remove layers of intermediaries and hold stocks in
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fewer, larger facilities. Within the European Union, for example, efficient transport
links mean that companies can replace a series of national warehouses by a single
European logistics centre. Finding the best locations for these centralized stores
can be very difficult. They might be near to factories, customers, transport, other
facilities – or in areas with development grants. If an organization wants fast
delivery, it has warehouses close to final customers; if it wants the lowest costs, it
concentrates stocks in very large, centralized warehouses that are inevitably some
distance from customers; if it imports and exports a lot of materials it might use
warehouses near to ports, airports or rail terminals; if it manufactures goods, it has
a stock of finished products near the factory. Here we cannot deal with details of
the design of supply chain, but you should remember that these decisions include
some of the key issues for inventory management. Again, we will discuss some of
these in the next chapter.

Co-operation within a supply chain
A traditional view has each organization in a supply chain working largely in
isolation and concerned only with its immediate suppliers and customers. This
short-sighted view ignores the obvious point that the success – and survival – of
the whole supply chain depend on its ability to satisfy final customers. Organiza-
tions in a supply chain increasingly recognize that they share a common overall
objective, and should not compete with each other, but should co-operate to get
final customer satisfaction. Competitors are not other organizations within the
same supply chain, but are organizations in other supply chains. As Christopher
(1996) says, ‘supply chains compete, not companies’.

We can easily demonstrate the kind of problem that arises if organizations in
a supply chain do not co-operate. Imagine a retailer who notices that demand
for a product rises by 10 units in a week. When it is time to place the next
order, the retailer assumes that demand is rising, and orders 20 extra units to
make sure it has enough. The local wholesaler sees demand rise by 20 units,
so it orders an extra 30 units to meet the growth. The regional wholesaler sees
demand rise by 30 units, so it orders another 40 units. As this movement travels
back through the supply chain, a relatively small change in final demand is
amplified into a major variation for early suppliers. When demand from final
customers moves down a bit, this is amplified into a collapse in demand for
early suppliers.

Worked example

A simple supply chain has a manufacturer, regional and local wholesalers, a
retailer and final customer. Each organization holds its own stock of one week’s
demand. In other words, each buys enough materials from its suppliers to
make its closing stock at the end of the week equal to the demand during the
week. Demand for a product is steady at 10 units a week. One week, however,
demand from final customers rises to 20 units. Assuming that deliveries are
very fast, how does this affect stocks in the supply chain?
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Solution

The spreadsheet in Figure 1.6 shows these results. For each tier you can see:

ž demand – which equals the amount bought by the following tier
of customers;

ž opening stock at the beginning of the week – which equals its closing stock
in the previous week;

ž closing stock at the end of the week – which must equal demand in the week;

ž number of units bought – which equals demand plus any change in stock:

buys = demand + (closing stock − opening stock)

In week 1 everything is going smoothly, with the usual 10 units flowing through
the supply chain. Then in week 2 customer demand goes up to 20 units. The
retailer must buy 20 units to meet this demand, plus an additional 10 units to
raise its closing stock to 20 – so it buys 30 units from the local wholesaler. The
local wholesaler has to supply this 30 units, plus an additional 20 units to raise
its closing stock to 30 units – so it buys 50 units from the regional wholesaler.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

A C D E F G H I J
Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Customer
Demand 10 20 10 10 10 10 10 10

Retailer
Demand 10 20 10 10 10 10 10 10
Opening stock 10 10 20 10 10 10 10 10
Closing stock 10 20 10 10 10 10 10 10
Buys 10 30 0 10 10 10 10 10

Local wholesaler 
Demand 10 30 0 10 10 10 10 10
Opening stock 10 10 30 30 20 10 10 10
Closing stock 10 30 30 20 10 10 10 10
Buys 10 50 0 0 0 10 10 10

Regional wholesaler 
Demand 10 50 0 0 0 10 10 10
Opening stock 10 10 50 50 50 50 40 30
Closing stock 10 50 50 50 50 40 30 20
Buys 10 90 00000

0000

0000

0

Manufacturer
Demand 10 90 0 0
Opening stock 10 10 90 90 90 90 90 90
Closing stock 10 90 90 90 90 90 90 90
Makes 10 170 0 0

B

Figure 1.6 Effect of varying demand in worked example
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The regional wholesaler has to supply this 50 units, plus another 40 units to
raise its closing stock to 50 units – so it buys 90 units from the manufacturer.

In week 3 we get the reverse effect as customer demand returns to 10 units.
The retailer now reduces closing stock to 10 units, so it can meet all demand
from stock and does not have to buy anything from the local wholesaler. This
gives a demand of zero for all other tiers of suppliers. The stocks slowly returns
to normal over following weeks, but a variation in customer demand of 10
units in one week, makes manufacturing jump by 160 units. The total amount
of stock in the supply chain rises from 40 units to 190 units, and this will take 15
weeks to return to normal. Of course, we could criticize the inventory control
policies here, but we will return to this theme in later chapters.

Any uncertainty in the supply chain – such as the jump in demand seen in
the worked example – encourages organizations to hold higher stocks to give
themselves a margin of safety. These extra stocks clearly increase costs. They also
make the chain slow to react to changing conditions – when, for example, final
customers start demanding a new product, all the stocks of old products in the
supply chain have to be sold before the new ones appear. The way to avoid such
problems is to co-ordinate the stocks and flow of materials. This brings a series of
benefits, which include:

ž lower costs – with lower stocks, less expediting, balanced operations, economies
of scale, etc.;

ž improved performance – with more stable operations, better planning, higher
productivity of resources, etc.;

ž improved material flow, with co-ordination giving faster and more reli-
able movements;

ž better customer service, with shorter lead times and faster deliveries;

ž more flexibility, with organizations reacting faster to changing conditions.

Christopher (1999) again summarizes the situation by saying that, ‘Most oppor-
tunities for cost reduction and/or value enhancement lie at the interface between
supply chain partners’.

Achieving co-operation in the supply chain
As you would imagine, there are many practical difficulties with achieving this
co-operation. Many organizations simply do not trust other members of the supply
chain, and they are reluctant to share information. Even with sufficient trust, there
can be problems with different priorities, competition, data exchange, appropriate
systems, skills, security, the complexity of systems, and so on. This raises the
obvious question of how to achieve integration.

The first problem is overcoming the traditional view of organizations as adver-
saries. When an organization pays money to its suppliers, people assume that one
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can only benefit at the expense of the other. If the organization gets a good deal, it
automatically means that the supplier is losing out; if the supplier makes a good
profit, it means that the organization pays too much. This adversarial attitude has
major drawbacks. Suppliers set rigid conditions and, as they have no guarantee of
repeat business, they see no point in co-operation and try to make as much profit
from each sale as possible. At the same time, organizations have no loyalty, and
they shop around to get the best deal and remind suppliers of the competition.
Each is concerned only with their own objectives and will – when convenient to
themselves – change specifications and conditions at short notice. The result is
uncertainty about the number and size of orders, constantly changing suppliers
and customers, changing products and conditions, different times between orders,
no guarantee of repeat orders and changing costs.

To avoid these problems, organizations have to recognize that it is in their own
long-term interest to replace conflict by co-operation. There are several ways of
organizing this. The simplest appears when an organization has a good experience
with a supplier and continues working with them over some period, developing
a valuable working relationship. The key point with such informal arrangements
is that there is no commitment. This has the advantage of being flexible and
non-binding, but it has the disadvantage that either party can end the co-operation
without warning and at any time that suits them.

Many organizations prefer a more formal arrangement, with a written contract
setting out the obligations of each party. These are common when organizations
see themselves as working together for some time, such as an electricity company
agreeing to supply power at a fixed price for the next three years, provided
a customer buys some minimum quantity. More formal agreements have the
advantage of showing the details of the commitment, so that each side knows
exactly what it has to do. On the other hand, they have the disadvantage of losing
flexibility and imposing rigid conditions.

When an organization and a supplier are working well together, they may both
feel that they are getting the best possible results and neither could benefit from
trading with other partners. Then they might look for a long-term relationship
that will guarantee their mutual benefits continue. This is the basis of a strategic
alliance or partnership. Ellram and Krause (1994) prefer the term supplier partnering
which they define as ‘an ongoing relationship between firms, which involves a
commitment over an extended time period, and a mutual sharing of information
and the risks and rewards of the relationship’.

With such alliances, the supplier knows that it has repeat business for a long
time, and can invest in improvements to products and operations; the organization
knows that it has guaranteed – and continually improving – supplies. This often
encourages suppliers to specialize in one type of product. They give such a
commitment to the alliance that they reduce their product range, make these as
efficiently as possible, and concentrate on giving a small number of customers a
very high quality service. At the same time, customers reduce their number of
suppliers, as they no longer need to look around to get the best deals. Japanese
companies were among the first to develop strategic alliances, and at the time
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when Toyota had formed partnerships with its 250 suppliers, General Motors was
still working separately with 4,000.

Despite the clear evidence of benefits from co-operation in the supply chain,
some people are not convinced, and say that each organization should indepen-
dently pursue its own aims. You can imagine these different views in an example.
Suppose a supplier has been delivering a product to an organization for some
time, and has recently improved its operations to reduce the cost by 2 per cent.
When it is time to negotiate this year’s deliveries, what price should it quote?
At one extreme is the view that the supplier has been working happily with the
old level of profit, and should pass on all the savings in a lower price to make
sure that it remains competitive and keeps the organization’s custom. At the other
extreme is the view that the supplier should maximize its own profits by keeping
all the savings and increasing the price by (at least) the rate of inflation. In the
middle is a compromise view which says the supplier should somehow share the
benefits of lower costs with the organization. The final decision depends on aims,
competition, power in the supply chain, and so on. Some formula for sharing the
benefits is likely to give the best long-term results.

Summary

Inventory management can be viewed as one of the tasks of logistics. It is very
closely related to other activities in the supply chain. As materials move through
a supply chain, stocks are held at various points. The best results come when
organizations within the same supply chain co-operate to ensure final customer
satisfaction. There are several ways of achieving this co-operation, ranging from
informal trading relationships through to partnerships.

Review questions

1.7 What is a supply chain?
1.8 Good customer service comes when stocks of finished goods are as close as

possible to final customers. Do you agree with this?
1.9 Why should organizations within the same supply chain work together?
1.10 A company can only increase its profits by paying its suppliers less or

charging its customers more. Do you think this is true?

Trends affecting stock

Organizations are constantly looking for ways of improving their operations and
gaining a competitive advantage. We have seen how this encourages co-operation
within a supply chain, and we mentioned some other issues, such as shorter
supply chains, lower stocks, increasing customer service, and so on. In reality,
these changes are taking place very quickly, and organizations are going through a
period of rapid adjustment to the way they work. New practices and developments
are making fundamental changes to operations, and many of these affect the role
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and management of stock. We cannot look at all of these changes in detail, but
will mention some of the most significant. The following list is, of course, nowhere
near exhaustive and all kinds of changes are now affecting stocks.

Improving communications

Organizations are always introducing more sophisticated technology. Much of this
affects the movement and storage of materials – with electronic identification of
packages, satellite tracking of deliveries, automatic systems for moving goods, and
so on. However, the greatest impact in recent years has come from improved com-
munications. Consider, for example, the effect on purchasing materials. When a
company wanted to buy something, it traditionally had to generate a description of
the item, request for price, purchase order, order confirmation, contract terms, ship-
ping papers, financial arrangements, delivery details, special conditions, invoices,
and so on. All of these – and mountains of other paperwork – had to be printed
and posted between organizations. By the 1990s technology had revolutionized
these communications, with electronic data interchange or EDI allowing the direct
exchange of data between remote computers. Supermarkets were among the first
users of EDI, when they linked their stock control systems directly to suppliers’
order processing systems. Then supermarket checkouts could record sales of each
item, and when stocks got low the system automatically sent a message asking
for another delivery. This use of EPOS – electronic point-of-sales – data gave less
paperwork, lower transaction costs, faster communications, fewer errors, more
integrated systems and closer business relations.

By 1997 about 2000 companies in the UK were using EDI (Stafford-Jones, 1997),
and over the next few years electronic trading became more sophisticated and
widespread. The mushrooming of e-mail was followed by all kinds of e-business,
e-commerce – and soon ‘e-anything’. The efficient transfer of information has
been particularly useful for purchasing, which has developed into e-purchasing or
e-procurement. This comes in many forms, with the two main versions based on B2B
(business-to-business, where one business buys materials from another business)
and B2C (business-to-customer, where a final customer buys from a business).
By 2002 around 83 per cent of UK suppliers were using B2B (MRO Software,
2001), and the worldwide value of B2B trade was over US$2 trillion (The Gartner
Group, 2002).

Two associated technologies supported EDI. The first is item coding, which gives
every package of material moved an identifying tag. The tag is usually a bar code
or magnetic stripe that can be read automatically as the package moves through
the supply chain. Then stock control systems know where every package is at
any time, and automatic materials handling can move, sort, consolidate, pack
and deliver materials as needed. The second technology is electronic fund transfer
or EFT, which automatically debits a customer’s bank account and credits the
supplier’s. This completes a loop, with EDI to place orders, item coding to track
the movement, and EFT to arrange payment.

Improved communications, together with better transport, mean that physical
distances are becoming less significant. Organizations can become global in
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outlook, buying, storing, manufacturing, moving and distributing materials in
a single, world-wide market. As a result, international trade and competition
continue to rise. Organizations used to look for competitors in the same town, but
now they are just as likely to come from another continent. This trend is encouraged
by free trade areas such as the European Union and the North American Free
Trade Agreement.

Improving customer service

Customers have become increasingly knowledgeable about products and suppli-
ers, and demand lower costs, higher quality and better service. In the past we
might have gone to a local retailer to see what they were selling, but now we can
surf the Web to compare the products offered by any company in the world.

To offset the increasing demands from customers, organizations are becoming
more competitive. They might simply keep prices down, or they might find
some other way of improving customer service. Both of these depend on the
management of stocks. Low prices, for example, can only be achieved with low
costs, and one significant factor here can be the cost of holding stock. It is normally
in everyone’s interests to make this as low as possible, so that customers pay as
little as possible and the organization remains competitive. However, we cannot
view the stockholding costs in isolation, as it is frequently linked to customer
service. If an organization tries to reduce costs by holding less stock, it might
find that there are more frequent shortages; or if it closes down a warehouse,
the delivery time might rise. Although there is a continuing trend towards better
customer service, we have to balance the gains this brings against the cost. As you
will see in the rest of this book, finding the best balance between costs and service
is a recurring theme in inventory management.

Concentration of ownership

Large companies can find economies of scale, and they have come to dominate
many operations. There are, for example, many shops and transport companies,
but the biggest ones continue to grow at the expense of small ones. The result
is that most industries are dominated by a handful of major companies. This
concentration is accompanied by changing power in the supply chain, with
very large retail chains, such as Wal-Mart, Tesco, and Toys- R-Us, demanding
customized services from their suppliers.

At the same time there is concentration among suppliers, with fewer major
companies. However, the effects are less clear here, as each customer is likely
to work with a broader range of suppliers. The trend, though, is towards fewer
suppliers with long-term commitments.

Outsourcing inventory management

Traditionally, each organization looked after its own logistics. Now, though,
more organizations realize that they can benefit from using specialized companies
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to take over part, or all, of their logistics, leaving them free to concentrate on
their core activities. This is called outsourcing with the specialized companies
being third party operators. A common starting point is to outsource transport to
a specialized company. Next steps are to outsource warehousing, purchase of
materials, materials handling, and other aspects of inventory management. This
can bring significant benefits, which include the following:

ž lower fixed costs, with organizations only paying for services they use;

ž specialist suppliers who have expertise and use the best systems and practices;

ž third parties can combine work from several customers to get economies
of scale;

ž guaranteed high, and agreed, levels of customer service;

ž flexible capacity, dealing effectively with peaks and troughs in demand;

ž lower exposure to risk from, say, varying demand;

ž increased geographical cover and local knowledge;

ž a convenient way of working in new markets.

Of course, there are disadvantages of outsourced inventory management, includ-
ing reduced control, inability to respond to unusual circumstances, more compli-
cated communications, conflicting objectives, less control over costs, and so on.
Nonetheless, the advantages of third party operations are becoming clearer, with
more organizations moving in this direction.

A variation on outsourcing has vendor managed inventory or VMI where suppliers
manage both their own stocks and those held further down the supply chain. In this
case the third party operator is an organization higher up the supply chain. This
brings the usual benefits of outsourcing, together with much closer co-ordination
and control of stocks. A slight variation on this has co-managed inventory where an
organization and supplier somehow co-operate to manage stocks jointly.

Cross-docking

A traditional warehouse has materials delivered, it moves them into stock, keeps
them until needed, and then delivers them to customers. Cross-docking co-ordinates
the supply and delivery, so that materials arrive at the receiving area and are
transferred straight away to the loading area where they are put onto delivery
vehicles for customers. Ideally individual packages arrive and are passed on for
delivery, but sometimes there is a limited amount of sorting, perhaps breaking
down larger deliveries into smaller amounts for each customer. Some people
prefer the term flow through stock when there is this kind of sorting.

A related arrangement uses drop-shipping, where materials do not actually
go to the warehouse, but are delivered directly from upstream suppliers to
downstream customers. If, for example, you buy a Hotpoint washing machine
from a Dixon’s store, you will probably find that the machine is delivered directly
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from Hotpoint without ever visiting a Dixon’s warehouse. Methods like this are
becoming increasingly common, as more customers buy through the Web, or find
other ways of trading with earlier parts of the supply chain, such as mail order,
telephone shopping or buying directly from manufacturers. This has the benefits
of reducing lead times, reducing costs to customers, having manufacturers talking
directly to their final customers, allowing customers access to a wider range of
products, and so on.

Any method that avoids putting materials into stock at a warehouse can
dramatically reduce stock levels and associated administration. In the extreme,
the only stock is within delivery vehicles, giving stock on wheels. This is not,
however, a solution for all problems, as the co-ordination can be difficult, and this
needs a certain volume of trade to stop the small, frequent deliveries becoming
prohibitively expensive. Many parcel delivery services such as FedEx, UPS,
Omega and DHL have grown as a way of giving rapid delivery of small amounts
of materials at reasonable cost.

Postponement

Manufacturers typically move finished goods out of production and keep them in
a store of finished goods until needed. When there are many variations on a basic
product, this can give high stocks of similar products. Postponement moves almost
finished products into stock, and delays final modifications or customization until
the last possible moment. You can imagine this with ‘package-to-order’, where
a company keeps a product in stock, but only puts it in a box written in the
appropriate language when it is about to ship an order.

Manufacturers of electrical equipment, such as Phillips and Hewlett-Packard,
used to build into their products the transformers and plugs needed for different
markets. Then they had to keep separate stocks of products destined for each
country. Now they make the transformer and cables as separate, external units.
They only keep stocks of the basic, standard products, and customize them for
different markets by adding the proper transformers and plugs at the last minute.
The result, of course, is much lower stocks.

Increasing environmental concerns

One cultural trend that is affecting inventory management is the growing concern
about air pollution, water pollution, energy consumption, urban development and
waste disposal. It is fair to say that the whole area of logistics does not have a very
good reputation for environmental protection – demonstrated by the emissions
from heavy lorries, use of greenfield sites for warehouses, calls for new road
building, use of extensive packaging, ships illegally flushing their fuel tanks, oil
spillages from tanker accidents, and so on. On the positive side, though, logistics
is moving towards ‘greener’ practices, with more energy-efficient vehicles, control
of exhaust emissions, reuse of packaging, switching to environmentally friendly
modes of transport, increasing recycling through reverse logistics, added safety
features to ships, development on brown-field sites, and so on. There is increasing
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recognition that careful management can bring both environmental protection and
lower costs.

Summary

Organizations are continually looking for ways to improve their operations.
The results have created a series of trends that affect inventory management.
Among these are increasing use of technology, improved customer service, global
operations, outsourcing, new arrangements for stock management, and so on.

Review questions

1.11 Why do you think that there are currently such rapid changes affecting
inventory management?

1.12 Are the effects of these trends independent of each other?
1.13 Several trends in operations are leading to lower stocks. Is it inevitable that

stocks will continue to decrease?

Changes to aggregate stocks

Changing views of stock

The trends outlined in the last section show that organizations are changing their
attitudes towards stock. This is not new, but is part of a continuing pattern. For
most of history, stocks have been considered measures of wealth or well-being and
were, therefore, beneficial. The family with the biggest store of food was least likely
to starve, the company with most raw materials was insulated from shortages,
and the business with most money in the bank was most secure. The obvious
conclusion was that stocks should be maximized, as this gives the greatest benefit.

At times when the production and distribution of any material are uncertain, it
certainly makes sense to avoid problems by collecting as much stock as possible.
However, by the turn of the twentieth century industrialized countries had
more or less secure supplies of most materials. The uncertainty in supply was
greatly reduced, and this brought a new attitude towards stock. Organizations
could now buy materials when they were needed – rather than when they were
available – and they looked for more rational ways of controlling stock levels.
This new outlook suggested that stocks were expensive and needed formal
management. In particular, organizations should look for ways of minimizing
some aspect of cost. Sometimes people were sidetracked from this aim and in
the 1920s, for example, there was a craze for minimizing stocks rather than
costs. Unfortunately, many companies hit problems when they reduced stocks
to levels that made it impossible to work effectively or maintain any kind of
customer service.

In the late 1920s scientific inventory control became the main approach to inven-
tory management, using mathematical models to find optimal stock levels. As
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you can imagine, a continuing problem has been to find agreement about what
‘optimal’ levels might really be. Are these the levels that minimize total cost, or
some aspect of cost, or give high customer service, or minimize stock-outs and
disruptions, or give highest return on investment, or maximize stock turnover, or
achieve one of dozens of other measures of performance?

For some time, it was felt that a ‘fixed accelerator’ could define an optimal stock
level as some fixed proportion of sales (for example, Abramovitz, 1950). In practice,
this proved ineffective and there was a move towards a ‘flexible accelerator’ to
allow for differences between aims and actualities, time delays, and so on (for
example, Lovell, 1961, 1964). Unfortunately, this approach also had its failings,
and a more flexible approach was developed, which used a range of models to
deal with different circumstances. These models grew increasingly sophisticated,
and remained the main approach to inventory management for most of the last
century. We will describe some of these models in Chapters 3 to 5.

More recently, new ideas have emerged about inventory management. These
do not look for the best policy for dealing with uncertainty in supply and demand,
but look for ways of removing the uncertainty. When there is no uncertainty, the
stocks can be eliminated, or at least minimized. We will describe approaches of
this kind in Chapters 9 and 10.

To summarize this brief review, for most of history, stocks were seen as
beneficial and organizations attempted to maximize their holdings; in the last
century, organizations realized that stocks were expensive and looked for policies
that defined optimal stock levels; most recently organizations have looked for
ways of eliminating stocks. This is, of course, only a broad overview and you can
find many organizations that work with very high stocks. Shops, for example,
keep high stocks so that customers can see a range of goods and do not have to
wait for deliveries. In the same way, there are many parts of the world where
supplies are still not reliable and when materials become available, organizations
buy as much as possible.

Aggregate national stocks

In recent years, organizations have been working to lower stocks without affecting
either their own efficiency or customer service. Perhaps we should look for some
broad evidence to see how successful they have been. Surveys give some evidence
for success, with the Institute of Grocery Distribution finding that stock levels
in retail distribution centres fell by 8.5 per cent in the year to 1998 (Institute of
Grocery Distribution, 1998), and the Institute of Logistics finding that some UK
companies had ‘managed to almost halve the stockholding requirements since the
1995 survey’ (Institute of Logistics, 1998).

More general evidence comes from government statistics. In the UK aggregate
stock holdings are about £100,000 million, divided roughly equally between raw
materials, work in progress and finished goods (Office of National Statistics,
2002). There are surprisingly wide changes in this aggregate national stock. Some
changes are planned, as organizations adjust their stocks, while others are a
consequence of broader economic influences, when, for example, the economy
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Figure 1.7 Aggregate stock as a percentage of GDP for the UK

declines, sales fall and organizations are left with higher than expected stocks of
unsold products. If we consider the aggregate national stock as a proportion of
gross domestic product, we get a useful measure that overcomes some effects of
changing economic conditions and focuses on the changes which are positively
planned. Figure 1.7 shows this result for the second half of the last century (Central
Statistics Office, 1966–1983, and 1984–1996).

The figures show a clear pattern. At the end of the 1940s and into the early
1950s there was a rapid decline in stocks as the economy returned to normal
after the Second World War. From the early 1950s to the early 1970s there was
a steady decline, which gives evidence for improving inventory management.
In the early 1970s there was some disturbance caused by a rapid increase in
the price of oil, and the economic disruption that followed. At this time, the
costs of raw materials rose sharply and there were frequent shortages, while
declining sales left finished goods unsold. After this disturbance, the long-term
trend continued, with organizations improving their operations and working with
ever-lower stocks.

Effects of the business cycle

Aggregate stock holdings are clearly influenced by general economic conditions
over which individual organizations have no control. We can illustrate one
aspect of this by business cycles. A traditional view of business cycles starts
with industry being optimistic about the future. Sales are expected to rise, so
production increases to match perceived future demand and the economy expands.
Actual sales lag behind this increased production, so there is a build-up of
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stock. At some point, industry loses confidence and cuts back on production to
reduce the excessive stocks, and the economy contracts. This recession – or at best
stagnation – continues until stocks are lower, production is not meeting expected
demand, and industry again expands (as shown in Figure 1.8).

Nobody has found a precise cause or explanation for business cycles, and
there is a general belief that each cycle is in some ways unique. It is, however,
widely accepted that long-term business cycles and stocks are closely related,
and that stock levels – as one of the easiest factors to change – tend to fluctuate
more than the business cycle itself. One view has variations in stocks as actu-
ally causing business cycles. Klein and Popkin (1961) suggest that controlling
75 per cent of the variation in stock levels in the United States between the
World Wars would have avoided all recessions. Such findings might encourage
governments to prohibit wide fluctuations in stocks by taxes or other means.
In practice, such measures have never been tried, mainly because of the dif-
ficulties in defining ‘excessive’ fluctuations and finding a reasonable way of
preventing them.

As well as the general economic climate, there are specific reasons for aggregate
stock to vary. It is, for example, sometimes suggested that high interest rates
should lead to low stocks, as it becomes more expensive to finance them. This
argument is not really convincing, as finance is only one of the costs of inventory

Value
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units
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Figure 1.8 Stock levels in a business cycle
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and the other costs are so high that a small variation in interest rates should have
little effect. More significantly, an organization that can work with lower stocks
when interest rates are high should always work with lower stocks and reduce its
on-going costs.

A more convincing argument shows the effect of inflation. At times of high
inflation stock levels rise as organizations buy more materials at the current lower
prices to avoid the higher prices that are likely with future orders. At the same
time, the book value of stocks increases, raising the value of assets and making
stocks more attractive.

Summary

Attitudes to stocks have changed over time. The current trend is towards lower
stocks. This can be seen at a national level, where aggregate stocks show a long-
term decline as a proportion of Gross National Product. National stock levels are
also affected by business cycles, but the details of this relationship are unclear.

Review questions

1.14 Why are organizations moving towards lower stocks?
1.15 Is the objective of minimizing the costs of stock holding the same as mini-

mizing stock?
1.16 Why do stock levels tend to fall during periods of recession?
1.17 On a national scale, reducing variations in stock levels would reduce the

severity of business cycles. Do you think this is true?

Chapter review

ž This chapter introduced the ideas behind inventory management, laying the
foundations for later chapters. It started by defining some important terms.

ž Every organization holds stock of some kind. There are many different
materials held and arrangements for storage, but they all need careful inven-
tory management.

ž The main purpose of stocks is to act as a buffer between operations. They allow
operations to continue normally through variations and uncertainty in supply
and demand.

ž Stocks are held at various points in their supply chains. In the past these stocks
have largely been considered as independent, but there are clear advantages in
co-ordinated management.

ž Organizations are going through a period of considerable change. Many of
these changes have direct effects on stocks. These include trends towards
higher technology, improved customer service, global operations, and so on.
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ž Partly as a result of changing operations, organizations have changed their view
of stocks. The current view is that they are expensive and should be reduced to
the minimum level that can give acceptable customer service.

ž This view has had an effect on aggregate, national stocks, which have been in a
long-term decline.

Project

The purpose of this project is to get a view of stock holdings at a national
level. Figure 1.7 showed the ratio of aggregate stocks to GDP for the UK during
the second half of the twentieth century. Do these figures really show that
organizations are deciding to work with lower stock levels or are there other
explanations?

Update the figures and see if the trend is continuing. Are there any other
factors that could be influencing recent figures? Find comparable figures for
other countries. How do these compare with the UK? How can you explain any
significant differences?

Discussion questions

1.1 Is it true that every organization holds stock?
1.2 Organizations hold stock to give a cushion between operations. But this stock

is expensive, so a better approach would solve any problems and do away
with the need for this buffering. Does this seem a reasonable suggestion? If it
is, how could we do away with the need for buffers?

1.3 Organizations in a supply chain can never really co-operate, as they compete
for available money. Customers should use every available means to pay the
lowest price for materials; suppliers should charge the highest prices they can.
Is this a more realistic view of relationships in a supply chain?

1.4 Many trends in business have a direct impact on stock management. What do
you think are the most important trends at the moment?

1.5 Stock levels are inevitably declining. Eventually we will be able to work
without any stock at all. Do you think this is true?

1.6 Why have the stocks in some countries fallen faster than in other countries?
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Stocks within an Organization

Aims of the chapter

The last chapter gave a general introduction to inventory management. In this
chapter we are going to look more specifically at the role of stock within an
organization. We will see how stock allows an organization to work efficiently,
achieve its broader aims, and maintain an acceptable level of customer service. The
chapter describes the context for inventory management within an organization
and introduces some of the methods.

After reading this chapter you should be able to do the following:

ž show how inventory management fits into the broader function of logistics;

ž explain how the aims of inventory management are set within an organization;

ž appreciate the strategic importance of stock;

ž describe the costs associated with holding stock;

ž list some basic questions of inventory control;

ž outline some different approaches to stock control.

This chapter emphasizes:

ž logistics, which moves materials through the supply chain;

ž stock or inventory management, which includes all the decisions made about stock
within an organization;

ž aims and approaches of inventory management.

Inventory management and logistics

Functions of logistics

We saw in the last chapter that logistics is responsible for all aspects of the move-
ment and storage of materials in a supply chain, while inventory management is
specifically responsible for the storage of materials. Rather than viewing inventory
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management as a separate function we could, therefore, describe it as one of
the activities that combine to form the broader function of logistics. All of these
activities are so closely related that it would certainly be difficult to draw a bound-
ary between inventory management and, say, purchasing, materials handling or
warehousing.

But if inventory management is so entwined with the other activities of logistics,
we should clearly say what these other activities are. Depending on circumstances,
an organization might include many different activities within its logistics, and
the most common are given in the following list.

ž Procurement or purchasing which usually initiates the flow of materials through
an organization by sending a purchase order to a supplier. This means that
procurement has to find suitable suppliers, negotiate terms, set conditions,
organize delivery, arrange insurance, authorize payment, and do everything
needed to get materials into the organization. In the past, this has been a largely
clerical job centred on order processing, but now it is recognized as being
responsible for major expenditure and giving a critical link with suppliers. The
whole area is undergoing major changes as a result of e-commerce.

ž Inward transport or traffic which actually moves materials from suppliers to
the organization’s receiving area. Important decisions concern the mode of
transport (road, rail, air, etc.), policies for outsourcing, choice of transport
operator, route, safety and legal requirements, timing of deliveries, costs, etc.

ž Receiving makes sure that materials delivered correspond to the order, acknowl-
edges receipt, unloads delivery vehicles, inspects materials for damage, and
sorts them.

ž Material handling moves materials from receiving and puts them into stores. It
is responsible for all movements of materials within an organization, so it also
removes materials from stores, takes them to the place they are needed, and
generally moves materials between operations. Its aim is to provide efficient
movements, with short journeys, using appropriate equipment, with little
damage, and using special packaging and handling where needed.

ž Warehousing or stores takes care of materials held in stock until they are needed.
Warehousing makes sure that materials have the right conditions, treatment
and packaging to keep them in good condition, and are available quickly
when needed.

ž Stock or inventory control sets the overall policies for stock, considering the
materials to store, investment, customer service, stock levels, order sizes, order
timing and so on.

ž Order picking finds and removes materials from stores. Typically materials
for a customer order are located, identified, checked, removed from racks,
consolidated into a single load, wrapped and moved to a departure area for
loading onto delivery vehicles.
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ž Outward transport takes materials from the departure area and delivers them to
customers (with concerns that are similar to inward transport).

ž Physical distribution is a general term for the activities that deliver finished
goods to customers. It is often aligned with marketing and forms an important
link with downstream activities.

ž Recycling, returns and waste disposal There are sometimes problems with deliv-
ered materials – perhaps faults, the wrong materials or too much delivered –
and logistics has to collect them and bring them back to the supplier. This
reverse logistics also collects associated materials such as pallets, delivery boxes,
cable reels and containers (the standard 20-foot-long metal boxes that are used
to move goods). Some materials are brought back for recycling (such as metals,
glass, paper, plastics and oils) while others are brought back for safe disposal
(such as dangerous chemicals).

ž Location finds the best site for those activities that can be in different places.
Stocks of finished goods, for example, can be held at the end of production,
moved to nearby warehouses, sent to large centralized facilities, put into stores
near to customers, passed on to be managed by other organizations, or a range
of alternatives.

ž Communication Alongside the physical flow of materials is the associated flow of
information. This links all parts of the supply chain, passing information about
products, customer demand, materials moved, timing, stock levels, availability,
problems, costs, service levels, and so on. Co-ordinating the flow of information
can be very difficult, and logistics managers often describe themselves as
processing information rather than moving goods. Christopher (1996) supports
this view by saying that, ‘Supply chain competitiveness is based upon the
value-added exchange of information’.

These activities are all closely related and often overlap. We should not, therefore,
try to draw artificial boundaries between them, but should view them as different
aspects of a single logistics function. This reinforces the point that all logistics
activities have a direct impact on the stocks. To take one example, we can look
at the mode of transport, which describes the type of delivery vehicle used.
The alternative modes are road, rail, air, inland waterway, ocean shipping or
pipeline – and the choice is determined by locations, infrastructure, weight and
volume carried, value of goods, customer service offered, urgency and a series of
other factors. But this choice has a direct effect on stocks. Air travel is fastest and
most expensive while shipping is slowest and cheapest – so the choice affects lead
times and delivery costs. It also affects the amount of pipeline stocks (which are
the materials in transit between locations), with airfreight having little stock on
short journeys and shipping having weeks of stock out at sea. We could go on with
more examples of the links between inventory management and other activities of
logistics, but the main point is obvious. Inventory management is part of a broader
function, and when we focus on this one activity, we should not separate it from
the wider context.
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Integrating logistics within an organization

Figure 2.1 shows how the activities of logistics fit into an organization. Tradi-
tionally, each activity has been managed separately, so there might be a distinct
Purchasing Department, Transport Department, Warehouse, Distribution Fleet,
and so on. Unfortunately, this fragmentation brings a number of problems. Sup-
pose, for example, that warehousing tries to save money by reducing the stock
of raw materials. This might give more frequent shortages, disrupt operations,
increase expediting, raise the costs of emergency orders and special deliveries, and
generally reduce the level of service. The cost of warehousing is lower, but overall
cost to the organization is considerably higher. In the same way, an independent
purchasing department might reduce its administrative costs by sending fewer,
larger orders to suppliers but this increases stock levels and raises the amount of
money tied up in the warehouse.

This kind of conflict is almost inevitable when logistics is divided into separate
activities. Each part has different objectives, and there is duplicated effort and
wasted resources. To put it briefly, fragmented logistics has the disadvantages of:

ž creating different, often conflicting, objectives within an organization;

ž duplicating effort and reducing productivity;

ž interrupting information flows;

ž reducing co-ordination;

ž increasing uncertainty;

ž making planning more difficult;

ž introducing unnecessary buffers, such as stocks of work-in-progress;
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Procurement
Inward transport
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Stock control
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Figure 2.1 Place of logistics activities within an organization
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ž obscuring important information, such as the total costs involved;

ž giving logistics a low status.

We can avoid these problems by considering logistics as a single, integrated
function. Decisions should then be made to get the best results for the whole
function, rather than for any single activity. When we make decisions about
inventory management we should look at their broader impact and aim for the
best overall result.

Worked example

RP Turner Corporation makes pipeline valves for the oil industry in Western
Canada. It buys materials from Japan, the USA and Eastern Canada, manu-
factures valves in Edmonton, Alberta, and ships the finished products to oil
fields in the North. In 2000 it started a major project to reduce the cost of
logistics.

Managers soon found that the separate activities worked more or less
independently. This was sometimes all too obvious when the three main
Departments – Marketing, Production and Finance – were in different loca-
tions. Production was in Edmonton, as the nearest major city to the oil
fields; Marketing was in Calgary near to oil company headquarters; Finance
(including procurement) was in Vancouver near the port and financial centre.
Canada is a big country, so Production was a thousand kilometres away
from Finance, 500 kilometres away from Marketing and over two thou-
sand kilometres from delivery points. How would you set about improving
logistics?

Solution

One obvious step is to integrate the different activities of logistics. The company
started this and found that each activity had different – and often conflict-
ing – aims.

Marketing wanted:

ž high stocks of finished goods to satisfy customer demands quickly;

ž a wide range of finished goods always held in stock;

ž locations near to customers to allow delivery with short lead times;

ž production to vary output in response to customer orders;

ž emphasis on an efficient distribution system;

ž optimistic sales forecast to ensure production has enough capacity for
actual demands.
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Production wanted:

ž high stocks of raw materials and work in progress to safeguard operations;

ž a narrow range of finished goods to give long production runs;

ž locations near to suppliers so that they can get raw materials quickly;

ž stable production to give efficient operations;

ž emphasis on the efficient movement of materials through operations;

ž realistic sales forecasts that allow efficient planning.

Finance wanted:

ž low stocks everywhere;

ž a narrow range of products to give low unit costs;

ž few locations to give economies of scale and minimize overall costs;

ž long production runs to reduce unit costs;

ž make-to-order operations;

ž pessimistic sales forecasts that discourage under-used facilities.

Over the next two years the company integrated and centralized its opera-
tions at the main plant in Edmonton. This both reduced costs and improved
customer service.

Summary
Inventory management can be viewed as a part of the broader logistics function.
Decisions about stocks are linked, in some way, to all other areas of logistics. It is
best to consider a single, integrated logistics function, and look for the inventory
policies that give the best overall results.

Review questions

2.1 What activities are normally included in logistics?
2.2 Every activity should concentrate on its own objectives, and not interfere with

others. This will always give the best results. Do you agree with this?

Setting the aims of inventory management

Levels of decision
We have already mentioned – at least implicitly – some of the aims of inventory
management. We know, for example, that managers want to guarantee that
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materials are available when they are needed, and that costs are controlled. In a
broader sense we have really suggested three types of objectives for inventory
management. The first takes a very broad view, and has inventory management
contributing to the smooth flow of materials through the entire supply chain. The
second takes an organizational view and has inventory management supporting
logistics in achieving the overall aims of the organization. The third takes a
functional view and has inventory managers making sure that materials are
available when they are needed.

Most managers work with this kind of hierarchy of goals and decisions.
If we look at the decisions made in any function, some are very important
with consequences felt over many years, while others are less important, with
consequences felt over days or even hours. We can use their importance to classify
decisions as follows.

ž Strategic decisions are most important, have effects over the long term, use many
resources and are the most risky. These set the overall direction for operations.

ž Tactical decisions are concerned with implementing the strategies over the
medium term; they look at more detail, involve fewer resources and some risk.

ž Operational decisions are concerned with implementing the tactics over the short
term; they are the most detailed, involve few resources and little risk.

A traditional view has senior managers making the strategic decisions that set
their organization on its course. These strategic decisions give the objectives,
constraints and context for the tactical decisions made by middle managers. These,
in turn, give the objectives, constraints and context for operational decisions made
by junior managers. New styles of management and improved technology have
changed this traditional pattern, and now we rarely see such a strict hierarchy.
Most decisions are discussed, negotiated and agreed rather than simply passed
down, and there is a growing recognition that the best person to make a decision
is the person most closely involved with it.

There are several types of strategic decision (illustrated in Figure 2.2). People
use different names for these, but they commonly start with a mission or vision,
which gives a statement of the organization’s overall aims. Then a corporate strategy
shows how a diversified corporation will achieve its mission, and a business strategy
shows how each business within the diversified corporation will contribute to the
corporate strategy. Below this are functional strategies which describe the strategic
direction of each function, including logistics. These functional strategies lead to
tactical and operational decisions within each function.

This structure shows how the aims of inventory management are set. The
higher strategies set the goals and overall direction; the logistics strategy shows
how logistics will support these higher aims. Then the tactical and operational
decisions show how the logistics strategy is implemented. Decisions for inventory
management come at all levels, forming part of the logistics strategy and the lower
tactical and operational decisions. Suppose, for example, an organization has a
business strategy of being the lowest cost provider of some product; the logistics
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strategy will support this by reducing logistics costs to a minimum, and inventory
managers will look for the lowest possible costs of holding stock. If the business
strategy includes fast deliveries to customers, the logistics strategy defines policies
of having stocks located near to customers, and inventory management makes
the decisions to implement this. A strategic decision to sell products through
a website leads to tactical decisions about warehousing, investment in stock,
transport, materials handling, recruiting and training, customer service, and so
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on; these tactical decisions, in turn, lead to operational decisions about resource
scheduling, inventory control, expediting, vehicle routes, etc.

This view of decisions is obviously simplified and there is rarely such a rigid
‘top down’ approach. The distinctions between strategic, tactical and operational
decisions are not this clear. Stock levels, for example, are a strategic issue for
decisions about building a warehouse for finished goods or shipping directly to
customers, a tactical issue when deciding how much to invest in stock, and an
operational issue when deciding how much to order this week. Customer service is
a strategic issue when designing the supply chain, a tactical issue when organizing
transport for delivery, and an operational issue when scheduling the next delivery.
The important point is that the strategy leads to a whole series of related decisions
at different levels, and decisions about stocks have to fit into – and support – this
overall picture (shown in Figure 2.3).

Alternative strategies

The business strategy sets the scene for all decisions about stocks, but what are the
alternative strategies? Essentially a business strategy shows how the organization
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Figure 2.3 Structure of decision about stocks
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can satisfy customers – for without satisfied customers no organization will survive
in the long term, let alone make a profit, increase shareholder value, or achieve any
other measure of success. Michael Porter (1985) suggested three basic strategies:

ž cost leadership makes the same, or comparable, products more cheaply;

ž product differentiation makes products that customers cannot get anywhere else;

ž niche suppliers find a unique niche in the market.

The two dominant business strategies of cost leadership and product differentia-
tion lead to lean and agile strategies for the supply chain. A lean strategy tries to do
every operation with the least possible resource – people, space, stock, equipment,
time, money, etc. This seems an obvious approach, but in 1970 Robert Townsend
said that, ‘All organizations are at least 50 per cent waste – waste people, waste
effort, waste space and waste time’. A lean strategy looks for ways of eliminating
this waste. The typical approach does a detailed analysis of current operations,
and then removes operations that add no value, eliminates delays, simplifies
movements, reduces complexity, increases efficiency, finds economies of scale,
and so on.

Toyota carried out much of the early work on lean operations (see Ohno, 1988,
and Womack et al., 1990) and they identify six areas where waste is most likely to
occur (Monden, 1983):

ž Quality – that is too poor to satisfy customers.

ž Wrong production level or capacity – making products that are not currently
needed or having unused capacity.

ž Poor process – having unnecessary, too complicated or time-consuming opera-
tions.

ž Waiting – for operations to start or finish, for materials to arrive, for equipment
to be repaired, etc.

ž Movement – with products making unnecessary, long, or inconvenient move-
ments during operations.

ž Stock – holding too much stock, increasing complexity and raising costs.

High stock levels are often seen as wasteful in themselves, but are also symptoms
of other more pervasive waste within the organization. Over-production will
obviously give high stocks of finished goods, while poor procurement can give
high stocks of raw materials. The effects are, however, usually more subtle than
this. Bottlenecks in a process, or processes that are too long, give higher stocks of
work in progress; unreliable suppliers encourage higher stocks of raw materials;
poor delivery schedules to customers give high stock of finished goods; poor
quality materials encourage higher stocks throughout the organization. The lean
approach says that reducing stock saves money directly, and it also highlights
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problems that are currently hidden. Once these problems are identified, there is
an incentive to solve them and improve overall performance.

Some people say that a lean strategy puts too much emphasis on costs, and can-
not deal with changing conditions, increasing competition, or more sophisticated
and demanding customers. The alternative is an agile strategy that gives a high
customer service by responding quickly to different or changing circumstances.
In practice, there are two aspects of agility. First, there is the speed of reaction;
agile organizations keep a close check on customer demands and react quickly
to changes. Second, is the ability to customize or tailor products to individual
customer demands. These are, of course, different aspects of customer service, and
the implication is that customer satisfaction is a prime concern, even if this comes
at somewhat higher price.

At first sight, the aims of lean and agile operations seem contradictory. One
looks to minimize costs, and sees customer service as a constraint; the other looks
to maximize customer service, and sees costs as a constraint. In practice, of course,
there is not such a clear divide between the two strategies. If, for example, a
supplier improves EDI links with its customers, it can both reduce costs and
increase customer service – becoming both leaner and more agile. Both strategies
recognize that customer satisfaction and low costs are dominant themes, and there
must be some balance between the two. The main difference is the point where
this balance is found.

Strategic focus

Under the umbrella of lean and agile strategies, organizations can focus on specific
features of their products and operations. For example, an organization with an
overall agile strategy might focus on its ability to deliver goods very quickly to
customers. There are many possible areas for focus, including the following:

ž Timing – fast deliveries give good customer service, and they also bring lower
costs (by having less stock in the supply chain, less expediting, etc.), improved
cash flow (by not having to wait so long for payment), less risk (by reducing
changes to orders, obsolete stock, etc.) and simpler operations (by eliminating
delays and unnecessary stores).

ž Quality – guaranteeing high quality goods and services.

ž Product flexibility – which is the ability to customize products to individual
specifications.

ž Volume flexibility – changing levels of demand often cause problems, as you can
see during the morning rush hour in any major city. Volume flexibility allows
an organization to responds quickly to such changes.

ž Diversification or specialization – which describes how wide a range of products
is offered.

ž Technology – developing and using the latest technologies.
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ž Location – using convenient and cost-effective sites.

ž Time compression – which is a form of lean operations that concentrates on
wasted time.

ž Environmental protection – a small, but increasing, number of organizations are
focusing on sustainable operations and environmental protection.

ž Increased productivity – using available resources as fully as possible.

ž Adding value – expanding the product definition to add as much customer value
as possible.

ž Growth – aiming for economies of scale to give both lower costs and bet-
ter service.

As you can imagine, any particular strategic focus puts different demands on
stocks – so the strategic focus clearly influences decisions about stock. But when
an organization chooses its focus, it must bear in mind the results that inventory
managers can actually deliver. If, for example, stocks are concentrated in a single
huge logistics centre, it is unlikely that they could adequately support a focus on
flexible, personalized service. Although inventory managers could change their
operations, this would be a major undertaking with consequent effects on other
activities. So the way that an organization manages its stock can make some
strategies difficult or even impossible.

Essentially, then, the strategic decisions must look for the best balance between
the organization’s internal strengths and the external constraints – matching what
the organization is good at to what customers want. This sets the overall framework
for inventory decisions, shown in Figure 2.4. Each decision has to work with the
organization’s logistics strategy (which is set by the higher strategies), its internal
strengths (which come from its operations, resources, skills, etc.) and the external
environment (which is set by customer requirements, competition, the economic
climate, etc.).

Implementing the strategies

The framework for inventory decisions works at all levels. Strategic decisions about
stock support the business and logistics strategies, build on long-term internal
strengths and consider long-term external factors; tactical decisions about stock
support the strategic inventory decisions, and work with medium-term internal
and external factors; operational decisions support the tactical inventory decisions,
and work with short-term internal and external factors.

We can illustrate this framework by looking at, say, medium-term aims. As a
starting point, we might find that the logistics strategy focuses on low costs, so
we immediately look for ways of making stock holdings as efficient as possible.
We might build on internal strengths to improve the flow of products, reduce the
amount of stock, the cost of holding it, the number of times there are shortages,
and so on. We cannot, however, only aim at efficient operations, as we have to
maintain a level of service that satisfies customers and is competitive. So we might
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define an immediate aim of achieving some specified level customer service at
minimum cost. The level of customer service is a positive decision that is made on
the basis of internal and external factors.

Some people describe this balance of service and cost as a utility, which is
essentially a perceived value. If materials are in the right place, they have place
utility; if they are available at the right time they have time utility. Then we can
phrase an aim for stocks in terms of maximizing customer utility. The problems,
of course, are getting an accurate measure to describe customer utility, and then
finding the decisions that deliver it.

When we describe this approach to inventory management, we obviously make
a number of assumptions. One of the basic ones is that inventory managers have
the necessary motivation, skills and information to make appropriate decisions. In
essence, we assume that they have some basic requirements, including:

ž knowledge of the higher levels of decisions and their aims and restrictions;

ž understanding of external and internal factors that affect operations;

ž ability to define specific aims for stock in terms that can be measured
and checked;

ž ability to design operations that can achieve these aims;

ž analyses for comparing operations and measuring performance – and people
who know how to use them;

ž ability to manage stocks and actually implement the identified operations;

ž accurate data for monitoring and controlling operations.
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Summary

Inventory managers have to make decisions at different levels. Their overall aims
are set by the organization’s broader strategies. Two main strategies are based on
lean or agile operations. Under these umbrellas organizations can have a strategic
focus on different features, each of which gives different requirements of stocks.
This sets a framework for all decision about stocks, which work with higher
decisions, external and internal factors.

Review questions

2.3 At what level in an organization are decisions made about stocks?
2.4 Senior logistics managers make all the decisions about inventories. Do you

think this is true?
2.5 What is the difference between lean and agile strategies?
2.6 Does the strategic focus have any effect on stocks?
2.7 What are the three main factors that set the context for decisions about stocks?

Strategic role of stock

In the last section we saw how business and logistics strategies set the context
for inventory management, and at the same time the actual performance of stock
holding can determine which strategies are realistic or even feasible. In this sense,
stocks have a clear strategic impact, influencing the long-term options that are
available. But we do not have to go this far to see the strategic role of stocks.
They have a clear effect on the organization’s profit, margins, return on assets, and
other financial measures of performance, as well as affecting measures of customer
service, such as lead time, availability, perceived product value and reliability.
Their ability to decouple production and sales is also a factor in long-term capacity
planning, production and productivity.

We could make a long case for the strategic role of stocks and give endless
illustrations, but the conclusions are already obvious. Stock has a clear strategic
role. We will limit ourselves to two illustrations of this, one allowing smoothed
production and a second looking at financial performance.

Stock gives a buffer between production and sales, so that these do not have to
match exactly. This gives two considerable benefits. First, smooth operations are
much more efficient than variable ones, with easier planning, regular schedules,
routine workflow, fewer changes, etc. Second, the organization does not have to
install enough capacity to match peak sales – with facilities lying idle and giving
low productivity during quieter periods. Any variation between production and
sales is covered by changes in stock. When production is higher than sales, stock
builds up; when sales are higher than production, stock declines. These changes in
stock might be simple adjustments to the finished goods, or they might be changes
to work in progress caused by varying the speed of operations. An example of
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this comes from Polianski Traders who recorded the following figures over six
quarters (values are in millions of Euros).

Quarter 1 2 3 4 5 6
Sales 70 110 120 105 90 80
Percentage change − +57 +9 −4 −14 −11
Production 100 105 105 95 95 95
Percentage change − +5 0 −10 0 0
Change in stock +30 −5 −15 −10 +5 +15

As you can see, the stocks allowed production to remain fairly stable – changing
by less than 10 per cent – during a period when sales varied by up to 57 per
cent. In quarter 3, the company met a record high demand without increasing
production, and their costs actually fell as they reduced investment in stock. If
the company had installed enough capacity to meet this peak demand, it would
have a utilization of only 58 per cent in quarter 1. Proper inventory management
allowed higher sales, lower production costs and higher profits.

You can see another long-term effect of stocks in an organization’s financial
performance. We can illustrate this with the return on assets (ROA), which is
defined as the pre-tax profit earned divided by the value of the assets employed.

Return on assets = profits earned
assets employed

This gives a measure of how well available resources are used and, in general,
higher values show better performance. Stocks affect this ratio in several ways (see
Figure 2.5).

1. Current assets. Assets are conventionally described as current (cash, accounts
receivable, stocks, etc.) or fixed (property, plant, equipment, etc.). Better man-
agement can reduce stock levels and hence the current assets. Lower investment
in stock also frees up cash for more productive purposes and reduces the need
for borrowing (see Walters, 1992).

2. Fixed assets. Stocks need related investments in warehouses, materials handling
equipment, information systems and other facilities which form part of the
fixed assets. Reducing stock levels can, therefore, bring associated reductions
in fixed assets.

3. Sales. Careful management of stocks increases the availability of products,
reduces lead times, allows proper delivery size and frequency, and gives
faster delivery. This raises their perceived value and gives higher customer
satisfaction. The result is more frequent orders from customers, more repeat
orders, greater customer loyalty, new customers and generally higher sales.

4. Profit margin. More efficient inventory management gives lower operating
costs. It can also improve procurement, monitor and control stock levels, set
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Figure 2.5 Effect of stocks on the return on assets

optimal order sizes and generally reduce inventory costs. The result is higher
profit margins, or price reductions to increase sales.

5. Price. Point 3 suggested that stocks could raise the perceived value of a product,
and then customers are willing to pay a premium price. Stocks can also allow
some finishing operations to add value to the overall product package, and
again allow an increased price.

The first two points reduce the value of assets, while the last three increase
profits. Their combined effect can be a considerable improvement of ROA, with
corresponding effects on other measures of performance.

Worked example

CMJ Constructors Ltd. currently has sales of £20 million a year, with a stock
level of 25 per cent of sales. Annual holding cost for the stock is 20 per cent
of value. Operating costs (excluding the cost of stocks) are £15 million a year
and other assets are valued at £30 million. What is the current return on assets?
How does this change if stock levels are reduced to 20 per cent of sales?
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Solution

Taking costs over a year, the current position is:

Cost of stock = amount of stock × holding cost

= (£20 million × 0.25) × 0.2 = £1 million a year

Total costs = operating cost + cost of stock

= £15 million + £1 million = £16 million a year

Profit = sales − total costs

= £20 million − £16 million = £4 million a year

Total assets = other assets + stock

= £30 million + (£20 million × 0.25) = £35 million

Return on assets = profit/total assets

= £4 million/£35 million = 0.114 or 11.4%

If stock levels are reduced to 20 per cent of sales:

Cost of stocks = (£20 million × 0.2) × 0.2 = £0.8 million year

Total costs = £15 million + £0.8 million = £15.8 million a year

Profit = £20 million − £15.8 million = £4.2 million a year

Total assets = £30 million + (£20 million × 0.2) = £34 million

Return on assets = £4.2 million/£34 million = 0.124 or 12.4%

Reducing stocks gives lower operating costs, higher profit and a significant
increase in the return on assets.

It is clear that management of stocks affects the overall performance of an orga-
nization. It can show which strategies are realistic or even feasible; it can increase
customer satisfaction and sales; it affects the financial performance; it can increase
productivity of resources by using space, capacity, equipment, buildings, capital
and staff more efficiently; it affects locations and allows expansion into new market
areas. As well as these direct effects, stocks can add value by including additional
services, such as providing management information, direct deliveries, vendor-
managed inventory, direct deliveries, cross-docking, packaging, postponement,
installation and a range of associated services.

The recognition that stocks have a strategic role is a surprisingly recent
observation and is one of the most important developments in recent years.
It changes the way that organizations manage their supply chains, allow-
ing new processes and encouraging a more integrated view of operations.
Any belief that stocks are unused stores of goods sitting idly in warehouses
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has been replaced by the view that they are essential supplies of materi-
als moving efficiently through supply chains and providing a crucial service
to operations.

Summary

The management of stock has a clear strategic impact on an organization. It
influences the feasibility of some operations and directly affects many aspects of
organizational performance.

Review questions

2.8 How can stocks make some business strategies infeasible?
2.9 Lower stocks generally give lower costs and better performance. Do you think

this is true?

Costs of holding stock

Value of stocks

We have already said that stocks can be very expensive. Organizations obviously
look for ways of reducing their overheads as much as possible, but they are often
left with surprisingly high costs for stock. Unfortunately, it is difficult to put a
precise figure on these. How, for example, do you put a cost on the loss of goodwill
when you run out of stock and cannot meet a customer order? There is a good
deal of uncertainty in the area and reliance on accounting conventions. We can
illustrate this by the problem of valuing stock.

Stocks appear as current assets in a company’s accounts. It is, therefore,
important to have an accurate value for stocks, as this affects the overall value and
performance of the company. In principle, we can find the stock value of any item
by simply multiplying the number of units in stock by the unit cost. Unfortunately,
the stock level might vary quite widely, so we have the alternatives of taking a
snapshot at some specific point, or using an average value over some period.
In addition, the stocks are normally bought over some period so the unit cost
changes because of inflation, discounts, variations in quality, alternative suppliers,
different options or features, and variations in trading conditions and terms. We
could also look at the price we expect to get for the stock rather than the amount
it costs, but this becomes more speculative. So how can we put a reasonable value
on the stock? There are four main methods of doing this (which we shall return to
in Chapter 6).

1. Actual cost. If an organization holds a few units in stock, it puts an actual cost
on each unit. Car showrooms, for example, have a relatively small number of
cars in stock, and they can record the actual cost of each unit. This has the
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advantage of being accurate and responsive – if the value of a unit changes,
this is reported precisely in the stock valuation. But it has the disadvantage of
needing to identify and track every unit. It also concentrates on how much each
unit cost originally, but not how much it would now cost to replace. For most
organizations the turnover of units is too high for actual costs, so they use some
method based on average costs.

2. First-in-first-out (FIFO) is the standard convention in many countries, and
assumes that the units bought earliest are used first. Then the value of stock
is set by the amount paid for the last units bought. This approach gives
a reasonable figure for the replacement cost, but can – particularly if prices
are rising quickly – over-estimate the stock value. There is also no guarantee
that customers will pay more for an item whose price has risen. The high
values also affects some measures of performance, reducing, say, the return
on assets.

3. Last-in-first-out (LIFO) is the opposite of FIFO and assumes that the units
bought last are sold first. This might be realistic for stocks of coal, for example,
where the latest arrival on a tip is used first. LIFO is less widely accepted, and
has the disadvantage of assuming that stock always consists of the units bought
earliest. If prices are rising, this under-estimates the value of stock. In some
circumstances this is an attractive alternative, typically reducing tax liabilities
and increasing return on assets.

4. Weighted average cost. This finds the average unit cost of all purchases over
some time, and assigns this value to all remaining stock. In effect, it adds
the total cost of all purchases over a period, and divides this by the total
number of units bought, to give a weighted unit cost. It has the advantages
of being easy to use, only needing a single calculation in an accounting
period (when final accounts are being prepared), and giving a reasonable
value of the cost of stock. On the downside, it can under-value stock when
costs are rising, as units bought some time ago reduce the average below
current values.

The valuation of stock is important in itself, but it also affects other measures,
such as the profit margins and gross profits. FIFO assumes that the units sold
are the earliest arrivals which usually have lowest cost. This gives higher profit
margins than LIFO, which assumes the units sold are the latest, which are likely
to cost more.

Worked example

Ulrika Harkness records the following monthly purchases and sales of an item.
Assuming she has no opening stock, what is the value of her stock at the end of
the period? What is the profit and profit margin if each unit sold for C–– 35?
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Month Number bought Cost of each unit (C–– ) Number sold

November 110 22 73
December 60 26 71
January 70 30 49
February 50 28 53
March 80 24 37
April 40 32 71

Solution

Total cost of purchases = (110 × 22) + (60 × 26) + (70 × 30) + (50 × 28) +
(80 × 24) + (40 × 32) = C–– 10,680. Stock movements show 410 purchases and
354 sales, so the closing stock is 56 units. Each unit sold for C–– 35, so the income
is 35 × 354 = C–– 12,390.

The gross profit is the income minus the cost of units sold:

Profit = income − cost of units sold

= income − (cost of purchases − cost of remaining stock)

Profit margin = profit/number of units sold

The variable in these calculations is the cost of remaining stock, which we can
find using the four conventions described.

1. The actual cost needs the price paid for each unit remaining in stock, so we
need more information to calculate this. A more detailed analysis of the
figures might find that the remaining stock consists of 7 units bought in
November, 6 bought in December, 8 bought in January, 11 in February, 17
in March and 7 in April, to give the value of stock as:

(7 × 22) + (6 × 26) + (8 × 30) + (11 × 28) + (17 × 24) + (7 × 32) = C–– 1,490

Then:
Profit = 12,390 − (10,680 − 1,490) = C–– 3,200

Profit margin = 3,200/354 = C–– 9.04 a unit

2. First-in-first-out assumes that the 56 units remaining are the last 56 bought,
and their value is:

(40 × 32) + (16 × 24) = C–– 1,664

Then:
Profit = 12,390 − (10,680 − 1,664) = C–– 3,374

Profit margin = 3,374/354 = C–– 9.53 a unit
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3. Last-in-first-out assumes that the 56 units remaining are the first 56 bought,
and their value is:

(56 × 22) = C–– 1,232

Then:

Profit = 12,390 − (10,680 − 1,232) = C–– 2,942

Profit margin = 2,942/354 = C–– 8.31 a unit

A better variation on this calculation says that all 56 units cannot be left over
from November, as 110 were bought in the month and 73 were sold, so only
37 could be left. Then in December 60 were bought and 71 were sold, so only
26 of the original delivery are left. In January 70 were delivered and 49 were
sold, adding 21 to stock. In February 50 were bought and 53 were sold, so we
assume that three were used from January’s delivery. Then in March 80 were
delivered and only 37 were used, with the remainder going into stock. So our
final stock consists of 26 units from November, 18 units from January and 12
units from March, giving a value of:

(26 × 22) + (18 × 30) + (12 × 24) = C–– 1,400

Then:

Profit = 12,390 − (10,680 − 1,400) = C–– 3,110

Profit margin = 3,110/354 = C–– 8.79 a unit

4. The weighted average cost of a unit is:

Total cost of purchases
Total number bought

= (110 × 22) + (60 × 26) + (70 × 30) + (50 × 28) + (80 × 24) + (40 × 32)

110 + 60 + 70 + 50 + 80 + 40
= 10,680/410 = C–– 26.05

Then the value of current stock is (56 × 26.05) = C–– 1,459
Then:

Profit = 12,390 − (10,680 − 1,459) = C–– 3,169

Profit margin = 3,169/354 = C–– 8.95 a unit

The actual value of stock is C–– 1490; FIFO over-estimates this by 12 per cent, LIFO
under-estimates this by 17 per cent or 8 per cent depending on the calculation,
and the weighted average is within 2 per cent. The profit varies between C–– 2,942
or C–– 8.31 a unit to C–– 3,374 or C–– 9.53 a unit – a difference of 15 per cent.
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Types of cost

All stocks incur costs. These vary widely, but are typically around 20 per cent of
the value held a year. It is not surprising that organizations want to minimize their
inventory costs but they cannot do this by simply reducing stock. Sometimes low
stocks give a minimum cost, but this is not inevitable and low stocks can lead to
shortages that disrupt operations and have very high costs. To look at this balance
more closely, we need to describe some details of the costs involved. The usual
approach describes four types of cost – unit, reorder, holding and shortage costs:

1. Unit cost. This is the price charged by suppliers for one unit of the item, or the
cost to the organization of acquiring one unit. In general, it is fairly easy to
find values for the unit cost by looking at quotations or recent invoices from
suppliers. As we have just seen, though, it can be difficult to find an accurate
unit cost, and this is particularly true when there are several suppliers offering
alternative products or giving different purchase conditions. If the company
makes the item itself, it can be difficult to set a reliable production cost or to
calculate a valid transfer price.

2. Reorder cost. This is the cost of placing a repeat order for the item and might
include allowances for drawing-up an order (with checking, getting authoriza-
tion, clearance and distribution), correspondence and telephone costs, receiving
(with unloading, checking and testing), supervision, use of equipment and
follow-up. Sometimes costs such as quality control, transport, delivery, sorting
and movement of received goods are included in the reorder cost.

The reorder cost should be the cost of repeat orders and not first-time
purchases, which might include allowances for finding suitable suppliers,
checking their reliability and quality, requesting quotations, negotiations with
alternative suppliers, and so on. In practice, you might find the best estimate for
a reorder cost by dividing the total annual cost of the purchasing department
(plus any other relevant costs) by the number of orders sent out.

A special case of the reorder cost occurs when an item is made within the
organization. Then the reorder cost is typically a batch set-up cost which might
include production documentation, production lost while resetting machines,
idle time for operators, material spoilt in test runs, slowed production during
familiarization, and so on.

3. Holding cost. This is the cost of holding one unit of an item in stock for one
period of time. As the usual period for calculating stock costs is a year, a holding
cost might be expressed as, say, £10 a unit a year.

The most obvious cost of holding stock is money tied up – which is either
borrowed (in which case there is interest to pay), or could be put to other use
(in which case there are opportunity costs). Other holding costs are due to
storage space (supplying a warehouse, rent, rates, heat, light, etc.), loss (due
to damage, obsolescence and pilferage), handling (including all movement,
special packaging, refrigeration, putting on pallets, etc.), administration (stock
checks, computer updates, etc.) and insurance.
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It is difficult to suggest values for these, but one view has percentages of unit
cost, as:

% of unit cost

cost of money 10–15
storage space 2–5
loss 4–6
handling 1–2
administration 1–2
insurance 1–5

Total 19–35

4. Shortage cost. If an organization runs out of stock for an item and there is
demand from a customer, then there is a shortage that has an associated
cost. In the simplest case a retailer might lose the profit from a lost sale.
Usually, though, the effects of shortages are wider than this and include
loss of goodwill, loss of future sales, loss of reputation, and so on. Any
shortage of parts for production might cause considerable disruption and force
emergency procedures, rescheduling of operations, retiming of maintenance
period, laying-off employees, and so on. Shortage costs might also contain
allowances for positive action to counteract the shortage, such as sending out
emergency orders, paying for special deliveries, using alternative and more
expensive suppliers, or storing partly finished goods.

Many of these shortage costs are difficult to measure and are often little
more than informed guesses. We might estimate the cost of lost future sales, for
example, but there is no way of getting an exact figure. It is often suggested that
shortage costs are inherently inaccurate and can be misleading, so they should
only be used with caution. There is, however, general agreement that shortages
can be damaging, and organizations are often willing to incur the relatively
lower costs of carrying stock to avoid potential shortages.

Stock turnover

The costs obviously vary widely from organization to organization, but a typical
value is around 20 per cent of value held a year. Whether this figure is rising
or falling is open to debate. Some people say that land, building, fuel, taxes,
safety, environmental protection and employee costs are all rising and making
stocks more expensive. An opposing view says that improvements in inventory
management are more than compensating for any rising costs, and the over-
all result is a decline. The real picture depends on circumstances within each
organization.

It might be difficult to use costs to monitor inventory performance over time,
so we can use some more direct measures. Perhaps the most common measure
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is the stock turnover, which is the ratio of the number of units sold to the
average stock:

Stock turnover = number of units sold in a period
average stock

Car assembly plants and oil refineries achieve turnovers of over 50 times a year,
with units kept in stock for an average of about a week; department stores have
turnovers below 5. If we can increase the stock turnover without affecting customer
service, overall costs decrease. Organizations can often make useful comparisons
with competitors having similar operations – if our shop has a stock turnover of
20 times a year, we are doing better than the shop next door that only achieves 15
times a year. However, differences in operations, product packages, objectives and
other circumstances mean that you should view these comparisons with caution.

Organizations often find their stock turnover indirectly from accounts rather
than directly from actual counts. Then we can define a cost of units sold as the
total cost of buying or acquiring the units that are later sold to customers, and the
turnover is:

Stock turnover = cost of units sold
average value of stock

This obviously introduces some of the problems with costs and accounting
conventions that we mentioned earlier.

Worked example

Emergent Technologies Wholesale (Scandinavia) buys an item for C–– 100 a unit
and sells it for C–– 150. Annual sales of the item are around 1,000 units, with
average stock of 150 units. Each unit held in stock costs approximately 25 per
cent of cost a year.

1. Describe the stock holdings.

2. What are the benefits if average stocks of the item are reduced to 100 units
without affecting customer service?

Solution

1. We can calculate a number of measures for the stock.

ž Stock turnover is:
cost of units sold

average value stock
= 1000 × 100

150 × 100
= 6.67

ž Annual gross profit on the item: sales × (selling price − unit cost)
= 1,000 × (150 − 100) = C–– 50,000 a year

ž Average investment in stock: number of units held × unit cost
= 150 × 100 = C–– 15,000
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ž Annual stock holding cost: average number of units in stock × cost of
holding each unit = 150 × (100 × 0.25) = C–– 3,750 a year

ž Stock holding cost per unit sold:
stock holding cost

number of units sold
= 3750

1000
= £3.75

2. If the average stock is reduced to 100 units, the company would be operating
more efficiently with:

ž stock turnover = (1, 000 × 100)/(100 × 100) = 10ž average investment in stock = 100 × 100 = C–– 10,000ž annual stock holding cost = 100 × (100 × 0.25) = C–– 2,500ž stock holding cost per unit sold = 2,500/1,000 = C–– 2.50ž additional profit = reduced stock holding cost = 3,750 − 2,500
= C–– 1,250 a year

Summary

Holding stocks is expensive, typically costing around 20 per cent of value a year.
This cost is formed from the four components of unit, reorder, holding and
shortage costs. It can be difficult to find precise values for these. Even the basic
figure of stock value depends on the conventions used.

Review questions

2.10 To what extent does the value of stock depend on the accounting conven-
tions used?

2.11 Very roughly, what is the cost of storing a freezer full of food in a kitchen?
2.12 Should organizations aim for a high stock turnover or a low one?
2.13 What is the main purpose of measuring inventory performance?

Approaches to inventory control

Basic questions

Inventory managers make a series of decisions about stock such as where do we
hold stock and in what kind of facilities? What suppliers and transport operators do
we use? What information systems do we use? Can we form alliances? These, and
all the other decisions about stocks, set the overall context. There comes a point,
however, when inventory managers have to make some immediate decisions
about their stocks. Having set the scene with a series of appropriate decisions, they
are now responsible for some actual stocks, and have to start looking after them.
What decisions do they make?

As always, there is no shortage of possible topics, but we will concentrate
on the basic questions of inventory control. In particular, we will look at three
fundamental questions; ‘What items should we keep in stock?’, ‘When should we
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place an order with suppliers?’ and ‘How much should we order?’. Answers to
these three questions set most of the features of the stocks.

1. What items should we keep in stock? Holding any stock is expensive, so organiza-
tions have to make sure that their stocks remain at the lowest level that allows
acceptable service. This means:

ž keeping stock of existing items at reasonable levels;ž not adding unnecessary items to the inventory;ž removing all items which are no longer used from the inventory.

Unless tightly controlled, there is a tendency for stock holdings to drift upwards.
In organizations that are not particularly short of money or storage space, this
rise can be quite fast. In part, this is a result of increasing stocks of existing items,
based on arguments like, ‘we are succeeding because we give good customer
service and this needs higher stocks’. In part, it is a consequence of continually
adding new items to the inventory. As an organization’s operations evolve, its
requirements for stocks change, and it adds new items to replace older ones
that it no longer needs. In reality, new items are often introduced without much
planning, while old ones are left in stock on the off-chance that they are needed
again. This is particularly common with inventories of spare parts. When a new
machine is bought to replace an older one, the new spare parts are added to
stock, but nobody remembers to remove the spares for the replaced machine. It
is often difficult to accept that an item that was expensive to buy now has no
value and should simply be scrapped.

If stocks continue to grow, they eventually cause concern, perhaps when
supplies of space or money become scarcer. Then managers look for some
rationalization. Unfortunately, they often want fast results and are tempted to
give instructions like, ‘stock holdings must fall by 10 per cent’. The easiest way
of achieving this is by not replacing items when they are issued. As a result,
fast-moving items that are used frequently have their stock levels reduced,
while slow-moving items that are seldom, if ever, used are left on the shelves
at their original levels.

Of course, these situations should never occur, as stocks should be controlled
by rational policies that relate holdings to demand. In particular, before any
item is added to their inventory, managers should compare the costs and
benefits of holding it, to those of not holding it. Then they should only add
an item if this gives clear benefits. In the same way, managers should monitor
the use of items already on the inventory, and when it becomes cheaper to no
longer stock them, they should be removed as quickly as possible.

2. When should we place an order? There are basically three different approaches
to this question. The first uses a periodic review to place orders of variable
size at regular intervals of time. Any variation in demand is allowed for by
the changing order size. This system is often used in shops, where stocks are
reviewed at the end of a day and any units sold are replaced.

The second approach uses a fixed order quantity. Stock levels are contin-
uously monitored and when they fall to a specified level a fixed amount is
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ordered. Any variation in demand is allowed for by changing the time between
orders. A central heating plant, for example, may order 25,000 litres of oil
whenever the amount in the tank falls to 2,500 litres.

The third approach relates the supply more directly to the demand and
orders enough stock to meet known demand over a specified period. Then both
the time and quantity ordered depend directly on demand.

3. How much should we order? Every time we place an order, there are associated
costs for administration, delivery, and so on. If we place large, infrequent orders,
the costs of ordering and delivery are kept low, but stock levels and average
inventory value are high. If we place small frequent orders, costs of ordering
and delivery are high, but average stock level is low. In general, we will look
for a compromise between these two extremes that minimizes overall cost.

We have suggested three basic questions of inventory management, but it might
seem that we have omitted several others such as, ‘What should average stock
levels be?’, ‘How much should we invest in stock?’, ‘What service level do we
offer?’ and ‘How often will there be shortages?’. In practice, the answers to these
other questions come from the three basic questions. Once we make decisions
about the frequency and size of orders, we automatically set the average stock
levels, costs, service level, likelihood of shortage and a whole range of other
features. We will start to explore this theme in the next chapters.

Answering the basic questions
Having posed the three basic questions, we now have to look for answers. There
are basically two different methods, which are based on the ways of assessing
demand.

1. Independent demand methods assume that the demand for an item is independent
of the demand for any other item. Then the aggregate demand for an item is
made up of many independent demands from separate customers – in the
way that the overall demand for milk in a supermarket is made up of many
small demands from separate customers. In these circumstances the only
reasonable way of forecasting future demand is to project historical trends.
Stock control is then based on quantitative models that relate forecast demand,
costs and other variables, to find optimal values for order quantities and
timing. These models can be either fixed order quantity or periodic review.
We will look at independent demand methods in Part II of this book (see
Figure 2.6).

2. Dependent demand methods. In practice, the demands for different items are often
related: in a café the demand for chips is related to the demand for fish; in
a factory the demand for all components of a product are related through
the production plans; demand for both domestic electricity and gas are linked
through the weather, and so on. In such circumstances we can often find an
alternative way of forecasting the demand for an item, and can use this in a
dependent demand method.
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Figure 2.6 Types of inventory control system

Common approaches of this type link the demand for components to pro-
duction plans for finished goods. These methods are formalized into methods
like Material Requirements Planning and Just-in-Time which we describe in
Part III of this book.

Summary
Inventory control is based on the answers to three basic questions. These ask
about the items to stock, the timing of orders and the quantities ordered. There
are two approaches to answering these questions. Independent demand methods
use forecasts of demand to define optimal order quantities and times; dependent
demand methods look for other ways of co-ordinating the supply and demand.

Review questions

2.14 Why is the average stock level not included as a fundamental question of
inventory control?

2.15 What three methods are used to set the timing of orders?
2.16 How is demand for an item found for independent demand inventory

methods?

Chapter review

ž The last chapter introduced the general ideas of inventory management. This
chapter focused more specifically on the role of stocks within an organization.
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ž Inventory management can be viewed as a part of the broader logistics function.
Decisions about stocks are linked, in some way, to all other areas of logistics, so
it is best to take a broad view and look for the best overall results.

ž Inventory managers make decisions at different levels. Their overall aims are
set by the organization’s broader strategies, with two main strategies based
on lean or agile operations. Under these umbrellas organizations can have a
strategic focus on different features, each of which gives different requirements
of stocks.

ž The framework for all decision about stocks is set by higher decisions, and a
balance of external and internal factors.

ž The management of stock has a clear strategic impact. It influences the feasibility
of certain operations and directly affects organizational performance.

ž Holding stocks is expensive, typically costing around 20 per cent of value a
year. It can be difficult to find precise values for this, and even the basic figure
of stock value depends on the conventions used.

ž Inventory control is based on the answers to three basic questions. These ask
about the items to stock, the timing of orders and the quantities ordered.

ž There are two approaches to answering these questions. Independent demand
methods use forecasts of demand to define optimal order quantities and times;
dependent demand methods look for other ways of co-ordinating the supply
and demand.

Project

Many companies report their stock holdings in annual accounts or on their
websites. You can see from the following examples that amount of stock (measured
as a proportion of sales) varies widely.

ž Tesco (2003) the UK’s largest retailer with:ž Sales for first 6 months £12,733 millionž Stocks £957 million

ž ICI (2003) specialist international chemical manufacturerž Turnover for first six months £2,821 millionž Stocks £748 million

ž FGH Horsveldt (2003) printer of specialist materialsž Turnover for first six months C–– 52 millionž Stocks C–– 35 million

ž Persimmon (2003) one of the UK’s largest house buildersž Turnover for first six months £820 millionž Stocks £1,377 million
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The aim of this project is to look for patterns in the stock holdings of different
types of company. For this you should take a representative sample of companies
from different industries and see if you can find any patterns. Explain why some
industries hold more stock than others. What features tend to give high stocks?

Discussion questions

2.1 Why is it better to view inventory management in the broader context of
logistics, than to consider it as a separate function?

2.2 Strategic decisions within an organization tend to be vague and unfocused.
How can these hazy aspirations have any impact on a precise area like
inventory management? How can different business strategies affect the
decisions made by inventory managers?

2.3 The aim of inventory management can be summarized as ‘‘achieving a speci-
fied level of customer service at minimum cost’’. To what extent do you think
that this is true?

2.4 Is it really possible for stores of goods sitting in a warehouse to have a strategic
impact on an organization?

2.5 The framework for all inventory decisions is set by higher decisions, and a
balance of internal and external factors. What exactly does this mean, and is it
necessarily true?

2.6 In practice it can be difficult to find the costs of holding stock. Why is this? How
can these difficulties be overcome? Are there any other views of inventory
costs that could be easier to work with?

2.7 It is a gross simplification to say that there are only three basic questions of
inventory control. Do you agree with this?
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Economic Order Quantity

Aims of the chapter

This chapter introduces some quantitative models for inventory control. The first
model takes an idealized stock and finds the fixed order size that minimizes costs.
This is the economic order quantity, which is the basis of most independent demand
methods. Related calculations and extensions to this basic model are developed in
the following chapters.

After reading this chapter you should be able to do the following:

ž discuss the reasoning behind the economic order quantity;

ž derive an equation for the economic order quantity;

ž calculate the economic order quantity for an item;

ž measure the effects of moving away from the economic order quantity;

ž work with integer order sizes;

ž measure the effects of errors and approximations in costs and forecast demand;

ž calculate a reorder level;

ž outline some limitations of the reorder level.

This chapter emphasizes:

ž quantitative models for inventory control;

ž calculation of an economic order quantity for the order size;

ž calculation of a reorder level to find the timing of orders.

Defining the economic order quantity

Background to the model

This chapter describes one of the standard analyses of inventory control. It shows
how we can balance the various costs of stock to answer the question, ‘How much
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should we order?’ The approach is to build a model of an idealized inventory
system and calculate the fixed order quantity that minimizes total costs. This
optimal order size is called the economic order quantity (EOQ).

The EOQ calculation is the most important analysis of inventory control, and
arguably one of the most important results derived in any area of operations
management. The first reference to the work is by Harris (1915), but the calculation
is often credited to Wilson (1934) who independently duplicated the work and
marketed the results.

The stock level of an item varies over time, with a typical pattern shown in
Figure 3.1. At some point, A, a delivery arrives and raises the stock level. Then the
stock declines as units are removed to meet customer demands. At some point,
B, an order for replenishment is placed with a supplier and this arrives at time
C. This general pattern, with some short-term variations, is repeated as long as
the item is kept in stock. Sometimes an unexpectedly heavy demand or delayed

A
delivery
arrives

Stock
level

Time

B
place
order C

delivery
arrives

D
place
order

E
stock
out F

delivery
arrives

G
place
order H

delivery
arrives

Figure 3.1 Typical pattern of stock level over time
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delivery means that stocks run out (as at point E) and then we can represent
shortages by negative stock levels. At other times an unexpectedly low demand
or fast delivery means that deliveries arrive when they are not really needed (as at
points C and H).

We can analyse this pattern, but it is fairly complicated so we start with a basic
model that makes a number of assumptions:

ž the demand is known exactly, is continuous and is constant over time;

ž all costs are known exactly and do not vary;

ž no shortages are allowed;

ž lead time is zero – so a delivery is made as soon as the order is placed.

A number of other assumptions are implicit in the model, including:

ž we can consider a single item in isolation, so we cannot save money by
substituting other items or grouping several items into a single order;

ž purchase price and reorder costs do not vary with the quantity ordered;

ž a single delivery is made for each order;

ž replenishment is instantaneous, so that all of an order arrives in stock at the
same time and can be used immediately.

Perhaps the most important assumption here is that demand is known exactly,
is continuous and constant over time (as shown in Figure 3.2). This, and the
other assumptions, might seem unrealistic, but you should remember two things.
First, all models are simplifications of reality and their aim is to give useful
results rather than be exact representations of actual circumstances. The eco-
nomic order quantity is widely used, and we can infer that it is accurate enough
for many purposes. The results may not be optimal in the strict mathemat-
ical sense, but they are good approximations and do, at worst, give useful
guidelines. Second, this is a basic model that we can extend in many ways. In
the next two chapters we remove some of the assumptions and develop more
complex models.

The assumptions give an idealized pattern for a stock level. A continuous
demand means that the stock level declines steadily rather than falls in a series
of steps; a constant demand means that the decline is always at the same rate.
If the lead time is zero, we need never place an order before stock actually runs
out – as placing an order when there is stock remaining would leave a residue that
is never used and only incurs holding costs. The assumption that no shortages are
allowed means that the stock level never falls below zero, and there are no lost
sales. Finally, we are looking for the fixed order quantity that will minimize costs,
so we always place orders of exactly this size. The resulting pattern is shown in
Figure 3.3.
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Variables used in the analysis
Now we have laid the foundations for our model and can introduce some details,
starting with a list of variables. In the last chapter we described the four costs
of inventory:

ž Unit cost (UC) is the price charged by the suppliers for one unit of the item, or
the total cost to the organization of acquiring one unit.

ž Reorder cost (RC) is the cost of placing a routine order for the item and might
include allowances for drawing-up an order, correspondence, telephone costs,
receiving, use of equipment, expediting, delivery, quality checks, and so on. If
the item is made internally, this might be a set-up cost.

ž Holding cost (HC) is the cost of holding one unit of the item in stock for one
period of time. The usual period for calculating stock costs is a year, so a holding
cost might be, say, £10 a unit a year.

ž Shortage cost (SC) is the cost of having a shortage and not being able to meet
demand from stock. In this analysis we have said that no shortages are allowed,
so SC does not appear (it is effectively so large that any shortage would be
prohibitively expensive).

If you look at the stock pattern in Figure 3.3, you can see that there are three
other variables:

ž Order quantity (Q) which is the fixed order size that we always use. The purpose
of this analysis is to find an optimal value for this order quantity.

ž Cycle time (T) which is the time between two consecutive replenishments. This
depends on the order quantity, with larger orders leading to longer cycle times.

ž Demand (D) which sets the number of units to be supplied from stock in a given
time period (for example, ten units a week). Here, we assume that the demand
is continuous and constant.

The only variable that is directly under our control is the order quantity, and we
can give this any value we like. When we set the order quantity, this fixes the cycle
length. We assume that all the other parameters are fixed and beyond our control.
Our aim, then, is to find optimal values for Q – and thereby T – in terms of these
other constants.

Derivation of the economic order quantity
This derivation uses a standard approach that is suitable for many stock control
models. It has three steps, as follows:

1. Find the total cost of one stock cycle.

2. Divide this total cost by the cycle length to get a cost per unit time.

3. Minimize this cost per unit time.
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If we take one stock cycle from Figure 3.3, we get the pattern shown in Figure 3.4.
At some point we place an order for a quantity, Q, which arrives instantly and
is used at a constant rate, D. Eventually no stock remains and it is time to place
another order. The cycle has a length T. We know that during the cycle the amount
entering stock is Q, while the amount leaving is D × T. These must be equal as the
stock level at both the start and finish of the cycle is zero.

amount entering stock in cycle = amount leaving stock in cycle

so
Q = D × T

The first step of the analysis finds the total costs for a cycle, and we find this by
adding the three separate components of cost for units, reorders, and holdings
(remembering there are no shortage costs). Hence:

total cost per = unit cost + reorder cost + holding cost
cycle component component component
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We can calculate these separate components for a cycle as follows:

ž unit cost component = unit cost (UC) × number of units ordered (Q)
= UC × Q

ž reorder cost component = reorder cost (RC) × number of orders placed (1)
= RC

ž holding cost component = holding cost (HC) × average stock level
(Q/2) × time held (T)

= HC × Q × T
2

Adding these three components gives the total cost per cycle as:

Total cost per cycle = UC × Q + RC + HC × Q × T
2

This completes the first step of the analysis. The second step divides this cost by
the cycle length, T, to give a total cost per unit time, TC:

Total cost per unit time = TC = UC × Q
T

+ RC
T

+ HC × Q
2

But we know that Q = D × T or D = Q/T and substituting this gives:

TC = UC × D + RC × D
Q

+ HC × Q
2

The demand and all costs are fixed, so the only variable on the right-hand side
of this equation is Q. So we can see how the total cost per unit time varies with
order quantity. The most convenient way of doing this is to plot each of the
cost components separately against Q and then add them together (as shown in
Figure 3.5).

The unit cost component (UC × D) is independent of order quantity and is
‘fixed’. The other two components vary with order quantity and form the ‘variable’
cost per unit time. In particular, the holding cost component rises linearly with
Q while the reorder cost component falls as Q increases. Adding the three
components together gives a total cost curve which is an asymmetric ‘U’ shape
with a distinct minimum. This minimum corresponds to the optimal order size.
With orders smaller orders than this, costs rise because of the higher reorder cost
component; with orders larger than this, costs rise because of the higher holding
cost component.

The third step of our analysis finds the minimum cost per unit time. For this we
differentiate the equation for TC with respect to Q and set the result equal to zero:

d(TC)

dQ
= −RC × D

Q2 + HC
2

= 0
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Figure 3.5 Variation of costs with order quantity

When we rearrange this we get the optimal order size, or the economic order
quantity, which we will call Qo:

Economic order quantity = Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

This is the most important result of the analysis and answers the question, ‘How
much should we order?’ Now we can find the corresponding optimal length of
the stock cycle. We know that Q = D×T, and if we substitute Qo for Q we find the
optimal cycle length, To.

optimal cycle length = To = Qo/D =
√

2 × RC
D × HC

We can also find the optimal cost per unit time, TCo, by substituting the value for
Qo. We know that:

TC = UC × D + RC × D
Q

+ HC × Q
2
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The unit cost component is fixed, so we can concentrate on the last two terms
which form the variable cost (VC). Then:

VC = RC × D
Q

+ HC × Q
2

Substituting for Qo to give the optimal value VCo:

VCo = RC × D ×
√

HC
2 × RC × D

+ HC
2

×
√

2 × RC × D
HC

=
√

RC × HC × D
2

+
√

RC × HC × D
2

= √
2 × RC × HC × D

If you compare this to the economic order quantity, you can see that:

Optimal variable cost per unit time = VCo = HC × Qo

Then the optimal total cost per unit time is the sum of this variable cost and the
fixed cost:

optimal cost per unit time = TCo = UC × D + VCo

You can see an interesting point in the equation above which clearly shows that
for the economic order quantity the reorder cost component equals the holding
cost component (both have the value

√
RC × HC × D/2).

Worked example

Jaydeep (Trading) Company buys 6,000 units of an item every year with a unit
cost of $30. It costs $125 to process an order and arrange delivery, while interest
and storage costs amount to $6 a year for each unit held. What is the best
ordering policy for the item?

Solution

Listing the values we know in consistent units:

Demand = D = 6,000 units a year
Unit cost = UC = $30 a unit
Reorder cost = RC = $125 an order
Holding cost = HC = $6 a unit a year

Substituting these figures into the economic order quantity equation gives:

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

=
√

2 × 125 × 6,000
6

= 500 units
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The optimal time between orders is:

To = Qo/D = 500/6,000 = 0.083 years = 1 month

The associated variable cost is:

VCo = HC × Qo = 6 × 500 = $3,000 a year

This gives a total cost of:

TCo = UC × D + VCo = 30 × 6,000 + 3,000 = $183,000 a year

Order quantity, QQo = 500

TCo = £183,000
a year

Annual
cost

Total
cost

(a) Variation of total cost per unit time with order size

Stock
level

500

Time1 month 1 month
(b) Variation of stock level over time

Figure 3.6 Variations in total cost and stock level

The optimal policy is to order 500 units a month, with annual costs of $183,000
(shown in Figure 3.6).
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Worked example
Sarah Brown works for a manufacturer that makes parts for marine engines.
The parts are made in batches, and every time a new batch is started it costs
£1,640 for disruption and lost production and £280 in wages for the fitters.
One item has an annual demand of 1,250 units with a selling price of £300, 60
per cent of which is direct material and production costs. If the company looks
for a return of 20 per cent a year on capital, what is the optimal batch size for
the item and the associated costs?

Solution
From the information given:

ž The annual demand (D) is 1,250 units.

ž As 60 per cent of the selling price is made up of direct costs, the unit cost
(UC) becomes 0.6 × 300 = £180.

ž Annual holding cost (HC) is 20 per cent of unit cost, or 0.2 × 180 = £36.

ž Reorder, or in this case batch set-up, cost (RC) has two components for lost
production and direct wages and becomes 1,640 + 280 = £1,920.

Substituting these gives the optimal order size:

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

=
√

2 × 1,920 × 1,250
36

= 365 units (about)

The optimal time between orders is:

To = Qo/D = 365/1,250 = 0.29 years = 15 weeks (about)

The optimal variable cost is:

VCo = HC × Qo = 36 × 365 = £13,140 a year

The optimal total cost is:

TCo = UC × D + VCo = 180 × 1,250 + 13,140 = £238,140 a year

Doing the calculations

In practice, a huge amount of software has been developed for inventory control.
Much of this uses specialized programs, which can be very large and complicated.
You can, however, find software that does some of the analysis, or illustrates the
principles. Spreadsheets can be useful here – as illustrated in Figure 3.7, which
shows a basic calculation of the economic order quantity. Information is entered
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A C D E F
Inventory Control - Economic Order Quantity

Note: Using the economic order quantity:
where: UC = unit cost

fixed unit costs = UC*D RC = reorder cost
HC = holding cost
D = demand 
Q = order quantity

Inputs Demand 1,200
Unit cost 25.00£

Holding cost 7.50£
Reordercost 50.00£

Results Order size 126.49
Fixed unit costs £ 30,000.00

Variable cost 948.68£
Total cost a period £30,948.68

Costs Order size Reorder cost Holding cost Variable cost
51 1,186£ 190£ 1,376£
76 791£ 285£ 1,075£

101 593£ 379£ 972£
126 474£ 474£ 949£ minimum
152 395£ 569£ 964£
177 339£ 664£ 1,003£
202 296£ 759£ 1,055£

£-

£200

£400
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51 76 101 126 152 177 202
Order size

C
o

st
s

Reorder cost 
Holding cost
Variable cost

EOQ

G

Variable costs and order size

variable cost = RC*D/Q + HC*Q/2

order size, Q = sqrt((2*RC*D)/HC)

B

Figure 3.7 Calculating the economic order quantity

to cells D10 to D13, and the results are given in cells D15 to D18. Rows 20 to 27
show how the cost varies around the economic order quantity, and these results
are then shown on a graph. Figure 3.8 gives details of the calculations.

Summary
We have built a model of an idealized inventory system that relates order size to
costs and demand. This shows that large, infrequent orders have a high holding
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Cell Formula Copied to

D15 SQRT((2*D13*D10)/D12) the economic order quantity 

D16 D10*D11 demand * unit cost

D17 (D13*D10/D15)+(D12*D15/2) adds reorder and holding costs

D18 D16+D17 adds all costs

B21 0.4*D15 B22:B27 (with
increments of 0.2)

C21 $D$13*$D$10/B21 C22:C27 reorder cost per period 

D21 $D$12*B21/2 D22:D27 holding cost per period  

E21 SUM(C21:D21) E22:E27 total variable cost per period

F21 IF(E21=MIN($E$21:$E$27)),´minimum´) F22:F27 identifies lowest cost in column

Explanation

Figure 3.8 Calculations for the spreadsheet in Figure 3.7

cost component, so the total cost is high: small, frequent orders have a high reorder
cost component, so the total cost is also high. A compromise finds the optimal
order size – or economic order quantity – that minimizes inventory costs.

Review questions

3.1 What assumptions are made in calculating an economic order quantity?
3.2 What is the EOQ?
3.3 If we place orders that are larger than the EOQ, why does the total cost rise?
3.4 What does the variable cost per unit time vary with?
3.5 If we use the economic order quantity, which is bigger, the reorder cost

component or the holding cost component?

Adjusting the economic order quantity

Moving away from the EOQ
Manufacturing companies often hit a problem with the EOQ. When their batch
set-up costs are high, the EOQ can suggest very large batches – which complicate
production scheduling, give long lead times to customers, need excessive storage
capacity, and leave too much capital tied-up in stocks. These problems can be
avoided by putting an artificially high value on the holding cost, but it illustrates
one weakness of the calculation. Other problems arise when:

ž the EOQ suggests fractional value for things which come in discrete units (an
order for 2.7 lorries, for example, makes no sense and we would either buy two
or three);

ž suppliers are unwilling to split standard package sizes (227 kg of cement, for
example, would be rounded to the nearest 50 kg);
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ž deliveries are made by vehicles with fixed capacities, so that 12 tonnes, say,
might fit onto one lorry but the EOQ of 13 tonnes would need two lorries and
hence double delivery costs;

ž it is simply more convenient to round order sizes to a convenient number.

This raises the question of how much costs would rise if we do not use the EOQ.
Suppose we have the following values:

ž Demand, D = 6,000 units a year

ž Unit cost, UC = £30 a unit

ž Reorder cost, RC = £125 an order

ž Holding cost, HC = £7 a unit a year

Substituting these values into the standard equations gives:

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

=
√

2 × 125 × 6,000
7

= 462.91 units

VCo = HC × Q = 7 × 462.91 = £3,240.37 a year.

It is unlikely that anyone would order 463 units (and certainly not 462.91), so it
would be useful to know how sensitive the cost is to small changes around Qo. If
we move a small distance away from the EOQ, does the cost rise very quickly, or
is it relatively stable and only give small penalties? What happens here if we buy
in batches of, say, 450 or 500 units?

Orders of 450 units

VC = RC × D
Q

+ HC × Q
2

= 125 × 6,000
450

+ 7 × 450
2

= £3,241.67

Orders of 500 units

VC
Q

= RC × D
2

+ HC × Q = 125 × 6,000
500

+ 7 × 500
2

= £3,250.00

Batches of 450 units – which are 2.8 per cent below optimal – raise variable costs
by £1.30 or 0.04 per cent: batches of 500 units – which are 8 per cent above
optimal – raise variable costs by £9.63 or 0.3 per cent. In this case the variable cost
is clearly stable around the optimal value. In practice, this is always true, and we
can move some way away from the EOQ and not get a significantly higher cost.
We can demonstrate this by comparing the minimum variable cost, VCo, from
ordering batches of size Qo, with the variable cost, VC, of ordering any other
quantity, Q.

We know that:

VCo = HC × Qo and VC = RC × D
Q

+ HC × Q
2
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If we take the ratio of these we get:

VC
VCo

= RC × D
Q × HC × Qo

+ HC × Q
2 × HC × Qo

Substituting Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) gives the standard result that:

VC
VCo

= 1
2

×
[

Qo
Q

+ Q
Qo

]

Now we can see the effect of using other values of Q. If we can tolerate a variable
cost within, say, 5 per cent of optimal, how much will this allow us to vary the
order quantity? We can find the answer by substituting VC = 1.05 × VCo in this
equation and expressing Q as a fraction of Qo (so Q = k × Qo). Then we have:

1.05 × VCo
VCo

= 1
2

×
[

Qo
k × Qo

+ k × Qo
Qo

]

1.05 = 1
2

×
[

1
k

+ k
1

]

or 2.1 × k = 1 + k2

Variable
cost

1.2 VCo

1.1 VCo

1.05 VCo

VCo

Qo

5%

10%

20%

Order
quantity,Q0.54 Qo 0.64 Qo 0.73 Qo 1.37Qo 1.56Qo

1.85 Qo

Figure 3.9 Showing the shallow variable cost curve around the EOQ
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which we can solve to give two values of:

k = 1.37 or k = 0.73

In other words, we can place orders for up to 37 per cent more than Qo, or down
to 27 per cent less than Qo, and still keep the variable cost within 5 per cent
of optimal (as shown in Figure 3.9). This suggests that the variable cost is very
stable around the EOQ. We can get more evidence for this by accepting a variable
cost within 10 per cent optimal and repeating the calculation with VC = 1.1 ×
VCo. Then we find the two values of k = 1.56 or 0.64, so we can place orders
up to 56 per cent more than Qo, or down to 36 per cent less than Qo, and still
keep variable costs within 10 per cent of optimal. This shows why the economic
order quantity calculation is so useful. The analysis is based on a number of
assumptions and approximations, but it gives a good guideline, and provided we
use an order size that is somewhere around the EOQ, costs are likely to be close
to optimal.

Worked example

Each unit of an item costs a company £40 with annual holding costs of
18 per cent of unit cost for interest charges, 1 per cent for insurance, 2
per cent allowance for obsolescence, £2 for building overheads, £1.50 for
damage and loss and £4 miscellaneous costs. If the annual demand for the
item is constant at 1,000 units and each order costs £100 to place, calcu-
late the economic order quantity and the total cost of stocking the item.
If the supplier will only deliver batches of 250 units, how does this affect
the costs?

Solution

The annual holding cost is 18 + 1 + 2 = 21 per cent of unit cost plus a fixed
amount of £2 + £1.50 + £4 = £7.50 a year. Then:

D = 1,000 units a year

UC = £40 a unit

RC = £100 an order

HC = (0.21 × 40) + 7.50 = £15.90 a unit a year.

Substituting these values gives:

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

=
√

2 × 100 × 1,000
15.9

= 112.15 units

VCo = HC × Qo = 15.9 × 112.15 = £1,783 a year
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If Q must equal 250 units, we can find the new variable cost from:

VC
VCo

= 1
2

×
[

Qo
Q

+ Q
Qo

]

VC = 1, 783
2

×
[

112.15
250

+ 250
112.15

]
= £2,388 a year

Worked example

Jessica Choi works in her bakery for 6 days a week for 49 weeks a year. Flour
is delivered directly with a charge of £7.50 for each delivery. Jessica uses an
average of 10 sacks of whole-grain flour a day, for which she pays £12 a sack.
She has an overdraft at the bank which costs 12 per cent a year, with spillage,
storage, loss and insurance costing 6.75 per cent a year.

(a) What size of delivery should Jessica use and what are the resulting costs?

(b) How much should she order if the flour has a shelf-life of 2 weeks?

(c) How much should she order if the bank imposes a maximum order value
of £1,500?

(d) If the mill only delivers on Mondays, how much Jessica order and
how often?

Solution

Working in consistent units we have:

D = 10 × 6 × 49 = 2,940 sacks a year

UC = £12 a sack

RC = £7.50 an order

HC = (0.12+0.0675) × 12 = £2.25 a sack a year.

(a) Substituting these values:

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

=
√

2 × 7.50 × 2,940
2.25

= 140 units

VCo = HC × Qo = 2.25 × 140 = £315

(b) If flour only has a shelf-life of 2 weeks, buying more than 2 × 6 × 10 = 120
sacks at a time will mean the excess is wasted. The further the actual order
size is away from EOQ, the higher the cost will be, so Jessica should aim to
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have batches as near to 140 sacks as possible. In this case she should buy
batches of 120 sacks. Then:

VC = VCo
2

×
[

Qo
Q

+ Q
Qo

]
= 315

2
×

[
140
120

+ 120
140

]
= £318.75 a year

(c) A maximum order value of £1,500 implies 125 sacks. Again, Jessica should
aim to buy as near to 140 as possible, in this case 125 sacks. Then:

VC = VCo
2

×
[

Qo
Q

+ Q
Qo

]
= 315

2
×

[
140
125

+ 125
140

]
= £317.03 a year

(d) Jessica should aim for deliveries of 140 sacks. This is between 2 and 3 weeks’
supply, so she has a choice of ordering every 2 weeks or ordering every 3
weeks. The cost for each of these are:

ž order every 2 weeks: Q = 2 × 6 × 10 = 120, and we have already seen in
part (b) that this gives VC = £318.75.ž order every 3 weeks: Q = 3 × 6 × 10 = 180, and then:

VC = VCo
2

×
[

Qo
Q

+ Q
Qo

]
= 315

2
×

[
140
180

+ 180
140

]
= £325 a year

It is clearly cheaper for Jessica to order every 2 weeks.

We can again do these calculations in a spreadsheet, as shown in Figure 3.10. Here
the basic data is in cells D8 to D13, while cell G9 shows the maximum percentage
that we want the variable cost to be away from the optimal. Cells D15 to D28 show
some results based on these figures. In particular, cell D16 shows the EOQ and
D27 the corresponding variable cost. Cells G17 and I17 show the range of order
size that will give variable cost within 10 per cent (in this case) of the optimal. The
calculations in the spreadsheet are shown in Figure 3.11.

Orders for discrete items
One specific problem with the EOQ occurs with discrete items. If, for example,
the EOQ suggests an order for 5.5 computer systems, we obviously cannot place
this order and must, presumably, order either 5 or 6. This sort of problem is
likely to occur when dealing with small numbers of expensive items, such as
machines, engines, vehicles and drums of chemicals. We could simply round to
the nearest integer, but a more formal approach asks if it is better to round up
or to round down. We already know that costs rise slowly around EOQ, so this
is usually not an important question. Sometimes, however, the answer makes a
significant difference.

Suppose we calculate the optimal order size as Qo, which is between the integers
Q′−1 and Q’ (as shown in Figure 3.12). We should round up the order size if the
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

A C D E F G H I
Inventory Control-Economic Order Quantity

Notes: Calculations for the economic order quantity,
including cost sensitivity.
All units are consistent, so a lead time of one

Inputs Demand 2400 Variable cost range
Unit cost 100.00£ Percentage 10%

Holding cost amount 10.00£ Proportion 1.1
Holding cost percentage 22%

Reorder cost 250.00£
Lead time 0.019230769

Results Holding cost 32.00£ Order quantity range
Orders Order size 193.65 Proportion, f 0.64 to 1.56

Time between orders 0.08 Order size 124.27 to 301.76
Number of orders a period 12.39

Reorder level 46.15
Investment Average stock 96.82

Average investment 9,682.46£
Minimum stock 0

Minimum investment -£
Maximum stock 193.65

Maximum investment 19,364.92£
Costs Fixed unit costs £ 240,000.00

Variable cost 6,196.77£
Total cost a period £ 246,196.77

week appears as 1/52 years.

B

Figure 3.10 Showing the variation in cost with order size

variable cost of ordering Q’ units is less than the variable cost of ordering Q′−1
units. That is:

RC × D
Q′ + HC × Q′

2
≤ RC × D

Q′ − 1
+ HC × (Q′−1)

2

We can simplify this by multiplying both sides by 2×Q’×(Q’−1).

HC × Q′2 − HC × Q′ ≤ 2 × RC × D

Then we can simplify the result to:

Q′ × (Q′ − 1) ≤ Qo2

This suggests a procedure for checking whether it is better to round up or round
down discrete order quantities:

1. Calculate the EOQ, Qo.

2. Find the integers Q′ and Q′ − 1 that surround Qo.

3. If Q′ × (Q′ − 1) is less than or equal to Qo2, order Q′.

4. If Q′ × (Q′ − 1) is greater than Qo2, order Q′ − 1.
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Cell Formula Explanation

D15 D10 + D11*D9 total holding cost

D16 SQRT((2*D12*D8)/D15) economic order quantity

D17 D16/D8 T = Q/D

D18 1/D17 1/T

D19 D13*D8 Lead time * demand

D20 (D22 + D24)/2 average of maximum and minimum levels

D21 D20*D9 average stock * unit cost

D22 0 taken as zero for EOQ model

D24 D16 taken as Q for EOQ model

D25 D24*D9 order size, Q*unit cost

D26 D8*D9 demand * unit cost

D27 (D12*D8/D16) + (D15*D16/2) sum of reorder and holding costs

D28 D27 + D26 total costs

G16 (($G$10*2)-SQRT(($G$10*2)^2-4))/2 first solution of quadratic equation for  f

G17 G16*$D$16 first value of f*EOQ

I16 (($G$10*2) + SQRT(($G$10*2)^2-4))/2 second solution of quadratic equation for f

I17 I16*$D$16 second value of f*EOQ

Figure 3.11 Calculations for the spreadsheet in Figure 3.10

V
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Order quantityQ ′−1 Q ′Qo

Figure 3.12 Alternative integer values around EOQ
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Worked example

Schlessinger Aeronautic work a 50-week year and stock an electric motor with
the following characteristics:

D = 20 a week

UC = £2,500 a unit

RC = £50

HC = £660 a unit a year

What is the optimal order quantity? Would it make much difference if this
number were rounded up or down to the nearest integer?

Solution

We can start by substituting the values to find an EOQ:

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

=
√

2 × 50 × 20 × 50
660

= 12.31 units

The company obviously cannot order 12.31 motors, so its alternatives are to
order 12 or 13. Here Q’ equals 13 and the rule we developed above suggests
ordering 13 when:

Q′ × (Q′−1) ≤ Qo2

i.e.
13 × 12 ≤ 12.312

156 ≤ 151.54

This is not true so the best policy is to order motors in batches of 12. We can
check this decision by calculating the variable cost of ordering in batches of 12
or 13:

ž order size 12 motors:

VC = RC × D
Q

+ HC × Q
2

= 50 × 1,000
12

+ 660 × 12
2

= £8,126.67

ž order size 13 motors:

VC = RC × D
Q

+ HC × Q
2

= 50 × 1,000
13

+ 660 × 13
2

= £8,136.15

As expected, the difference is small (about 0.1 per cent).
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Summary
One of the main strengths of the EOQ is that the variable cost rises slowly for
orders near the optimal. The EOQ gives a good guideline, but if it cannot be used,
a close approximation should give reasonable results. There is a simple procedure
for checking whether it is better to round up or round down order sizes for
discrete items.

Review questions

3.6 If an economic order quantity is calculated, but an order is then placed which
is smaller than this, will the variable cost increase or decrease?

3.7 If we place orders that are bigger than the EOQ, the variable cost rises quickly
because of the increased holding cost. Do you think that this is true?

3.8 If items have to be ordered in integer quantities, it is always better to round
the EOQ upwards. Do you agree with this?

Uncertainty in demand and costs

Errors in parameters
In our derivation of the EOQ we assumed that the costs and demand were known
with certainty. In practice, this is unlikely to be true. Few organizations know
exactly what demand they have to meet in the future, and their costs are based on
estimates and prevailing accounting conventions. As we know, the variable cost is
stable around the EOQ and small errors and approximations generally make little
difference. We can demonstrate this by looking at the effect on costs when there
is an error in, say, forecast demand. Suppose that actual demand for an item is D,
but there is a proportional error in the forecasts, E. Then the forecast is D × (1 + E)

and instead of using the correct EOQ:

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

we are actually using:

Q =
√

2 × RC × D × (1 + E)

HC

We can find the resulting error in the variable cost by substitution in:

VC
VCo

= 1
2

×
[

Qo
Q

+ Q
Qo

]

which we can simplify to:

VC
VCo

= 1
2

×
[

1√
1 + E

+
√

1 + E
1

]
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Figure 3.13 Graph of increase in variable cost against forecast error

Figure 3.13 shows the increase in variable cost against error in forecast. Again it
is clear that large errors in forecast demand lead to relatively small movements
away from the minimum value of VCo. Even when the forecast under-estimates
demand by 50 per cent, the cost only rises by 6 per cent, and when it over-estimates
demand by 50 per cent, the cost only rises by 2 per cent. This also shows that the
increase in variable cost is asymmetric and rises more quickly for under-estimates
of demand than for over-estimates. If, therefore, demand is uncertain and you
have to make a decision with limited information, it is generally better to place
larger orders than smaller ones.

We could do similar analyses to find the effect of errors in costs. Suppose, for
example, that we approximate an actual reorder cost of RC by RC × (1 + E1), and
an actual holding cost of HC by HC × (1 + E2). Then we will calculate a reorder
quantity of:

Qo =
√

2 × RC ÷ (1 + E1) × D
HC × (1 + E2)

And this gives an increase of variable cost defined by:

VC
VCo

= 1
2

×
[√

1 + E1

1 + E2
+

√
1 + E2√
1 + E1

]

Adjusting the order quantity
If costs are difficult to find, we can sometimes find values that are implied by
current inventory policies. Suppose an organization is uncertain of the reorder
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cost for an item. If it is already ordering the item, the actual order quantity
is an estimate of the EOQ, and we can work backwards to find the implied
reorder cost.

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

or RC = Qo2 × HC
2 × D

If this calculation is repeated for a number of items, it might be possible to get
a reasonable overall estimate for the reorder cost, and this can be used to give
more consistent ordering policies. We should not, however, assume that these
revised calculations inevitably give better results. They can certainly be closer to
a theoretical ‘optimal’, but inventory managers may have some reason for not
accepting them, and wanting adjustments. They might, for example, know that
prices are likely to rise and want to buy more than the recommended EOQ – or
they may know that a marketing promotion will increase demand. There are
two ways around this. First, the inventory control system could continue to
present its optimal values and leave managers to adjust the actual orders. But
when there is a large number of orders this will be too time-consuming. The
second alternative is to have the system make these adjustments automatically. A
common way of doing this is to introduce additional factors to the calculations,
perhaps giving:

Q = K ×
√

2 × RC × D
HC

or Q =
√

2 × RC × D
HC × K

A more straightforward adjustment allows managers to use surrogate costs,
which are not actual costs, but which give the type of orders that they want. If,
for example, they prefer orders that are generally smaller than the EOQ, they
can substitute artificially low reorder costs or high holding costs. This kind of
adjustment should only be made if there are genuine reasons and after careful
analysis.

Worked example

A company has a standing order of 40 units of an item every month. What
can you infer about the costs? If the reorder cost is actually C–– 160, what is the
implied holding cost?

Solution

We know that the company orders 40 units every month, so we can assume
that the demand is constant at around 10 units a week. If the company believes
that this is the optimal ordering policy:

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

or 40 =
√

2 × RC × 10
HC
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So:
RC/HC = 80

The company believes that the reorder cost is 80 times the weekly holding cost.
If the reorder cost is C–– 160, the implied holding cost is C–– 2 a unit a week.

Summary

We can estimate the effect of errors in the parameters used to calculate the
economic order quantity. These effects are usually small. Often managers will
adjust the calculated results to get values that are not ‘optimal’ but which give
features that they want.

Review questions

3.9 Do the assumptions and other limitations of the economic order quantity
calculation mean it has no practical value?

3.10 If you are uncertain about the values used to find an EOQ, would you
generally prefer larger or smaller orders?

Adding a finite lead time

Causes of lead time

So far we have been looking at the question of how much to order, and assumed
that lead time is zero. Then, as soon as we place an order, the materials arrive
and are ready for use. In practice, this almost never happens and there can be
significant delays. These delays form a lead time which is the total time between
placing an order and having the materials available for use. The lead time occurs
because of:

ž time for order preparation. When an organization decides to buy something, there
can be a delay before the order is ready to send to a supplier. With small
orders this can be very short and involve a few administrative details, or the
procedures can be completely automated. Larger orders need time for designing
items, going through some kind of tendering process, arranging finance, and
so on.

ž time to get the order to the right place in suppliers. With automated ordering
and e-business this is largely eliminated, but there can be delays with more
traditional approaches, or when, say, the recipients are away from their offices.

ž time at the supplier. This is the time needed for a supplier to process the order
and prepare the delivery. It is highly variable and can be very short for small
items already in stock, or very long for items that have to be specially designed
and made.
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ž time to get materials delivered from suppliers. This can be a few hours for local
suppliers, or several weeks for an international shipment, or months for a
special and complex delivery.

ž time to process the delivery is the total time between receiving a delivery and
getting the materials available for use. This might include time for checking,
inspection, recording, cataloguing, movement, and so on.

This lead time can vary between a few minutes to several years, and is typically
between a few days and a few weeks. It is in everybody’s interests to make it as
short as possible – customers want their deliveries as fast as possible, and suppliers
want to maintain high customer service and not keep materials in their own stocks.
A lot of work in the past few years has looked for ways of reducing the lead time.
With e-business, for example, most of the administration of regular orders is
removed. This lowers the reorder cost and gives smaller, more frequent deliveries
from suppliers. These, in turn, reduce the variability and uncertainty that are
the main reasons for holding stock, and so reduce overall costs. A similar effect
comes from, say, agile operations which respond quickly to customer demands,
or improved transport which reduces journey times.

By streamlining their operations and administration, organizations can reduce
the lead time to little more than the time needed for physical delivery. This can still
be quite long, especially for international transfers, but local suppliers can give fast
delivery – which is why you see car assembly plants and other major industries
surrounded by their suppliers. Of course, there are many circumstances in which
the lead time cannot be reduced. If, for example, you want a specialized reaction
vessel for an oil refinery, you will need several years for design, negotiations,
finance and special delivery. If you want some ‘Jersey Royal’ potatoes, you will
have to wait until they are planted, grow, are harvested, sorted and delivered.

Reorder level

If we assume the lead time is constant, we can add a useful extension to our
previous analysis. Consider the effect of a finite lead time, LT, on the standard
stock level pattern. When demand is constant, there is no benefit in carrying
stock from one cycle to the next, so each order should be timed to arrive just
as existing stock runs out. To achieve this, we have to place an order a time
LT before the delivery is needed (as shown in Figure 3.14). The easiest way of
arranging this is to define a reorder level. When stock declines to this reorder level,
it is time to place an order. The EOQ does not depend on lead time and remains
unchanged.

We can calculate a reorder level from the following argument. When it is time
to place an order, the stock on hand must just cover the demand until this order
arrives. As both demand and lead time are constant, the amount of stock needed
to cover the lead time is also constant at:

lead time × demand per unit time
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Figure 3.14 The lead time and corresponding reorder level

So this defines the reorder level:

reorder level = lead time demand = lead time × demand per unit time

ROL = LT × D

The simple rule, then, is to order a batch of size Qo whenever the stock level falls
to LT × D.

Worked example

Carl Smith uses radiators at the rate of 100 a week, and he has calculated an
EOQ of 250 units. What is his best ordering policy if lead time is: (a) one week?
or (b) two weeks?

Solution

(a) Substituting values LT = 1 and D = 100 gives:

ROL = LT × D = 1 × 100 = 100 units

As soon as the stock level declines to 100 units, Carl should place an order for
250 units (as shown in Figure 3.15).
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Figure 3.15 Reorder level for radiators

(b) Substituting values LT = 2 and D = 100 gives:

ROL = LT × D = 2 × 100 = 200 units

As soon as the stock level declines to 200 units, Carl should place an order for
250 units.

Longer lead times

This rule of ordering when stock level declines to lead time demand works well
provided the lead time is shorter than the stock cycle. We can demonstrate this
with the last worked example. Here the cycle length was:

T = Q/D = 250/100 = 2.5 weeks

Our rule worked well when the lead time was 1 and 2 weeks, but what happens
when the lead time is increased to 3 weeks? Then the reorder level is:

ROL = LT × D = 3 × 100 = 300
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But Figure 3.15 shows that the stock level varies between zero and 250 units and
never actually rises to 300. The problem is that when the lead time is longer than the
cycle length, there is always one order outstanding (as shown in Figure 3.16). So
when it is time to place order B, there is one order, A, of 250 units outstanding and
due to arrive before B. This suggests that the stock on hand plus the outstanding
order must together be enough to last until B arrives – so they must add to equal
the lead time demand.

stock on hand + stock on order = LT × D = 300 units

As there are 250 units of stock on order, we place a new order when the stock
on hand falls to (300 – 250 =) 50 units. The general rule, then, is to place an order
whenever the stock on hand falls to lead time demand minus the stock on order, or:

reorder level = lead time demand − stock on order

When the lead time is particularly long, there can be several orders outstanding
at any time. In particular, when the lead time is between n and n + 1 cycle
lengths, giving:

n × T < LT < (n + 1) × T

there are n orders outstanding when it is time to place another. Then we subtract
n × Qo from the lead time demand to get the reorder level.

reorder level = lead time demand − stock on order

ROL = LT × D − n × Qo
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Figure 3.16 Timing when the lead time is longer than the cycle length
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Worked example
Demand for an item is steady at 1,200 units a year with an ordering cost of £16
and holding cost of £0.24 a unit a year. Describe an appropriate ordering policy
if the lead time is constant at (a) 3 months; (b) 9 months; or (c) 18 months.

Solution
The values given are:

D = 1,200 units a year

RC = £16 an order

HC = £0.24 a unit a year

We can substitute these to find the optimal order size and corresponding
cycle length:

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

=
√

2 × 16 × 1,200
0.24

= 400 units

and
To = Qo/D = 400/1200 = 0.33 years or 4 months

With lead time between n × To and (n + 1) × To there are n orders outstanding
when it is time to place the next order, so the reorder level is LT × D − n × Qo

(a) A lead time of 3 months is less than one cycle length, so n = 0 and the
reorder level, working in months, is:

ROL = LT × D = 3 × 100 = 300 units

Every time the stock on hand falls to 300 units, it is time to place an order for
400 units.

(b) A lead time of 9 months is between 2 and 3 stock cycles, so n = 2 and the
reorder level is:

ROL = LT × D − n × Qo = 9 × 100 − 2 × 400 = 100 units

Every time the stock on hand falls to 100 units, it is time to place an order for
400 units.

(c) A lead time of 18 months is between 4 and 5 stock cycles, so n = 4 and the
reorder level is:

ROL = LT × D − n × Qo = 18 × 100 − 4 + 400 = 200 units

Every time the stock on hand falls to 200 units, it is time to place an order for
400 units
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Some practical points

The analysis in this chapter has shown when to place an order – set by the reorder
level – and how much to order – set by the economic order quantity. This gives
the basis of a useful stock control system. In practice, inventories of any size are
controlled by computer, but some simple procedures can be used for any store,
even very small ones. A two-bin system, for example, gives a simple procedure
for controlling stock without computers or continuous monitoring of stock levels.
Stock of an item is kept in two separate bins, A and B. Bin B contains an amount
equal to the reorder level, and all remaining stock is in bin A. Stock is used from
bin A until it is empty – at which point only the reorder level remains and it is
time to place another order. Then stock is used from bin B until the order arrives,
when B is again filled with the reorder level and all extra units are put into A. This
system can work well for cheap goods with long cycle times and can be modified
so that the ‘bins’ are actually levels of liquid in containers (such as oil tanks),
spaces on shelves, powders or grains in silos, and so on.

The two-bin system can be extended to a three-bin system which allows for
some uncertainty. In this, the third bin holds a reserve that is only used in an
emergency. Then the normal stock is used from bin A. When this is empty the
reorder level in bin B shows that it is time to place another order. When bin B
is empty it shows that the delivery is overdue and an urgent delivery is needed.
Stock from bin C can be used until this arrives.

There can also be some practical difficulties with the reorder level. Our calcula-
tions assume that the lead time is known exactly and constant. In practice, there
can be quite wide variation, allowing for availability, supplier reliability, checks
on deliveries, transport conditions, customs clearance, delays in administration,
and so on. The lead time may actually be difficult to find when, for example, it
seems to differ from a supplier’s quoted figure. If a supplier says that deliveries
will be made ‘within an average of two working days’, this clearly depends on
their definition of ‘working days’ and ‘average’. If your delivery arrives after
seven days, you might find that two of these days are the weekend, one day is a
local holiday, and the remaining four days balance the four other customers who
had deliveries after one day. We will look at problems with variable lead time in
Chapter 5.

There can also be a problem with identifying the exact point when stock on hand
actually falls to the reorder level. Some stock levels are not recorded continuously
but are checked periodically, perhaps at the end of the week. Then an unexpectedly
large demand might reduce stocks well below the reorder level before they are
checked. Even if the stocks are checked continuously, some large orders may
arrive at the same time, so that stocks instantly fall from above the reorder level
to considerably below it. Another problem appears with large stocks, such as
chemical tanks, coal tips or heaps of raw materials, where the stock level is only
known approximately. A power station might have a stock of 6,000 tonnes of coal,
but this is an approximation and nobody is actually going to weigh it. Then the
reorder level might be passed without anyone noticing.
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Another point is that we have assumed that the order size is independent of
the lead time and the reorder level. In practice, people often prefer larger orders
if there are longer lead times, and they raise the reorder level to add an element
of safety. The reorder level can also influence the order size, with people typically
placing smaller orders with higher reorder levels (perhaps because of a reluctance
to place a large order when there are already fairly high stocks). Such decisions
should, of course, be made after some careful analysis.

Summary
There is usually a lead time between placing an order and having the materials
available for use. The trend is towards shorter lead times. We need some way of
finding the time to place an order, and one approach uses a reorder level. Then
we order an amount equal to the economic order quantity, whenever stock falls
to the reorder level. For constant lead time and demand, the reorder level equals
lead time demand minus any stock on order.

Review questions

3.11 What is the reorder level?
3.12 If demand for an item is 10 units a week, the economic order quantity is 30

units and the lead time is 7 weeks, how many orders will be outstanding
when it is time to place another order?

3.13 Orders should be placed when stock on hand declines to the reorder level;
does this mean that continuous monitoring of stock levels is needed?

Chapter review

ž This chapter introduced the idea of using quantitative models for controlling
stocks for independent demand. In particular, it showed how to analyse a
simple inventory system and find an ordering policy that minimizes total costs.

ž Large, infrequent orders have a high holding cost component, so the total cost
is high: small, frequent orders have a high reorder cost component, so the total
cost is also high. A compromise finds the optimal order size – or economic
order quantity – that minimizes inventory costs.

ž The variable cost of stock rises slowly for orders near the EOQ. The EOQ gives
a good guideline, but if it cannot be used a close approximation should give
reasonable results.

ž There is a simple procedure for checking whether it is better to round up or
round down order sizes for discrete items.

ž We can estimate the effect of errors and approximations in the parameters used
to calculate the EOQ. These effects are usually small.

ž Often managers will adjust the calculated results to get values that are not
‘optimal’ but which give features that they want.
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ž There is usually a lead time between placing an order and having the materials
available for use. The trend is towards shorter lead times.

ž We can use the lead time to calculate a reorder level which shows when it is
time to place an order. In particular, we order an amount equal to the economic
order quantity whenever the stock level falls to the reorder level. For constant
lead time and demand, the reorder level equals lead time demand minus any
stock on order.

Project

There is a lot of software for doing calculations for inventory control. Most of this
is found in large and comprehensive packages. We can, however, demonstrate
the calculations using simple programs or even spreadsheets. Figures 3.7 and 3.10,
for example, show some of the calculations for the economic order quantity on
spreadsheets.

The aim of this project is to develop a spreadsheet for exploring variations
in inventory costs. Have a look at the spreadsheets given, check them and the
answers they give. What other features would be useful? What other calculations
can you add? Develop your own spreadsheets and use them to see how costs vary
for a range of changing circumstances and assumptions.

Problems

3.1 Demand for an item is constant at 1,000 units a year. Unit cost is £50,
reorder cost is £100, holding cost is 25 per cent of value a year and no
shortages are allowed. Describe an optimal inventory policy for the item.
What order size will give a variable cost within 10 per cent of optimal?
What is the cost if suppliers only make deliveries of 200 units?

3.2 A company is introducing a new item and it has forecast likely demand
next year as between 100 and 130 units. The costs are uncertain, but the
reorder cost is somewhere between $50 and $70, and the holding cost is
between 20 per cent and 25 per cent of unit cost a year. If the unit cost is
$200, what can you say about the order size?

3.3 Per Norstrom supplies computer systems to a warehouse in Rotterdam.
He sells 16 systems a week. The cost of an average system is C–– 5,000, while
order administration costs and delivery from Malaysia cost C–– 1,000. The
lead time is around 4 weeks and holding costs are around 16 per cent a
year. What policy would you recommend for Per?

3.4 Demand for an item is constant at 40 units a week, and the economic order
quantity is calculated to be 100 units. What is the reorder level if lead time
is constant at 4 weeks? What is the effect of adding some margin of safety
and raising the reorder level by ten units? What happens if the lead time
(a) falls to 2 weeks or (b) rises to 6 weeks?
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3.5 (a) Arcadia Windings is concerned about its stocks of copper cable. The
demand for this is 8,000 metres a week, with a cost of £4 a metre. Each
order costs £350 for administration and £550 for delivery, and has a lead
time of 8 weeks. Holding costs are about 25 per cent of value held a year,
and any shortages would disrupt production and give very high costs.
What is the best inventory policy for the cable? How does this compare
with the current policy of placing a regular order every week?

(b) How would this analysis differ if the company wanted to maximize profit
rather than minimize costs? What is the gross profit if the company sells
cable for £8 a metre?

Discussion questions

3.1 The main concern of an organization is customer service, and this often needs
high stocks. Why, then, are we concentrating on minimizing the cost of stock,
when we should be more concerned with raising stock levels?

3.2 What costs are incurred by holding stock? How would you set about finding
these? Why are shortage costs so difficult to find?

3.3 What are the assumptions of the economic order quantity? How valid are
these? What factors in real inventory control are not included in the economic
order quantity model?

3.4 The variable cost rises slowly around the EOQ, and the analysis is based on a
series of assumptions and approximations. Why, then, do we bother with the
calculations rather than allowing inventory managers to design policies based
on their experience? Would they get good results without bothering with the
formal analysis?

3.5 What are the benefits of short lead times? How can these be achieved
in practice?
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4

Models for Known Demand

Aims of the chapter

The last chapter described the economic order quantity. This analysis is based
on a number of assumptions. In the next two chapters we describe some models
where these assumptions are removed. This chapter keeps the condition that all
variables take known values (giving deterministic models) while the next chapter
allows some uncertainty (giving probabilistic models).

Hundreds of models have been developed for different circumstances, so it
is impossible to describe even a fraction of these. In these two chapters we
concentrate on the most widely used models, and use these to illustrate some
general principles.

After reading this chapter you should be able to do the following:

ž calculate the best order size when there are discounts in the unit cost;

ž extend this analysis to problems that have discrete changes in other costs;

ž calculate optimal batch sizes when there is a finite replenishment rate;

ž appreciate the use of planned shortages;

ž find optimal policies for back-orders;

ž design a policy for maximizing revenue with lost sales;

ž solve problems with constraints on space or investment;

ž calculate ordering policies with discrete, variable demand.

This chapter emphasizes:

ž variables that are known with certainty;

ž deterministic models for inventory control;

ž removing assumptions of the economic order quantity.
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Price discounts from suppliers

Variable costs

In the last chapter we assumed that all costs are fixed – so they have constant,
known values that never change. In this chapter we start by seeing what happens
when the costs vary with the quantity ordered. You can often see this with
discounted unit prices, where a supplier quotes lower prices for larger orders. A
particular computer, for example, might cost £2,500, but this falls to £2,250 for
orders of ten or more, and to £2,000 for orders of 50 or more.

The reorder cost might also vary with order size, particularly if it includes
quality control inspections, or some other processing of deliveries. The transport
cost also varies with the amount delivered, and can have quite complex patterns.
For example, orders up to a certain size might fit into a standard delivery vehicle
or container, but larger orders need a second vehicle which doubles the delivery
cost. Or orders above a certain size might switch from airfreight to sea, reducing
the unit cost but increasing the lead time.

Even the holding cost can vary with order size. If, for example, the economic
order quantity is large, there may not be enough warehouse space to receive a
full order and extra space must be rented. Overall, then, it is common for all of
the costs to vary, often in quite complicated ways. We could build models to
investigate the patterns of all of these variations, but they would follow similar
paths. We will, therefore, illustrate the general approach with problems where the
unit cost decreases in discrete steps with increasing order quantity.

Valid total cost curve

The most common variation in cost occurs when a supplier offers a reduced price
on all units for orders above a certain size. There is often more than one discounted
price, giving the pattern of unit cost shown in Figure 4.1. The basic unit cost is
UC1, but this reduces to UC2 for orders bigger than Qa, to UC3, for orders bigger
than Qb, to UC3 for orders bigger than Qc, and so on.

Order quantity
unit cost lower limit upper limit

UC1 0 Qa
UC2 Qa Qb
UC3 Qb Qc
UC4 Qc Qd
UC5 Qd Qe
etc.

If we look at the most expensive unit cost, UC1, we can draw a graph of the
total cost per unit time against the order size, as we did to find the economic order
quantity. In this case, though, the curve will only be valid for order quantities in
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Figure 4.1 Stepped decrease in unit cost with reorder quantity
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Figure 4.2 The valid range of the total cost curve using UC1

the range zero to Qa. In Figure 4.2 the continuous line shows the section of the
total cost curve that applies to this unit cost, while the broken line shows the part
of the curve that does not apply. If we place an order for some quantity that is not
between 0 and Qa the unit cost will be different and we should be working on a
different total cost curve.

If we now consider the next highest unit cost, UC2, we can draw a second total
cost curve. As UC2 is less than UC1, this second curve will always be lower than
the original one. It will only be valid in the range Qa to Qb, and if we place orders
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Figure 4.3 A valid cost curve with five unit costs

with a size outside this range we should be working on a different curve. Now,
we can take the next highest unit cost UC3 and draw a third total cost curve below
the first two and valid in the range Qb to Qc. Eventually, we have a total cost curve
for each unit cost, as shown in Figure 4.3. These curves never cross each other but
remain separate, and each is valid within a prescribed range. If we join up the
valid sections, we get an overall graph of the total cost per unit time, shown by the
continuous line of the valid cost curve.

Finding the lowest valid cost

We want to find the order quantity that minimizes the total cost per unit time. In
other words, we are looking for the optimal value of Q that corresponds to the
lowest point on the valid cost curve.

We know from Chapter 3 that in general:

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

We can express the holding cost as a proportion, I, of the unit cost, and for each
unit cost UCi, the minimum point of the cost curve comes with Qoi. Then Qo1
gives the lowest point on the total cost curve for UC1, Qo2 gives the lowest point
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on the total cost curve for UC2, and so on. We also know that:

Qoi =
√

2 × RC × D
I × UCi

For each curve with unit cost UCi this minimum is either ‘valid’ or ‘invalid’:

ž A valid minimum is within the range of valid order quantities for this particular
unit cost.

ž An invalid minimum falls outside the valid order range for this particular unit
cost.

Every set of cost curves will have at least one valid minimum, and a variable
number of invalid minima, as shown in Figure 4.4.

You can see two other interesting features in the valid cost curve. First, the
valid total cost curve always rises to the left of a valid minimum. This means that
when we search for an overall minimum cost it is either at the valid minimum or
somewhere to the right of it. Second, there are only two possible positions for the

UC1

UC2

UC3

UC4

UC5

T
o
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0 Order quantity

Valid minimum Invalid minimum

Qa Qb Qc Qd

Figure 4.4 Valid and invalid minima for cost curves
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(a) At a break point

(b) At a valid minimum

Figure 4.5 Possible positions of the lowest cost

overall minimum cost: it is either at a valid minimum, or else at a cost break point
(as shown in Figure 4.5).

These observations suggest an efficient way of finding the lowest point on the
valid cost curve. All we have to do is find the cost at the valid minimum and
compare this with the cost at each break point to the right of this valid minimum.
The optimal order quantity corresponds to the lowest of these costs. A formal
description of this procedure is shown in the flow chart of Figure 4.6. Starting with
the lowest unit cost we find the minimum point on the corresponding total cost
curve. If this is valid, it must be the optimal solution: if it is invalid, we find the
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1. Take the next
lowest unit cost

2. Find the lowest
point using

Qo =
SQRT(2 × RC × D/HC)

4. Calculate the
cost at the break
point to the left of

the valid range

3. Is this point
valid ?

5. Calculate the
cost at this valid

minimum

6. Compare the
costs of all the

points considered

7. Find the lowest
cost and

corresponding
order size

Finish

Start

No

Yes

Figure 4.6 Procedure for finding the best order size
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total cost at the break point at the smaller end of the valid range. We repeat this
procedure for each cost curve in turn until we find a valid minimum. Then we
have a set of costs – one from each unit cost curve – and we can compare these
and identify the lowest, and the corresponding order size.

Worked example

The annual demand for an item is 2,000 units, each order costs £10 and the
annual holding cost is 40 per cent of unit cost. The unit cost depends on the
quantity ordered as follows:

ž £1 for order quantities less than 500

ž £0.80 for quantities between 500 and 999

ž £0.60 for quantities of 1,000 or more.

What is the optimal order size?

Solution

Listing the variables we know:

D = 2,000 units a year

RC = £10 an order

I = 40 per cent of unit cost a year

HC = I × UC = 0.4 × UC a unit a year

UC varies and is either £1, £0.80 or £0.60

We should also remember that the total cost, TCo, for an optimal order quantity,
Qo, is:

TCo = UC × D + HC × Qo

While the total cost, TC, for any other order quantity, Q, is:

TC = UC × D + RC × D
Q

+ HC × Q
2

Now we can follow the procedure given in Figure 4.6.
Taking the lowest cost curve:

ž UC = £0.60, valid for Q of 1,000 or more

ž Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

(2 × 10 × 2,000/0.4 × 0.60) = 408.2
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Figure 4.7 Valid total cost curve for the worked example

ž This is an invalid minimum as Qo is not greater than 1,000.

ž Calculate the cost of the break-point at the lower end of the valid range (i.e.
Q = 1,000):

TC = UC × D + (RC × D)/Q + (HC × Q)/2

= 0.60 × 2,000 + (10 × 2,000)/1,000 + (0.4 × 0.60 × 1,000)/2

= £1,340 a year (point A in Figure 4.7).

Taking the next lowest cost curve:

ž UC = £0.80, valid for Q between 500 and 1,000

ž Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

(2 × 10 × 2,000/0.4 × 0.80) = 353.6

ž This is an invalid minimum as Qo is not between 500 and 1,000.

ž Calculate the cost of the break-point at the lower end of the valid range (i.e.
Q = 500):

TC = UC × D + (RC × D)/Q + (HC × Q)/2

= 0.80 × 2,000 + (10 × 2,000)/500 + (0.4 × 0.80 × 500)/2

= £1,720 a year (point B in Figure 4.7).

Taking the next lowest cost curve:

ž UC = £1.00 valid for Q less than 500

ž Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

(2 × 10 × 2,000/0.4 × 1.00) = 316.2
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ž This is a valid minimum as Qo is less than 500.

ž Calculate the cost at this valid minimum:

TCo = UC × D + HC × Qo

= 1 × 2,000 + 0.4 × 1.00 × 316.2

= £2,126.48 a year(point C in Figure 4.7)

Even if there were more cost curves we need continue no further. Once we
have found a valid minimum (point C in this case), we can stop looking and
compare the solutions obtained so far. The lowest cost corresponds to the best
order size. The choice here is between:

point A Q = 1,000 cost = £1,340 p.a.

point B Q = 500 cost = £1,720 p.a.

point C Q = 316.2 cost = £2,126.49 p.a.

The best choice is clearly to order batches of 1,000 units, placing one order every
six months and with total annual costs of £1,340. The discounts offered on unit
cost more than offset the increased cost of carrying extra stock.

Worked example
During a 50-week year IH James and Partners notice that demand for one of
its products is more or less constant at 10 units a week. The cost of placing an
order, including delivery, is around C–– 150. The company aims for 20 per cent
annual return on assets. The supplier of the item quotes a basic price of C–– 250
a unit, with discounts of 10 per cent on orders of 50 units or more, 15 per cent
per cent on orders of 150 units or more and 20 per cent on orders of 500 units
or more. What is the optimal order size for the item?

Solution
We can list the variables as:

D = 10 × 50 = 500 units a year

RC = C–– 150 an order

I = 20 per cent of unit cost a year

HC = I × UC = 0.2 × UC a unit a year

We can do the calculations for this in a spreadsheet, as illustrated in Figure 4.8.
This shows the total cost associated with each unit cost, and identifies the best
policy as ordering 150 units every 15 weeks. The valid cost curve is shown in
Figure 4.9.
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1
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21

A B C D E F
Inventory Control - Economic Order Quantity with discounts

Note: Adding discounts in unit price

to the economic order quantity

Inputs Demand 500
Holding cost percentage 20%

Reorder cost 150.00

Unit cost 250.0 225.0 212.5 200
For orders over 0 50 150 500

Results Unit cost 250.00 225.00 212.50 200.00
Holding cost  50.00  45.00  42.50  40.00

EOQ 54.8 57.7 59.4 61.2
Order size 50.0 57.7 150.0 500.0

Time between orders 0.10 0.12 0.30 1.00
Variable cost 2,750.00 2,598.08 3,687.50 10,150.00

Unit cost 125,000.00 112,500.00 106,250.00 100,000.00
Total cost 127,750.00 115,098.08 109,937.50 110,150.00

minimum

Figure 4.8 Best order size with discounts in unit price
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Figure 4.9 Valid cost curve for worked example

Rising delivery cost

We can extend this method for considering unit costs that fall in discrete steps to
any problem where there is a discrete change in cost. Suppose, for example, the
cost of delivery – and therefore the reorder cost – rises in steps as more vehicles are
needed. We can use the same basic approach, as shown in the following example.
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Worked example

Kwok Cheng Ho makes a range of high quality garden ornaments. On an
average day he uses 4 tonnes of fine grain sand. This sand costs £20 a tonne
to buy, and £1.90 a tonne to store for a day. Deliveries are made by modified
lorries that carry up to 15 tonnes, and each delivery of a load or part load costs
£200. Find the cheapest way to ensure continuous supplies of sand.

Solution

Here the unit cost is constant, but the reorder cost is £200 for each lorry load.
This means that orders up to 15 tonnes need one lorry with a reorder cost of
£200, orders between 15 and 30 tonnes need two lorries with a reorder costs of
£400, orders between 30 and 45 tonnes need three lorries with reorder costs of
£600, and so on. Other variables are:

D = 4 tonnes a day

UC = £20 a tonne

HC = £1.90 a tonne a day

We can, again, plot a family of total cost curves. This has the same general form
as our price discount curves, but this time the price rises with order quantity
and we get the result shown in Figure 4.10 (as before, the continuous line shows
the valid cost curve while dotted lines show invalid sections). We want to find
the lowest point on the valid curve. Again this lowest point must be at either a

15 30 45 60 Reorder
quantity
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D

RC = £800

RC = £600
RC = £400
RC = £200
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Figure 4.10 Valid cost curve with increasing reorder cost
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valid minimum, or at a cost break-point, so we can follow the same procedure
as before. The only difference is that as the valid cost curve is reversed and
rises to the right, so we look for optimal order quantities to the left of a valid
minimum and calculate the cost of break-points at the upper limit of valid
ranges.

Taking the lowest cost curve:

ž RC = £200, valid for Q less than 15 tonnes

ž Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

(2 × 200 × 4/1.90) = 29.0 tonnes

ž This is an invalid minimum as Qo is not less than 15 tonnes.

ž Calculate the cost at the break-point (in this case you can see from Figure 4.10
that the lowest cost is to the right of the range at the higher break-point of
15 tonnes):

TC = UC × D + (RC × D)/Q + (HC × Q)/2

= 20 × 4 + (200 × 4)/15 + (1.9 × 15)/2

= £147.58 a day(point A in Figure 4.10).

Taking the next lowest cost curve:

ž RC = £400, valid for Q between 15 and 30 tonnes

ž Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

(2 × 400 × 4/1.9) = 41.0 tonnes

ž This is an invalid minimum as Qo is not between 15 and 30 tonnes.

ž Calculate the cost at the cost break-point (again to the right of the range)

TC = UC × D + (RC × D)/Q + (HC × Q)/2

= 20 × 4 + (400 × 4)/30 + (1.9 × 30)/2

= £161.83 a day(point B in Figure 4.10).

Taking the next lowest cost curve:

ž RC = 600 valid for Q between 30 and 45 tonnes

ž Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

(2 × 600 × 4/1.9) = 50.3 tonnes

ž This is an invalid minimum as Qo is not between 30 and 45 tonnes.

ž Calculating the cost at the break-point (again to the right of the range):

TC = UC × D + (RC × D)/Q + (HC × Q)/2

= 20 × 4 + (600 × 4)/45 + (1.9 × 45)/2

= £176.08 a day(point C in Figure 4.10).
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Taking the next lowest cost curve:

ž RC = £800, valid for Q between 45 and 60 tonnes

ž Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

(2 × 800 × 4/1.9) = 58.0 tonnes

ž This is a valid minimum as Qo is between 45 and 60 tonnes.

ž Calculating the cost at this valid minimum:

TC = UC × D + HC × Qo

= 20 × 4 + 1.9 × 58

= £190.20 a day(point D in Figure 4.10).

As a valid minimum has been reached we stop the procedure, compare costs
and find the lowest.

point A Q = 15 tonnes cost = £147.58 a day
point B Q = 30 tonnes cost = £161.83 a day
point C Q = 45 tonnes cost = £176.08 a day
point D Q = 58 tonnes cost = £190.20 a day

The best option is to order 15 tonnes at a time, with deliveries needed every
15/4 = 3.75 days.

Summary

Costs often vary with the quantity ordered. A common example has step reductions
in unit cost for larger orders. For such problems we can draw a family of
curves and find the valid total cost curve. The lowest point on this is either
at a valid minimum, or a cost break-point. There is a standard procedure to
find this minimum point and identify the best order size. We can adjust this
standard procedure to deal with other situations, such as a discrete increase in
reorder cost.

Review questions

4.1 Which type of cost can vary with order quantity?

4.2 What is a ‘valid minimum’ on a total cost curve?

4.3 Where is the minimum point on a valid cost curve?

4.4 If you find a valid minimum on a total cost curve, this shows the best order
size. Do you think that this is true?
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Finite replenishment rate

Stock from production

You can imagine the economic order quantity working with a wholesaler or
retailer. They have large deliveries that instantaneously raise the stock level, and
then a series of smaller demands that slowly reduce it. Consider, though, the stock
of finished goods at the end of a production line. If the rate of production is greater
than demand, goods will accumulate at a finite rate – so there is not instantaneous
replenishment, but a finite replenishment rate.

If the rate of production is less than demand, each unit arriving is immediately
transferred to a customer and there are no stocks. Goods only accumulate when
the production rate is greater than demand. Then the stock level rises at a rate that
is the difference between production and demand. If we call the rate of production
P, stocks will build up at a rate P − D, as shown in Figure 4.11. This increase will
continue as long as production continues. This means that we have to make a
decision at some point to stop production of this item – and presumably transfer
facilities to making other items. The purpose of this analysis is to find the best time
for this transfer, which is equivalent to finding an optimal batch size.

We will suppose that the other assumptions we made for the economic order
quantity still hold, so we still consider a single item, with demand that is known,
constant and continuous, with costs that are known and constant, and no shortages
allowed. So we have replenishment at a rate P and demand at a rate D, with stock
growing at a rate P − D. After some time, PT, we decide to stop production. Then,
stock is used to meet demand and declines at a rate D. After some further time,
DT, all stock has been used and we must start production again. Figure 4.12 shows
the resulting variation in stock level, where we assume there is an optimal value
for PT (corresponding to an optimal batch size) that we always use.

Optimal batch size

The overall approach of this analysis is the same as the economic order quantity,
so we are going to find the total cost for one stock cycle, divide this total cost by
the cycle length to get a cost per unit time, and then minimize the cost per unit
time.

Consider one cycle of the modified saw-tooth pattern shown in Figure 4.13. If we
make a batch of size Q, the maximum stock level with instantaneous replenishment
would also be Q. With a finite replenishment rate, though, stock never reaches this

Produce at rate
P per unit time

Stock increases
at P − D per unit

time

Meet demand of
D per unit time

Transfer

to stock

Meet

demand

Figure 4.11 Finite replenishment rate
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Figure 4.12 Variation in stock level with finite replenishment rate
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Figure 4.13 One stock cycle with a finite replenishment rate

level, as units are continuously being removed to meet demand. The maximum
stock level is lower than Q and occurs at the point where production stops.

Looking at the productive part of the cycle we have:

A = (P − D) × PT

We also know that total production during the period is:

Q = P × PT or PT = Q/P
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Substituting for PT into the equation for A gives:

A = Q × (P − D)

P

Now we can add the three cost components (unit, reorder and holding) for a cycle,
remembering that the reorder cost may really be a production set-up cost.

ž unit cost component : = number of units made (Q) × unit (UC)

= UC × Q

ž reorder cost component : = number of production set-ups (1)

× reorder cost (RC) = RC

ž holding cost component : = average stock level (A/2) × time held (T)

× holding cost (HC)

= HC × A × T
2

= HC × Q × T
2

× (P − D)

P

Adding these three components gives the total cost for the cycle as:

UC × Q + RC + HC × Q × T
2

× (P − D)

P

Dividing this by the cycle length, T, gives the total cost per unit time, TC:

TC = UC × Q
T

+ RC
T

+ HC × Q
2

× (P − D)

P

Then substitution of Q = D × T, or T = Q/D, gives:

TC = UC × D + RC × D
Q

+ HC × Q
2

× (P − D)

P

If you compare this with the economic order quantity calculation, the only
difference is the factor (P − D)/P. We could, therefore, draw a graph of this total
cost against batch size and again get an asymmetric ‘U’-shaped curve with a
distinct minimum. We can find this minimum by differentiating TC with respect
to Q and equating the result to zero.

d(TC)

dQ
= −RC × D

Qo2 + HC
2

×
[

P − D
P

]
= 0

or

Qo2 =
[

2 × RC × D
HC

]
×

[
P

P − D

]

Then

Optimal batch size = Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

×
√

P
P − D
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Table 4.1 Comparison of finite and instantaneous replenishment

Finite replenishment rate Instantaneous replenishment
(for the economic
order quantity)

Order quantity Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

×
√

P
P − D

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

Cycle length To =
√

2 × RC
HC × D

×
√

P
P − D

To =
√

2 × RC
HC × D

Variable cost VCo = √
2 × RC × HC × D ×

√
P − D

P
VCo = √

2 × RC × HC × D

Total cost TCo = UC × D + VCo TCo = UC × D + VCo

Production time PTo = Qo/P

Now we can substitute this value for Qo into Qo = D× To and find the best time
between orders, and substitute it into Qo = P × PT to get the best length of pro-
duction. These results are summarized in Table 4.1. As you can see, they only differ
from the results for the economic order quantity by the factor

√
(P/(P − D)). The

results again show the compromise between large, infrequent batches (with high
holding cost component) and small, frequent batches (with high reorder cost com-
ponent). With a finite replenishment rate the stock level is somewhat lower than it
would be with instantaneous replenishment, so we would expect – all other things
being equal – to make larger batches. You can notice from these results that we can
no longer assume that the variable cost equals HC × Qo, but have to use the full
calculation.

Worked example

Demand for an item is constant at 1,800 units a year. The item can be made at
a constant rate of 3,500 units a year. Unit cost is £50, batch set-up cost is £650,
and holding cost is 30 per cent of value a year. What is the optimal batch size
for the item? If production set-up time is 2 weeks, when should this be started?

Solution

Listing the variables we know:

D = 1,800 units a year

P = 3,500 units a year

UC = £50 a unit

RC = £650 a batch

HC = 0.3 × 50 = £15 a unit a year
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Substituting these values gives an optimal batch size, Qo, of:

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

×
√

P
P − D

=
√

2 × 650 × 1,800
15

×
√

3,500
3,500 − 1,800

= 566.7

Then the optimal production time, PTo, is:

PTo = Qo/P = 566.7/3,500 = 0.16 years or 8.4 weeks

And the optimal cycle length, To, is:

To =
√

2 × RC
HC × D

×
√

P
P − D

=
√

2 × 650
15 × 1,800

×
√

3,500
3,500 − 1,800

= 0.31 years or 16.4 weeks

The optimal variable cost, VCo, is:

VCo = √
2 × RC × HC × D ×

√
P − D

P
=

√
2 × 650 × 15 × 1,800

×
√

3,500 − 1,800
3,500

= £4,129 a year

The optimal total cost per unit time, Tco, is:

TCo = UC × D + VCo = 50 × 1,800 + 4,129 = £94,129 a year.

If production set-up takes 2 weeks, we can find the time to start from the reorder
level calculation. The cycle time is longer than lead time, so:

ROL = LT × D = 2 × (1,800/52) = 70 (rounding up to the nearest integer)

The best policy is to start making a batch of 567 units whenever stocks fall to 70
units.

Worked example

Forecasters at Saloman Curtis have estimated the demand for an item that they
import from Taiwan to average 20 units a month. They pay C–– 1,000 for each
unit. Last year the Purchasing and Inward Transport Department arranged the
delivery of 2,000 orders and had running costs of C–– 5,000,000. The Accounts
Section quotes the annual holding costs as 20 per cent of unit cost for capital
and opportunity loss, 5 per cent for storage space, 3 per cent for deterioration
and obsolescence and 2 per cent for insurance. All other costs associated with
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stocking the item are combined into a fixed annual cost of C–– 24,000. Calculate
the economic order quantity for the item, the time between orders and the
corresponding total cost.

By making the item at a rate of 40 units a month Saloman Curtis could avoid
the fixed cost of C–– 24,000 a year, reduce the unit cost to C–– 900 and have a batch
set-up cost of C–– 1,000. Would it be better for the company to make the item itself
rather than buy it in?

Solution
First, we can consider the option of buying the item. Then we know the
following variables.

D = 20 × 12 = 240 units a year

UC = C–– 1,000 a unit

RC = 5,000,000/2,000 = C–– 2,500 an order

HC = (0.2 + 0.05 + 0.03 + 0.02) × 1,000 = 0.3 × 100 = C–– 300 a unit a year

It is easiest to do these calculations on a spreadsheet, and Figure 4.14 shows a
summary of results. As you can see, the total cost of buying the item is C–– 258,974
a year. We have to add to this the fixed charges of C–– 24,000 to get a total of
C–– 282,974 a year.

1
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28

A B C D E F G H I

Inventory Control − Economic Order Quantity

Notes: Calculations for the economic order quantity,

including cost sensitivity.

All units are consistent, so a lead time of one

week appears as 1/52 years. 

Inputs Demand 240 Variable cost range 
Unit cost 1,000.00 Percentage 10%

Holding cost amount -              Proportion 1.1
Holding cost percentage 30%

Reorder cost 2,500.00
Lead time 0

Results Holding cost 300.00 Order quantity range 
Orders Order size 63.25 Proportion, f 0.64 to 1.56

Time between orders 0.26 Order size 40.59 to 98.55
Number of orders a period 3.79             

Reorder level 0.00
Investment Average stock 31.62

Average investment 31,622.78    
Minimum stock 0

Minimum investment -
Maximum stock 63.25             

Maximum investment 63,245.55    
Costs Fixed unit costs 240,000.00

Variable cost 18,973.67    
Total cost a period 258,973.67

Figure 4.14 The cost of buying the item from Taiwan
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Alternatively, Saloman Curtis could make the item itself with:

P = 40 × 12 = 480 units a year

UC = C–– 900 a unit

RC = C–– 1,000 a batch

HC = 0.3 × 900 = C–– 270 a unit a year

Again, we can use a spreadsheet for the calculations, as illustrated in Figure 4.15.
This shows that the cost of making the item is C–– 224,050 a year, a saving of
almost C–– 60,000 a year. Based on these figures it seems attractive for Saloman
Curtis to make the item themselves, but there are a lot of other factors to
consider.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

A B C D E F

Inventory Control − best order quantity with finite production rate

Notes: Calculations for the economic order quantity,

with production at rate P.

Now Qo = sqrt((2*RC*D)/HC)*sqrt((P)/(P-D))

and other calculations are adjusted accordingly.

Inputs Demand 240
Unit cost 900.00

Holding cost amount  -
Holding cost percentage  30.0%

Reorder cost 1,000.00
Lead time

Production rate 480

Results Holding cost 270.00
Orders Order size 59.63

Time between orders 0.248
Number of orders a period  4.02

Reorder level 
Investment Average stock 29.81

Average investment 26,832.82
Minimum stock 0

Minimum investment -
Maximum stock 59.63

Maximum investment 53,665.63
Costs Fixed unit costs  216,000.00

Variable cost 8,049.84
Total cost a period   224,049.84

Figure 4.15 Finding the best policy for making the item
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Summary

Replenishment of stock often occurs at a finite rate rather than instantaneously.
This gives a cycle with stock levels rising at a rate P − D during replenishment
and then falling at a rate D when replenishment stops. We can find an optimal
batch size. This, and related results, vary from the economic order calculation by
the factor

√
(P/(P − D)).

Review questions

4.5 What is the maximum stock level when demand is greater than the replenish-
ment rate?

4.6 Is DT (the part of a stock cycle when there is no production) longer or shorter
than PT (the part when there is production)?

4.7 Does a finite replenishment rate lead to larger or smaller batches than the
economic order quantity?

4.8 What happens to this analysis when the demand is greater than the replenish-
ment rate?

Planned shortages with back-orders

Back-orders and lost sales

The models described so far have assumed that no shortages are allowed and
that all demand must be met. This is a reasonable view when shortages are
very expensive. There are, however, circumstances where planned shortages are
beneficial. An obvious example comes when the cost of keeping an item in stock
is higher than the profit from selling it. When you buy a new car, for example, the
showroom does not keep a stock of every variation on its models, but you choose
the features you want, the showroom orders this from the manufacturer, and then
you wait for the car to be delivered. If you buy a computer from Dell, you visit
their website to design a systems, and then Dell make this and deliver it with a
short lead time.

When customer demand for an item cannot be met from stock, there are
shortages. Then customer have a choice (shown in Figure 4.16). First, they can wait
for the item to come into stock, in which case their demand is met by a back-order.
Or they can withdraw their order and go to another supplier, in which case there
are lost sales. Customers who experience a shortage are likely to divert at least
some future business to more reliable suppliers. Surveys of customer attitudes
suggest that it takes one poor experience for a customer to change supplier, but
something like 14 good experiences to restore their confidence. We will start by
looking at back-orders, where customers are prepared to wait, and then move on
to lost sales.
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Customer demands
an item

Customer transfers
some future

business to another
supplier

Customer waits for
the next

replenishment-
giving back-orders

Customer keeps all
future business
with the supplier

Customer moves to
another supplier-
giving lost sales

Customer transfers
some future

business to another
supplier

Customer transfers
all future

business to another
supplier

The item is out of
stock

Figure 4.16 Alternatives for customers when their demand cannot be met from stock

Back-orders

A back-order occurs when a customer demands an item that is out of stock, and
then waits to receive the item from the next delivery from suppliers. You see this
in many retailers, such as furniture showrooms. Each showroom stocks a selection
of furniture, but there is not enough to cover all demand, and customers are asked
to wait for deliveries from suppliers or regional distribution centres. This suggests
that back-ordering is more likely when the unit cost is high, there is a wide range
of items, it would be too expensive to hold stocks of the complete range, lead times
from suppliers are reasonably short, there is limited competition, and customers
are prepared to wait.

In extreme cases an organization keeps no stock at all and meets all demand
by back orders. This gives ‘make to order’ rather than ‘make for stock’ operations.
We will look at the more common case where some stock is kept, but not enough
to cover all demand. The key question is, how much of the demand should be met
from stock and how much from back-orders?
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There is always some cost associated with back-orders, including administra-
tion, loss of goodwill, some loss of future orders, emergency orders, expediting,
and so on. This cost is likely to rise with increasing delay. We can, then, define
a shortage cost, SC, which is time-dependent and is a cost per unit per unit time
delayed.

Figure 4.17 shows the stock level during one cycle when shortages are back-
ordered. Here back-orders are shown as negative stocks, and we are going to
use the standard approach of finding the cost for a single cycle and using this to
calculate the optimal order size.
The total cost for a single cycle comes from adding the four cost components:

ž unit cost component: unit cost time number of units bought = UC × Q

ž reorder cost component: reorder cost times number of orders = RC

ž holding cost component: an average stock of (Q − S)/2 held for a time T1

= HC × (Q − S) × T1

2

ž shortage cost component: an average shortage of S/2 held for a time T2

= SC × S × T2

2

Adding these together gives the total cost per cycle:

UC × Q + RC + HC × (Q − S) × T1

2
+ SC × S × T2

2

During the first part of the cycle all demand is met from stock, so the amount sent
to customers is Q − S, which equals the demand of D × T1. During the second

Q

O

S
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Time
S

T2

T1

T

(Q−S)

Figure 4.17 A single stock cycle with back-orders
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part of the cycle all demand is back-ordered, so the shortage, S equals the unmet
demand of D × T2. Substituting:

T1 = (Q − S)/D and T2 = S/D

gives the total cost per cycle as:

UC × Q + RC + HC × (Q − S)2

2 × D
+ SC × S2

2 × D

Then dividing by T and substituting Q = D × T gives the total cost per unit time:

TC = UC × D + RC × D
Q

+ HC × (Q − S)2

2 × Q
+ SC × S2

2 × Q

The equation has two variables, Q and S, so we can differentiate with respect to
both of these and set the results to zero:

δ(TC)

δQ
= 0 = −RC × D

Q2 + HC
2

− HC × S2

2 × Q2 − SC × S2

2 × Q2

and
δ(TC)

δS
= 0 = −HC + HC × S

Q
− SC × S

Q

After some manipulation these simultaneous equations can be solved to give
optimal values:

Optimal order size Qo =
√

2 × RC × D × (HC + SC)

HC × SC

Optimal amount to be back-ordered To =
√

2 × RC × HC × D
SC × (HC + SC)

In addition we know:

T1 = (Qo − So)/D = time during which demand is met

T2 = So/D = time during which demand is back-ordered

T = T1 + T2 = cycle time

Worked example
Demand for an item is constant at 100 units a month. Unit cost is £50, reorder
cost is £50, holding cost is 25 per cent of value a year, shortage cost for back-
orders is 40 per cent of value a year. Find an optimal inventory policy for
the item.
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Solution

Listing the variables we know in consistent units:

D = 100 × 12 = 1,200 units a year

UC = £50 a unit

RC = £50 an order

HC = 0.25 × 50 = £12.5 a unit a year

SC = 0.4 × 50 = £20 a unit a year

Then substitution gives:

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D × (HC + SC)

HC × SC
=

√
2 × 50 × 1,200 × (12.5 + 20)

12.5 × 20
= 125 units

So =
√

2 × RC × HC × D
SC × (HC + SC)

=
√

2 × 50 × 12.5 × 1,200
20 × (12.5 + 20)

= 48 units

T1 = (Qo − So)/D = (125−48)/1,200 = 0.064 years = 3.3 weeks

T2 = So/D = 48/1,200 = 0.04 years = 2.1 weeks

T = T1 + T2 = 5.4 weeks

In this example the shortage cost is relatively low, so the item is out of stock
almost 40 per cent of the time.

Summary

Sometimes it is useful to have planned shortages, particularly when customer
demand is not lost but can be met from back-orders. These back-orders inevitably
have some cost, which we can express as a time-dependent shortage cost. We can
use this to find optimal values for the order size and amount to be back-ordered.

Review questions

4.9 When are inventory items back-ordered?

4.10 What do you think is the main problem with using the back-order analysis
described?

4.11 Are inventory systems with back-orders always more expensive than those
without back-orders?
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Lost sales

When there are shortages, customers may not be willing to wait for back-orders
to arrive, but will simply move to another supplier. If a newsagent has run out of
a magazine that you want, you do not wait for the next delivery but simply go to
another seller down the road. This gives lost sales, and the pattern of stock shown
in Figure 4.18.

An initial stock of Q runs out after a time Q/D, and all subsequent demand
is lost until the next replenishment arrives. We can no longer say that Q = D × T
as there is unsatisfied demand and the amount supplied in a cycle is less than
demand. In particular, there is an unsatisfied demand of D × T − Q.

You can also see that when shortages are allowed, the aim of minimizing cost
is no longer the same as maximizing revenue. If shortages are allowed we might,
in some circumstances, minimize costs by holding no stock at all – but this would
certainly not maximize revenue. In this analysis we will maximize the net revenue,
which is defined as the gross revenue minus costs. For this we have to define
SP as the selling price per unit. We also need to look at the cost of lost sales,
which has two parts. First, there is a loss of profit, which is a notional cost that we
can define as SP − UC per unit of sales lost. Second, there is a direct cost, which
includes loss of goodwill, remedial action, emergency procedures, and so on. We
will define this as DC per unit of sales lost. Now we can use these in our usual
approach.

The four cost components for a single stock cycle are:

ž unit cost component: UC × Q

ž reorder cost component: RC

ž holding cost component: an average stock of Q/2 held for time Q/D

= HC × Q
2

× Q
D

ž lost sales cost component: taking only the actual cost of DC for each of
D × T − Q lost sales = DC × (D × T − Q)

Q

Q/D
T

S
to
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Time

Figure 4.18 Stock level with lost sales
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Then the net revenue per cycle is the gross revenue (SP × Q) minus the sum of
these costs:

SP × Q − UC × Q − RC − HC × Q2

2 × D
− DC × (D × T − Q)

Dividing this by T gives the net revenue per unit time:

R = 1
T

× [Q × (DC + SP − UC) − RC − HC × Q2

2 × D
− DC × D × T]

Now we can define the cost of each unit of lost sales including loss of profit:

LC = cost of each unit of lost sales including loss of profits

= DC + SP − UC

and we can set:
Z = proportion of demand satisfied

= Q/(D × T)

Substituting these into the equation for R gives:

R = Z ×
[

D × LC − RC × D
Q

− HC × Q
2

− DC × D
]

Differentiating this with respect to Q and setting the result to zero gives a maximum
value for net revenue:

dR
dQ

= 0 = −Z × RC × D

Q2 − Z × HC
2

or

Qo =
√

2 × RC × D
HC

which is the standard economic order quantity. When we substitute this into the
revenue equation we get the optimal value for R, which we will call Ro:

Ro = Z × [D × LC − √
2 × RC × HC × D]

Now Z is the proportion of demand met, so we can set this to any value in the
range zero to one. But we want to choose the value that maximizes the revenue,
Ro. We find this using the following argument.

ž If D × LC is greater than
√

(2 × RC × HC × D) the term in brackets is positive,
the revenue is positive and want to make Z as large as possible. So Z = 1 and
there are no shortages.

ž If D × LC is less than
√

(2 × RC × HC × D) the term in brackets is negative, we
make a loss and we want to make Z as small as possible. So Z = 0 and we do
not stock the item at all.
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ž If D × LC equals
√

(2 × RC × HC × D) the term in brackets equals zero the
revenue is zero whatever value we give to Z.

Worked example
Find the best ordering policy for three items with the following costs.

Item D RC HC DC SP UC

1 50 150 80 20 110 90
2 100 400 200 10 200 170
3 50 500 400 30 350 320

Solution
For each item we have to calculate D × LC and compare this with√

(2 × RC × HC × D). We also have to remember that, by definition, LC =
DC + SP − UC.

Item 1

LC = DC + SP − UC = 20 + 110 − 90 = 40

D × LC = 50 × 40 = 2,000√
(2 × RC × HC × D) = √

(2 × 150 × 80 × 50) = 1,095

As D × LC is greater than
√

(2 × RC × HC × D) the net revenue is positive and
we set Z = 1. All demand is met and no sales are lost. Then:

Ro = Z × [D × LC −
√

(2 × RC × HC × D)] = 1 × [2,000 − 1,095] = 905

Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

(2 × 150 × 50/80) = 13.7

Item 2

LC = DC + SP − UC = 10 + 200 − 170 = 40

D × LC = 100 × 40 = 4,000√
(2 × RC × HC × D) = √

(2 × 400 × 200 × 100) = 4,000

As D × LC = √
(2 × RC × HC × D) the net revenue is zero and we can set Z to

any convenient value. Then:

Ro = 0

Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

(2 × 400 × 100/20) = 200
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Item 3

LC = DC + SP − UC = 30 + 350 − 320 = 60

D × LC = 50 × 60 = 3,000√
(2 × RC × HC × D) = √

(2 × 500 × 400 × 50) = 4,472

As D × DC is less than
√

(2 × RC × HC × D) the net revenue is negative and
we set Z = 0. The item is not stocked at all.

Summary

Shortages often lead to lost sales rather than back-orders. We can build a model
for shortages that maximizes net revenues, rather than minimizing total costs. This
gives a simple rule that shows whether or not to stock an item.

Review questions

4.12 When are sales lost?

4.13 What does it mean when D × LC = √
(2 × RC × HC × D)?

4.14 Why does the analysis for lost sales maximize revenue rather than minimize
costs?

4.15 How would the economic order quantity change if we maximize revenue
rather than minimize cost?

Constraints on stock

So far we have assumed that each inventory item is completely independent. Then
we can calculate an optimal order policy for each item in isolation and there is
no need to consider interactions with other items. In practice there are situations
where, although demand for each item is independent, we may have to look at
these interactions. An obvious example happens when several items are ordered
from the same supplier; and we can reduce delivery costs by combining orders
for different items in a single delivery. Another example happens when there are
constraints on some operations, such as limited warehouse space or a maximum
acceptable investment in stock.

Problems of this type can become rather complicated, so we will illustrate some
broader principles by looking at problems with constraints on stock levels. These
constraints could include limited storage space, a maximum acceptable investment
in stock, a maximum number of deliveries that can be accepted, maximum size of
delivery that can be handled, a maximum number of orders that can be placed,
and so on. You can tackle most problems with constraints using the same methods,
so we will describe two of the most useful analyses. The first shows an intuitive
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approach to problems where there is a limited amount of storage space; the second
is a more formal analysis for constrained investment.

Constraints on storage space

If an organization uses the economic order quantity for all items in an inventory,
the resulting total stock might exceed the available capacity. Then we need some
way of reducing the stock until it is within acceptable limits. One approach puts
an additional cost on space used. Then the holding cost is in two parts: the original
holding cost, HC, which we have used before and an additional cost, AC, related to
the storage area (or volume) used by each unit of the item. Then the total holding
cost per unit per unit time becomes HC + AC × Si, where Si is the amount of space
occupied by one unit of item i. When we use this revised cost in the economic
order quantity calculation we find that:

Qi =
√

2 × RCi × Di

HCi + AC × Si

Here we have used subscripts for all variables to show that they can be different
for each item, i.

If there are no constraints on space, we can give AC a value of zero, and the
result is the standard economic order quantity. If, however, space is constrained
we can give AC a positive value and order quantities of all items are reduced
from Qoi to Qi. As the average stock level is Qi/2, this automatically reduces
the amount of stock. The reduction necessary – and the consequent value of
AC – depend on the severity of space constraints. A reasonable way of finding
solutions is iteratively to adjust AC until the space required exactly matches
available capacity.

Worked example

The Brendell Work Centre is concerned with the storage space occupied by
three items that have the following characteristics.

Item Unit cost ($) Demand Space per unit (m3)

1 100 500 1
2 200 400 2
3 300 200 3

The reorder cost for the items is constant at $1000, and holding cost is 20 per
cent of value a year. If the company wants to allocate an average space of 300
cubic metres to the items, what would be the best ordering policy? How much
does the constraint on space increase variable inventory cost?
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Solution

We can start by calculating the reorder quantities to see if the space constraint
is limiting:

Item 1

Qo1 = √
(2 × RC × D1/HC1) = √

(2 × 1,000 × 500/20) = 223.6 units

Average space = S1 × Qo1/2 = 1×223.6/2 = 111.8 cubic metres

Item 2

Qo2 = √
(2 × RC × D2/HC2) = √

(2 × 1,000 × 400/40) = 141.4 units

Average space = S2 × Qo2/2 = 2 × 141.2/2 = 141.4 cubic metres

Item 3

Qo3 = √
(2 × RC × D3/HC3) = √

(2 × 1,000 × 200/60) = 81.6 units

Average space = S3 × Qo3/2 = 3 × 81.6/2 = 122.4 cubic metres

Using economic order quantities, the average space occupied is 375.6 cubic
metres. This is above the limit of 300 cubic metres set by the company, so
stocks must be reduced. For this we set the additional cost for space, AC, to an
arbitrary value, say 1, and calculate modified order quantities.

Item 1

Q1 = √
(2 × RC × D1/(HC1 + AC × S1))

= √
(2 × 1,000 × 500/(20+1 × 1)) = 218.2 units

Average space = S1 × Qo1/2 = 1 × 218.2/2 = 109.1 cubic metres

Item 2

Q2 = √
(2 × RC × D2/(HC2 × AC × S2))

= √
(2 × 1,000 × 400/(40+1 × 2)) = 138.0 units

Average space = S2 × Qo2/2 = 2 × 138.0/2 = 138.0 cubic metres

Item 3

Q3 = √
(2 × RC × D3/(HC3 + AC × S3))

= √
(2 × 1,000 × 200/(60+1 × 3)) = 79.7 units

Average space = S3 × Qo3/2 = 3 × 79.7/2 = 119.6 cubic metres
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This gives an average stock of 366.7 cubic metres. Although this is less than
before, it is still above the limits set by the company. Now we repeat the
calculations, iteratively increasing AC until we get a result that satisfies the
constraint. As you can see from the following table, this happens when AC is
around 11 (actually 11.37).

AC Q1 Q2 Q3 Space needed

0 223.6 141.4 81.6 375.6
1 218.2 138.0 79.7 366.7
5 200.6 126.5 73.0 336.0

10 182.6 115.5 66.7 306.8
11 179.6 113.6 65.6 301.8
12 176.8 111.8 64.5 297.0
13 174.0 110.1 63.6 292.5

To make sure that the stock is kept within the space limit, we might actually
use a value of AC = 12. Then we can compare the variable costs with those
from the economic order quantity.

Item 1

Using economic order quantity:

VCo1 = HC1 × Qo1 = 20 × 223.6 = $4,472

Using the revised order quantity:

VC1 = RC × D1/Q1 + HC1 × Q1/2 = 1,000 × 500/176.8 + 20 × 176.8/2 = $4,596

Item 2

Using economic order quantity:

VCo2 = HC2 × Qo2 = 40 × 141.4 = $5,656

Using the revised order quantity:

VC2 = RC × D2/Q2 + HC2 × Q2/2 = 1,000 × 400/111.8 + 40 × 111.8/2 = $5,814

Item 3

Using economic order quantity:

VCo3 = HC3 × Qo3 = 60 × 81.6 = $4,896

Using the revised order quantity:

VC3 = RC × D3/Q3 + HC3 × Q3/2 = 1,000 × 200/64.5 + 60 × 64.5/2 = $5,036
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To meet the space constraint, the total variable cost has risen from (4,472 +
5,656 + 4,896 =)$15,024 to (4,596 + 5,814 + 5,036 =)$15,446, which is a rise of
less than 3 per cent.

Constraints on average investment in stock
When there is a constraint on space, we calculated revised order quantities with
an additional cost for space occupied. We can use the same approach for other
constraints, such as a maximum average investment in stocks. This time, though,
rather than use an iterative procedure to find the optimal, we will use a more
formal derivation.

Suppose an organization stocks N items and has an upper limit, UL, on the
total average investment. The calculated economic order quantity for each item
i is Qoi, but again we need some means of calculating the best, lower amount
Qi which allows for the constraint. The average stock of item i is Qi/2 and the
average investment in this item is UC × Qi/2. The problem then becomes one of
constrained optimization – minimize the total variable cost subject to the constraint
of an upper limit on average investment. That is:

Minimize: VC =
N∑

i=1

RCi × Di

Qi
+ HCi × Qi

2

Subject to:
N∑

i=1

UCi × Qi

2
≤ UL

The usual way of solving problems of this type is to eliminate the constraint by
introducing a Lagrange multiplier and incorporating this into a revised objective
function. In particular, we can adjust the constraint to make it less than or equal
to zero, and the result is multiplied by the Lagrange multiplier, LM. This is
incorporated in the revised objective function:

Minimize:
N∑

i=1

[
RCi × Di

Qi
+ HCi × Qi

2

]
+ LM ×

[
N∑

i=1

UCi × Qi

2
− UL

]

To solve this, we differentiate with respect to both Qi and LM, and set both of these
derivatives to zero to give two simultaneous equations. We can then eliminate the
Lagrange multiplier to give the overall result:

Qi = Qoi × 2 × UL × HC

UC ×
N∑

i=1
VCoi

When the holding cost is a fixed proportion of the unit cost, the best order quantity
for each item is a fixed proportion of the economic order quantity.
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Worked example
A company is concerned with the stock of three items with the following
demand and unit cost.

Item Demand Unit cost

1 100 100
2 300 60
3 200 40

The items have a reorder cost of £100 and a holding cost of 20 per cent of
value a year. What is the best ordering policy if the company wants to limit
average investment in these item to £4,000?

Solution

To start this analysis we need to calculate the
∑

VCo, the total variable cost if
economic order quantities are used.

Item 1

Qo1 = √
(2×RC×D1/HC1)=

√
(2×100×100/20)=31.62 units

VCo1 = HC1 × Qo1 = 20 × 31.62 = £632.40 a year

Average stock = Qo1/2 = 31.62/2 = 15.81 units

Average investment = UC1 × average stock = 100 × 15.81 = £1,581.00

Item 2

Qo2 = √
(2×RC×D2/HC2) = √

(2×100×300/12)=70.71 units

VCo2 = (HC2 × Qo2) = 12 × 70.71 = £848.52 a year

Average stock = Qo2/2 = 70.71/2 = 35.36 units

Average investment = UC2 × average stock = 60 × 35.36 = £2,121.60

Item 3

Qo3 = √
(2×RC×D3/HC3)=

√
(2×100×200/8) = 70.71 units

VCo3 = (HC3 × Qo3) = 8 × 70.71 = £565.68 a year

Average stock = Qo3/2 = 70.71/2 = 35.36 units

Average investment = UC3 × average stock = 40 × 35.36 = £1,414.40
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Using economic order quantities, average investment in the three items is
(1,581.00 + 2,121.60 + 1,414.40 =)£5,117. This is above the limit of £4,000 set by
the company, so the order quantities must be reduced.

The sum of variable costs is:

∑
VCo = 632.40 + 848.52 + 565.68 = £2,046.60

and substituting these values gives the following revised order quantities.

Item 1

Q1 = Qo1 × 2 × UL × HC

UC ×
N∑

i=1
VCoi

= 31.62 × 2 × 4,000 × 20
100 × 2,046.60

= 24.72

Average investment = UC × Q1/2 = 100 × 12.36 = £1,236.

Item 2

Q2 = Qo2 × 2 × UL × HC

UC ×
N∑

i=1
VCoi

= 70.71 × 2 × 4,000 × 12
60 × 2,046.60

= 55.28

Average investment = UC × Q2/2 = 60 × 27.64 = £1,658.40.

Item 3

Q3 = Qo3 × 2 × UL × HC

UC ×
N∑

i=1
VCoi

= 70.71 × 2 × 4,000 × 8
40 × 2,046.60

= 55.28

Average investment = UC × Q3/2 = 40 × 27.64 = £1,105.60.

The total average investment is now (1,236.00 + 1,658.40 + 1,105.60 =)£4,000.
As the holding cost was defined as 20 per cent of unit cost, we could have
saved some effort by simply multiplying the economic order quantities by
2 × 4,000 × 0.2/2,046.68 = 0.78.

Summary

There are many circumstances in which stock items cannot be treated in isolation,
including constraints on stock levels or investment. When there is a constraint on
space, we can find revised order quantities by adding an additional cost for the
space used. This reduces order quantities, and hence average stock levels. When
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there is a limit on the average investment in stock, we can again find reduced
order quantities. When the holding cost is a fraction of unit cost, these become a
fixed proportion of the economic order quantities.

Review questions

4.16 With independent demand inventory models, each item is considered as
independent, so we do not consider interactions. Do you think this is true?

4.17 How is the average stock level reduced when storage space is limited?

4.18 If the total investment in stock is limited, will the best order quantity for each
item be greater or less than the economic order quantity?

Discrete, variable demand

So far we have assumed that demand is continuous – in effect, each individual
demand is so small that it contributes to an overall demand that is continuous.
Often, however, an organization has to meet demand for an integer number of
units every period. A car showroom, electrical retailer, furniture warehouse or
computer store, for example, can only sell a discrete number of units. In this section
we will look at a model for discrete, variable demand. This might be our computer
store, which is going to sell 50 units this week, 45 units next week, 60 units the
following week, and so on. If we know exactly what these demands are going to
be, we can build a deterministic model and find an optimal ordering policy.

The way to approach this is to assume there is some optimal number of period’s
demand that we should combine into a single order. If we order less than this,
we are making frequent orders and the reorder cost component is high, giving a
high overall cost. If we order more than this, we have higher stocks levels and the
holding cost component is high, giving a high overall cost. As we can only order
discrete numbers of units, the variable cost is also discrete and has the form shown
in Figure 4.19. Our object is to find the optimal value of N, the number of period’s
demand to combine into a single order.

Consider one order for an item, where we buy enough to satisfy demand for the
next N periods. The demand is discrete and varies, so we can define the demand
in period i of a cycle as Di, and an order to cover all demand in the next N periods
will be:

A =
N∑

i=1

Di

We will assume that this arrives in stock at one time, so the highest actual stock
level is A. This is used to meet demand and we will assume that it falls back to
zero, as shown in Figure 4.20. We can approximate the average stock level by A/2
and the cost of holding this is (A/2) × N × HC.
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The variable cost of stocking the item over the N periods is the sum of:

reorder cost component = RC

holding cost component = average stock level (A/2) × time held (N)

× holding cost (HC)

=
HC × N ×

N∑
i=1

Di

2
Adding these two components and dividing by N gives the average variable cost
per period, VCN, of:

VCN = RC
N

+
HC ×

N∑
i=1

Di

2
If you look at the short stock cycles on the left-hand side of the graph in Figure 4.19,
VCN is high because of reorder costs. Increasing N will follow the graph downward
until costs reach a minimum and then start to rise. We can identify this point by
comparing the cost of two consecutive values of N. If it is cheaper to order for
N + 1 periods than for N periods, we are on the left-hand side of the graph. If we
keep increasing the value of N, there comes a point where it is more expensive to
order for N + 1 periods than N. At this point, we have found the optimal value for
N and if we increase it any further, costs will continue to rise. So we can start by
setting N to one, and comparing the cost of ordering for one period with the cost
of ordering for two periods. If it is cheaper to order for two periods, we are on the
left-hand side of the graph, so we increase the value of N to two and compare the
cost of ordering for two periods with the cost of ordering for three periods. If it
is cheaper to buy for three periods we are still on the left-hand side of the graph,
so we increase N to three. If we continue this procedure, comparing the cost of
buying for N periods with the cost of buying for N + 1 periods, we reach a point
it becomes cheaper to buy for N periods than for N + 1 periods. Then we have
reached the bottom of the graph and found the point of minimal cost.

We really need a simple way of comparing the variable cost of a cycle with
N + 1 periods with the variable cost of a cycle with N periods. If we substitute
N + 1 for N in the variable cost equation above we get:

VCN+1 = RC
N + 1

+
HC ×

N+1∑
i=1

Di

2
Now we want to find the point at which VCN+1 become larger than VCN or:

RC
N + 1

+
HC ×

N+1∑
i=1

Di

2
>

RC
N

+
HC ×

N∑
i=1

Di

N
After some manipulation we can simplify this to give the condition:

N × (N + 1) × DN+1 >
2 × RC

HC
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Figure 4.21 Flow chart for finding an optimal value of N

We can use this inequality in an iterative procedure to find the optimal value of N.
This starts by setting N equal to 1 and checking the values in this expression. If the
inequality is invalid, it is cheaper to order for two periods than for one, so we are
moving down the left-hand side of the costs in Figure 4.19. Then we set N equal to
2 and check the values in the expression. If the inequality is still invalid, the costs
are reducing and we are still coming down the left-hand side of the graph. We
keep on increasing N, until eventually the inequality will become valid. At this
point we are at the bottom of the cost curve and have found an optimal value for
N. Figure 4.21 shows a flow diagram for this procedure.
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Worked example

K C Low calculated her total cost of placing an order for an item and having it
delivered at $1,200, with a holding cost of $50 a unit a week. She had a fixed
production schedule and needed the following units over the next 11 weeks.

week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
demand 2 4 6 9 9 6 3 4 4 6 9

Find an ordering pattern that gives a reasonable cost for the item.

Solution

We know that:
RC = $1,200 an order

HC = $50 a unit a week

Then following the procedure shown in Figure 4.21, we calculate:

2 × RC/HC = 2 × 120/5 = 48

ž Taking N = 1, N + 1 = 2 and D2 = 4 and calculate N × (N + 1) × DN+1 =
1 × 2 × 4 = 8. As this is less than 48 the inequality is invalid and we have not
reached the minimum cost.

ž Add one to N, giving N = 2, N + 1 = 3 and D3 = 6 and calculate N × (N +
1) × DN+1 = 2 × 3 × 6 = 36. This is less than 48 so the inequality is still invalid
and we have not reached the minimum cost.

ž Add one to N, giving N = 3, N + 1 = 4 and D4 = 9 and calculate N ×
(N+1) × DN+1 = 3 × 4 × 9 = 108. This is more than 48 so the inequality is
valid and we have found the minimum cost with N = 3.

This order must arrive at the beginning of week 1 and must be big enough
to cover demand in the first three weeks. This is 2 + 4 + 6 = 12 units. Unfor-
tunately, this result is only valid for the particular demand pattern in the
first few weeks. It is not a general result and we have to repeat the proce-
dure for every other stock cycle. So now we move on to week 4, set N equal
to one, and do the calculations again for the next cycle. These calculations
are easy with a spreadsheet, as illustrated in Figure 4.22. This shows that a
good ordering policy is to arrange deliveries of 12 units by the start of week
1, 27 for week 4 and 14 for week 8. Adding standard information about
lead time and supplier conditions would tell us exactly when to place the
orders.
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Inventory Control−for demand that is discrete and variable 

Notes: Calculates the value of 2*RC/HC 
Iteratively checks N*(N+1)*D(N+!) until this is bigger than 2*RC/HC 

Inputs
Reorder cost $ 1,200.00 
Holding cost $      50.00       

2*RC/HC 48

Period 1 94
9

5
9

6
6

7
3

8
4 4

10
6

11
9Demand 2

2
4

3
6

Calculations

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9
1 2 3 4 1 2 3

9 6 3 4 4 6 9

10 11
Demand 2 4 6
N 1 2 3
N*(N+1)*D(N+1) 8 36 108 18 36 36 80 8 36 108 0

Delivery 12 27 14

Figure 4.22 Calculations for worked example

To find the cost of a particular policy we have to look at each stock cycle in turn
and find the variable cost per period from:

VCN = RC
N

+
HC ×

N∑
i=1

Di

2

In the example above, each cycle has one order which has a cost of RC = $1,200.
The first cycle is three weeks long and the demand met is 12 units, so the average
variable cost a week is:

VC = 1,200/3 + 50 × 12/2 = $700 a week

Similarly, the next two cycles have average variable costs a week of:

ž Cycle 2: 27 units are bought in four weeks, so VC = 1,200/4 + 50 × 27/2 = $975
a week.

ž Cycle 3: 14 units are bought in three weeks, so VC = 1,200/3 + 50 × 14/2 = $750
a week.

Overall, the variable cost comes to 700 × 3 + 975 × 4 + 750 × 3 = $8,250 or $825
a week.

This method usually gives good results, but it does not guarantee optimal
ones. This is largely because of the assumptions, including fixed and known costs,
known demand that occurs at discrete points, and the approximations for average
stock level. There is, however, one other consideration. It is sometimes possible
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for the variable cost to be higher for orders covering N + 1 periods rather than N,
but then fall again for N + 2 periods. To avoid this we can use the same argument
as before to check that:

VCN+2 > VCN

which leads to a test:

N × (N+2) × [DN+1 + DN+2] >
4 × RC

HC

This adds a test to the procedure described above. When we find a turning point
and we know it is cheaper to order for N periods than for N + 1, we simply see
if it is also cheaper to order for N + 2 periods. If the inequality above is valid, we
stop the process and accept the solution: if the inequality is invalid we continue
the process until we find another turning point.

Summary

Organizations often have to deal with discrete, variable demand. When we know
the pattern of demand in advance, we can use a simple procedure to find a good
ordering policy. This procedure has to be repeated for every stock cycle.

Review questions

4.19 What do we mean by discrete, variable demand?

4.20 We defined Di as the demand in period i. Is this correct?

4.21 Why does the rule described only give good rather than optimal solutions?

Chapter review

ž This chapter described some models for inventory control. In particular, it
looked at deterministic problems where all variables are known with certainty.

ž The first model considered unit costs that fall in discrete steps with increasing
order size. A standard procedure finds the minimum point on a valid cost curve
and the corresponding order size. This standard procedure can be adjusted to
deal with other situations, such as a discrete increase in reorder cost.

ž Replenishment of stock often occurs at a finite rate rather than instantaneously.
This gives a cycle with stock levels rising at a rate P − D during replenishment
and then falling at a rate D when replenishment stops. The optimal batch
size – and related results – vary from the economic order calculation by the
factor

√
(P/(P − D)).

ž Sometimes it is useful to have planned shortages, particularly when customer
demand is not lost but can be met from back-orders. Back-orders inevitably
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have some cost, which is time-dependent. We can use this cost to find an
optimal value for the amount to be back-ordered.

ž Shortages can lead to lost sales rather than back-orders. We can build a model
that includes shortages and maximizes net revenue, rather than minimizing
total cost. This gives a simple rule that shows whether or not to stock an item.

ž There are many circumstances in which inventory items cannot be treated in
isolation, such as constraints on total stock. When there is a constraint on space,
we can find revised order quantities by adding an additional cost for the space
used. A more formal analysis shows the effects of a constraint on the average
investment in stock

ž Organizations often have to deal with discrete, variable demand. We described
a simple procedure to find a good ordering policy when we know the pattern
of demand in advance.

Project

The project in the last chapter was to build a spreadsheet for doing some calcula-
tions with the economic order quantity. In this chapter we have illustrated some
more spreadsheets for calculations with price discounts, finite replenishment rates
and discrete demand. The aim of this project is to design a more sophisticated
spreadsheet that can tackle a range of problems and recommend ordering policies.
Decide the features that would be useful and put them into a single spreadsheet,
or family of related spreadsheets. Use this to check the answers to examples in the
chapter. What difficulties and problems do you meet?

In the next chapter, we will be describing some more models, so be prepared to
extend your designs to deal with uncertain demand.

Problems

4.1 Demand for an item is constant at 400 units a month. The reorder cost and
delivery charge amount to £1,240 and the cost of holding stock is 30 per cent
of value a year. A supplier quotes the following prices

Order quantity 0–1,499 1,500–1,999 2,000–2,499 2,500 or more
Unit cost £12.60 £12.20 £11.80 £11.20

A second supplier quotes a basic price of £12, but with a discount to £11.40 for
orders of 1,500 or more. What is the best ordering policy?

4.2 Last month La Café Pigalle was sent a new price list by their merchants. The
cost of their most popular wine is now:

Order quantity 0–99 100–399 400–999 1,000 or more
Price per bottle C–– 20 C–– 19.40 C–– 18.80 C–– 18
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Demand for the wine is relatively constant at 2,000 a year, delivery costs C–– 50
and the holding cost is 40 per cent of value a year. What ordering policy would
you recommend for the restaurant? If e-procurement reduces the reorder cost
so that it is effectively zero, how does this affect the orders?

4.3 Demand for an item is 500 units a month, while the production rate is 1,000
units a month. Unit cost is $10, batch set-up cost is $2,000 and holding cost is
$1 a unit a month. What is the optimal batch size and corresponding cost? If
the production rate can be varied, how will the costs change?

4.4 Sulleman and Baring forecast demand for a component at around 2,500 units
a year. They make the component internally, and it costs £500 to set up each
production run with a variable cost of £30 a unit. Holding costs are 20 per
cent of value a year and the production rate is 10,000 units a year. There is a
lead time of two months from receiving a production requisition until finished
units begin to come from the production line. Assuming that shortages are not
allowed, what are the optimal batch size and reorder level for the component?
What are the costs of this policy?

4.5 John van Houghton looked at an inventory item and decided that the holding
cost is about 25 per cent of value a year while the shortage cost for back-orders
is 150 per cent of value a year. Unit cost is C–– 400 and reorder cost is C–– 100.
Demand is constant at 300 units a year and all shortages are met by back-
orders. What is the best ordering policy for this item? What proportion of time
is demand met by back-orders, and what is the cost of this policy?

4.6 Demand for an item is constant at 100 units a year. Unit cost is £50, reorder
cost is £40 and holding cost is 40 per cent of value a year. Any demand that
occurs when no stock remains is lost. What is the minimum selling price that
makes it profitable to stock the item?

4.7 A company stocks four items with the following characteristics.

Item Demand Unit
cost

Holding
cost

Reorder
cost

Space used
(m3)

1 500 200 35 80 4
2 300 100 20 100 3
3 200 300 45 120 6
4 400 200 40 80 5

Describe the effects of constrained space and investment on this system.

4.8 Andrew McGregor forecast weekly demand for MP 411 pumps as follows:

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Demand 1 6 10 21 18 7 4 3 2 4 15

Week 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Demand 27 38 51 40 22 12 8 6 7 2 3
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Each pump costs £80, it costs £800 to place an order and get delivery, and
holding cost is 20 per cent of value a year. Design a reasonable ordering policy for
the pump. How much does this cost a year?

Discussion questions

4.1 We have described some simple extensions to the economic order quantity,
and could have looked at many more complicated models. When do you
think that it is worth using a more sophisticated model, rather than using the
guidelines given by a simple model?

4.2 We have looked at costs that vary in discrete steps, but how would you deal
with costs that rise on a continuous sliding scale?

4.3 With a finite replenishment rate the order quantity is the economic order
quantity multiplied by

√
(P/(P − D)). As the replenishment rate gets closer to

the demand rate, this value gets larger, and the order size and average stock
level both increase. But if the replenishment rate is equal to the demand we
should not need any stock. What is happening?

4.4 Nobody likes waiting for a product they have decided to buy, so why would
an organization deliberately work with shortages?

4.5 It is often difficult to find reliable costs for stocks. With shortages this seems
almost impossible – how do you find a cost for loss of goodwill or reduced
future sales? Does this mean that any analysis of shortages is inevitably based
on flimsy evidence?

4.6 Every organization thinks that its problems with inventories are unique. To
what extent do you think they are right?
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Models for Uncertain Demand

Aims of the chapter

The last chapter developed some models for controlling stock when the demand
and costs all took fixed values that were known in advance. In this chapter we
introduce uncertainty and develop some models where variables are not known
exactly but follow known probability distributions. In particular, we focus on
variable demand. Many models have been developed in this area, so we will
concentrate on the most widely used.

After reading this chapter you should be able to do the following:

ž appreciate the types of uncertainty that come with stocks and the need for
probabilistic models;

ž use a marginal analysis to find the best order quantity for a single period and
extend this to the newsboy problem;

ž calculate an optimal stock level for intermittent demand;

ž calculate order quantities with shortages;

ž understand the principles of service level and safety stock;

ž find the best policy for stock with Normally distributed demand;

ž find an optimal policy when lead time is uncertain;

ž solve problems when both demand and lead time are Normally distributed;

ž describe periodic review methods and calculate target stock levels.

This chapter emphasizes:

ž uncertainty in inventory management;

ž variables that take uncertain values;

ž probabilistic models for inventory control.
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Uncertainty in stocks

Areas with uncertainty

The models we developed in the last chapter assumed that costs, demand, lead time
and all other variables are known exactly. In other words, there is no uncertainty
about the stocks. In practice, there is almost always some uncertainty in stocks – as
prices rise with inflation, operations change, new products become available,
supply chains are disrupted, competition alters, new laws are introduced, the
economy varies, customers and suppliers move, and so on. From an organization’s
point of view, the main uncertainty is likely to be in customer demand, which
might appear to fluctuate randomly or follow some long-term trend. In this chapter
we will develop some models to deal with this uncertainty.

We should start by saying what we mean by ‘uncertainty’. For inventory
management this means that a value is not known exactly, but follows a known
probability distribution. Long-term demand for a product might, for example, be
Normally distributed with a mean of 10 units a week and variance of 2 units a
week. We cannot say exactly what demand in a particular week will be, but know
that it is a figure drawn from this distribution. Now we can classify problems
according to variables that are:

ž unknown – in which case we have complete ignorance of the situation and any
analysis is difficult;

ž known (and either constant or variable) – in which case we know the values
taken by parameters and can use deterministic models;

ž uncertain – in which case we have probability distributions for the variables and
can use probabilistic or stochastic models.

You can find uncertainty in many aspects of stock. Sometimes this is due to
internal operations. No matter how good the operations are, there is always some
variation that can lead to uncertainty. Differences in materials, weather, tools,
employees, moods, time, stress, and a whole range of other things combine to give
apparently random variations. The traditional way of dealing with these was to set
a tolerance in the specifications. Provided performance is within a specified range
it is considered acceptable. A 250 g bar of chocolate might weigh between 249.9 g
and 250.1 g and still be considered the right weight; a train might arrive within ten
minutes of its published time and still be considered on time. Performance was
only considered to be a problem when it fell outside the tolerance.

Taguchi (1986) pointed out that this approach has an inherent weakness.
Suppose a bank sets the acceptable time to open a new account as between 20
and 30 minutes. If the time taken is 20, 25 or 30 minutes, the traditional view says
that these are equally acceptable – the process is achieving its target so there is
no need for improvement. But customers would probably not agree that taking
30 minutes is as good as taking 20 minutes. On the other hand, there might
be little real difference between taking 30 minutes (which is acceptable) and 31
minutes (which is unacceptable). The answer, of course, is that there is not such
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a clear cut-off. If you are aiming for a target, then the further you are away
from the target, the worse your performance. Organizations should clearly aim
at getting actual performance as close to the target as possible, and this means
reducing variability. This has been a continuing theme for management over many
years, and most organizations aim at low variation in the factors that are within
their control.

However, there is still some variability that comes from external causes and
the organization cannot control it. Every organization works within a context
that is set by international trading conditions, the national economy, government
policies, the business environment, competition, other organizations in the supply
chain, suppliers operations, and so on. An organization cannot change these, but
they are likely to affect several areas.

ž Demand. Aggregate demand for an item usually comes from a number of
separate customers. The organization has little real control over who buys their
products, or how many they buy. Random fluctuations in the number and size
of orders give a variable and uncertain overall demand.

ž Costs. Most costs tend to drift upwards with inflation, and we cannot predict
the size and timing of increases. On top of this underlying trend, are short-term
variations caused by changes to operations, products, suppliers, competitors,
and so on. Another point – that we mentioned in Chapter 2 – is that changing
the accounting conventions can change the apparent costs.

ž Lead time. There can be many stages between the decision to buy an item and
actually having it available for use. Some variability in this chain is inevitable,
especially if the item has to be made and shipped over long distances. A
hurricane in the Atlantic, or earthquake in southern Asia can have surprisingly
far-reaching effects on trade.

ž Deliveries. Orders are placed for a certain number of units of a specified item,
but there are times when these are not actually delivered. The most obvious
problem is a simple mistake in identifying an item or sending the right number.
Other problems include quality checks that reject some delivered units, and
damage or loss during shipping. On the other hand, a supplier might allow
some overage and send more units than requested. The deliveries ultimately
depend on – and define – supplier reliability.

Overall, the key issue for probabilistic models is the lead time demand. It does not
really matter what variations there are outside the lead time, as we can allow for
them by adjusting the timing and size of the next order. Once we have placed an
order, though, and are working within the lead time it is too late to make any
adjustments. If demand outside the lead time is higher than expected, all that
happens is that we reach the reorder level sooner than expected: but if demand
inside the lead time is higher than expected, it is too late to make adjustments
and there will be shortages. Our overall conclusion, then, is that uncertainty in
demand and lead time is particularly important for inventory management.
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Uncertain demand

Even when the demand varies, we could still use the mean value in a deterministic
model. We know that costs rise slowly around the economic order quantity, so
this should give a reasonable ordering policy. In practice, this is often true – but
we have to be careful as the mean value can give very poor results.

Worked example

Demand for an item over the past 6 months has been 10, 80, 240, 130, 100 and 40
units respectively. The reorder cost is £50 and holding cost is £1 a unit a month,
and any orders placed in one month become available in the following month.
How good is an ordering policy based on average values?

Solution

Listing the values given:

D = 100 units a month (taking the average value)

RC = £50 an order

HC = £1 a unit a month

LT = 1 month

We can substitute these values to give:

Order quantity Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

(2 × 50 × 100/1) = 100 units

Cycle length To = Qo/D = 100/100 = 1 month

Reorder level ROL = LT × D = 1 × 100 = 100 units

The best policy is to order 100 units whenever gross stock (stock on hand +
stock on order) falls to 100 units. On average, this happens once a month. At
first, this seems a reasonable answer, but if you look more closely you can see
the problems. Using this policy over the past 6 months would have given the
following pattern (shown in Figure 5.1).

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Opening stock 0 90 110 0 0 0 60
Delivery 100 100 0 100 100 100
Demand 10 80 240 130 100 40
Closing stock 90 110 −140 −30 0 60
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Figure 5.1 Stock level for worked example

These figures assume:

ž an opening stock of zero, but an order of 100 units arriving at the start of
month 1;

ž orders are placed every month when the closing stock is below 100 units,
and the delivery is available to meet demand in the following month;

ž all unmet demand (i.e. negative closing stock) is lost.

The problem is obvious. During months 1 and 2 the stocks are unnecessarily
high, but in months 3 and 4 there are shortages and lost sales. Provided
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demand is below 100 units a month there are no shortage, but possible high
stocks; whenever demand rises above 100 units there are shortages. In this
six-month period 160 sales – or 27 per cent of the total – were lost. Not many
organizations would find this acceptable.

We need to take a closer look at variable demand, and for this we will assume that
the overall demand for an item is made up of small demands from a large number
of customers. Then we can reasonably say that the overall demand is Normally
distributed. A deterministic model will use the mean of this distribution and then
calculate the reorder level as:

reorder level = mean demand × mean lead time

Three things can happen:

ž Actual demand in the lead time exactly matches expected demand. This gives
the ideal pattern of stock shown in Figure 5.2(a).

ž Actual demand in the lead time is less than expected demand. The result-
ing stock level is higher than expected, with the unused stocks shown in
Figure 5.2(b).

ž Actual demand in the lead time is greater than expected demand. This gives
shortages, as shown in Figure 5.2(c).

With a Normally distributed demand, it is unlikely that actual lead time demand
will exactly equal the expected demand (we will return to this problem of forecast
errors in Chapter 7). So the actual lead time demand is likely to be either above
or below the expected value. The problem is that a Normal distribution gives
a demand that is higher than expected in 50 per cent of stock cycles – so we
can expect shortages and unsatisfied customers in half the cycles. Very few
organizations would be satisfied with this level of service, so we need to develop
some models that take this uncertainty into account.

Summary
There is uncertainty in almost all inventory systems. Some of this is under the
control of an organization, and this should be reduced as much as possible.
More uncertainty is outside its control, including costs, demand, lead time and
supplier reliability. Uncertainty in lead time demand is particularly important for
inventory control.

Review questions

5.1 Where might you find uncertainty in an inventory system?
5.2 Because there is usually uncertainty in stocks, deterministic models are of little

practical use. Do you think this is true?
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Figure 5.2 (a) The ideal case, when actual demand during lead time exactly matches
expectations; (b) Unused stock when demand during lead time is less than expected;
(c) Shortages when demand during lead time is greater than expected
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5.3 What is the difference between variability, uncertainty and ignorance in stocks?
5.4 Why is the uncertainty in lead time demand particularly important?

Models for discrete demand

Marginal analysis

The models we have looked at so far consider stable conditions where we want the
minimal cost over the long term. Sometimes, however, we need models for the
shorter term and, in the extreme, for a single period. Suppose, for example, a
newsagent buys a Sunday magazine from its wholesaler; it wants enough copies
to meet demand on Sunday morning, but it does not want any stock afterwards.
We can tackle this problem of ordering for a single cycle by using a marginal
analysis, which considers the expected profit and loss on each unit.

If the demand is discrete, and we place a very small order for Q units, the
probability of selling the Qth unit is high and the expected profit is greater than
the expected loss. If we place a very large order, the probability of selling the
Qth unit is low and the expected profit is less than the expected loss. Based on
this observation, we might suggest that the best order size is the largest quantity
that gives a net expected profit on the Qth unit – and, therefore, a net expected
loss on the (Q + 1)th and all following units. Ordering less than this value of Q
will lose some potential profit, while ordering more will incur net costs. So let us
assume that:

ž we buy a number of units, Q;

ž some of these are sold in the cycle to meet demand, D;

ž any units left unsold, Q − D, at the end of the cycle are scrapped at a lower value;

ž Prob(D > Q) = probability demand in the cycle is greater than Q;

ž SP = selling price of a unit during the cycle;

ž SV = scrap value of an unsold unit at the end of the cycle.

The profit on each unit sold is (SP − UC), so the expected profit on the Qth unit is:

= probability of selling the unit × profit made from selling it

= Prob(D ≥ Q) × (SP − UC)

And the loss on each unit scrapped is (UC − SV), so the expected loss on the Qth
unit is:

= probability of not selling the unit × loss incurred with not selling it

= Prob(D < Q) × (UC − SV).
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We will only buy Q units if the expected profit is greater than the expected
loss and:

Prob(D ≥ Q) × (SP − UC) ≥ Prob(D < Q) × (UC − SV)

≥ (1 − Prob(D ≥ Q)) × (UC − SV)

which we can rearrange to give the general rule, that we place an order for the
largest value of Q which still has:

Prob(D ≥ Q) ≥ UC − SV
SP − SV

Starting with a small value of Q, we can iteratively increase it, and the expected
profit continues to rise while the inequality remains valid. At some point the
inequality becomes invalid, showing the last units would have an expected loss,
and net profit begins to fall. This identifies the best value for the order size.

Worked example

Warehouse Accessories Inc. are about to place an order for industrial heaters
for a forecast spell of cold weather. They pay $1,000 for each heater, and
during the cold spell sell them for $2,000 each. Demand for the heaters declines
markedly after a cold spell, and any unsold units are discounted to $500.
Previous experience suggests the likely demand for heaters is as follows.

Demand 1 2 3 4 5
Probability 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1

How many heaters should the company buy?

Solution

Listing the variables that we know:

UC = $1,000 a unit

SP = $2,000 a unit

SV = $500 a unit

Then:
UC − SV
SP − SV

= 1,000 − 500
2,000 − 500

= 0.33
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Prob(D ≥ Q) is the cumulative probability of selling at least Q heaters, and we
want the largest value of Q for which this is less than 0.33.

ž If Q = 1, Prob(D ≥ 1) = 1.0. This is greater than 0.33, so the inequality is
valid and we increase Q.

ž If Q = 2, Prob(D ≥ 2) = 0.8. This is greater than 0.33, so the inequality is
valid and we increase Q.

ž If Q = 3, Prob(D ≥ 3) = 0.5. This is greater than 0.33, so the inequality is
valid and we increase Q.

ž If Q = 4, Prob(D ≥ 4) = 0.2. This is less than 0.33, so the inequality is no
longer valid.

This identifies Q = 3 as the highest value where the inequality is valid, so the
company should buy three heaters.

Newsboy problem

This marginal analysis is particularly useful for seasonal goods, and a standard
example is phrased in terms of a newsboy selling papers on a street corner.
The newsboy has to decide how many papers to buy from his supplier when
customer demand is uncertain. If he buys too many papers, he is left with unsold
stock which has no value at the end of the day: if he buys too few papers he
has unsatisfied demand which could have given a higher profit. Because of this
illustration, single period problems are often called newsboy problems. Although,
it is a widely occurring problem, we will stick to the original description of a
newsboy selling papers.

The marginal analysis described above is based on intuitive reasoning, but we
can use a more formal approach to confirm the results. We start this by assuming
the newsboy buys Q papers, and then:

ž if demand, D, is greater than Q the newsboy sells all his papers and makes a
profit of Q × (SP − UC) (assuming there is no penalty for lost sales);

ž if demand, D, is less than Q, the newsboy only sells D papers at full price, and
gets the scrap value, SV, for each of the remaining Q − D. Then his profit is
D × SP + (Q − D) × SV − Q × UC.

The optimal value for Q maximizes this expected profit. To simplify the arithmetic
we will assume there is no scrap value, so SV = 0, and then we get the following
values for demands, profit and probabilities:
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Demand Profit Probability

0 0 × SP − Q × UC Prob(0)

1 1 × SP − Q × UC Prob(1)

2 2 × SP − Q × UC Prob(2)

: : : : : : :
: : : : : : :
: : : : : : :
Q − 1 (Q − 1) × SP − Q × UC Prob(Q − 1)

Q Q × (SP − UC) Prob(Q)

Q + 1 Q × (SP − UC) Prob(Q + 1)

: : : : : : :
: : : : : : :
: : : : : : :
∞ Q × (SP − UC) Prob(∞)

The total expected profit from buying Q newspapers, EP(Q), is the sum of the
profits multiplied by their probabilities.

EP(Q) = sum of(profit × probability)=
(∑

(expected profits
when D < Q)

+
∑

(expected profits
when D ≥ Q)

)

=
Q∑

D=0

[D × SP − Q × UC] × Prob(D) +
∞∑

D=Q+1

Q × [SP − UC] × Prob(D)

= SP ×

 Q∑

D=0

D × Prob(D) + Q×
∞∑

D=Q+1

Prob(D)


 − Q × UC

The expected profit rises with order quantity until it reaches a maximum, and then
it begins to fall, as shown in Figure 5.3. So that:

if EP(Q) − EP(Q − 1) is positive the profit is increasing with additional papers;

if EP(Q) − EP(Q − 1) is negative the profit is decreasing with additional papers.

The best order quantity, Qo, is the point where the profit would begin to decline
if another unit were bought. At this point:

EP(Qo) − EP(Qo − 1) > 0 and EP(Qo + 1) − EP(Qo) < 0

or EP(Qo) − EP(Qo − 1) > 0 > EP(Qo + 1) − EP(Qo)
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Expected
profit
EP(Q)

Order quantity
Optimal
value for

Qo

EP(Q) – EP(Q – 1)
is +ve

Profit increasing

EP(Q) – EP(Q – 1)
is −ve

Profit decreasing

Figure 5.3 Variation of expected profit with order quantity

We have already found EP(Q), and substituting Q − 1 for Q gives the expected
profit if the newsboy buys Q − 1 papers:

EP(Q − 1) = SP ×

Q−1∑

D=0

D × Prob(D) + (Q − 1) ×
∞∑

D=Q

Prob(D)


 − (Q − 1) × UC

With the optimal value Qo, we can substitute the values for EP(Qo) and EP(Qo − 1)

and do some rearranging to find that:

EP(Qo) − EP(Qo − 1) = SP ×

 ∞∑

D=Qo

Prob(D) − UC
SP




Replacing Qo by (Qo + 1), we can also see that:

EP(Qo + 1) − EP(Qo) = SP ×

 ∞∑

D=Qo+1

Prob(D) − UC
SP




We want the point where:

EP(Qo) − EP(Qo − 1) > 0 > EP(Qo + 1) − EP(Qo)

or

SP ×

 ∞∑

D=Qo

Prob(D) − UC
SP


 > 0 > SP ×


 ∞∑

D=Qo+1

Prob(D) − UC
SP




Giving:
Prob(D ≥ Qo) > UC/SP > Prob(D ≥ Qo + 1)
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This is the result we found with the marginal analysis when the scrap value, SV,
is zero. If we included SV in this analysis we get the final result:

Prob(D ≥ Qo) >
UC − SV
SP − SV

> Prob(D ≥ Qo + 1)

Worked example

In recent years the demand for a seasonal product has had the following
pattern.

Units 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Probability 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.1 0.05

It costs £80 to buy each unit and the selling price is £120. How many units
would you buy for the season? What is the expected profit? Would your
decision change if the product has a scrap value of £20?

Solution

In this example UC = £80, SP = £120 and there is no scrap value. Then UC/SP
= 80/120 = 0.67. Substituting values for Q gives the following probabilities:

Q Prob(D ≥ Q) Prob(D)

1 1.00 0.05
2 0.95 0.10
3 0.85 0.15
4 0.70 0.20
5 0.50 0.20
6 0.30 0.15
7 0.15 0.10
8 0.05 0.05

Our rule says that we choose Qo so that:

Prob(D ≥ Qo) > UC/SP > Prob(D ≥ Qo + 1)

So we are looking for the two adjacent values of Q that enclose 0.67 and you
can see that this happens when Q equals 4:

Prob(D ≥ 4) > UC/SP > Prob(D ≥ 5)

0.7 > 0.67 > 0.5
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The optimal policy is to buy 4 units, and then the expected profit is:

EP(Q) = SP ×

 Q∑

D=0

D × Prob(D) + Q ×
∞∑

D=Q+1

Prob(D)


 − Q × UC

EP(4) = 120 ×
[

4∑
D=0

D × Prob(D) + 4 ×
∞∑

D=5

Prob(D)

]
− 4 × 80

= 120 × {1.5 + 4 × 0.5} − 320 = £100

We can confirm these results using a spreadsheet, as illustrated in Figure 5.4.
If each unit has a scrap value, SV, of £20, we want:

Prob(D ≥ Qo) >
UC − SV
SP − SV

> Prob(D ≥ Qo + 1)

Now
(UC − SV)/(SP − SV) = (80 − 20)/(120 − 20) = 0.6

And the optimal order quantity is still 4.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

A B C D E F G

Inventory Control − single period model

Notes: The critical ratio is N/(S+N) where: N = loss of not selling

S = profit of selling

InputsInputsInputsInputs Unit cost 80
Selling price 120

ResultsResultsResultsResults Unit profit 40 Best order 4
Critical ratio 0.667

BuyBuyBuyBuy
Probability of Probability of Probability of Probability of 

sellingsellingsellingselling
Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative 
probabilityprobabilityprobabilityprobability

ExpectedExpectedExpectedExpected
salessalessalessales

ExpectedExpectedExpectedExpected
incomeincomeincomeincome

ExpectedExpectedExpectedExpected
costscostscostscosts

ExpectedExpectedExpectedExpected
profitprofitprofitprofit

0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0.05 1 1 120.00£    80.00£      40.00£
2 0.1 0.95 1.95 234.00£    160.00£    74.00£
3 0.15 0.85 2.8 336.00£    240.00£    96.00£
4 0.2 0.7 3.5 420.00£    320.00£    100.00£    maximum
5 0.2 0.5 4 480.00£    400.00£    80.00£
6 0.15 0.3 4.3 516.00£    480.00£    36.00£
7 0.1 0.15 4.45 534.00£    560.00£    26.00-£
8 0.05 0.05 4.5 540.00£    640.00£    100.00-£

H

Figure 5.4 Single period inventory model for worked example
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Worked example

Zennor Package Holiday Company is about to block book hotel rooms for
the coming season. The number of holidays actually booked is equally likely
to be any number between 0 and 99 (for simplicity rather than reality). Each
room booked costs Zennor C–– 500 and they can sell them for C–– 700. How many
rooms should the company book if unsold rooms have no value? How many
rooms should it book if unsold rooms can be sold as last-minute bookings for
C–– 200 each?

Solution
The variables given are:

UC = C–– 500 a room

SP = C–– 700 a room

Then UC/SP = 0.71.
As each number of bookings between 0 and 99 is equally likely, the proba-

bility of each number is 0.01. When unsold rooms have no value, Qo has:

Prob(D ≥ Qo) > 0.71 > Prob(D ≥ Qo + 1)

This occurs when Q = 29 and the optimal policy is to book 29 rooms.
When last-minute bookings allow rooms to be sold for C–– 200, there is a ‘scrap

value’, SV = C–– 200. Then:

UC − SV
SP − SV

= 500 − 200
700 − 200

= 0.6

Now we want:

Prob(D ≥ Qo) > 0.6 > Prob(D ≥ Qo + 1)

This happens when Qo = 40 and the optimal policy is to book 40 rooms.

Discrete demand with shortages

We can extend the newsboy problem by looking at models for discrete demand
over several periods. A useful approach to this incorporates the scrap value into
a general shortage cost, SC, which includes all costs incurred when customer
demand is not met. We can illustrate this kind of analysis by a model that has:

ž discrete demand for an item which follows a known probability distribution;

ž relatively small demands and low stock levels;
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ž a policy of replacing a unit of the item every time one is used;

ž the objective of finding the optimal number of units to stock.

You can imagine this situation with stocks of spare parts for equipment. We keep
a stock of spares, and replace them whenever they are used. Now our objective
is to find an optimal stock level rather than calculate an optimal order quantity.
For this we need a model that balances the cost of units that are bought but never
used, against the cost of shortages.

We can start by defining the following relationships.

ž When an amount of stock, A, is greater than the demand, D, there is a cost for
holding units that are not used. This is (A − D) × HC per unit of time.

ž When demand, D, is greater than the stock, A, there is a shortage cost for
demand not met. This is (D − A) × SC per unit of time.

For any particular order size, we can find the expected cost as:

Expected cost = probability of no shortage × holding cost for unused units

+ probability of a shortage × shortage cost for unmet demand

Adding this for all values of expected demand gives a total expected cost of
holding A units, TEC(A):

TEC(A) = HC ×
A∑

D=0

Prob(D) × (A − D) + SC ×
∞∑

D=A+1

Prob(D) × (D − A)

We can use the same reasoning as before to find an optimal stock level, Ao, with:

TEC(Ao) − TEC(Ao − 1) > 0 > TEC(Ao + 1) − TEC(Ao)

And we can follow the same approach as the newsboy problem, substituting the
values for TEC(Ao), TEC(Ao − 1) and TEC(Ao + 1) and doing some manipulation
to give:

Prob(D ≤ Ao) ≥ SC
HC + SC

≥ Prob(D ≤ Ao − 1)

Worked example

JP Gupta and Associates store spare parts for their manufacturing equipment.
The company accountant estimates the cost of holding one unit of an item in
stock for a month to be £50. When there is a shortage of the item production
is disrupted with estimated costs of £1,000 a unit a month. Over the past few
months there has been the following demand pattern.
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Demand for the item 0 1 2 3 4 5
Proportion of months 0.8 0.1 0.05 0.03 0.015 0.005

What is the optimal stock level for the part?

Solution

We know that:

SC = 1,000 a unit a month

HC = £50 a unit a month

SC/(HC + SC) = 1,000/(50 + 1,000) = 0.952

The demand figures give the following cumulative probabilities:

Stock level, A 0 1 2 3 4 5

Prob(D = A) 0.8 0.1 0.05 0.03 0.015 0.005
Prob(D ≤ A) 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.98 0.995 1.00

We want the optimal stock level, Ao, when:

Prob(D ≤ Ao) ≥ SC
HC + SC

≥ Prob(D ≤ Ao − 1)

The two adjacent values of cumulative probability that enclose 0.952 have Ao
equals 3:

Prob(D ≤ 3) ≥ 0.952 ≥ Prob(D ≤ 2)

0.98 ≥ 0.952 ≥ 0.95

This analysis relies on a value for the shortage cost SC, which can be very difficult
to find. It is, though, often revealing to find the shortage cost implied by current
practice. Suppose, for example, that JP Gupta and Associates in the last example
actually held stocks of 4 units. We can work backwards and calculate an implied
shortage cost.

The actual stock, A, is equal to 4, so we can substitute this to give:

Prob(D ≤ A) ≥ SC
HC + SC

≥ Prob(D ≤ A − 1)

Prob(D ≤ 4) ≥ SC
50 + SC

Prob(D ≤ 3)
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or

0.995 ≥ SC/(SC + 50) ≥ 0.98

9,950 ≥ SC ≥ 2,450

The implied shortage cost is in the range £2,450 to £9,950 a unit a month. This is
clearly a wide range, but it can be used as the basis for further discussions to agree
a more reliable figure.

Intermittent demand

Many organizations have a particular problem with stocks of spare parts for
equipment. These parts may be used rarely, but have such high shortage costs that
they must remain in stock. Demand of this kind is called, intermittent or lumpy,
with a typical pattern for consecutive periods like:

0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0

There are similar problems with components for batch production. The materials
needed for one batch must be in stock when this batch is being worked on, but then
they are not needed for other batches. The main problem is finding a reasonable
forecast. One approach is to consider separately:

ž expected number of periods between demands, ET;

ž expected size of a demand, ED.

Then the probability of a demand in any period is 1/ET, so we can forecast
demand from:

Forecast demand = ED/ET

If we know the shortage cost we can balance this against the holding cost and
calculate an optimal value for A, the amount of stock that minimizes the expected
total cost. Alternatively, we can look at the service level, with:

Service level = 1 − Prob(shortage)

= 1 − [Prob(there is a demand) × Prob(demand > A)]

where:

Prob(there is a demand) = 1/ET

Prob(demand > A) can be found from the distribution of demand.

As you can imagine, this kind of problem is notoriously difficult and the results
are often unreliable. In practice, the best policy is often a simple rule along the
lines of ‘order a replacement unit whenever one is used’.
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Worked example

The mean time between demands for a spare part is 5 weeks, and the mean
demand size is 10 units. If the demand size is Normally distributed with
standard deviation of 3 units, what stock level would give a 95 per cent
service level?

Solution
We know that:

service level = 1 − [Prob(there is a demand) × Prob(demand > A)]

and we want:

Prob(there is a demand) × Prob(demand > A) = 1 − 0.95 = 0.05

but:

Prob(there is a demand) = 1/5

so:

Prob(demand > A) = 0.05/0.2 = 0.25.

For the Normal distribution this corresponds to 0.67 standard deviations, giving:

A = ED + Z × σ = 10 + 0.67 × 3 = 12 units

This answer makes several assumptions, but it seems reasonable.

Summary

Many models have been developed for variable, discrete demand. Sometimes,
particularly with seasonal goods, we have to control stock over a single cycle.
Then we can use a marginal analysis to find the best order quantity. A more formal
analysis extends this into the newsboy problem. We can use a similar approach to
find the optimal stock level when there are shortage costs, such as an inventory of
spare parts. Then we can extend this to look at intermittent demand.

Review questions

5.5 What is a ‘single period model’?
5.6 Give some examples where single period models might be used.
5.7 What happens if a marginal analysis suggests an order size Q, but we actually

buy Q + 1 units?
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5.8 What values are most difficult to find in the analyses in this section?
5.9 With stocks of spare parts, why did we not find an optimal order quantity?

Order quantity with shortages

When we calculated the economic order quantity in Chapter 3, we assumed that
shortages were not allowed. But we have just described a model for variable,
discrete demand that included shortages. Perhaps we can combine these two and
see how shortages affect the economic order quantity. An important difference
in the analyses is that the EOQ assumes continuous demand, and our shortage
model assumes discrete demand. For simplicity we will use discrete demand, but
continuous demand only needs a small adjustment.

So we assume that demand is variable and discrete, and there is a relatively
small number of shortages that are all met by back-orders. If the lead time is shorter
than the stock cycle, this gives the pattern shown in Figure 5.5. The average amount
of stock left at the end of a cycle depends on demand in the lead time and equals
(ROL − LT × D). If we place orders of size Q, the average stock level is Q/2 plus
the amount left at the end of the cycle.

average stock level = (ROL − LT × D) + Q/2

There is a shortage of (D – ROL) whenever demand in the lead time is greater than
the reorder level. Then the expected shortage per cycle is:

∞∑
D=ROL

(D − ROL) × Prob(D)

Back-orders
Time

Reorder
level

Stock
level

Figure 5.5 Variable demand with back-orders
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Now we can find the components of variable cost per cycle, and dividing this by
the cycle length gives the following costs per unit time:

ž reorder cost component = number of orders (D/Q) × reorder cost (RC)
= RC × D/Q;

ž holding cost component = average stock (ROL − LT × D + Q/2) × holding
cost (HC) = HC × (ROL − LT × D + Q/2);

ž shortage cost component = expected shortage per cycle × number of cycles

(D/Q) × shortage cost(SC) = SC × D
Q

[ ∞∑
D=ROL

(D − ROL) × Prob(D)

]

Adding these three components gives the expected variable cost per unit time.

RC × D
Q

+ HC ×
[

ROL − LT × D + Q
2

]
+ SC × D

Q
×

∞∑
D=ROL

(D − ROL) × Prob(D)

This equation contains two variables that are under our control, Q and ROL.
Differentiating with respect to both of these and setting the derivatives to zero,
gives two simultaneous equations that we can use to find optimal values. We will
not do the arithmetic, but simply quote the final results as:

Q =
√√√√2 × D

HC
×

[
RC + SC ×

∞∑
D=ROL

(D − ROL) × Prob(D)

]

HC × Q
SC × D

=
∞∑

D=ROL

Prob(D)

As you can see, the optimal order quantity is greater than the economic order
quantity. This is because the EOQ only balances the ordering and holding costs,
but makes no allowance for shortages. Here we put more emphasis on avoiding
shortages, increase the amount ordered and reduce the chance of shortages.
Another point is that the equations are only valid if HC × Q is less than SC × D,
or else we are looking for probabilities greater than one.

Unfortunately, the equations are not in a form that is easy to solve, so the best
approach uses an iterative procedure:

1. Calculate the economic order quantity and use this as an initial estimate of Q.

2. Substitute this value for Q into the second equation and solve this to find a
value for ROL.

3. Substitute this value for ROL into the first equation to give a revised value
for Q.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the results converge to their optimal values.
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Worked example

The demand for an item follows a Poisson distribution with mean 4 units a
month. The lead time is one week, shortage cost is £200 a unit a month, reorder
cost is £40, and holding cost is £4 a unit a month. Calculate optimal values for
the order quantity and reorder level.

Solution

The values given, in consistent units, are:

D = 4 units a month

LT = 0.25 months

RC = £40 an order

HC = £4 a unit a month

SC = £200 a unit a month

Following the steps of the procedure above:

Step 1. The economic order quantity is:

Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

(2 × 40 × 4 × 4) = 8.944 units

Step 2. Substituting this value into the second equation above gives:

HC × Q
SC × D

=
∞∑

D=ROL

Prob(D) = 4 × 8.944
200 × 4

= 0.045

We want the probability that demand is greater then the reorder level to be
0.045. As demand follows a Poisson distribution with mean 4, we can find the
cumulative probabilities as follows:

Value Probability Prob(D ≥ Value)

0 0.018 0.999
1 0.073 0.981
2 0.147 0.908
3 0.195 0.761
4 0.195 0.566
5 0.156 0.371
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Value Probability Prob(D ≥ Value)

6 0.104 0.215
7 0.060 0.111
8 0.030 0.051
9 0.013 0.021

10 0.005 0.008
11 0.002 0.003
12 0.001 0.001

As the Poisson distribution is discrete, we want the cumulative probability
nearest to 0.045. This is 0.051, which corresponds to a value of 8, which is our
initial estimate for the reorder level.

Step 3. Taking this initial reorder level and substituting it into the first equation
above gives a revised value for Q;

Q =
√√√√2 × D

HC
×

[
RC + SC ×

∞∑
D=ROL

(D − ROL) × Prob(D)

]

The summation here is calculated in the following table:

D Prob(D) D − ROL (D − ROL) × Prob(D)

8 0.030 0 0
9 0.013 1 0.013

10 0.005 2 0.010
11 0.002 3 0.006
12 0.001 4 0.004

Total 0.033

Then substitution gives:

Q = √
[(2 × 4/4) × (40 + 200 × 0.033)] = 9.654

Step 4. This repeats steps 2 and 3 until we find convergent values. If we
substitute the new value for Q into the second equation we find a new value
for ROL of:

(HC × Q)/(SC × D) = (4 × 9.654)/(200 × 4) = 0.048
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This again corresponds to a reorder level of 8, so we should accept this as the
final solution, with:

reorder quantity, Q = 9.654 (rounded to 10);

reorder level, ROL = 8.

Substituting these values into the equation for variable cost per unit time
shows that:

VC = RC × D
Q

+ HC ×
[

ROL − LT × D + Q
2

]

+ SC × D
Q

×
∞∑

D=ROL

(D − ROL) × Prob(D)

= (40 × 4)/10 + 4 × (8 − 0.25 × 4 + 10/2) + (200 × 4 × 0.033)/10

= £66.64 a month

In practice, the cost reductions from jointly calculating Q and ROL rather than
using separate calculations are usually small. In the worked example above,
simply rounding the economic order quantity to 9 units would only raise the
variable cost to £66.71 a month. Sometimes, however, the calculations can make
a difference, particularly when there is wide variation in lead time demand, or
when the shortage cost is relatively low.

Summary

The economic order quantity does not allow shortages, so it tends to underestimate
the optimal order quantity. Adding a shortage costs for discrete demand allows
gives a joint calculation of order quantity and reorder level. This can sometimes
give more reliable results.

Review questions

5.10 All other things being equal, does adding a shortage cost raise or lower the
best order size?

5.11 When is it better jointly to calculate reorder quantities and reorder levels?

Service level

Introduction

Shortage costs are very difficult to find, but most people agree that they are
high in relation to holding costs. This is why organizations are willing to incur
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the relatively lower costs of holding stock, in order to avoid the higher cost of
shortages. But we can go further than this and say that to avoid shortage costs,
organizations should hold additional stocks – above their perceived needs – to
add a margin of safety. In other words, they should hold an extra reserve of stock,
knowing that it will not normally be used, but it is available when deliveries are
late or demand is higher than expected. This reserve stock forms the safety stock
(see Figure 5.6).

Earlier in the chapter we saw how, without safety stock, results based on the
mean lead time demand would give shortages in 50 per cent of cycles. Now we can
use a safety stock to avoid these shortages. Obviously, the larger the safety stock,
the higher the chance of covering demand in a cycle and the lower the probability
of a shortage. So the obvious question is, ‘How much safety stock should we hold?’
In principle, we can calculate the cost of shortages and balance this with the cost
of holding stock. But shortage costs are difficult to find and are often little more
than informed guesses. They can be so unreliable and misleading that we should
view with caution any analysis using them.

An alternative approach relies more directly on managers’ judgement and
allows them to specify a service level. This is a target for the proportion of
demand that is met directly from stock – or alternatively, the maximum acceptable
probability that a demand cannot be met from stock. Typically an organization
will specify a service level of 95 per cent, suggesting that it will meet 95 per cent
of demand from stock, but will not meet the remaining 5 per cent of demand.

In practice, there are several ways of measuring the service level, with common
options including:

ž percentage of orders completely satisfied from stock;

ž percentage of units demanded that are delivered from stock;

ž percentage of units demanded that are delivered on time;

Stock
level

Late delivery

High demand

Time

Safety
stock

Reorder
level

Working
stock

Figure 5.6 Safety stock adds a margin of security
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ž percentage of time there is stock available;

ž percentage of stock cycles without shortages;

ž percentage of item-months there is stock available.

The percentage of units demanded that are met from stock is the most obvious
measure of service level. This is particularly useful in organizations like retail
shops where each customer generally demands a single unit, so it also represents
the percentage of satisfied customers. Unfortunately, it has the disadvantage of
not taking into account the frequency of stock-outs, so a 90 per cent service level
could mean a shortage once a day or once a year. In this chapter we will use cycle
service level, which is the probability of meeting all demand in a stock cycle. Then
a service level of 90 per cent means that there is a probability of 0.1 of running
out of stock in a cycle, and probability of 0.9 of not running out. Again, the main
problem with this definition is that it does not take into account the frequency of
ordering. A 90 per cent cycle service level means there is a shortage once in 10
days for an item that is ordered daily, but only once in 10 years for an item that is
ordered annually.

The way to get a higher service level is to hold more safety stock. But the critical
factor in setting the amount of safety stock is the variation of lead time demand.
Remember that we can allow for any variation outside the lead time, with the
timing and size of the next order, but once we are within the lead time it is too late
to make any changes. So the service achieved depends on the variation of lead time
demand. If there is little variation, we only need low safety stocks: if there is wide
variation, we need very high safety stocks to get a high service level. In principle,
widely varying demand would need an infinite safety stock to ensure a service
level of 100 per cent, but getting anywhere close to this can become prohibitively
expensive. An organization will typically settle for a figure around 95 per cent.
Often, they set different levels that reflect an item’s importance; very important
items may have levels around 98 per cent, while less important ones are around 85
per cent. You must, remember, though, that the choice of service level is a positive
decision made by managers. They must assess all the information available and
choose appropriate levels.

Worked example

In the past 50 stock cycles demand in the lead time for an item has been
as follows.

Demand 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Frequency 1 5 10 14 9 6 4 1

What reorder level would give a service level of 95 per cent?
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Solution

Essentially, we are asking for the probability that demand in a cycle is above a
specified level, so we want the cumulative distribution of lead time demand.

Lead time demand Frequency Probability Cumulative probability

10 1 0.02 0.02
20 5 0.10 0.12
30 10 0.20 0.32
40 14 0.28 0.60
50 9 0.18 0.78
60 6 0.12 0.90
70 4 0.08 0.98
80 1 0.02 1.00

To achieve a service level of 95 per cent, the lead time demand must be less
than the reorder level in 95 per cent of cycles. From the information given, we
could set the reorder level at 70 units and get a service level of 98 per cent.
Alternatively we could interpolate a figure, saying that 0.95 comes 5/8 of the
way between 0.90 and 0.98, so we want a safety stock that is 5/8 of the way
between 60 and 70, which is 66.25.

Summary
To avoid high shortage costs, organizations hold more stock than they expect to
use. This safety stock is used when deliveries are delayed or lead time demand
is higher than usual. It ensures a higher service level, which we define as the
probability there are no shortages in a stock cycle. Higher safety stocks are needed
for higher service levels or more variability in the lead time demand.

Review questions

5.12 What is safety stock and when is it used?
5.13 What is meant by ‘service level’?
5.14 How is the service level improved?
5.15 Why is it usually impossible to guarantee a service level of 100 per cent?

Uncertain lead time demand

Uncertain demand
With deterministic models we defined the reorder level as being equal to lead
time demand:

ROL = LT × D
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If the aggregate demand for an item is made up of a large number of small
demands from individual customers, it is reasonable to assume the resulting
demand is continuous and Normally distributed. Then, even if the lead time is
constant, the lead time demand is Normally distributed and greater than the mean
in half of cycles (as shown in Figure 5.7).

To get a cycle-service level above 50 per cent we have to add safety stock. We
can find the size of this safety stock using the following argument. Consider an
item where demand is Normally distributed with a mean of D per unit time, a
standard deviation of σ, and a constant lead time of LT. Then:

ž during 1 period the demand has mean D and variance of σ2;

ž during 2 periods demand has mean 2 × D and variance 2 × σ2;

ž during 3 periods demand has mean 3 × D and variance 3 × σ2, and;

ž during LT periods demand has mean LT × D and variance LT × σ2.

The mean lead time demand is LT × D, variance of lead time demand is σ2 × LT
and standard deviation is σ × √

LT. The service level gives the probability that lead
time demand is below the reorder level, so we can use the Normal distribution
to give:

safety stock = Z × standard deviation of lead time

= Z × σ × √
LT

Here Z is the number of standard deviations from the mean that correspond to the
specified service level. A 95 per cent service level, for example, has a probability

Shortages as lead
time demand > LT × D

Spare stock as lead
time demand < LT*D

Mean lead time
demand

DemandLT × D

Figure 5.7 The need for safety stock with Normally distributed demand
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Figure 5.8 Safety stock with uncertain demand

of 0.05 that lead time demand is higher than safety stock. You can use a statistics
package or Normal tables to see that a probability of 0.05 corresponds to Z = 1.65.
Then we can calculate the safety stock, SS, from:

safety stock = SS = 1.65 × σ × √
LT

The effect of this safety stock is to raise the reorder level (as shown in Figure 5.8)
so that:

reorder level = lead time demand + safety stock

= LT × D + Z × σ × √
LT

The following table shows how higher values of Z give higher safety stocks and
lower probabilities of shortages (see also Figure 5.9).

Z Percentage of cycles Cycle service
with shortages level (%)

0.00 50.0 50
0.84 20.0 80
1.00 15.9 84.1
1.04 15.0 85
1.28 10.0 90
1.48 7.0 93
1.64 5.0 95
1.88 3.0 97
2.00 2.3 97.7
2.33 1.0 99
2.58 0.5 99.5
3.00 0.1 99.9
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All demand met Shortages

Service level
= 97.7%

Lead time
demand

LT *D

P = 0.023

Z = 2

Figure 5.9 Typical service level calculation with Normally distributed demand

Worked example

A retailer guarantees a 95 per cent service level for all stock items. Stock is
delivered from a wholesaler who has a fixed lead time of 4 weeks. What reorder
level should the retailer use for an item that has Normally distributed demand
with mean 100 units a week and standard deviation of 10 units? What is the
reorder level with a 98 per cent service level?

Solution

We can find the reorder level from:

ROL = lead time demand + safety stock = LT × D + SS = 4 × 100 + SS

For a service level of 95 per cent, the number of standard deviations from the
mean, Z, is equal to 1.64. Then:

safety stock = Z × σ × √
LT = 1.64 × 10 × √

4 = 33 (when rounded)

The reorder level becomes:

ROL = 400 + SS = 400 + 33 = 433 units.
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If the service level is increased to 98 per cent, Z = 2.05 and:

safety stock = 2.05 × 10 × √
4 = 41 units

and
reorder level = 400 + 41 = 441 units

Worked example

Polymorph Promotions plc find that demand for an item is Normally distributed
with a mean of 2,000 units a year and standard deviation of 400 units. Unit cost
is C–– 100, reorder cost is C–– 200, holding cost is 20 per cent of value a year and lead
time is fixed at 3 weeks. Describe an ordering policy that gives a 95 per cent
service level. What is the cost of the safety stock?

Solution
Listing the values we know:

D = 2,000 a year

σ = 400

UC = C–– 100 a unit

RC = C–– 200 an order

HC = 0.2 of value held a year = C–– 20 a unit a year

LT = 3 weeks

Substituting these gives:

ž reorder size, Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

2 × 200 × 2,000/20 = 200 units

ž reorder level, ROL = LT × D + safety stock = 3 × 2,000/52 + SS = 115 + SS

ž For a 95 per cent service level Z = 1.64 standard deviations from the mean, so:

safety stock = Z × σ × √
LT = 1.64 × 400 × √

(3/52) = 158.

The ordering policy is to order 200 units whenever stock declines to (115 + 158
=) 273 units. Orders should arrive, on average, when there are 158 units left.
The expected cost of the safety stock is:

= safety stock × holding cost = 158 × 20 = C–– 3,160 a year

Of course, we need not do such calculations by hand, and Figure 5.10 shows
these results in a spreadsheet.
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A B C D E

Inventory Control − with variable demand

Notes: Demand is Normally distributed with known mean and

standard deviation.

The safety stock is Z*sigma*sqrt(LT)

Inputs Mean demand 2,000.00
Standard deviation 400

Unit cost 100.00
Holding cost amount -

Holding cost percentage 20%
Reorder cost 200.00

Lead time 3/52
Service level 95%

Results
Orders

Holding cost 20.00
Order size 200.00

Lead time demand 115.38
Safety stock 158.03

Reorder level 273.42
Time between orders 0.10

Number of orders a period 10.00
Investment Average stock 258.03

Average investment 25,803.24
Minimum stock 158.03

Minimum investment 15,803.24
Maximum stock 358.03

Maximum investment 35,803.24
Costs Fixed unit costs 200,000.00

Variable cost 4,000.00
Cost of safety stock 3,160.65
Total cost a period 207,160.65

Figure 5.10 Calculations with a Normally distributed demand

In Chapter 3 we mentioned a two-bin system for controlling some stocks. In this,
one bin holds the reorder level and a second bin holds the remainder of the stock.
Stock is withdrawn from the second bin until it is empty, at which point the
reorder level has been reached and it is time to place an order. When demand is
more variable, we can extend this to a three-bin system. Then the first bin holds
the safety stock, the second holds the reorder level, and the third bin holds the
rest of the stock. Stock is taken from the third bin until it is empty. At this point
it is time to place an order and start using the second bin. When the second bin
is empty, only the safety stock is left, and it may be time to start expediting or
emergency orders.
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Uncertain lead time

In the last section we described a model for uncertain demand, but constant lead
time. Here we are going to change these around, and look at problems where
demand is constant, but lead time is uncertain. Now we are assuming that our
customers are reliable, but our suppliers are less so. Of course, suppliers try to give
a good, reliable service, but even the best are affected by circumstances outside
their control. If we do not allow for this uncertainty in supply and only consider
the mean lead time, there are three possible outcomes.

ž lead time is the expected length, and we get the ideal situation;

ž lead time is shorter than expected, and there is unused stock when the delivery
arrives early;

ž lead time is longer than expected, and there are shortages when stock runs out
before the late delivery arrives.

These stock patterns are very similar to those for variable demand, shown in
Figure 5.2. In particular, we can assume that the lead time is Normally dis-
tributed and expect shortages in 50 per cent of cycles. To avoid this, we again
add some safety stock and raise the reorder level. Then the probability of a
shortage is simply the probability that the lead time demand is greater than the
reorder level.

Service level = Prob(LT × D < ROL)

= Prob(LT < ROL/D)

Worked example

Lead time for a product is Normally distributed with mean 8 weeks and
standard deviation 2 weeks. If demand is constant at 100 units a week, what
ordering policy gives a 95 per cent cycle service level?

Solution

We want a 95 per cent service level, so:

Prob(LT < ROL/D) = 0.95

For a Normal distribution, a probability of 0.95 corresponds to Z = 1.64 standard
deviations. On 95 per cent of occasions lead time is less than:

mean + Z × σ = 8 + 1.64 × 2 = 11.3 weeks.
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Then the required reorder level is:

ROL = LT × D = 11.3 × 100 = 1,130 units.

The policy is to place an order when there are 1,130 units in stock and, on
average, this will arrive when there are (1,130 − 8 × 100 =)330 units left.

Uncertainty in both lead time and demand

Now we have looked at uncertain demand with constant lead time, and uncertain
lead time with constant demand. The next stage is see what happens when
both lead time and demand are uncertain. If we assume that both are Normally
distributed, we can use a standard result for the calculations. This says that when
the demand has mean D and standard deviation σD, and the lead time has mean LT
and standard deviation σLT, the lead time demand has mean LT × D and standard
deviation, σLTD =

√
LT × σ2

D + D2 × σ2
LT.

Worked example

Demand for a product is Normally distributed with mean 400 units a month
and standard deviation 30 units a month. Lead time is Normally distributed
with mean 2 months and standard deviation 0.5 months. What reorder level
gives a 95 per cent cycle service level? What is the best reorder quantity if
reorder cost is £400 and holding cost is £10 a unit a month?

Solution

Listing the variables given:

D = 400 units a month

σD = 30 units

LT = 2 months

σLT = 0.5 months

Then the lead time demand has a mean of LT × D = 2 × 400 = 800 units and a
standard deviation of:

σLTD =
√

LT × σ2
D + D2 × σ2

LT =
√

2 × 302 + 4002 × 0.52 = 204.45 units
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For a 95 per cent cycle service level:

safety stock, SS = Z × σLTD = 1.64 × 204.45 = 335 units

reorder level, ROL = LT × D + SS = 400 × 2 + 335 = 1,135 units

order quantity, Qo = √
(2 × RC × D/HC) = √

(2 × 400 × 400/10)

= 179 units.

Summary

When there is uncertainty, the lead time demand becomes critical. If the demand
is Normally distributed, we can calculate a safety stock from Z × σ × √

LT, where
Z sets the service level. This raises the reorder level to LT × D + Z × σ × √

LT. A
similar analysis deals with Normally distributed lead time, and we can extend this
problem with uncertainty in both lead time and demand.

Review questions

5.16 Why is the lead time demand particularly important for uncertain
demand?

5.17 Should the safety stock increase or decrease with increasingly vari-
able demand?

5.18 A company keeps three weeks average demand as a safety stock. Does this
seem reasonable?

5.19 What factors should affect the amount of safety stock?
5.20 In practice, the lead time demand is always Normally distributed. Do you

think this is true?

Periodic review methods

Target stock level

In Chapter 2 we mentioned two different approaches to ordering: fixed order
quantity methods, where we place an order of fixed size whenever stock falls to a
certain level; and periodic review methods, where we order a varying amount at
regular intervals. Fixed order quantity methods allow for uncertainty by placing
orders of fixed size at varying time intervals: periodic review methods allow for
uncertainty by placing orders of varying size at fixed time intervals. If demand is
constant these two approaches are identical, so differences only appear when the
demand is uncertain (see Figure 5.11).

With a periodic review method, the stock level is examined at a specified time,
and the amount needed to bring this up to a target level is ordered. A petrol
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Figure 5.11 Alternative ordering policies

station, for example, might check its stock of fuel at the end of every week, and
then order enough to bring its gross stock (on hand plus on order) up to a 50,000
litres. Or a shop might examine its shelves every evening and place orders to
replace items that were sold during the day. As you can see, there are two basic
questions for such methods:

ž How long should the interval between orders be?

ž What should the target stock level be?

In practice, the order interval, T, can be any convenient period. It might be easiest
to place an order at the end of every week, or every morning, or at the end of a
month. If there is no obvious cycle we might aim for a certain number of orders a
year or some average order size. A useful approach calculates an economic order
quantity, and then finds the period that gives orders of about this size. The final
decision is largely a matter for management judgement.
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To find the target stock level we have to do some calculations. For convenience,
we will assume that the lead time for an item is constant at LT and demand is
Normally distributed. Figure 5.11(b) is an idealized view, as it shows the actual
stock reaching the target stock level. In practice, there is a lead time, during which
the stock falls, before the delivery arrives. The actual stock level never actually
reaches the target, as shown in Figure 5.12. The size of order A is determined by
the stock level at point A1, but when this actually arrives at time A2 stock has
declined. This order has to satisfy all demand until the next order arrives at point
B2. So the target stock level has to satisfy all demand over the period A1 to B2,
which is T + LT.

The demand over T + LT is Normally distributed with mean of (T + LT) × D,
variance of σ2 × (T + LT) and standard deviation of σ × √

(T + LT). Using the
same reasoning as before, we know that the target stock level has to be:

Target stock level = mean demand over (T + LT) + safety stock

We also know that:

Safety stock = Z × standard deviation of demand over T + LT

= Z × σ × √
(T + LT)

Stock
level

Order
size
A

Order
size
B

A1 A2 B1 B2

LT LT Time

T

T

Figure 5.12 Timing of orders with periodic review
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As usual, Z is the number of standard deviations from the mean corresponding to
the service level. So:

Target stock level = D × (T + LT) + Z × σ × √
(T + LT)

This assumes that the lead time is less than the cycle length. If this is not true, the
order also has to take into account the stock already on order, so that:

Order quantity = target stock level − stock on hand − stock on order

Worked example
At a recent management workshop Douglas Fairforth explained that demand
for an item in his company is Normally distributed with a mean of 1,000 units
a month and standard deviation of 100 units. They check stock every three
months and lead time is constant at one month. They use an ordering policy
that gives a 95 per cent service level, and wanted to know how much it would
cost to raise this to 98 per cent if the holding cost is £20 a unit a month.

Solution
Listing the variables in consistent units for this periodic review system:

D = 1,000 units a month

σ = 100 units

HC = £20 a unit a month

T = 3 months

LT = 1 month

For a 95 per cent safety stock Z is 1.64. Then:

safety stock = Z × σ × √
(T + LT) = 1.64 × 100 × √

(3 + 1) = 328 units

target stock level = D × (T + LT) + safety stock = 1,000 × (3 + 1) + 328

= 4,328 units

Every three months, when it is time to place an order, the company examines
the stock on hand and places an order for:

order size = 4,328 − stock on hand.

If, for example, there were 1,200 units in stock the order would be for 4,328 −
1,200 = 3,128 units. The cost of holding the safety stock = SS × HC = 328 ×
20 = £6,560 a month
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Inventory Control − periodic review system

Notes: Demand is Normally distributed with known mean and 
standard deviation.
The target stock level is D*(T + LT) + Z*sigma*sqrt(T + LT)

Inputs Mean demand 1,000.00
Standard deviation 100

Unit cost 100.00£
Holding cost amount 20.00£

Holding cost percentage 0%
Reorder cost 200.00£

Lead time 1 .00
Service level 95%

Period between orders 3.00

Results Holding cost 20.00£ Actual stock Order
Orders Safety stock 328.97 250 4,078.97

Orders a period 0.33
Demand over T + LT 4,000.00

Target stock level 4,328.97
Investment Average stock 1,828.97

Average investment 182,897.06£
Minimum stock 328.97

Minimum investment 32,897.06£
Maximum stock 3,328.97

Maximum investment 332,897.06£
Costs Fixed unit costs 100,000.00£

Variable cost 36,646.08£
Cost of safety stock 6,579.41£

Total cost 136,646.08£

Figure 5.13 Calculations for periodic review

If the service level is increased to 98 per cent, Z = 2.05 and:

safety stock = 2.05 × 100 × √
4 = 410

target stock level is then 4,410 units and the cost of the safety stock is
410 × 20 = £8,200 a month.

These calculations are easy on a spreadsheet, as shown in Figure 5.13.

Advantages of each method

We cannot say that a fixed order quantity method or a periodic review method
is inevitably better than the other. Each has advantages and performs better in
different circumstances. The choice may not be obvious, and is largely a matter of
management preference.
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The main benefit of a periodic review method is that it is simple and convenient
to administer. There is a routine where stock is checked at regular times, orders
are placed, delivery is arranged, goods arriving are checked, and so on. This is
particularly useful for cheap items with high demand. The routine also means
that the stock level is only checked at specific intervals and does not have to be
monitored continuously (unlike fixed order quantity methods where stock has
to be checked continuously to note the point when it falls to the reorder level).
Another advantage of periodic review methods is the ease of combining orders
for several items into a single order. The result can be larger orders that encourage
suppliers to give price discounts.

On the other hand, a major advantage of fixed order quantity methods is
that orders of constant size are easier to administer than variable ones. Suppliers
know how much to send and the administration and transport can be tailored to
specific needs (perhaps supplying a truck load at a time). They also mean that
orders can be tailored to the needs of each item – unlike periodic review methods
that commonly use the same period for many diverse items, and items with low
demands are ordered as frequently as those with high demands.

Perhaps the major advantage of fixed order quantity methods is that they give
lower stocks. The safety stock has to cover uncertainty in the lead time, LT, while
the safety stock in a periodic review method has to cover uncertainty in the cycle
length plus lead time, T + LT. This allows smaller safety stock and hence lower
overall stocks.

Sometimes it is possible to get the benefits of both approaches by using a hybrid
method. Two common types of hybrid are:

ž Periodic review with reorder level. This is similar to the standard periodic review
method, but we only place an order if stock on hand is below a specified reorder
level. If the stock on hand is above the reorder level, we do not place an order
this period, but wait until next period.

ž Reorder level and target stock. This is a variation of the fixed order quantity
method which is useful when individual orders are large, and might take the
stock level well below the reorder level. Then, when stock falls below the
reorder level, we do not order for the economic order quantity, but order an
amount that will raise current stock to a target level. This is sometimes called
the min-max system as gross stock varies between a minimum (the reorder level)
and a maximum (the target stock level).

Summary
A periodic review method places orders of variable size at regular intervals. The
amount ordered is enough to raise stock on hand plus stock on order to a target
level, TSL, where:

TSL = D × (T + LT) + Z × σ × √
(T + LT)

Both fixed order quantity methods and periodic review methods have advantages
in different circumstances.
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Review questions

5.21 How is the order size calculated for a periodic review method?
5.22 Will the safety stock generally be higher for a fixed order quantity method or

a periodic review method?
5.23 Why would a company decide to use a periodic review method?

Chapter review

ž The last chapter developed some models for inventory control where the
variables were known with certainty. This chapter extended the range of
models by including variables with uncertain values.

ž There is uncertainty in almost all stocks. Some of this is under the control of an
organization, and this should be reduced as much as possible. More uncertainty
is outside the organization’s control, including costs, demand, lead time and
supplier reliability.

ž Uncertainty in lead time demand is particularly important for inventory control.

ž Many models have been developed for variable, discrete demand. Sometimes,
particularly with seasonal goods, we have to control stock over a single cycle. A
marginal analysis can find the best order quantity, while a more formal analysis
extends this to the newsboy problem.

ž We can use a similar approach to find the optimal stock level when there are
shortage costs, such as an inventory of spare parts. We can extend this, in turn,
to look at intermittent demand.

ž To avoid high shortage costs, organizations hold more stock than they expect to
use. This safety stock is used when deliveries are delayed or lead time demand
is higher than usual. Safety stock raises the reorder level and gives higher
service levels, with more uncertainty and higher service levels needing more
safety stock.

ž There is often uncertainty in demand. If the overall demand is formed from
many separate, small demands, it is reasonable to assume that it is contin-
uous and Normally distributed. Then we can calculate a safety stock and
corresponding reorder level.

ž The lead time is often uncertain. With Normally distributed lead time, we can
find a reorder level that gives a desired service level. We can extend this analysis
to problems with uncertainty in both lead time and demand.

ž A periodic review method places orders of variable size at regular intervals.
The amount ordered is enough to raise stock on hand plus stock on order to a
target level.

ž Both fixed order quantity methods and periodic review methods have advan-
tages in different circumstances.
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Project

There is a lot of information about inventory control on the Web. Some useful
sites are:

www.apics.org American Production and Inventory
Control Society

www.inventorymanagement.com Centre for Inventory Management
www.cris.com Inventory Control Forum
www.poms.org Production and Operations

Management Society
www.iomnet.org.uk Institute of Operations Management
www.theorsociety.com Operational Research Society

Consultants and software suppliers run many other sites. The aim of this project
is to do a survey of information available on the Web. See what sites there are and
what information they contain. What information can you find about the actual
use of inventory control models?

Problems

5.1 In a given period demand for an item is equally likely to be any value between
100 and 199 units. Each unit of the item costs £75 and can be sold for £100. At
the end of the period all unsold stock is passed to a recycler who pays £25 a
unit. How many units would you buy for the period?

5.2 At the beginning of December Southern Conifers Limited employ a contractor
to cut enough trees to meet the expected demand for Christmas trees. They
sell these to a local wholesaler in batches of 100. Over the past few years the
demand has been as follows.

Batches 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Probability 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0

If it costs £16 to cut and trim a tree that sells for £25, how many trees should
the company cut down?

5.3 Over the past few months, Kepfler and Associates have collected the following
figures for demand of an electric transformer that they keep as a spare part for
assembly equipment.

Demand 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
% of months 50 20 10 5 5 3 3 2 1 1
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The cost of holding one transformer in stock for a month is C–– 60. Any shortage
of the part is estimated to cost C–– 1,000 a unit a month. What is the best stock
level for the transformer? If the store currently has eight transformers in stock,
what is the implied shortage cost?

5.4 The demand for an item is Normally distributed with mean of 40 units and
standard deviation of 4 units a month. The lead time is one month, shortage
cost is £200, reorder cost is £40, and holding cost is £4. What are optimal values
for the order quantity and reorder level?

5.5 Demand for an item is Normally distributed with a mean of 400 units a week
and a standard deviation of 60 units. Ordering and delivery cost $300, holding
cost is $12 a unit a year and lead time is constant at 3 weeks. Describe an
ordering policy that gives a 95 per cent cycle-service level. What is the cost of
holding the safety stock in this case? How much would costs rise if the service
level is raised to 98 per cent?

5.6 Lee Brothers advertise a 90 per cent cycle-service level for all stock items.
Stock is replenished from a single supplier who guarantees a lead time of 4
weeks. What reorder level should they use for an item that has a Normally
distributed demand with mean 2,000 units a week and standard deviation of
200 units? What is the reorder level for a 95 per cent cycle-service level? What
is the effect of moving to a periodic review method with interval of 2 weeks?

5.7 Suppose that you have recorded the lead time for an item as follows:

Percentage of orders 5 10 15 40 15 10 5
Lead time (weeks) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The demand is constant at around 10 units a week and the economic order
quantity has been calculated at 100 units. What ordering policy gives a cycle
service level of 95 per cent for the item?

5.8 Demand for an item is 100 units a week with a standard deviation of 10 units.
Lead time is one week and the reorder level used is 115 units. What is the
probability of running out of stock?

5.9 Sherman (Wholesale) plc meet supply an item that has a mean demand of
200 units a week and standard deviation of 40 units. Stock is checked every 4
weeks and lead time is constant at 2 weeks. Each unit costs about £10 a week
to store, what can you say about their options for inventory control?

Discussion questions

5.1 By definition, we cannot predict uncertain things. What, then, is the point of
building models that contain uncertainty?
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5.2 Service level models assume that we can define an acceptable level of service.
But surely we should be aiming for perfect service, in the same way that
Total Quality Management aims for perfect quality. Is this a major flaw in
these models?

5.3 If we include shortage costs, we find that the optimal order quantity is higher
than the EOQ. The reasoning is that orders are bigger to avoid shortages. But
the EOQ calculation assumes that shortages are so expensive that they must
never occur. Has some calculation gone wrong?

5.4 As they give lower stocks, fixed order quantity methods should be used
whenever possible. Do you think that this is true?

5.5 What types of uncertainty are important in real inventory methods, but have
not been included in the models we have described? How could we add
these factors?

5.6 What features would you expect to see in a computerized inventory control
package? Look at some commercial packages and compare the features they
offer. (You can find information about many packages on the Web.)

5.7 If we kept removing the assumptions in our analyses we would end up with a
model that would accurately describe the operations of any stocks. Admittedly
this model might be quite complex, but an organization would simply have
to substitute the appropriate values to find its best inventory policy. Is this a
realistic view?
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Information for Inventory Management



 



 

6

Sources of Information

Aims of the chapter

The last three chapters described some models for inventory control. To work
properly, these models need a lot of accurate information about costs, demand,
lead times, and so on. This is collected, analysed and presented by a management
information system. In this chapter we discuss some of the information flows
needed to support inventory management. In particular, we concentrate on the
information provided by accounting, procurement and warehousing. The next
two chapters talk about other sources of information.

After reading this chapter you should be able to do the following:

ž discuss the information needed for inventory management;

ž outline the design of an inventory management information system;

ž consider the information supplied by accounting;

ž do an ABC analysis of stock;

ž describe the function of procurement and its role in inventory management;

ž outline the impact of e-commerce;

ž discuss the role of warehousing;

ž describe important factors in the design of a warehouse.

This chapter emphasizes:

ž information needed for inventory management;

ž features of an inventory management information system;

ž sources of relevant information.

Inventory management information systems

Types of information
In the last three chapters we have developed a series of models for inventory
control. These were based on a few variables, so you might get the impression that
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inventory managers only need to estimate a few some costs and demands, do some
calculations and keep an eye on stock levels. But this is clearly a gross simplification.
In reality, inventory managers need a huge amount of information – not just about
the items, their specification and use, but also about business plans and strategies,
suppliers, customers, promotions, storage requirements, constraints, prevailing
conditions of trade, contract law, transport arrangements, competitors, business
environment, changing conditions, international trade, special requirements, and
so on. This information is collected from many sources, and is presented by the
organization’s management information system (MIS).

The MIS controls the flow of information throughout an organization, and
makes sure that everyone has the information they need to work properly.

It collects, checks, organizes, stores, analyses and presents information in the
most appropriate formats to everyone who needs it.

The systems take a huge variety of formats, and range from casual ones (often
little more than meetings in corridors and coffee lounges) to very formal ones that
give a rigid structure and procedure for making decisions. Most organizations go
beyond the basic systems, and use a range of knowledge bases, decision support
systems, expert systems, executive information systems, and other systems and
tools to give positive assistance with decisions.

Sometimes it is convenient to refer to an inventory management information
system which consists of all the parts of an MIS that are specifically concerned
with inventory management. This collects information from both within the
organization and from external sources and presents it to inventory managers.
You can get an idea of the range of information needed from the following list:

ž Business environment, which gives the overall context for stocks. Inventory man-
agers need information about the state of competition, changing circumstances,
likely shortages or supply difficulties, state of the economy, government poli-
cies and legislation, inflation, exchange rates, tariffs, duties, taxes and quotas,
and a range of other external factors that might affect stocks.

ž Organizational strategies, which are the internal policies that show what the
organization is doing in the long term and the support needed from inventory
management. They include details of objectives, planned operations and prod-
ucts, priorities, financing arrangements, trading relationship, and a range of
other internal factors that might affect stocks.

ž Performance targets, which identify the factors that are important to the orga-
nization – and consequently to inventory management – and the levels of
performance to be achieved. They describe aims for customer service, pro-
ductivity, stock turnover, return on inventory investment, overall investment
in stock, improvements, balance between competing objectives, etc.

ž Plans for operations and production. Stocks are needed to support operations
within an organization, so inventory managers obviously need to know as much
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as possible about these planned operations, including material requirements,
new products, changes to existing products, promotions, size of demands, etc.

ž Costs. Our independent demand inventory models are based on reliable figures
for the four cost components of unit, reordering, holding and shortage. As well
as these, managers need detailed breakdowns of other relevant costs, such as
opportunity costs, financial charges, transport, storage, packaging, handling,
insurance, obsolescence, internal movement, delays, distribution, etc.

ž Customer information. Inventory managers pass materials to customers (either
internal or external). They must have a clear picture of these customers,
and this needs a lot of information about alliances, trading arrangements,
identification of existing and new customers, contact details, salespeople used,
locations, products demanded, size of orders, regular orders, preferred delivery
modes, purchases from competitors, sensitivity to prices, returns, complaints,
attitude towards shortages, back-orders, service level and lead times demanded,
stocks held, purchasing system used, attitudes towards shared systems and
integration, trading history, payment method, financial security, credit terms
requested, etc.

ž Demand patterns. To have enough stock to meet likely patterns of future demand,
we need forecasts for each period, complete histories of past demand, changing
patterns over time, reasons for changes, amount of variation and uncertainty,
factors that affect demand, special promotions and marketing campaigns,
regular orders, advance sales, etc.

ž Supplier information, which gives all relevant information about the supply of
materials, including preferred suppliers, alliances and other trading arrange-
ments, attitude towards shared systems and integration, locations, products
supplied, quality, purchasing system used, lead times, reliability, trading his-
tory, financial security, alternative suppliers, process and purchase conditions,
credit terms offered, attitude towards returns, payment method, etc.

ž Product details, which identify the exact item and include identification codes,
description, design features and specifications, limitations, unit prices, dis-
counts available, special conditions for storage or supply, quality available,
weight and size, packaging, available suppliers, order restrictions, relative
make/buy costs, and alternative products.

ž Warehousing information, which shows where stocks are held, including loca-
tions, stock levels in each location, space available, facilities and conditions,
material handling equipment, security, ownership, restricted access, costs and
performance.

ž Transport, including the types of transport available, types of vehicle, special
requirements and facilities, access, speed of delivery, scheduled services and
frequency, reliability, costs, capacities, back-hauls and reverse logistics.

ž Stock information. This gives the details of all current stocks held. These details
might include identification codes, current holdings, locations, inventory poli-
cies, reorder levels and quantities, deliveries due, suppliers, quality, costs,
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units reserved for known orders, allowed variation in stock, maximum and
minimum levels, age of units, obsolescent and slow moving items, insurance,
special conditions, allocation of stocks to orders, back-orders, etc.

ž Orders outstanding, which are all the orders with deliveries expected in the
near future, details of materials in transit (coming from suppliers, going to
customers, or moving between facilities), routes, transport operators, current
locations, quantities, due dates, reliability, special handling required, potential
difficulties, back-orders, urgent deliveries, etc.

This is, of course, only a partial list of the information that inventory managers
need, but you can see that a large stock will need a huge amount of information.
This all has to be accurate, reliable, with the right level of detail, complete and
precise enough for decisions, in time, understandable, and so on.

It is easiest to imagine an inventory management information system as collect-
ing information from different functions in an organization, storing and processing
this information, passing this to inventory managers and returning reports to other
functions. These reports include decisions, orders, costs, stock levels, purchases,
summary statistics and any other information needed about stocks. Figure 6.1
illustrates these main information flows between inventory management and
related functions.

Transaction recording

Inventory management information systems come in many different forms to
suit individual circumstances, but they all have common features. They are, for
example, all based on a centralized store of information that is continuously
updated by new stock transactions. Every time a unit is sold or moved it affects
the stock holdings, so the system has to track every detail of stock movement,
from orders sent to suppliers through to payments received for finished products
delivered to customers. It is difficult to give a general picture, but a typical
transaction recording system might do the following:

ž maintain accurate records of current stocks, customers, suppliers, etc.;

ž update these records after each order, delivery, withdrawal or other transaction;

ž check and validate all data used by the system.

This data validation and transaction recording stage comes before the main
information processing, as shown in Figure 6.2. When you remember that an
inventory of any size has tens of thousands of items and meet thousands of orders
a day, you can see that even this part of the system can be big and complicated.
Thankfully, the procedures are fairly routine, and there are very reliable systems
that give few problems or errors.

The information collected by the transaction recording system can be presented
to managers in detail, or summarized in reviews. Just as importantly, it can be
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Figure 6.1 Outline of an information system for inventory management

passed to other systems for routine processing. The inventory control system, for
example, can use it automatically to do the following:

ž calculate variables, including forecasts of demand and lead time, reorder levels,
order quantities, costs, etc.;

ž prepare and transmit orders when stocks fall to reorder levels;

ž monitor order progress, with follow-up and expediting of overdue orders;

ž check orders, credit and payment facilities of customers;

ž check deliveries, clear of invoices from suppliers and arrange payment;

ž report exceptional circumstances that need management attention;

ž summarize data in management reports;

ž update all parameters used by the system.
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Figure 6.2 Some elements in transaction recording

One important point is that the information flow through an organization is usually
separated from the material flow. When a lorry delivers an order to a customer,
some information is included, but most is transmitted separately through the
information system. The two are obviously connected, but managers have to con-
trol operations and check that the transactions reported actually happen – perhaps
checking that a reported delivery actually arrives at a customer. One facet of these
checks are periodic, manual counts of stock – called stocktaking – to find differences
between recorded and actual stock levels. Any errors can be important when, say,
a customer is promised immediate delivery of an item that is recorded as being
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in stock, but there is actually no stock left. There are several reasons why actual
stock may differ from recorded stock:

ž records may not have been updated with recent transactions;

ž stock is mislaid (particularly when an item is kept in several locations) and will
turn up later;

ž emergency or hurried withdrawals from stock may incur errors or not
be recorded;

ž deliveries or withdrawals are recorded more than once by mistake;

ž cancelled orders or withdrawals are not recorded;

ž poor quality and returned items (either from customers or to suppliers) are
not recorded;

ž stock become obsolete and is discarded;

ž stock is stolen, damaged or deteriorates while in store.

Obviously, the match between actual and recorded stock should be as close
as possible. There are several ways of encouraging this, and perhaps the most
important is to restrict access to stores. Allowing only designated people into a
store should make sure that there is no unauthorized use of the stock, and all
transactions are properly recorded.

Many organizations feel that stocktaking is an expensive and inconvenient
formality, and only do one check at the end of the financial year. Unfortunately,
this means that discrepancies can last for a long time without being noticed.
A more useful approach uses cycle-counting, where stock is checked at regular
intervals. Typically, a small proportion of items is checked every week, with high
usage items checked every month and less widely used items every three months.
This counting can be expensive, so checks may be triggered by specific conditions
such as a reported discrepancy in stock, an item with zero or low stock, an item
with very high stock, a back-order placed for an item that is recorded as being in
stock, or a period with no recorded demand.

Some discrepancies are inevitable in stocktaking, but how much is acceptable,
and when does an organization have to do something about the errors? The
answer depends entirely on the situation. If your stocks are barrels of whisky,
there are surprisingly high losses through natural evaporation; if your stocks are
gold bars you would expect no discrepancies at all. One common suggestion is
that important items should have discrepancies of less than 0.2 per cent in stock
levels, while other items should be within 1 per cent.

Summary

Inventory management depends on a lot of information from many sources. This is
collected, organized, stored, analysed and presented by the inventory management
information system. These systems come in many different forms, but they share
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some common features. Most are based or a centralized store of information that
is continuously updated by a transaction recording system.

Review questions
6.1 What is an inventory management information system?
6.2 What is the minimum amount of information needed by an inventory con-

trol system?
6.3 What are the main transactions in an inventory control system?
6.4 Where do the outputs from an inventory management information system go?
6.5 The more information a system can supply, the better the decisions made by

management. Do you think this is true?

Information from accounting

Basic information
As we have already seen, some of the most important information for an inven-
tory management system concerns the costs. This basic information is provided
by accounting. At the very least, accountants supply data about the four cost
components – unit, reorder, holding and shortage – but they also provide more
detailed costs information and a lot of transactional data. This information appears
in records of individual transactions, and is also summarized in the organization’s
accounts. Figure 6.3 shows a simple example of an entry in a set of trading
accounts, where the profit is related to the change in stock value resulting from
purchases and sales.

Trading account for month ending 31st January 

£ £ £ 

Opening stock 2,500 Sales 22,100
Purchases 13,000 Less returns 600
Less returns 500 Net sales 21,500
Net purchases 12,500

Total stock 15,000

Less closing stock 3,000

Cost of products sold 12,000

Gross Profit 9,500

21,500 21,500

Figure 6.3 Example of an entry in trading accounts
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The ‘cost of materials sold’ is the total price paid, or cost of acquiring, the units
that were later sold. Then the gross profit comes from:

Gross profit = net sales revenue − cost of products sold

In turn:

Cost of products sold = opening stock + net purchases − closing stock

As we saw in Chapter 2, there is an obvious problem in the way that we value
remaining stock and, therefore, the cost of materials sold and profit. This problem
remains when we go further with our account example in Figure 6.3, and find the
cost of raw materials, work in progress and finished materials, as illustrated in
Figure 6.4. We could continue to look at different parts of the accounts and see
what information they give that is used by inventory managers, but the message is
already clear. Inventory managers get a lot of information from accounting – and
conversely, accounts get a lot of information from inventory management. We
will limit ourselves to two illustrations of this. First, we will review the effect

Cost of products sold

Raw materials
Opening stock of raw materials $60,000
Purchases $225,000
Less returns and allowances $10,500

purchase discounts $ 4,500 $  15,000
Net purchases $210,000
Add inward transport $  15,000
Cost of materials purchased $225,000
Cost of materials available $285,000
Less closing stock of raw materials $105,000

Total cost of raw materials used $180,000

Work in progress
Raw materials used $180,000
Staff $390,000
Overheads $125,000
Total cost of operations $695,000
Add opening stock of work in progress $  45,000
Total work in progress $740,000
Less closing stock of work in progress $  75,000

Total cost of production $665,000

Finished goods
Opening stock of finished goods $135,000
Add cost of products $665,000
Products available for sale $800,000
Less closing stock of finished goods $180,000

$620,000Total cost of products sold

Figure 6.4 An example of stock value in product costing
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mentioned in Chapter 2, where the profit depends on the value given to remaining
stock. Second, we will do an ABC analysis, to see how the value of sales affects the
effort put into inventory management.

Value of stock

An obvious problem with accounting information is that it depends on the
conventions used. A change in accounting convention can markedly change
the values used for inventory management, as we saw when valuing stock in
Chapter 2.

Organizations need accurate values for their assets – including stock – as this
directly affects their reported performance. Any errors can bring serious conse-
quences. At times of high inflation, for example, the valuation of stocks is often
too low and a company appears to have fewer assets than it really has. This may
give an artificially high return on assets, and in extreme cases allows the company
to be bought at a fraction of its true value.

A rigorous view says that stock has no real value until it is actually sold or
used, and any value assigned before this is simply an accounting convenience.
Nonetheless, organizations do need some reasonable view of their stock value,
and the usual practice is to value stock at the lesser of unit cost or realizable value.
Then, for each item:

Value of stock = number of units in stock × unit value

If we add this for all items, we get the value of overall stock. Unfortunately,
this is not so easy as both the stock level and the unit cost vary over time. We
can avoid the problem of variable stock levels by counting the number of units
held at a specific time, usually the end of the financial year. If there are enough
items in the stock, this gives a reasonable overall average (providing the demands
for items are more or less independent, and do not all follow the same strongly
seasonal variation).

The other problem is variable unit cost. Inflation makes prices rise, and there are
other factors, such as quantity discounts, different suppliers, variations in quality,
different options or features, and different terms and trading conditions. As we
saw in Chapter 2, there are four main options for dealing with this:

ž Actual cost identifies each unit in stock with the price actually paid for it.

ž First-In-First-Out (FIFO) This assumes that the first units arriving in stock are
the first sold, so the value of remaining stock is set by the amount paid for the
last units bought.

ž Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) assumes that the latest units added to stock are used
first, so the value of remaining stock is set by the amount paid for the earliest
units bought.
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ž Weighted average cost finds the average unit cost over a typical period from:

Average cost = Total cost of units
Number of units bought

The method chosen should give the fairest match of costs to revenues. FIFO is the
most widely used method, while LIFO is often expressly prohibited, especially
when it would artificially reduce tax liabilities. Another consideration is that
accounting conventions should be consistent, so that organizations should not
look for a short-term gain by changing the basis of calculations.

Worked example
During her first job on a graduate trainee scheme, Madeleine Fraser was given
the following record of transactions for an item and asked for her views on the
profit. What answer could she give?

Date Purchases
Number

Unit cost Sales
number

Unit price

Opening stock 80 C–– 20
January 20 C–– 30
February 40 C–– 40
March 60 C–– 30
April 50 C–– 50
May 80 C–– 40
June 20 C–– 60

Solution
Madeleine has enough information to calculate the value of remaining stock,
and hence the gross profit. At the end of June the closing stock is:

closing stock = opening stock + purchases − sales

= 80 + (60 + 80) − (20 + 40 + 50 + 20) = 90 units

The value of these units depends on the assumption used. She does not have
enough information to use actual costs, but she can use the other three methods.

ž First-In-First-Out assumes the 90 units remaining in stock are the last 90
bought, and this values stock at:

80 × 40 + 10 × 30 = £3,500 or £38.89 a unit

ž Last-In-First-Out assumes the 90 units remaining in stock are the first units
bought – after allowing for sales. Only 20 units of the opening stock can
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remain, as the remaining 60 units were sold in January and February. Ten
units of the stock bought in March can remain, and the remaining 60 units
were bought in May. This values stock at: 20 × 20 + 10 × 30 + 60 × 40 =
£3,100 or £34.44 a unit

ž Weighted average cost finds the average cost of all purchases as:

total cost
units purchased

= 80×20 + 60×30 + 80×40
80 + 60 + 80

= £30 a unit

ž This values stock at 90 × 30 = £2,700

Now we know that:

gross profit = sales revenue − cost of units sold

sales revenue = 20 × 30 + 40 × 40 + 50 × 50 + 20 × 60 = £5,900

cost of units sold = total cost of buying all units − present value of stock.

total cost of buying all units = 80 × 20 + 60 × 30 + 80 × 40 = £6,600

So:
Gross profit = 5,900 − [6,600 − present value of stock]

And with:

first-in-first-out: gross profit = 5,900 − [6,600 − 3,500] = £2,800

last-in-first-out: gross profit = 5,900 − [6,600 − 3,100] = £2,400

weighted average cost: gross profit = 5,900 − [6,600 − 2,700] = £2,000

If inflation is high, the value of stock is actually increasing and adding to profit.
In extreme cases, it might be more profitable not to sell the stock but to keep it
and gain asset value (in the same way that house owners can become notionally
rich when house prices rise quickly). On the other hand, any obsolete stock might
be discarded by an organization as having no value, and then its assets and
profits fall.

It is often expensive, difficult or impossible to count the actual number of
units in stock. If you have stocks of, say, corn, iron ore, pencils or petrol, you
may know approximately how much is in stock, but not the exact amount. We
can, however, estimate the value of stock without actually counting it, by using
the gross profit as a percentage of sales. If we assume this remains constant
from one period to the next, we can work backwards to estimate the value of
closing stocks.
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Worked example

Last year PiHo Industries made a gross profit of 30 per cent of sales. This
year they know that the opening stock of an item was $8,000 with purchases
of $22,000. If sales of the item were $40,000, what is the value of closing
stock?

Solution

If the gross profit is 30 per cent of sales, this comes to $12,000. The remaining
70 per cent, or $28,000, is the cost of products sold. We can use this in the
following section of accounts:

Sales $40,000 —from sales accounts
Cost of products sold:

Opening stock $8,000 = closing stock last period
Purchases $22,000 —from purchase accounts
Cost of products available $30,000 = purchases + opening stock
Estimated closing stock ? —to be found

Total cost of products sold $28,000 = 70% of sales
Gross profit $12,000 = 30% of sales

The only value missing is the ‘Estimated closing stock’. We know that the
company had $30,000 of the item available, and it sold $28,000, so the difference
must still be in stock. The estimated closing stock is (30,000 − 28,000 =) $2,000.

There are variations on this approach for estimating the value of closing stock,
but they all rely on conventions and assumptions and are clearly less reliable than
methods based on actual stock counts. They are most frequently used for checking
values found from counts to see if they are reasonable, giving interim figures when
it is too expensive or difficult to do a stock count, and when the actual stock has
been lost through, say, fire.

ABC analysis of stocks

Another useful set of accounting information comes from an ABC analysis. Inven-
tory control can take a lot of effort and so for some items, especially cheap ones,
this effort is not worthwhile. Very few organizations, for example, include routine
stationery or coffee in their formal stock systems. At the other end of the scale
are very expensive items that need special care above the routine calculations. It
would be useful to find the amount of effort worth putting into the control of any
item. An ABC analysis gives some guidelines for this.
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The origin of the ABC analysis – sometimes called Pareto analysis, or the
‘rule of 80–20’ – came in the nineteenth century when Vilfredo Pareto found
that 20 per cent of the population owned 80 per cent of the wealth. In different
forms, this is a widely used result, and in inventory control terms it means that
20 per cent of the inventory items need 80 per cent of the attention, while the
remaining 80 per cent of items need 20 per cent of the attention. In particular, ABC
analyses define the following:

A items are the few most expensive ones that need special care.

B items are ordinary ones that need standard care.

C items are the large number of cheap items that need little care.

Typically an organization might use an automated system to deal with all B items.
A items are more important, and although the automated system might make
some suggestions, managers make the final decisions after a thorough review of
circumstances. C items are very cheap and are usually left out of the automatic
system, to be dealt with by ad hoc procedures.

An ABC analysis starts by taking each item and multiplying the number of
units used in a year by the unit cost. This gives the total annual use of items in
terms of value. Usually, a few expensive items account for a lot of use, while many
cheap ones account for little use. If we list the items in order of decreasing annual
use by value, A items are at the top of the list and C items are at the bottom. We
might typically find:
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Figure 6.5 Typical ABC analysis of stock
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Category Percentage
of items

Cumulative
percentage

of items

Percentage
of use by

value

Cumulative
percentage of
use by value

A 10 10 70 70
B 20 30 20 90
C 70 100 10 100

Plotting the cumulative percentage of annual use against the cumulative percent-
age of items gives the graph shown in Figure 6.5.

Worked example

A small store with 10 categories of item has the following costs and annual
demands:

Item X1 Y7 W4 X2 X3 Y9 W5 Z3 Z4 X4
Unit Cost (£) 3 2 3 8 2 10 1 5 20 4
Weekly demand 2 25 1 30 10 10 5 2 1 3
(’00s)

Do an ABC analysis of these items. How might stocks of each category
be controlled?

Solution

Although the demand figures are in hundreds of units a week, we only want
comparisons and need not multiply each by 5,200 to give annual figures. So
the weekly use of X1 in terms of value is 3 × 2 = 6, Y7 is 2 × 25, and so on.
Repeating this calculation for the other items and sorting the results into order
of decreasing annual use by value gives:

Item X2 Y9 Y7 X3 Z4 X4 Z3 X1 W5 W4
Cumulative %

of items
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Weekly use 240 100 50 20 20 12 10 6 5 3
Cumulative

use
240 340 390 410 430 442 452 458 463 466

Cumulative %
of weekly
use

52 73 84 88 92 95 97 98 99 100

Category < A ><- -B- -><- - - - - - - - - - - - - C- - - - - - - - - - - - - >
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The boundaries between categories are sometimes unclear, and we have to take
fairly arbitrary decisions. In this case X2 is clearly an A item. The line between
B and C items is probably best when Y9 and Y7 are B and all other items are C.

Item X2 accounts for 52 per cent of annual use, and these stocks should
be carefully controlled, with managers making all relevant decisions. B items
account for 36 per cent of use, and these can be controlled automatically. C items
account for only 12 per cent of annual use and might be left to ad hoc procedures.

Having classified inventory items as A, B or C, you might think that C items
are not important, and as well as putting no effort into their control you might
not even bother stocking them. This would free resources to concentrate on the
more important A and B items. In practice, this is usually a mistake. Because an
item is cheap or has low demand, it does not mean that it is not important. A
windscreen wiper is only a tiny part of the cost of a new car, but the car cannot be
sold without one. A spare part for a production machine might not cost much and
be rarely used, but if the machine breaks down, the shortage cost of not having
the part in stock might be very high. The lesson is that organizations need stocks
of all items – including those that are cheap or not often used – to continue their
smooth operations. They typically hold C items in stock because they:

ž are more important than their classification suggests – like spare parts;

ž allow continued sales of an old item – which may no longer be made;

ž are associated with sales of some A items – like windscreen wipers on a new car;

ž give high profits in relation to their low costs;

ž are new items – which have not yet established a history of use;

ž are expected by customers – like ink cartridges for old printers.

If the three categories are not descriptive enough, managers might add extra ones.
A fourth category is sometimes used, where D items are used so infrequently
they are ‘dead’ and are being considered for withdrawal. And sometimes a special
category is used for important spare parts or other items that have a combination
of high importance and low use.

Summary

Accounting provides a lot of information for inventory management. This includes
basic information about costs, and a range of transactional information about activ-
ities, suppliers and customers. We illustrated the use of accounting information
for valuing stock, and showed how careful we have to be with the conventions
used. ABC analyses categorize items according to use by value so that available
effort can be sensibly shared out.
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Review questions

6.6 Accountants provide a range of basic information that is essential for inven-
tory management. Do you think this is true?

6.7 How can we find the absolute value of stock?
6.8 Is it LIFO or FIFO that generally undervalues stock?
6.9 What is the purpose of doing an ABC analyses of stock?
6.10 Which items are best dealt with by routine, automated control?

Information about supply and demand

Demand forecasting
The pattern of demand is perhaps the most important single factor for inventory
management. After all, the purpose of stocks is to meet demands for items, so
we must know what these demands are going to be. In general, there are two
sources for demand data. For the first, an organization supplies products directly
to customers and has historical sales figures that it can use to forecast future
demand. This is such an important area that we will look at forecasting demand
in the next chapter. For the second, an organization supplies materials to support
internal operations and can use the planned operations to give a timetable for
demands. Again, this is an important area that we look at in Chapters 8 and 9.

Supply and procurement
Inventory managers also need information about the pattern of supply. They have
more control over this, through their procurement decisions. When an organization
needs materials from suppliers, it initiates this supply with a purchase. Here
the ‘purchase’ can include other types of transactions including rental, leasing,
contracting, exchange, gifts, borrowing, producing, and so on. Because of these
different options, some people prefer to talk about the ‘acquisition of materials’ or
the more common term of procurement. Procurement is responsible for the flow of
materials into stock.

ž Procurement is responsible for acquiring all the materials needed by an
organization.

ž It consists of all the related activities needed to get materials, services and
any other materials from suppliers into an organization.

The overall aim of procurement is to guarantee a reliable supply of materials to an
organization. With this overriding aim, some more immediate goals include:

ž working closely with user departments, developing relationships and under-
standing their needs;

ž finding good suppliers, working closely with them and developing beneficial
relationships;
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ž buying the right materials and making sure that they have acceptable quality,
arrive at the time and place needed, and meet any other requirements;

ž negotiating good prices and conditions;

ž keeping stocks low, considering inventory policies, investment, standard and
readily available materials, etc.;

ž moving materials quickly through the supply chain, expediting deliveries
when necessary;

ž keeping abreast of conditions, including pending price rises, scarcities, new
products, etc.

Procurement does not usually move materials itself, but it organizes the transfer. It
gives the message that materials are needed, and arranges the change of ownership
and location, but it is another function – such as transport – that actually delivers
them. So procurement is largely concerned with information processing. It collects
data from various sources, analyses it, and passes information onwards.

Procurement forms an essential link between organizations in the supply chain,
and it gives a mechanism for co-ordinating the flow of materials between customers
and suppliers; it passes messages backwards to describe what customers want,
and it passes messages forwards to say what suppliers have available. Not only
is procurement essential, but it is also responsible for a lot of expenditure – with
60 per cent of a typical manufacturer’s costs spent on materials. A relatively
small improvement in procurement can give substantial benefits. Suppose that a
company buys raw materials for C–– 60, spends C–– 40 on operations and then sells the
product for C–– 110. It makes a profit of 110 – (60 + 40) = C–– 10 a unit. Now suppose
that procurement negotiates a 5 per cent discount on materials. Materials now
cost 60 × 0.95 = C–– 57, and with the same selling price the C–– 3 saving goes straight
to profit. The profit on each unit now jumps to C–– 13, so a 5 per cent decrease in
materials costs raises profit by 30 per cent.

Worked example

Last year Lavender Spartak Limited had total sales of $216 million. Their direct
costs were $116 million for materials, $54 million for employees and $24 million
for overheads. What is the effect of reducing the cost of materials by 1 per cent?

Solution

ž The actual profit last year was 216 − (116 + 54 + 24) = $22 million.

ž If the cost of materials drops by 1 per cent, it falls to 116 × 0.99 = $114.84
million. Then the profit rises to 216 − (114.84 + 54 + 24) = $23.16 million. A
1 per cent decrease in materials costs increases profits by 5.3 per cent. Profit
as a percentage of sales rises from 10.2 per cent to 10.7 per cent.
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Procedure for procurement

Arguably, the most important part of procurement is finding the right supplier.
There is no point in finding a good product or low prices, if the supplier cannot
actually deliver. So procurement looks for two factors. First, they want materials
that satisfy their requirements; second, they want a supplier who can guarantee to
deliver the agreed materials. A useful approach for choosing the best supplier has
the following steps.

ž Look for alternative suppliers and build a long list of qualified suppliers who
can deliver the materials.

ž Compare organizations on this long list and eliminate those who are, for any
reason, less desirable. Continue eliminating organizations until you have a
shortlist of four or five of the most promising suppliers.

ž Prepare an enquiry, or request for quotation, and send it to the shortlist.

ž Collect the bids returned by the shortlist, do a preliminary evaluation, and
eliminate those with major problems.

ž Do a technical evaluation to see if the materials meet all specifications.

ž Do a commercial evaluation to compare the costs and other conditions.

ž Arrange a pre-award meeting to discuss bids with the remaining suppliers.

ž At this point you should have enough information to make a final choice of
supplier, so arrange a pre-commitment meeting to sort-out any last minute
details.

ž Award orders to the preferred supplier.

This procedure should give a supplier who is financially secure, with good
long-term prospects, can supply the necessary materials, guarantees quality, is
reliable, has short lead times, quotes reasonable prices and finance arrange-
ments, is responsive to customers’ needs, has necessary the skills and experi-
ence, has a good reputation, uses convenient procurement systems – and prob-
ably has many more enviable qualities. Now we can order materials, and
again we need some prescribed procedure. This is different in every organi-
zation and varies with the type of item being purchased. We can, however,
suggest a general approach. This has a series of common steps, which start
with a user identifying a need for materials and end when the materials are
delivered. A typical procurement cycle (outlined in Figure 6.6) has the follow-
ing steps.

1. A user department:

ž identifies a need for purchased materials and prepares specifications;ž checks budget and gets clearance to purchase;ž prepares and sends a purchase request to procurement.
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1. User department
recognizes need for
materials and sends
request to purchase

2. Procurement
examine request,
select shortlist of
suppliers, send

request for quotation

3. Suppliers
prepare and return

quotation

4. Procurement
Compare quotations,
select supplier and

issue order

5. Chosen supplier
prepares and ships

materials

6 and 8. Procurement
receive materials,
add to stock and
arrange payment

7. User
departments

receive and use
materials, reducing

stock

Figure 6.6 Structure of a purchasing cycle

2. Then procurement:

ž receives, verifies and checks the purchase request;ž checks the material requested, looking at current stocks, alternative products,
production options, etc. and then confirms the decision to purchase;ž makes a shortlist of possible suppliers, from regular suppliers, lists of
preferred suppliers, or those known to meet requirements;ž sends a request for quotations to this shortlist.

3. Then each supplier:

ž examines the request for quotations;ž checks the customer’s status, credit, etc.;ž sees how it can best satisfy the order and sends a quotation back to the
organization, giving details of products, prices and conditions.
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4. Then procurement:

ž examines the quotations and does commercial evaluations;ž discusses technical aspects with the user department;ž checks budget details and clearance to purchase;ž chooses the best supplier, discuss, negotiate and finalize terms and condi-
tions;ž issues a purchase order for the materials, including terms and conditions.

5. Then the chosen supplier:

ž receives and processes the purchase order and organizes all operations
needed to supply the materials;ž ships materials together with a shipping advice and invoice.

6. Then procurement:

ž does any necessary follow-up and expediting;ž acknowledges receipt, inspects and accepts the materials;ž notifies the user department.

7. Then the user department:

ž receives and checks the materials, authorizes payment from budgets and
updates inventory records;ž uses the materials as needed.

8. Then procurement:

ž arranges payment of the supplier’s invoice.

This procedure seems complicated, and involves many steps and documents. If
you are buying something expensive – perhaps A items – this effort is certainly
worthwhile and you may follow a much more complicated procedure to fix
product specifications, select the supplier and negotiate terms. But if you are
making small or routine purchases, have an existing relationship with a supplier,
or there is only one qualified supplier, it is clearly not worth going through the
whole procedure. Then you will look for more routine methods. A rule of thumb
suggests that a routine order costs £80 to process, while Allen (2001) quotes figures
of $115 to $150. For low value, C, items even routine procurement would cost more
than the materials, and you should look for simpler, automatic or ad hoc procedures

Procurement is based on the analysis of large amounts of information. We can
illustrate this by looking at step 5 of the cycle, when a supplier prepares and
ships the material. To process the order the supplier needs information about the
customer, product and stocks. If all goes well, and they can supply the materials
from stock, they arrange with warehousing and dispatch to deliver the materials.
If they have to replenish stocks, they have to plan operations and reorder materials
from their own suppliers. This stage is illustrated in Figure 6.7, but this really only
scratches the surface of the information flows.
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Figure 6.7 Some information flows for order processing

e-procurement

In recent years the status of procurement has risen considerably as it is recognized
as an essential and expensive function. This has also been encouraged by changing
patterns of procurement, with supply chains getting shorter, more customers use
the Web, alliances are reducing the number of suppliers used by each organization,
amounts purchased are increasing as companies focus on their core activities and
outsource more, and customers are demanding more from products and conditions
of purchase. Perhaps the most significant change in recent years has been the move
to e-procurement. Surveys (see, for example, Cummings, 2002) suggest that over
60 per cent of UK companies were using e-procurement by 2002, and 80 per cent
of European managers soon expect to use it extensively. Some of the advantages
this brings are:

ž allowing instant access to suppliers anywhere in the world;

ž creating a transparent market where product details are readily available and
easily compared;
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ž allowing comparison of standard terms of trade and rapid negotiation of details;

ž automating procurement with standard procedures;

ž greatly reducing the time needed for transactions;

ž reducing costs, typically by 12–15 per cent;

ž allowing outsourcing of some procurement activities to suppliers or third
parties;

ž integrating seamlessly with suppliers’ information systems.

There are basically two types of e-procurement, which are described as B2B
(where one business buys materials from another business) and B2C (when a
final customer buys from a business). B2C has grown strongly, and between
1999 and 2002 the number of Internet shoppers in the UK rose from 2 million
to 6 million (Rushe, 2001). Nonetheless, many sites hit financial troubles with the
bursting of the ‘dot.com bubble’, and there have been a number of well-publicized
bankruptcies. However, most e-procurement is actually B2B, with The Gartner
Group (2001) giving the following estimates:

Year Value of B2B procurement
($ billion)

1998 43
1999 219
2000 433
2001 919
2002 1900
2003 3600
2004 6000
2005 8500

The attractions of e-procurement are so great that most organizations will continue
to move in this direction. The information flows can be much improved but
people sometimes forget that e-procurement only improves the information flow
and not necessarily the flow of actual materials. As Doerflinger et al. (1999) say,
‘The real barrier to (B2B) entry is the back-end – fulfilment – not the Website
itself’. Organizations clearly have to improve the other operations in the supply
chain – including inventory management – if they want to take full advantage of
e-business.

Summary

Procurement is the function responsible for the supply of items to an organization.
It processes information about the supply of materials, from selecting suppliers
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through to arranging payment for deliveries. This often follows a standard pro-
cedure in a purchasing cycle. Procurement has developed rapidly in recent years,
particularly since the introduction of e-procurement.

Review questions
6.11 Why is procurement important to stock control?
6.12 Procurement moves materials from one organization to another. Do you

think this is true?
6.13 There are so many advantages to e-procurement that soon all purchasing will

be done electronically. When do you think that this will happen?

Warehousing

Purpose of warehouses
Most organizations keep their stocks in warehouses. In practice, these might be
open fields where vegetables are stored, concrete pads for raw materials like coal
and ores, sophisticated facilities that give the right conditions for frozen or delicate
materials, databases that hold stocks of information, people who have a stock of
skills, or almost any other form that you can think of. To put it simply, a warehouse
is any place for storing materials. People use different terms for these, and when
dealing with stocks of materials the most common are distribution centres and
logistics centres.

In this broad sense, warehouses are an essential part of any supply chain,
but Olsen (1996) comments that, ‘We have seen the demise of warehousing
predicted again and again, especially with the evolution of the philosophies of
just-in-time, quick response, efficient consumer response, direct store delivery,
and continuous flow distribution’. We will describe these methods in Chapter 10,
but you should remember the reality that every organization keeps stocks – and
as long as they keep stocks, they need warehouses to store them.

Warehousing and inventory management are so closely linked that they are
sometimes considered to be the same function. In essence, though, inventory
management is the management function associated with decisions about stock,
while warehousing is the operational function that physically looks after it.
Inventory managers decide what to put into stock, while warehousing physically
receives the materials from suppliers and looks after them while they are in storage.
Then we can summarize some of the main aims of a warehouse as providing
necessary storage at key points in a supply chain, giving secure storage of the type
needed by materials, keeping materials in good condition with little damage or loss,
having low costs with high productivity and utilization of resources, and giving
safe working conditions. To achieve these aims, the warehouse must perform a
number of different activities, with the following list giving the most common:

ž receiving materials from upstream suppliers;

ž identifying the materials delivered, matching them to orders and finding their
intended user;
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ž unloading materials from delivery vehicles;

ž doing necessary checks on quantity, quality and condition;

ž labelling materials (usually with bar codes or magnetic stripes) so they can be
identified and monitored;

ž sorting materials as needed;

ž moving materials to a bulk storage area;

ž holding them in stock until needed;

ž when necessary, moving materials from bulk storage to a smaller picking store;

ž picking materials from this store to meet orders;

ž moving the materials to a marshalling area;

ž assembling materials into orders;

ž packing and packaging as necessary;

ž loading delivery vehicles and dispatching the order;

ž controlling all communications and related systems, such as inventory control
and finance.

These activities might seem to reinforce the traditional role of warehouses as
places for long-term storage of materials. In reality, though, organizations are
moving materials quickly though supply chains, so warehouses are becoming
staging points through which materials move as quickly as possible. They are
increasingly seen as convenient locations to do a range of other jobs, such as
sorting, packing and consolidating deliveries. They are, for example, places where
small loads from different suppliers are combined to give full vehicle loads for
delivery to customers. Or places where a manufacturer can combine parts made
in different locations, such as the components for computer systems. This kind of
consolidation can include final packaging to present a single product, or even do
a limited amount of final manufacturing. This is the basis of postponement, where
the final steps of production are left to the last possible moment.

Warehouses also do the opposite of consolidation when they break-bulk. Here
a supplier sends all the demand for a particular area in a single delivery to a
local warehouse. The warehouse breaks this delivery into the separate orders and
passes them on to each customer.

In the extreme, warehouses do not put materials into storage at all, but are
only transfer points. This is the approach recommended by Karabus and Croza
(1995) who say that, ‘product should never be warehoused or stored, but should
continually be in movement, with the least possible number of handling steps’.
This is the basis of cross-docking, which we mentioned in Chapter 1. The arrival
of materials at a warehouse is co-ordinated with its departures to customers, so
that they are transferred directly from the arrival area to the loading area, and
immediately sent for delivery to downstream customers. As well as reducing stock
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levels, this removes all the non-value adding activities of putting materials into
storage, and later removing them.

Warehouse design

There are several important decisions for warehouses. As we saw in Chapter 2,
these include the number and size of warehouses, and their locations. When these
strategic decisions have been made, we can turn to more immediate decisions,
such as the type of equipment and its layout. The list of activities above suggests
the essential elements in a warehouse (illustrated in Figure 6.8) are:

ž an arrival bay, or dock, where materials coming from suppliers are delivered,
checked and sorted;

ž a storage area, where materials are kept in stock;

ž a departure bay, or dock, where customers’ orders are assembled and sent out;

ž a material handling system, for moving materials around;

ž an information system, which records the location of all materials, arrivals from
suppliers, departures to customers, and other relevant information.

Every time you go into a supermarket you see a sort of warehouse. Materials are
delivered at the back of the supermarket, they are sorted and put onto shelves in
the middle, then customers pick the items they want and take them away from
the front. There are many variations on this basic outline. The most common
one actually has two storage areas (as shown in Figure 6.9). When materials are
delivered from suppliers they are put straight into a main bulk store. When
required, packages in the bulk store are broken into individual units and moved
to a smaller picking store. When a customer order arrives, the items needed are

Arrival 
bays

Departure
bays

Systems and controls

Storage area

Figure 6.8 Basic layout of a warehouse
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Figure 6.9 Schematic of a common warehouse layout

‘picked’ from the smaller, picking store and brought together in a consolidation
area, before moving to the departure bays. When stocks in the picking store run
low, they are replenished from the bulk store.

In practice, the overall layout is largely set by the shape of the existing building,
the architect’s views, the site available, height, or some physical constraint. Within
these constraints, warehouse managers have to fit the details that best suit their
operations. One way of approaching this detailed design is to do the following:

ž estimate demand for materials over the next five years or so;

ž translate this into forecast movements of materials into, through and out of
the warehouse;

ž compare available equipment for handling these movements and choose
the best;

ž find the space needed for storing and moving each item;

ž design a general layout for the racking;

ž see which materials should be close to each other (such as fast-moving materials
nearer to transport bays, chilled materials in the same area, high value materials
in safe areas, etc.) and those that should be far apart (such as foods far away
from chemicals);

ž develop outline plans for the facilities, compare alternatives and choose the best;

ž add details to give final plans.
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As you can see, the detailed layout depends on the type of storage and handling
equipment. The most basic type of storage has an area of floor space, marked
out in a grid to identify different locations. Bulky or heavy items are put into a
location, probably by a forklift truck. The next level of storage uses shelves or
racking built in aisles, with materials typically on pallets. To reduce the ground
area, these aisles can be quite high. But the shelves have to be shallow, so that
all materials are within reach, and the aisles tend to be long. The typical design
has racking that is long, high and narrow. Flow racks can increase the density of
storage by making the shelves much deeper. These are sloping shelves that are
filled from the back, and as you remove a unit from the front, all the remaining
units roll forward. Other options for storage include pigeonholes for small units,
horizontal carousels (bins on an oval track that rotate to bring materials to a
picker), vertical carousels (shelves that rotate up and down to bring materials
within reach), hanging racks for garments, silos and tanks for fluids, and a huge
assortment of other arrangements.

Related to the storage of materials is the handling equipment for moving them,
and there are three main alternatives.

1. Manual warehouses. This is probably the easiest arrangement to imagine, with
items stored on shelves or in bins. People go around, pick items from the shelves
and move them around in some sort of container, like a supermarket trolley.
Other equipment for moving materials includes hand trucks for moving pallets,
and carousels to bring materials to pickers, but essentially people control all
movements. Manual warehouses only work if the items are small and light
enough to lift, with shelves that are low enough to reach and close together to
reduce walking.

2. Mechanized warehouses replace some of the muscle power of manual warehouses
by machines. Typical examples of mechanized equipment are:

ž reach trucks, which are usually electrically powered and move pallets and
other loads up to storage locations. A driver stays on the ground to control
the truck, which can raise loads vertically to a considerable height.ž order-picking machines are a variation on reach trucks, where the driver is
lifted with the materials to pick, or deliver, at high locations.ž forklift trucks, come in many different versions and are the standard means
of moving pallets and equivalent loads for short distances. They are very
manoeuvrable and flexible, but they need space to work and are fairly
expensive to use.ž cranes, which describe a family of vehicles used to lift materials;ž towlines, which are continuous cables that can move trailers around a fixed
path, rather like ski lifts;ž conveyors, which move large quantities of materials along fixed paths;ž tractors or trains, which are power units that pull loads on trailer units,
rather like small articulated lorries;ž carousels, which are a continuous series of bins going round a fixed track. At
some point on the journey items are put into a bin, and the bins are emptied
when they pass another chute or collection point.
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The key point about mechanized systems is that they are still under the control of
an operator. Someone actually drives a forklift or controls the movement along a
towline. The next alternative is to pass the control of movements to a computer.

3. Automated warehouses. Traditional warehouses, even mechanized ones, tend to
have high operating costs. These operating costs can be reduced, as well as
improving aspects of service, by using automation. Unfortunately, this needs
a heavy investment in equipment, and is only worthwhile for very big stores.
Typical elements of an automated warehouse are:

ž storage areas that can be accessed by automatic equipment; these often use
narrow aisles up to, say, 40 m tall to get a high density of materials and
minimize the distances moved;ž equipment to move materials around the warehouse; these are usually
automated guided vehicles (AGVs) which are controlled by wires in the floor,
but might include conveyors, tractors, or a range of other moving equipment;ž equipment automatically to pick materials and put them into storage, includ-
ing high speed stacker cranes that can reach any point in the narrow aisles
very quickly;ž equipment to transfer materials between the different types of equipment;
these automatic loaders and unloaders might include industrial robots;ž a warehouse management system to record material locations, and control
all movements.

Packaging
Many materials are moved on pallets (standard wooden trays about four feet
square) and in containers (the 20- or 40-foot metal boxes). Collecting together
materials into these standard packages is called unitization to form unit loads. If
an organization uses standard loads, it can set up all its handling equipment to
move these efficiently, rather than have to deal with all sorts of different shapes
and sizes.

Even if they are put into unit loads, many items – particularly delicate items
such as china and electronics – need special protective packaging. Sometimes the
packaging can protect materials from harsh environments, such as rain or sun;
sometimes it is needed to separate materials that would contaminate each other,
such as sugar and petrol; sometime it keeps the contents clean, such as foodstuffs
and medicines. In general, packaging serves four basic functions as it:

ž identifies the product and gives basic information;

ž protects items while they are being moved through the supply chain;

ž makes handling easier;

ž assists in marketing, promoting the product, advertising and giving information
to customers.

The balance between these depends very much on the product. Bars of chocolate,
for example, might put more emphasis on marketing, while boxes of ice cream
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might be more concerned with protection. There are also two types of packaging to
consider. First, the interior, or consumer packaging, is designed for the customer
and includes the marketing and promotional materials. Second, the exterior, or
industrial packaging, is designed to identify the contents, give information to
organizations in the supply chain, protect the contents, and make handling easier.
You probably think of packaging in terms of cardboard boxes, but it can be made
of many different materials. Consumer packaging tends towards bright colours,
plastic and cellophane, while industrial packaging tends towards dull cardboard.
Some perfumes and alcoholic drinks come in very elaborate containers that cost
more to produce than the contents. This is an area where reuse and recycling are
becoming more important, and legislation is reducing the amount of packaging
that is simply discarded.

Summary
Warehousing is the function that is responsible for the physical storage of mate-
rials. It consists of a range of activities concerned with the storage, movement,
identification, sorting, packaging, etc. of materials. Strategic decisions set the size
and location of warehouses; more immediate decisions concern the layout, type of
handling equipment and packaging needed.

Review questions
6.14 What is the difference between warehousing and inventory management?
6.15 What are the main decisions needed for warehouses?
6.16 What are the three levels of technology found in warehouses?
6.17 What is the purpose of packaging?

Chapter review

ž This chapter has described some of the information needed for inventory
management.

ž Inventory management depends on a lot of information from many sources.
This is collected, organized, stored, analysed and presented by the inventory
management information system. These systems come in many different forms,
but they share some common features. Most are based around a centralized store
of information that is continuously updated by a transaction recording system.

ž Accounting provides a lot of information for inventory management. This
includes basic information about costs, and a range of transactional information
about activities, suppliers and customers. We illustrated the use of accounting
information for valuing stock, and showed the importance of being careful with
conventions.

ž ABC analyses categorize items according to use by value so that available effort
can be sensibly shared out. A items are most expensive and should be given
special care; C items are cheapest and need little control.
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ž Procurement is the function responsible for the supply of items to an organi-
zation. It processes information about the supply of materials, from selecting
suppliers through to arranging payment for deliveries. This often follows a
standard procedure in a purchasing cycle. Procurement has developed rapidly
in recent years, particularly since the introduction of e-procurement.

ž Warehousing is responsible for the physical storage of materials. It consists
of a range of activities concerned with the storage, movement, identification,
sorting, packaging, etc. of materials.

ž Strategic decisions set the size and location of warehouses; more immediate deci-
sions concern the layout, type of handling equipment and packaging needed.

Project

If you look at the detailed accounts of a company, you can get a lot of information
about their stocks. The aim of this project, then, is to examine the accounts
published by a major company. If you do not have a hard copy of the accounts,
you can find them on the company’s website, or websites sponsored by financial
commentators. See how stocks are represented in the accounts and describe the
information about that you can extract. What other information would you like to
make sensible decisions about inventory policy?

Problems

6.1 Julie Atherstone paid C–– 100 a unit for items which she sold for C–– 200. The last
delivery of 100 units arrived when there were 100 units left in stock, and the
supplier told Julie that the unit cost had risen to C–– 125. She immediately raised
her price to C–– 250, and at the end of the financial year she had sold 140 units.
Can you say anything about Julie’s financial performance?

6.2 Accounts provided by Netherton Hall include the following transactions for
an item.

Date Purchases Sales
number Unit cost number Unit price

Jan 1 – Opening Stock 120 £21
Jan 60 £32
Feb 50 £37
Mar 180 £26 20 £37
Apr 110 £39
May 90 £28
Jun 80 £39
Jul 20 £28

What is the value of stock held at the end of July and the gross profit from sales?
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6.3 Karl Ehrenberg was asked to find the value of ore stocked by his company. He
knows that last year’s gross profit was 25 per cent of sales. Opening stock of
the ore was C–– 70,000 with purchases of C–– 300,000 and sales of C–– 400,000. How
could Karl estimate the current stock?

6.4 A store wants to improve the control of its stocks, and is looking at the
possibility of using a Pareto analysis. Records from eight types of item show
the current sales and costs as follows.

Item 3427 1822 5362 2777 1413 9719 5520 0188

Number 25 150 30 80 10 40 1,000 100
of sales

Cost ($) 1,400 14 680 20 1,020 150 20 30

Do a Pareto analysis on these items.

6.5 Belgrave Furnishing Retail Ltd has 20 categories of furniture with the following
costs and annual demands:

Item 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Unit cost (£) 40 20 40 100 20 100 10 40 200 10
Weekly

demand
5 100 40 30 30 10 20 10 5 100

Item 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Unit cost (£) 50 30 65 150 40 180 25 80 100 5
Weekly

demand
10 120 50 30 40 15 25 20 5 120

Do an ABC analysis for Belgrave. If resources are limited, which items should
they give most attention to?

Discussion questions

6.1 Inventory managers need a lot of information but they can get swamped by
having too much and get ‘information overload’. What information is really
needed for inventory management, and how can you tell if there is too much?

6.2 An oil company buys crude oil on the open market, transports and refines it,
and sells petrol at a chain of filling stations. The price of crude oil fluctuates
quite widely. What policy is the company likely to use for valuing its stock? Can
you imagine managers manipulating stock holding costs to make themselves
appear in the best light?

6.3 The most important information for inventory management comes from
accounts, and this depends on the conventions that are used. Changing
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the conventions can give major changes in perceived costs and consequent
inventory policy. Is this true? And if it is, how can we overcome these effects?

6.4 One of the most important trends in recent years has been towards e-commerce.
How does this affect inventory management?

6.5 In recent years purchasing has moved from a largely clerical job to a higher
status profession. Can you find any evidence for this change, or identify any
likely causes?

6.6 What is the difference between inventory management and warehousing? If
stock is managed properly, do we still need warehouses?
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Forecasting Demand

Aims of the chapter

In the last chapter we looked at the information needed for inventory management.
We developed some general ideas, and looked specifically at the information
supplied by accounting, procurement and warehousing. We mentioned two other
important sources of information – forecasts of demand and plans for future
operations. In this chapter we discuss methods of forecasting demand. In the next
chapter we look at the planning of operations.

After reading this chapter you should be able to the following:

ž discuss the role of forecasting in inventory management;

ž review different approaches to forecasting;

ž use a variety of judgemental forecasting methods;

ž define ‘time series’ and appreciate their importance for inventory control;

ž calculate forecast errors;

ž describe the characteristics of causal forecasting and use linear regression;

ž describe the characteristics of projective forecasting and use forecasts based on
simple averages, moving averages and exponential smoothing;

ž forecasts demand with seasonality and trend;

ž consider the planning needed for forecasts.

This chapter will emphasize:

ž forecasts, which predict future circumstances;

ž judgemental forecasts, which are based on opinion;

ž causal forecasts, which use relationships between variables to forecast;

ž projective forecasts, which project past patterns into the future.
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Methods of forecasting

Use of forecasts

Chapters 3 to 5 described some quantitative models for inventory control. The
most important piece of information for these models is often the shape of future
demand, and with independent demands we have to find this from forecasts. The
problem of forecasting values for the future is not, of course, unique to inventory
control. All business plans become effective at some point in the future, so they
must be based not on current circumstances, but on the prevailing circumstances
when the plans become effective. We cannot know with certainty what will happen
in the future, but the best we can do is forecast expected conditions. Then if our
forecasts are accurate, our plans are based on the right information – but if our
forecasts are wrong, our plans are based on faulty assumptions and we inevitably
get poor results.

Figure 7.1 shows how forecasts can fit into inventory control. Managers review
a range of information that they have about objectives, constraints, alternatives,
past performance, the environment, etc., and then look at the forecasts for future
conditions and make their decisions. Later, details of actual performance are
reviewed, errors noted, forecasts updated and so the cycle continues. As you can
see, forecasting is never finished but has continuous updates and revisions. You

Objectives,
constraints,

etc.

ManagersForecasts

Actual
performance

Planned
operations

and
performance

Actual
operations

Environment

Resources

Alternatives

Analysis

Figure 7.1 Forecasting supporting management decisions
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can also see that forecasts are not prepared by a group of isolated specialists, but
are prepared and used throughout the whole organization.

Here we emphasize the forecasting of demand, but remember that almost
everything has to forecast to some extent. When, for example, we use cost figures
in an inventory control model, these are really forecasts of the costs that will apply
in the future when it is time to place an order. Often we take a very informal
approach to these forecasts and assume that costs will remain constant for the
immediate future. Another important area to forecast is the lead time. Lead times
are generally getting shorter, so we should remember this when looking at the
lead time demand. We should also remember that if the lead times become short
enough we may not have to forecast customer demand at all (Thacker, 2001a). This
happens when an organization’s customers are prepared to wait for longer than
the lead time given by suppliers to the organization. Then the organization need
hold no stock, but only pass on the demand when it gets an order from a customer.

Forecasts give important inputs to inventory management but, in turn, they
need information from other sources. This information includes the best type of
forecasting model, values for parameters, historical data, subjective inputs, and so
on. Figure 7.2 outlines the flow of information for a forecast. This has an initial
forecast produced automatically, and then managers review the result and make
adjustments (based on their experience, knowledge and other information) to give
the final forecast. In practice, even a small inventory contains thousands of items,
so managers do not have much time for this review. The forecasting routines

Initial forecasts of
demand

Subjective and other
inputsHistorical data

Forecasting model
used

Parameters, variables
and other data

Final forecasts

Figure 7.2 Information needed to produce forecasts
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should, therefore, automatically produce the type of results that managers want,
even if these are not the theoretical optimum. These forecasts should be:

ž accurate – with small errors

ž unbiased – so they do not always under- or over-estimate demand

ž responsive to changes in demand

ž not affected by the odd unusual figure

ž in time for its purpose

ž cost-effective

ž easy to understand.

They should also recognize the specific areas where management input is needed
and produce an ‘exception report’ for items that are particularly important or
expensive, have large or erratic forecasting errors, have demand that suddenly
changes, have a major change of some other type, have no recent demand, or have
recently been introduced to stock.

Methods of forecasting

There are so many different ways of forecasting, so many different things to
forecast and so many different circumstances, that no single method of forecasting
is always the best. We have to choose a method that suits our needs. This choice
depends on many factors, including the following:

ž time covered in the future

ž availability of historical data

ž relevance of historical data to the future

ž type of product

ž variability of demand

ž accuracy needed and cost of errors

ž benefits expected from the forecasts

ž amount of money and time available for the forecast.

You might think that the most complex and expensive methods give best results
but this is not necessarily true and simple methods can give very good results,
while complex methods can give very poor ones. We should, therefore, look
carefully at the choice of method and not jump at the most expensive. But what
are the methods available? We can classify them in several ways, starting with the
time covered in the future.
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1. Long-term forecasts look ahead several years – the time needed to build a new
factory or organize new facilities. They usually look at overall demand, so a
brewery might forecast total demand of 10,000 barrels a day in three years’
time. This gives enough information to plan budgets and major facilities over
the next few years.

2. Medium-term forecasts look ahead between three months and a year – the time
needed to replace an old product by a new one or organize resources. The
brewery above, for example, might forecast 1,000 barrels a day of bitter, over
the next year, and use this to plan production and associated facilities.

3. Short-term forecasts cover the next few weeks – describing the continuing
demand for a product or scheduling operations. Again, the brewery might
forecast 10 barrels of premium bitter needed by the Red Star Pub, and use this
to schedule deliveries and stock movements.

The time horizon affects the choice of forecasting method, because of the availabil-
ity and relevance of historic data, the time available to do the forecasting, the cost
involved and the effort considered worthwhile. In essence, long-term forecasts are
concerned with strategic decisions, medium-term forecasts with tactical decisions,
and short-term forecasts with operational decisions. Inventory control is primarily
concerned with short-term forecasting, so there is usually enough relevant data to
make a reasonable forecast.

Another classification of methods shows the difference between qualitative and
quantitative forecasts (shown in Figure 7.3). If an organization is already making
a product, it has records of past demand and knows the factors that affect this.
Then it can use a quantitative method to forecast future demand. There are two
alternative approaches:

1. Projective methods look at the pattern of past demand and extend this into the
future. If demand in the last 4 weeks has been 100, 110, 120 and 130 units, we
can project this pattern and suggest that next week’s demand will be around
140 units.

2. Causal methods look at the factors that affect demand and use these to forecast.
The number of units of a product sold depends on the price charged, so we can
use the planned price to forecast sales.

Both of these approaches rely on accurate, numerical data. Suppose, though, that
an organization is introducing an entirely new product. There are obviously no
past demand figures to project into the future, and the organization does not yet
know what factors affect demand. As there is no data for a quantitative method,
the only alternative is a qualitative one. These are generally called judgemental,
and they rely on subjective views and opinions.

Summary
All decisions about stocks become effective at some point in the future and depend
on forecasts of prevailing conditions. There are many methods of forecasting, but
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Figure 7.3 Approaches to forecasting

none is always the best. We can classify the methods in several ways, with useful
ones describing the time they look ahead (in the short, medium or long term), and
the overall approach (judgement, causal or projective).

Review questions

7.1 Why is forecasting important for inventory management?
7.2 List three different approaches to forecasting.
7.3 What factors should be considered when choosing a forecasting method?
7.4 Forecasting is a specialized function that uses sophisticated methods to project

historical trends into the future. Do you think this is true?

Judgemental forecasts

Judgemental forecasting methods are subjective assessments, usually based on
the opinions of experts. For inventory management these experts might include
suppliers, purchasing departments, store keepers, salesmen, customers, organiza-
tions supplying similar or related items, trade reviews, government publications,
and so on. The methods are very flexible and can be used in a wide range
of circumstances, but are not as reliable as quantitative forecasts. If, however,
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an organization is about to stock an entirely new item, it has no historical
data for a quantitative method and it must use a judgemental forecast. Some-
times, even when there is data, it is unreliable, out of date, or irrelevant to
the future. Then the organization has no alternative but to use a judgemen-
tal method. The five most widely used methods of judgemental forecasting are
personal insight, panel consensus, market surveys, historical analogy and the
Delphi method.

1. Personal insight. This uses a single expert who is familiar with the situation to
produce a forecast based on his or her own judgement. This is the most widely used
forecasting method – and is the one that managers should try to avoid. It relies
entirely on one person’s judgement – as well as their opinions, bias, prejudices,
ignorance and mood. Comparisons of forecasting methods clearly show that
someone who is familiar with a situation and uses experience and subjective
opinions to forecast will consistently produce worse forecasts than someone who
knows nothing about the situation but uses a more formal method.

Personal insight can give good forecasts, but often gives very bad ones and
there are countless examples of experts being totally wrong. So the major weakness
of the method is its unreliability. This may not matter for minor decisions, but when
the consequences of errors are important, you should use a more reliable method.

2. Panel consensus. One person can make a mistake, but we should get better
results by collecting together several experts and allowing them to talk freely to
each other until they reach a consensus. When there is no secrecy and the panel are
encouraged to talk openly, a genuine consensus can emerge. On the other hand, it
can be difficult to get the panel to talk openly, or to combine their different views
into a consensus.

Although it is more reliable than personal insight, panel consensus still has
the major weakness that everyone – even experts – can make mistakes and the
consensus might still be wrong. There are also problems of group working, where
‘those who shout loudest get their way’, everyone tries to please the boss, some
people do not speak well in groups, and so on. Overall, panel consensus is an
improvement on personal insight, but you should view results from both methods
with caution.

3. Market surveys. Sometimes it is better to ask the people most closely concerned
rather than get the opinion of experts. When launching a new product, for example,
it might be better to get the opinions of potential customers. This is the basis of
market surveys, which collect data from a representative sample of customers,
analyse their views, and then draw inferences about the population at large.
This tends to be expensive and time-consuming, but it can get good results. You
can, however, still find market surveys that have given very poor results, largely
because they put too much reliance on:

ž a sample of customers that accurately represents the population;

ž carefully worded, useful, unbiased questions;
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ž fair and honest answers;

ž reliable analyses of the answers;

ž valid conclusions drawn from the analyses.

4. Historical analogy. Most products have a finite lifespan, and during this the
demand follows a common pattern with periods of introduction, growth, maturity,
decline and withdrawal (as illustrated in Figure 7.4). Historical analogy uses the
demand of a similar item that was introduced in the past to judge the demand for
a new item. A publisher, for example, forecasts sales of a new book by assuming
they follow the same pattern as a similar book that it published recently. The
main problems, of course, are finding a recently introduced product that is similar
enough, and fitting the characteristic life-cycle curve to actual demand.

5. Delphi method. This is the most formal of the judgemental methods and has
a well-defined procedure. A number of experts are posted a questionnaire to
ask their opinions. This questionnaire avoids the problems of panel consensus,
and each reply is anonymous to avoid the influences of status, etc. The replies
from these questionnaires are analysed and summaries are passed back to the
experts. Now each expert is asked to reconsider their original reply in the light
of the summarized replies from others. They may be convinced by some of the
arguments, and adjust their answers for a second round of opinions. This process
of modifying responses in the light of replies made by the rest of the group is
repeated several times – usually between three and six. By this time, the range of
opinions should be narrow enough to help with decisions.

The main problems with the Delphi method are designing appropriate
questionnaires, finding a suitable mix of experts, the time involved, and keeping
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Figure 7.4 Demand at different stages of a life cycle
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the same group involved over this time. The experts are also likely to give answers
that depend on their own responsibilities and aims rather than objective analyses. A
lot of anecdotal evidence suggests that these surveys giving disappointing results.

Each of the judgemental methods works best in different circumstances. If you
want a quick reply, personal insight is the fastest and cheapest method. For many
inventories, suppliers are the best source of information as they have knowledge
and experience with similar organizations. If you want more reliable forecasts, it
may be worth organizing a market survey or Delphi method.

Summary

Judgemental forecasts rely on subjective views and opinions of experts. They
are the only possible methods when there is no reliable historical data. The most
common methods are personal insight, panel consensus, market surveys, historical
analogy and Delphi method.

Review questions

7.5 When are judgemental forecasts most likely to be used?
7.6 List five types of judgemental forecast.
7.7 What are the main problems with judgemental forecasts?

Time series

Quantitative forecasts are often based on time series, which are series of observations
taken at regular intervals of time. The weekly demand for a product, monthly
unemployment figures, daily rainfall and annual population statistics are examples
of time series.

If you have a time series, the best way to start analysing it is to draw a graph.
You can see the underlying patterns in this, with the three most common (shown
in Figure 7.5):

ž constant series, where demand continues at roughly the same level over time
(such as demand for bread or annual rainfall);

ž trend, where demand either rises or falls steadily (such as demand for 3G phones
or the price of petrol);

ž seasonality, where demand has a cyclical component (such as demand for ice
cream or electricity).

Forecasting would be easy if demand followed such simple patterns. Unfortu-
nately, there are always differences between actual demand and the underlying
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pattern. These differences form a random noise that is superimposed on the under-
lying pattern. A constant series, for example, does not always take exactly the
same value, and:

101 105 93 96 108 103 98 101 91 95 109

is a constant series of 100 with superimposed noise.

Actual demand = underlying pattern + random noise

The noise is a completely random effect that is caused by many factors, such as
varying customer demand, hours worked, speed of working, weather, rejections
at inspections, time of year, wider economic influences, errors in available data,
delays in updating information, poor communications, and so on. It is the noise
that makes forecasting difficult. If the noise is relatively small, actual demand is
close to the underlying pattern and we can get good forecasts: if there is a lot of
noise, it hides the underlying pattern and forecasting is more difficult.

Because of the noise, our forecasts are almost always wrong. In other words,
there is a difference between the forecast and the actual values. If we forecast next
week’s demand for a product as 20 units, we would not be surprised if actual
demand turns out to be 22 units. Then our forecast has an error of:

error = actual demand − forecast = 22 − 20 = 2 units

With a good forecast this error should be relatively small. If we continue making
a forecast every period, we can see how it performs over time. We could, for
example, find the error every period and use this to calculate the longer-term
average error. Unfortunately, this soon hits a problem that you can see in the
following example.

Period Demand Forecast Error

1 200 0 200
2 400 0 400
3 600 0 600
4 800 2,000 −1,200

Total 2,000 2,000 0
Mean 500 500 0

The positive and negative errors cancel each other, so a very poor forecast can
have zero mean error. The mean error does not really show how accurate forecasts
are, but it measures bias. If the mean error has a positive value, the forecast is
consistently too low: if it has a negative value, the forecast is consistently too high.

We clearly need some other measure of error, and the simplest is to take the
absolute values of the errors and calculate a mean absolute deviation. This shows
how far, on average, a forecast is away from the actual value, so when it equals
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6 the forecast is on average 6 away from actual demand. We can also square the
errors in each forecast and calculate a mean squared error. This value does not have
such a clear meaning, but it is useful for other analyses (and we shall meet it
again in the next section on linear regression). Whichever measure is used, smaller
values mean better forecasts.

Worked example

Hendra Holidays has compared the actual number of holidays it booked
each week with its short-term forecasts. What are the errors? What do these
errors show?

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6
Demand 101 121 110 98 114 126
Forecast 107 117 112 104 112 120

Solution

The error for the first week is:

error = demand – forecast = 101 − 107 = −6

The absolute error is 6 and the error squared is 36. The remaining calculations
are shown in the spreadsheet of Figure 7.6. From this you can see that the mean
error is −0.33, showing that the forecasts are slightly biased, being an average
of 0.33 too high. The mean absolute deviation is 4.33, showing that the forecasts
are, on average, 4.33 away from actual demand. The mean squared error is 22,
but this has no obvious interpretation.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

A C D E F G H I

Errors in forecasts

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6
Demand 101 121 110 98 114 126
Forecast 107 117 112 104 112 120

Sums Means
Error −6 4 −2 −6 2 6

6 4 2 6 2 6
−2 −0.33

Absolute error 26 4.33
Error squared 36 16 4 36 4 36 132 22.00

B

Figure 7.6 Calculation of errors

Summary

Inventory control often forecasts time series, which are figures for, say, demand
taken at regular periods. These often have underlying patterns, with superimposed
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random noise. This noise cannot be forecast and is the reason why forecasts usually
contain errors. We can measure these errors using the mean error (which gives
bias), mean absolute deviation and mean squared error.

Review questions

7.8 What is a time series?
7.9 Why are forecasts usually wrong?
7.10 Why is the mean error of a forecast of limited use?
7.11 How would you compare different forecasting methods?

Causal forecasting

Causal forecasts look for a cause or relationship that we can use to forecast
demand for an item. The demand might, for example, depend on the price being
charged. Then we could find the relationship between price and demand, and
use this to forecast likely demand at a planned price. This is an example of a
true relationship, where changes in price (an independent variable that can take
any value) cause changes in demand (a dependent variable that is fixed for any
particular value of price). We can illustrate the principles of causal forecasting
through linear regression.

Linear regression

Linear regression assumes a dependent variable is linearly related to an indepen-
dent one, as shown in Figure 7.7. Then it finds the equation of the line of best fit
through the data. In particular, it looks for a relationship of the form:

dependent variable = a + b × independent variable

or
y = a + bx

where:

x = value of the independent variable
y = value of the dependent variable
a = intercept, where the line crosses the y axis
b = gradient of the line.

Even the best line will not fit the data perfectly, and there is an error at each
point. Linear regression finds the values of a and b that minimize some measure
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Figure 7.7 Linear relationship used in regression

of the overall error. In practice, the most useful line is the one that minimizes
the mean squared error. The equations for this are a bit messy, but we are
only interested in the results and, in practice, the calculations are never done
by hand.

y = a + b × x

b = n × ∑
(x × y) − ∑

x × ∑
y

n × ∑
x2 − (∑

x
)2

a =
∑

y
n

− b ×
∑

x
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Worked example

Kurt Steinman’s computer supply business is growing, and sales over the past
10 months have been as follows.

Month 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Demand 3 4 8 10 15 18 20 22 27 28

If Kurt uses linear regression to forecast demand for the next three months,
what results will he get?

Solution

The independent variable, x, is the month and the dependent variable, y, is the
demand. A lot of software will do the regression calculations, and Figure 7.8
shows a spreadsheet doing the calculations automatically. The data is given in
columns A and B. There are some statistics about the results in columns F to
I, but you can see the values of a and b in rows 18 and 19. The line of best
fit is:

y = a + b × x or Demand = 2.164 + 2.964 × month

This equation has been used in column C to forecast values for the first ten
months, with the errors shown in column D. The forecasts for the next three

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10

11

12
13
14
15

16

17
18
19

A B C D E F G H I

Linear regression

Month Demand Forecast Error Summary output 
0 3 2.16 0.84

1 4 5.13 −1.13 Regression Statistics
2 8 8.09 −0.09 Multiple R 0.995 y = 2.164 + 2.964x
3 10 11.05 −1.05 R Square 0.989
4 15 14.02 0.98 Adjusted R Square 0.988
5 18 16.98 1.02 Standard Error 0.993
6 20 19.95 0.05 Observations 10

7 22 22.91 −0.91

8 27 25.87 1.13 df SS MS
9 28 28.84 −0.84 Regression 1 724.609 724.609

10 31.80 Residual 8 7.891 0.986
11 34.76 Total 9 732.500

12 37.73

Coefficients Standard Error t Stat
Intercept, a 2.164 0.584 3.707
Gradient, b 2.964 0.109 27.104

Figure 7.8 Linear regression example
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months are shown in cells C14:C16 and are calculated from:

Month 10: Demand = 2.164 + 2.964×10 = 31.8

Month 11: Demand = 2.164 + 2.964×11 = 34.8

Month 12: Demand = 2.164 + 2.964×12 = 37.7

If you want to, you can check these calculations, as n = 10,
∑

x = 45,
∑

y = 155,∑
x × y = 942 and

∑
x2 = 285, so that (allowing for rounding):

b = (10×942 − 45×155)/(10×285 − 45×45) = 2.96

a = 155/10 − 2.96×45/10 = 2.18

Coefficient of determination

In the last example we found the line of best fit through a set of data. But how well
does this line fit the observations? If the errors are small, the line is a good fit to
the data; but if the errors are large, even the best line is not very good. To measure
the goodness of fit we use the coefficient of determination.

The coefficient of determination sees how far the dependent values are away
from their mean. Some of the variation from the mean is explained by the linear
relationship – some is unexplained and is due to random noise. The coefficient
of determination gives the proportion of the total error that is explained by the
linear relationship. It has a value between zero and one. If it is near to 1, most of
the variation is explained by the regression, there is little noise and the straight
line is a good fit to the data. If the value is near to zero, most of the variation is
unexplained, there is a lot of random noise, and the line is not a good fit. (Actually,
because of the problem with positive and negative errors cancelling the coefficient
works with the squared errors, but this is only a detail.)

The coefficient of determination is often called ‘r2’, and if you look in Figure 7.8
you can see ‘R Square 0. 989′ in cells F7:G7. This shows that 98.9 per cent of
the variation of the dependent variable from its mean is explained by the linear
relationship. Only 1.2 per cent of the variation is due to noise, so the errors are
very small. You can check these results in column H where the entries ‘SS’ show
the sum of squares: the total of the squared variation from the mean is 732.5, of this
724.609 is explained by the regression leaving a residual of 7.891 that comes from
the error. So the coefficient of determination is 724.609/732.5 = 0.989. In general,
values of r2 above, say, 0.5 show good results with reasonably small errors.

Coefficient of correlation

A second useful measure in regression is the coefficient of correlation which asks
the question ‘Are x and y linearly related?’ The coefficients of correlation and
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determination answer very similar questions, and it is easy to show that:

coefficient of determination = (coefficient of correlation)2

As the coefficient of determination is r2, the coefficient of correlation is r, and has
a value between +1 and −1 (illustrated in Figure 7.9):

Y

X

Y

X

Y

X

Y

X

Y

X

(a) r = −1 Perfect negative correlation (b) r = −0.7 Good negative correlation

(c) r = 0 Random points with no correlation

(d) r = +0.7 Good positive correlation (e) r = +1 Perfect positive correlation

Figure 7.9 Coefficient of correlation
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ž A value of r = 1 shows the two variables have a perfect linear relationship with
no noise at all, and as one increases so does the other.

ž A low positive value of r shows a weak linear relationship.

ž A value of r = 0 shows there is no correlation at all between the two variables
and no linear relationship.

ž A low negative value of r shows a weak linear relationship.

ž A value of r = −1 shows the two variables have a perfect linear relationship
and as one increases the other decreases.

A correlation coefficient near to +1 or −1 shows a strong linear relationship.
However, when r is between 0.7 and −0.7 the coefficient of determination is less
than 0.49 and less than half the variation is explained by the regression. As a rule
of thumb, linear regression is not very reliable when the coefficient of correlation
is between about 0.7 and −0.7. In Figure 7.8, cells F6:G6 show that ‘Multiple R
0.995’. This is the coefficient of correlation, which again confirms a very good fit,
with the demand rising with month.

Worked example
Over the past 16 weeks Burridge Transport Ltd has recorded the following
number of loads moved for a particular customer. What can the company learn
from these figures?

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Demand 194 187 163 172 160 154 143 156 131 167 143 135 126 95 112 107

Solution
There seems to be a fairly steady decline in work for this customer, but we can
see this more clearly from the linear regression in Figure 7.10. This shows the
line of best fit through the data as:

Demand = 191.875−5.331 × week

So demand is falling by an average of 5.331 units a week. Using this equation
to forecast the volume of business over the next few weeks gives 101.25, 95.92,
90.59, 85.26, 79.93 etc. (shown in cells C20:C24). The coefficient of correlation
is −0.905 which shows the line is a very good fit to the data; the coefficient of
determination is 0.820, which shows that 82 per cent of the variation from the
mean is explained by the regression. You can see these results more clearly in
the graphs shown in Figure 7.11.
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Linear regression

Week Demand Forecast Error Summary output 
1 194 186.54 7.46

2 187 181.21 5.79 Regression Statistics
3 163 175.88 −12.88 Multiple R −0.905 y = 191.875-5.331x
4 172 170.55 1.45 R Square 0.820
5 160 165.22 −5.22 Adjusted R Square 0.807
6 154 159.89 −5.89 Standard Error 12.322
7 143 154.56 −11.56 Observations 16

8 156 149.23 6.77

9 131 143.90 −12.90 df SS MS
10 167 138.57 28.43 Regression 1 9662.224 9662.224
11 143 133.24 9.76 Residual 14 2125.713 151.837
12 135 127.90 7.10 Total 15 11787.938

13 126 122.57 3.43

14 95 117.24 −22.24 Coefficients Standard Error t Stat 
15 112 111.91 0.09 Intercept, a 191.875 6.462 29.694

−7.97716 107 106.58 0.42 Gradient, b −5.331 0.668

17 101.25
18 95.92
19 90.59
20 85.26

21 79.93

B

Figure 7.10 Linear regression for Burridge Transport Ltd
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Figure 7.11 Results for Burridge Transport Ltd

Extensions to linear regression

There are several extensions to the basic linear regression model. One consid-
ers multiple linear regression (invariably called multiple regression), which looks
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for a linear relationship between a dependent variable and several indepen-
dent ones:

y = a + b1 × variable 1 + b2 × variable 2 + b3 × variable 3 + b4 × variable 4 . . .

The sales of a product, for example, might depend on its price, the advertising
budget, number of suppliers, local unemployment rate, and so on.

Another extension looks at non-linear regression, where a more compli-
cated line is fitted to data. A population might, for example, grow exponen-
tially, with:

population, y = a × bperiod

where a and b are constants. Spreadsheets and other packages have a range of
standard procedures for dealing with more complicated regressions of this type.

Summary

Causal forecasts look for relationships between variables. We illustrated this
by linear regression, which finds the line of best fit through a set of data,
and allows a dependent variable to be forecast from a related independent
variable. The coefficient of determination shows how well a regression line
fits the data, while the coefficient of correlation shows how strong a linear
relationship is.

Review questions

7.12 How does causal forecasting work?
7.13 What is ‘linear regression’?
7.14 What is measured by the coefficient of determination?
7.15 The coefficient of correlation sees if changes in the independent variable

cause changes in the dependent variable. Do you think this is true?

Projective forecasting

Projective forecasting uses historical values of demand to forecast future demand –
projecting past patterns into the future. We will describe the four most widely
used methods based on a simple average, moving average, exponential smoothing
and a model for seasonality and trend.

Simple average

If you want to know the demand for a product in the future, an obvious method is
to find the average demand in the past. This is the approach of forecasting using a
simple average.
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Worked example
Use simple averages to forecast demand for period 6 of the following two time
series. How accurate are the forecasts? What are the forecasts for period 27?

Period 1 2 3 4 5
Series 1 49 50 49 52 50
Series 2 70 33 76 29 42

Solution
For the first series the average demand is:

(49 + 50 + 49 + 52 + 50)/5 = 250/5 = 50

This is the forecast demand for period 6. Similarly, the total demand for the
second series is also 250, so the forecast for period 6 is again 50. Although
the forecasts are the same, there is clearly less noise in the first series than the
second. We should, therefore, be more confident in the result for the first series
and expect a smaller error.

Simple averages assume the demand is constant over time, so the forecasts
for period 27 are the same as the forecasts for period 6, at 50.

Simple averages are easy and can give good results when demand is stable.
Unfortunately, it does not work well if the demand pattern changes. Then older
data tends to swamp the latest figures and the forecast does not respond quickly
enough to changes. Suppose, for example, demand for an item has been constant
at 50 units a week for the past year. A simple average would forecast demand for
week 53 as 50 units. If the demand in week 53 suddenly rises to 100 units, a simple
average gives a forecast for week 54 of:

(52 × 50 + 100)/53 = 50.94

Doubling of demand has increased the forecast by less than 2 per cent. If demand
continues at 100 units a week, subsequent forecasts are 51.85, 52.73, 53.57, 54.39,
55.17, and so on. The forecasts are clearly rising, but the response is very slow.

Simple averages can only really be used for demand that is stable over long
periods. In practice, very few demands are this stable, so the method has lim-
ited value.

Moving average

The problem with a simple average is that old data – which is probably out of
date – swamps newer, more relevant data. One way around this is to ignore old
data and only use the most recent values in forecasts. We might use the average
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demand over, say, the past 12 months for our forecast and ignore any older data.
This is the basis of a moving average.

Worked example
Demand for an item over the past 6 months has been as follows:

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Demand 203 194 188 206 173 119 209 194

The market for this item is unstable, and any data over 3 months old is
unreliable. Use a moving average to forecast demand for the item.

Solution
Only data more recent than three periods is relevant, so we can use a three-
period moving average for the forecast. If we consider the situation at the end
of month 3, the forecast for month 4 is:

Forecast = (203 + 194 + 188)/3 = 195

At the end of month 4 we know that actual demand is 206, and we can update
the forecast for month 5 to give:

Forecast = (194 + 188 + 206)/3 = 196

Then at the end of month 5 we can update the forecast for month 6 to:

Forecast = (188 + 206 + 173)/3 = 189

The results are summarized in the following table.

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Demand 203 194 188 206 173 119 209 194 –
Forecast – – – 195 196 189 166 167 174

You can see from this worked example how a moving average forecast responds
to changing demand, with a high demand moving the forecast upwards and a low
demand moving it downwards. At the same time the forecast is smoothing out
variations, so that it does not blindly follow the effects of random noise. The rate
at which a forecast responds to changing demand is called its sensitivity. With a
moving average we can adjust this by altering the number of periods we average.
Taking the average of a small number of observations gives a responsive forecast
that quickly follows changes in demand but it might be too sensitive and follow
atypical values and random fluctuations. Taking the average of more observations
gives a less sensitive forecast that smoothes out random variations but it may not
follow genuine changes in demand. We need a compromise that gives reasonable
results, and a typical value is around six periods.
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Worked example
Demand for an item over the past 11 weeks is as follows. Use moving averages
over different periods to find one week ahead forecasts.

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Demand 42 33 36 45 54 63 69 72 75 78 98

Solution

If we start with a three-period moving average, the first forecast we can find
is for week 4, which is (42 + 33 + 36)/3 = 37. The results for three, four and
six-period moving averages are given in Figure 7.12. As you can see from the

Moving averages

Week Demand Three period Four period Six period
1 42
2 33
3 36 37.00
4 45 38.00 39.00
5 54 45.00 42.00
6 63 54.00 49.50 45.50
7 69 62.00 57.75 50.00
8 72 68.00 64.50 56.50
9 75 72.00 69.75 63.00

10 78 75.00 73.50 68.50
11 98 83.67 80.75 75.83
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Figure 7.12 Comparison of moving averages
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graphs, there is an upward trend in demand. The three-period moving average
is most responsive to change and is following this trend fastest; the six-period
moving average is least responsive.

Exponential smoothing
Moving averages overcome some of the problems with simple averages, but they
still have two major defects:

ž all historical values are given the same weight;

ž the method only works well with relatively constant demand.

Both of these problems are avoided by exponential smoothing. This is based on
the idea that as data gets older it becomes less relevant and should be given less
weight. So the method gives high weight to the most recent data, and this weight
declines exponentially with age, as shown in Figure 7.13.

Weight

Age of
data

Exponential
smoothing

Moving average

Simple average

Figure 7.13 Varying weight given to data with age
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In practice, we can get this declining weight using only the latest demand figure
and the previous forecast. To be precise, we take a proportion, α, of the latest
demand and add a proportion, 1 − α, of the previous forecast:

new forecast = α × latest demand + (1 − α) × previous forecast

In this equation, α is the smoothing constant that is usually given a value between
0.1 and 0.2.

You can see how exponential smoothing adapts to changes in demand with a
simple example. Suppose a forecast was optimistic and suggested a value of 100
for a demand that actually turns out to be 90. Taking a value of α = 0.2, the forecast
for the next period is:

new forecast = α × latest demand + (1 − α) × previous forecast

= 0.2 × 90 + (1 − 0.2) × 100

= 98

The lower demand has clearly reduced the forecast for the next period.

Worked example

An item has the following weekly demand. Use exponential smoothing with
α = 0.2 and an initial forecast for week 1 of 102 units to find one period
ahead forecasts.

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Demand 107 115 94 89 98 91 101 112

Solution

Starting at the end of week 1, we know that the previous forecast was 102 and
the latest demand is 107. We can use these to find the new forecast for week
2 as:

New forecast = 0.2 × 107 + 0.8 × 102 = 103

Then at the end of week 2 when we know the demand was 115, we can find a
new forecast for week 3 as:

New forecast = 0.2 × 115 + 0.8 × 103 = 105.4
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These forecasts are summarized in the following table:

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Demand 107 115 94 89 98 91 101 112
Forecast 102 103 105.4 103.1 100.3 99.8 98.0 98.7 101.3

The value given to the smoothing constant sets the sensitivity of the forecast. A
high value of α (say 0.3 to 0.35) puts more weight on the latest demand and gives
a more responsive forecast: a lower value (say 0.1 to 0.15) puts more weight on the
old forecast and gives a less responsive forecast. Again, we need to compromise
between a responsive forecast that might follow random fluctuations, and an
unresponsive one that might not follow real patterns.

Worked example

The following time series has a clear step upwards in demand in month 4.
Use an initial forecast of 50 to compare exponential smoothing forecasts with
varying values of α.

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Demand 48 50 150 145 155 150 148 152 150 149 150 161 155 148

Solution

Figure 7.14 shows the results for various values of α. As you can see from the
graphs, all the forecasts eventually follow the sharp step and raise forecasts to
around 150. Higher values of α make this adjustment more quickly and give a
more responsive forecast.

Although higher values of α give more responsive forecasts, they do not necessarily
give more accurate ones, as they follow the random effects of noise. One way of
setting a reasonable value for α is to test several values over a trial period and choose
the one that gives smallest errors. An alternative is to vary the value depending
on circumstances. If, for example, forecast errors begin to rise, the forecast may
be adapting to a real change in demand and a more sensitive forecast would give
better results. There are several ways of keeping a check on errors – including the
measures of error that we used previously. A simpler approach uses a tracking
signal. Many of these have been suggested, with a common one defined as:

Tracking signal = sum of forecast errors
mean absolute deviation
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Exponential smoothing

Forecast with alpha equal to
Period Demand 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

1 48 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
2 50 49.80 49.60 49.40 49.20
3 150 49.82 49.68 49.58 49.52
4 145 59.84 69.74 79.71 89.71
5 155 68.35 84.80 99.29 111.83
6 150 77.02 98.84 116.01 129.10
7 148 84.32 109.07 126.20 137.46
8 152 90.69 116.86 132.74 141.67
9 150 96.82 123.88 138.52 145.80
10 149 102.14 129.11 141.96 147.48
11 150 106.82 133.09 144.07 148.09
12 161 111.14 136.47 145.85 148.85
13 155 116.13 141.37 150.40 153.71
14 148 120.01 144.10 151.78 154.23
15 122.81 144.88 150.64 151.74
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Figure 7.14 Effect of varying the smoothing constant

When the forecast error remains small, this tracking signal has a value close to
zero. But if the error get bigger, the value of the tracking signal increases. When it
reaches some predefined limit around, say, 2.5 remedial action is needed, perhaps
increasing the value of α.
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Models for seasonality and trend

The projective methods we have described so far only work well with constant
demand, and they need some adjustments to deal with other patterns. In this
section we describe a model to use when there is seasonality and trend. Here
‘trend’ is the amount that demand grows between two consecutive periods. If two
consecutive periods have demands of 50 and 60 the trend is 10: if two consecutive
periods have demands of 110 and 100 the trend is −10. ‘Seasonality’ is a regular
cyclical pattern. Each cycle repeats the same general pattern, so that sales of a
newspaper follow a weekly cycle with highest sales at the weekend. Each cycle
contains a number of ‘seasons’, and we can measure the variation in demand using
seasonal indices.

Seasonal Index = Seasonal value
Deseasonalized value

Suppose a newspaper has average daily sales of 100 copies in a particular area, but
this rises to 200 copies on Saturday and falls to 50 copies on Monday and Tuesday.
The deseasonalized value is 100, the seasonal index for Saturday is 200/100 = 2.0,
the seasonal indices for Monday and Tuesday are 50/100 = 0.5, and seasonal
indices for other days are 100/100 = 1.0.

The easiest way of forecasting complex time series is to split demand into
separate components, and forecast each component separately. Then we recombine
the separate components to get the final forecast. To be specific, we shall split the
demand into four components (shown in Figure 7.15):

Time

Demand

Noise
Seasonality

Underlying
value

Trend

Figure 7.15 Components of a time series with seasonality and trend
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ž Underlying value is the basic demand that must be adjusted for seasonality
and trend.

ž Trend shows the change in demand between periods.

ž Seasonality is the cyclical variation around the trend.

ž Noise is the random noise whose effects we cannot explain.

Then demand is made up of an underlying value, with added trend, multiplied
by a seasonal index, and added noise.

Demand = (underlying value + trend) × seasonal index + noise

There are several ways of doing the calculations for this kind of forecast, but a
straightforward one has the following seven steps:

1. Use linear regression on the time series to find the underlying value (the
intercept, a) and the trend (the gradient, b).

2. Use this regression to find a deseasonalized value for each period.

3. We now have the original seasonal data for each period, and corresponding
deseasonalized values from regression. Dividing the first of these by the second
gives a seasonal index for each period.

4. Look at the data to see how many seasons there are in each cycle.

5. Find the average seasonal index for each season of the cycle, i.e. the average
index for the first season, second season, etc.

6. Find deseasonalized values for the future by projecting the regression line.

7. Calculate the final forecast by multiplying these deseasonalized values by the
corresponding seasonal indices.

Worked example

Over the past 12 quarters the demand for an item has been as follows:

Quarter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Demand 602 620 304 396 798 804 602 630 941 896 664 736

How would you forecast demand for the next five quarters?

Solution

For this forecast we can use the standard approach described above, and these
calculations are shown in the spreadsheet of Figure 7.16. The historical data is
in rows 4 to 15, and the forecasts are in rows 16 to 20.
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Forecasting with seasonality and trend

Quarter
Season
in cycle Demand

Deseasonalized
value 

Seasonal
index Forecast

1 1 602 511.60 1.18
2 2 620 539.69 1.15
3 3 304 567.78 0.54
4 4 396 595.86 0.66
5 1 798 623.95 1.28
6 2 804 652.04 1.23
7 3 602 680.13 0.89
8 4 630 708.21 0.89
9 1 941 736.30 1.28
10 2 896 764.39 1.17
11 3 664 792.48 0.84
12 4 736 820.56 0.90
13 1 848.65 1.24 1056.188
14 2 876.74 1.18 1038.655
15 3 904.83 0.75 681.162
16 4 932.91 0.82 762.217
17 1 961.00 1.24 1196.013

Regression Statistics Coefficients
Multiple R 0.541002 Intercept,a 483.515152
R Square 0.292683 Gradient, b 28.0874126
Adjusted R Square 0.221951
Standard Error 165.1157
Observations 12
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Figure 7.16 Forecasting with seasonality and trend
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1. Use linear regression on the time series to find the underlying value (the
intercept, a) and the trend (the gradient, b). The results of the regression are
in rows 23 to 28 which show that the underlying value is 483.52 and the
trend is 28.09, and:

Demand = 483.52 + 28.09 × quarter

The coefficient of correlation is low, but we would expect this with strongly
seasonal data.

2. Use this regression to find a deseasonalized value for each period. These are
shown in column D for quarters 1 to 17.

3. Dividing the actual demand by the deseasonalized value gives a seasonal
index for each of the first 12 quarters, which are shown in column E.

4. Look at the data to see how many seasons there are in each cycle. You can
see from the graph of demand, and also the seasonal indices, that there are
four quarters in each cycle. So we have data for three annual cycles.

5. Find the average seasonal index for each season of the cycle. The first seasons
in the three cycles are quarters 1, 5 and 9, and the average seasonal index for
these three is (1.18 + 1.28 + 1.28)/3 = 1.24. Average seasonal indices for the
other three quarters are found in the same way, as 1.18, 0.75 and 0.82 (shown
in cells E16:E20).

6. Find deseasonalized values for the future by projecting the regression line.
The deseasonalized values for quarters 13 to 17 are shown in cells D16:D20.

7. Calculate the final forecast by multiplying these deseasonalized values by
the corresponding seasonal indices. The forecasts are in rows 16 to 20. For
quarter 13, for example, the deseasonalized value is 848.65, the seasonal
index for the first quarter is 1.24, and multiplying these together gives
a forecast of 1056.19 (allowing for rounding). Forecasts for the next four
quarters are shown in cells F17:F20.

Summary

Projective forecasting extends past patterns of demand into the future. The easiest
approach uses a simple average, but this can be unresponsive to change and
only gives good results for stable demand. A moving average takes the average
demand over the latest periods as a forecast. Altering the number of periods that
are averaged changes the sensitivity. Exponential smoothing gives a reducing
weight to data as its age increases, and the sensitivity can be adjusted by changing
the value of the smoothing constant. Time series with seasonality and trend can
be split into four components of underlying value, trend, seasonal index and
noise. The first three of these can be forecast separately and combined to give a
final forecast.
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Review questions

7.16 Why is a simple average of limited use for forecasting?
7.17 How can you make a moving average forecast more responsive?
7.18 Why is the forecasting method called ‘exponential smoothing’?
7.19 How can you make exponential smoothing more responsive?
7.20 Why is ordinary exponential smoothing not used for demand figures with

seasonality and trend?
7.21 How can you forecast demand that has trend but no seasonality?

Planning forecasts

We have outlined some useful methods of forecasting demand, but many things
may still go wrong. You can see a lot of evidence for this with poor weather
forecasts, projections for national economic growth, planned company profits,
sales projections, winners of football matches, and so on. But what exactly goes
wrong? Why do economists who use huge computer systems with virtually
limitless information and the best models available still make mistakes when
forecasting next quarter’s gross domestic product? There are, unfortunately, many
answers to this. The obvious one is the random noise that we cannot explain, but
there are other factors that are generally based on errors in the forecasting model,
errors in the data, or errors in interpreting results.

ž The noise is a completely random effect that is caused by many factors, such as
varying customer demand, hours worked, speed of working, weather, rejections
at inspections, time of year, and so on. Although we will try to explain as much
of the variation in demand as possible, the noise is, by definition, random and
inexplicable.

ž Errors in the model can include using the wrong type of model, not recognizing
real patterns in demand, analysing patterns where none exists, unnecessarily
complex models, ignoring external influences like the business cycle, ignoring
internal influences like product life cycles or promotions, being too inflexible,
using the wrong parameters, presenting results in the wrong way, taking too
long to get results, etc.

ž Errors in the data can include simple mistakes, missing data, delays in get-
ting up-to-date results, poor communications and errors in transmitting data,
over-reliance on one source of data, conflicting data from different sources,
inconsistent results when the method of collection or analysis changes, not
collecting some relevant data, measuring data at the wrong point in the
supply chain, making invalid assumptions, using inappropriate analyses or
conventions, etc.

ž Errors in interpreting results can include over-confidence in a poor forecasting
method, over-confidence in flawed data, missing real changes to customer
demands and opinions, not recognizing the impact of external factors, ignoring
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special conditions, mistaking precision for accuracy, not recognizing real pat-
terns in the forecasts, imagining patterns where none exists, not including lost
sales, not taking account of likely errors, etc.

Such errors can bring major problems with, most obviously, unrealistically high
forecasts of demand for an expensive item that remains unsold, or unrealistically
low forecasts of demand for essential items. These are the two main consequences
of poor forecasts. If the forecast is too high, there is too much stock with high
holding costs and a greater chance of obsolescence and loss; if the forecast is too
low, the stock is too low and there are high shortage costs from lost sales and
dissatisfied customers. When there is uncertainty, managers may wonder whether
it is better to over-estimate demand or under-estimate it. Bearing in mind the high
costs of shortage, we might be tempted to over-estimate and build-up more safety
stock. There is an argument, however, that this gives unnecessarily high stock.
Low forecasts will usually only lead to relatively small shortages, and the best way
of dealing with these is equitably to share out the available stock between orders.
Then each customer is largely satisfied, and will hopefully wait for the remainder
in a back-order (see Thacker, 2001b).

Of course, the best option is not to make mistakes in the forecasts, and we can
give some guidance on how to avoid the most common mistakes. Many of these
points are obvious, but people still forget them or perhaps imagine that they do
not have the time to consider them.

The starting point for any forecast is clearly to define the purpose of the forecast.
What are we trying to forecast? Why? How will we use the results? When will we
need them? If you do not have a clear idea of the results you want, or the reason
that you want them, you cannot hope to do appropriate analyses. There is always
a temptation to look at some easily available data, put it into a spreadsheet and
‘do a bit of forecasting’. The results are probably useless, but any numbers that
appear on a computer screen seem somehow persuasive.

There is also a temptation to see a forecast as an end in itself – once we have
a set of numbers the job is finished. But the whole purpose of forecasting is not
to produce numbers, but to give some information that can help managers make
informed decisions. This means that we should involve other people, particularly
those who have most knowledge and experience about the area, and those who
will use the results. Remember that different people want different types of result,
and while some will only want a single overall figure, others will want details of
the methods, data, assumptions and potential problems. Remember also the use
of forecasts, with sales people, for example, tending to prefer optimistic forecasts,
while finance people tend to prefer pessimistic ones. People who are paid a bonus
for exceeding their forecast performance will always look for very low forecasts.

Another important point is the accuracy needed in forecasts. Aggregate forecasts
are more accurate than those for specific items, and paint manufacturers, for
example, can get more accurate forecasts of their total sales of paint than for the
sales of each particular colour. The time horizon covered also has an effect, with
short-term forecasts being more accurate than long-term ones. On the whole – but
not inevitably – more accurate forecasts need more effort, cost more and take
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longer. So we have to balance the costs and benefits: there is no point in spending
a lot of time and money on an unimportant forecast, but some forecasts are very
important and we should put in enough effort to get the best possible results.

This question of accuracy also affects expectations. Some people can develop
too high expectations of a forecast and are disappointed when there are any
of the inevitable errors. We should anticipate some errors, try to estimate the
likely effects, make contingency plans, avoid making firm commitments based on
forecasts, warn people that the results can never be perfect, and always monitor
forecast performance.

This brings us to the actual choice of a forecasting method. If there is histor-
ical data, quantitative methods are much more reliable. But there are many of
these available, and the final choice depends on factors like the time covered,
data available, variability of demand, accuracy needed, the amount of time and
money available, expertise, software used, current practices, etc. Do not assume
that a good or complicated method inevitably gives good results and remember
that you can often get reasonable results from very simple procedures. Before
making a final decision, you should test the likely choice over a typical historical
period to make sure that it gives good results – and results that satisfy all the
requirements. This is also the time to collect any missing data and test different
parameter values.

Now that we have done all the planning and made all the decisions, it is time
to implement our forecasting method. But we have to do this carefully, perhaps
running the new methods and old ones in parallel for some time and making sure
that the new methods are working properly and really do give an improvement.
After this, there is the continual monitoring of performance, checking for errors,
and continual search for improvements and better parameter values.

Summary
Forecasts inevitably contain errors, which might be caused by noise, errors in
models, errors in data or errors in interpreting results. To minimize the effects
of these errors, we need to plan the forecasts. This includes decisions about
the purpose of the forecast, people involved, results needed, accuracy, available
data, etc. The aim of forecasting is not to produce a series of figures, but to get
information that can help managers make informed decisions.

Review questions

7.22 Is it generally better to over-estimate or under-estimate demand?
7.23 The most important thing for successful forecasting is choosing the right

method. Do you think this is true?

Chapter review

ž All decisions about stocks become effective at some point in the future, so
they rely on forecasts of prevailing conditions. There are many methods of
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forecasting, but none is always the best. We can classify the methods in
several ways, with useful ones describing the time they look ahead (in the
short, medium or long term), and the overall approach (judgement, causal
or projective).

ž Judgemental forecasts rely on subjective views and opinions of experts. They
are the only possible methods when there is no reliable historical data. The
most common methods are personal insight, panel consensus, market surveys,
historical analogy and the Delphi method.

ž Inventory control often forecasts time series, which are figures for, say, demand
taken at regular periods. These generally have underlying patterns, with super-
imposed random noise.

ž The noise cannot be forecast and is the reason why forecasts usually contain
errors. We can measure these errors using the mean error, mean absolute
deviation and mean squared error.

ž Causal forecasts look for relationships between variables. We illustrated this
by linear regression, which finds the line of best fit through a set of data. We
can use this relationship to forecast the value of a dependent variable from a
related independent variable. The coefficients of determination and correlation
show how good the result is likely to be.

ž Projective forecasting extends past patterns of demand into the future. The
easiest approach uses a simple average, but this can be unresponsive to change
and only gives good results for stable demand.

ž Other methods include a moving average, which finds the average demand
over a specified number of periods of the latest demands, and exponential
smoothing, which gives a reducing weight to data as it gets older.

ž The easiest way of forecasting time series with seasonality and trend divides
the values into four components of underlying value, trend, seasonal index and
noise. We forecast the first three of these separately and combine them to give
overall forecasts.

ž Forecasts inevitably contain errors, which might be caused by noise, errors in
models, errors in data or errors in interpreting results. To minimize the effects
of these errors, we need to plan the forecasting. This includes decisions about
the purpose of the forecast, people involved, results needed, accuracy, available
data, etc.

Project

You can find long time series published by the government, or other organizations
such as the Stock Exchange, the United Nations or the World Bank. The aim
of this project is to see how well you can forecast these values. You might
start by seeing how share prices – either for specific companies or aggregate
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figures – have moved over the past few years. How well do you think you can
forecast them in the future? Now compare these results with, say, government
figures for unemployment, GDP, trade, travel, sales of commodities, or some other
time series. Can you find patterns to forecast future values? What problems and
successes do you have?

Problems

7.1 Gerry Hunter and Sonya Harding each forecast the monthly sales of their
main product for a year in advance. At the end of the year they compared their
results, as shown below. Who do you think produced the better forecasts?

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Demand 40 44 52 38 28 30 27 38 54 45 51 56
Gerry 34 46 48 44 34 32 30 32 36 38 41 43
Sonya 30 40 44 48 38 36 42 40 42 44 44 44

7.2 Pentishaw Publications is producing a limited edition print and wants to know
how much to spend on advertising. Its aim is to attract as many customers as
possible, up to the print run of 400 copies. For the past ten prints the spending
on advertising (in thousands of pounds) and resulting sales are shown in the
following table. How much would you spend on advertising?

Spending 6 9 2 12 4 9 7 5 10 12
Sales 275 350 150 525 225 400 325 300 400 500

7.3 In the special products section of Kleinmann Industries, production of an item
depends on the number of shifts worked in a month. Data for the past 9
months is shown below. If 400 units are needed next month, how many shifts
should Kleinmann plan? How reliable is this result?

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Shifts worked 50 70 25 55 20 60 40 25 35
Units made 352 555 207 508 48 498 310 153 264

7.4 Martin Chua has collected the following data relating to sales. What informa-
tion can he get from this?

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Sales 220 360 460 370 260 320 330 380 290 340
Market 4 8 9 2 1 5 2 9 5 6
Personnel 21 14 56 53 13 40 36 20 19 24
Competition 109 132 150 165 185 95 130 145 95 110
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7.5 The following table shows monthly demand for a product over the past year.
Use 2, 3 and 4 period moving averages to produce one period ahead forecasts,
and say which gives the best results:

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Demand 32 28 24 30 36 42 46 48 50 52 64 76

7.6 See if you can use a moving average to deseasonalize the following time series:

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Demand 188 75 130 220 80 133 225 75 140 240

7.7 Use exponential smoothing with α in the range 0.1 to 0.4 and an initial value of
69 to produce one period ahead forecasts for the following time series. Which
result is best?

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Demand 71 78 101 122 94 89 73 69 59 64 68

7.8 Anna Gupta has recorded quarterly demand for a product over the past three
years as follows. How could she forecast demand over the next two years?

Quarter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Demand 190 143 101 168 228 184 138 213 270 210 150 255

7.9 Over the past two years Lars Suntersonn had the following demands for
a product. What forecasts would you give for demand over the following
two years?

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
Year 1 200 186 178 174 189 207 215 233 220 218 220 243
Year 2 227 203 211 190 222 236 230 253 257 239 247 282

Discussion questions

7.1 Can you find some real examples of poor forecasts? How have these affected
the organization doing the forecasting?

7.2 How exactly can poor forecasts affect an organization’s inventory
management?
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7.3 Many methods of forecasting, and the associated analyses, depend on a knowl-
edge of statistics. General managers do not have this specialized knowledge,
so how can they be involved in – or understand the results of – forecasting?

7.4 We have described the most common methods of forecasting. What other
methods are available? How can managers choose the best method for their
own stocks?

7.5 What are the assumptions of linear regression? Are these generally realistic?
How can the method be extended to deal with more complicated situations?

7.6 How can you set the best level of sensitivity for a forecast?
7.7 ‘Using projective forecasts is like driving a car by looking in the rear view

mirror’. What does this mean, and is it true?
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Planning and Stocks

Aims of the chapter

The last two chapters have described the information needed for inventory
management. This chapter continues this theme and looks at the information
that comes from planned operations. We take the view that stocks are needed to
support operations – so to manage the stocks successfully, we need to know about
the plans. The chapter shows how plans are designed at different levels, and how
these affect stocks. It also lays the foundations for the next chapters on dependent
demand methods.

After reading this chapter you should be able to do the following:

ž discuss the different levels of planning in an organization and their effect
on stocks;

ž appreciate the importance of capacity and use a standard approach to capac-
ity planning;

ž understand the role of tactical plans, including aggregate plans and mas-
ter schedules;

ž outline methods for designing aggregate plans;

ž extend these methods to designing master schedules;

ž discuss the role and design of short-term schedules;

ž use simulation to describe stock systems.

This chapter emphasizes:

ž plans, which show how an organization will use its resources;

ž methods of planning, which describe how the plans are designed at different
levels;

ž simulations, to describe the workings of inventory systems.
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Levels of planning

Effects on stock

In the last chapter we saw how to forecast demand using judgemental, projective
or causal methods. But there is another approach. Suppose we have a stock of raw
materials; if we know what operations are planned to use these materials, then
we can get a better idea of how much stock is needed. If, for example, a builder
plans to build a certain number of houses over the next three months, it knows
how many bricks it will need and when these must be in stock. In other words, it
can use planned operations to make decisions about stocks. In this chapter we see
how these plans are designed and how they affect stocks.

In Chapter 2 we outlined the hierarchy of decisions that exist in every organi-
zation:

ž Strategic decisions have effects over the long term, involve many resources and
are the most risky.

ž Tactical decisions implement the strategies over the medium term; they look at
more detail, involve fewer resources and some risk.

ž Operational decisions implement the tactics over the short term; they are the
most detailed, involve few resources and little risk

The strategic decisions include a broad mission, corporate strategy, business
strategy and functional strategies. These are translated into tactical and operational
decisions within each function, as shown in Figure 8.1.

A traditional view has senior managers making the strategic decisions that
set the organization on its course. These strategic decisions give the objectives,
constraints and context for the tactical decisions made by middle managers. These,
in turn, give the objectives, constraints and context for operational decisions made
by junior managers. To give a specific example, a decision by a manufacturer to
open a new factory four or five years in the future is strategic; a decision to modify
a production line next year is tactical; a decision about the number of units to
make next week is operational. It is difficult to be specific about the timescale or
costs of each type of decision as these depend on so many different factors. For
electricity generation, a strategic decision might look at building a new power
station 20 years into the future and involve expenditure of billions of pounds. For
a small restaurant a strategic decision might look one or two years into the future
and involve expenditure of a few thousand pounds.

The corporate and business strategies really set the scene for decisions
about stocks. There are many alternative strategies, but two dominant ones
are ‘lean’ and ‘agile’. A lean strategy does every operation with the least possible
resource – people, space, stock, equipment, time, money, etc. An agile strategy
gives a high customer service by responding quickly to different or changing
circumstances. Under the umbrella of lean and agile strategies, organizations can
focus on specific features of their products and operations, such as timing, cost,
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Figure 8.1 Hierarchy of decisions within an organization

quality, product and volume flexibility, diversification, technology, location, and
so on.

The important point is that each strategy and focus has a direct effect on
stocks. A strategy of low costs will lead to strategic decisions about stock that
aim at minimizing long-term costs. But these strategic decisions lead to more
detailed tactical plans for the organization – and more detailed tactical decisions
about stocks. In turn, the tactical decisions lead to detailed operational decisions
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for the organization – and operational decisions about stock. The message is that
decisions about stock occur at all levels and are directly linked to other decisions
within the organization. If you imagine a strategic issue for stock would be
the choice between building warehouses for finished goods or shipping direct
to customers from production facilities. This is clearly linked to other decisions
within the organization, and it sets the scene for tactical decisions about, say,
planned investment in stock during the next few months. These tactical decisions
are again linked to other decisions within the organization, and they set the scene
for operational decisions about, say, the amount of an item to order this week. To
see how this works, we have to follow the planning process down through the
organization and look at some of the decisions in more detail.

Capacity planning

A useful place to start looking at planning is with capacity. This sets the maximum
amount that can be produced in a given period. The capacity of a delivery system,
for example, might be 500 packages a day, while the capacity of a warehouse might
be 10,000 pallets. In practice, there is always one resource that is limiting – perhaps
the time available on a machine – and this forms a bottleneck that limits overall
capacity. This single machine might be working at full capacity, but all the other
resources have spare capacity. The kitchens in Hampton Restaurant, for example,
can cook 200 meals in an evening, the waiters can serve 250 customers, but
the restaurant can only seat 100 customers – so seating is the bottleneck that
limits capacity.

With inventory management, our concern is finding the bottleneck in the
operations around stocks, and making sure that this does not constrain broader
operations. In other words, inventory managers should aim at having enough
capacity to meet forecast demand, so that stock is not a bottleneck to the broader
operations. The capacity of stocks can be limited by the activities in any of four
general areas:

ž Capacity of storage, the space available, floor area, investment, number of items,
number of bins, length of racking, etc.

ž Rate at which materials can be moved into stock, including sorting, checking,
break-bulk, unpacking, moving from delivery bays, finding right storage area,
handling, etc.

ž Rate at which materials can be removed from stock, including locating stock,
checking, picking, consolidating orders, moving to departure bays, packing, etc.

ž Information handling, including processing of orders, updating stock records,
stocktaking, issuing delivery notes, answering queries and any other adminis-
tration.

The only way of increasing overall capacity is to increase the capacity of the
bottleneck. But how much do we want to increase it? The answer to this comes from
the demand, as we want the useable capacity to match the demand for products as
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closely as possible. Any mismatch between capacity and demand is expensive. If
capacity is less than demand, the organization cannot meet all demand and it loses
potential customers. If capacity is greater than demand, the organization meets all
the demand but it has spare capacity and under-used resources.

We can describe a standard method of overcoming any mismatch between
supply and demand. This sees what resources are needed, compares these with
the resources available, and then develops plans for overcoming any differences.
To be more specific, we must do the following:

1. Examine forecast demand and translate this into a capacity requirement.

2. Find the available capacity of present facilities.

3. Identify mismatches between capacity needed and that available.

4. Suggest alternative plans for overcoming any mismatch.

5. Compare these plans and choose the best.

6. Implement the best.

Worked example
Hazlemere Holdings have forecast the long-term demand for an item at 1,000
units a week. Current facilities have only enough capacity to supply 800 units a
week, but Hazlemere can introduce overtime, with fixed costs of £1,000 a week
and variable cost of £10 a unit. Alternatively, they can use a sub-contractor who
supplies the item for £18 a unit. Present facilities might also be extended, and
then each unit could be made for £13. Unfortunately, the extension will take a
year to install. What advice would you give to Hazlemere?

Solution
Following the procedure described above, we have the following information:

1. Forecasts show that capacity required is 1,000 units a week.

2. The capacity available is 800 units a week.

3. There is a mismatch between requirements and availability, with a shortage
of 200 units a week.

4. The alternatives for overcoming this mismatch are working overtime, using
a subcontractor, or extending facilities.

5. We only have some information to compare these alternatives, but can
estimate costs of:

working overtime: 1,000 + 200 × 10 = £3,000 a week
using a subcontractor: 200 × 18 = £3,600 a week
extending facilities: 200 × 13 = £2,600 a week
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The best choice is to extend facilities, provided the item can be sold for more
than £13 a unit. As this extension will take a year to complete, the company
could meet demand until it is finished by working overtime, provided the item
can be sold for more than 3,000/200 = £15 a unit.

Unfortunately, taking the steps in this straightforward sequence does not usually
work. In most circumstances, there are a huge number of possible plans and we
cannot look at all of them in detail. At the same time, it can also be difficult
to compare alternatives and pick the best, as there are so many competing
objectives and non-quantifiable factors. A more realistic approach replaces the
single procedure described with an iterative one. This designs a plan and sees how
close it gets to achieving its objectives; if it performs badly, the plan is modified
to find improvements. In effect, steps 4 and 5 are repeated until they give a
reasonable solution.

We should emphasize two other complications. First, we know that capacity
planning is not done in isolation, but is one level of a whole planning process
done within an organization. So it has to fit in with higher strategies, and it has
to allow feasible lower plans. Second, planning is continuous, and when capacity
plans have been finalized for one period, we move on to consider the next period.
If we add these two effects, we get the procedure shown in Figure 8.2. This
general approach is not restricted to capacity, but can be used for other types
of planning.

Capacity planning is primarily a strategic function. When an organization
wants to meet demand over the long term, it has to make strategic decisions
about the size of buildings, their locations, processes used, levels of technology,
and so on. However, when these strategic decisions have been made there
is scope for medium- and short-term adjustments to capacity. This might be
done by working overtime, using sub-contractors, using an appointment system,
rescheduling maintenance, or a host of other options. A manufacturer, for example,
might increase capacity by building another factory (which is a strategic decision)
and lease additional space while this is being built (which is a tactical decision).
While the leased space is being prepared, it might arrange overtime at weekends
(which is an operational decision).

Summary

Planning within an organization is done at different levels, which we described
as strategic, tactical and operational. Decisions about stock are made at all levels
and they are linked to other decisions within an organization at all levels. We saw
this effect in capacity planning, where there must be enough capacity for stocks
to meet forecast demand, and they should not form a bottleneck that constrains
other operations. There is a general procedure for capacity planning, which finds
the mismatch between supply and demand, devises plans to overcome this, and
implements the best.
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Review questions

8.1 Strategic decisions are most important for inventory control. Do you think this
is true?

8.2 How are the objectives and constraints set for tactical decisions about stock?
8.3 Why is capacity important for stocks?
8.4 Why is the planning procedure we described iterative?

Aggregate planning

Tactical plans

When strategic plans have been finalized, the next stage is to expand these into
tactical plans. There is some disagreement about the terms used to describe these,
but we will use the most common:

ž Aggregate plans, show the overall production planned for families of prod-
ucts, typically by month.

ž Master schedules, show a detailed timetable of production for individual
products, typically by week.

The tactical aggregate plans and master schedules bridge the gap between strate-
gic capacity plans and operational details. So we can combine these into an
overall picture and describe the sequence of decisions for, say, a manufacturer
planning production.

ž The organization’s mission gives an overall statement of its aims and beliefs.

ž This mission is translated into a corporate strategy that consists of the long-term
decisions for the whole organization.

ž Each unit within the corporation has a business strategy that includes long-term
decisions about products, processes, logistics, facilities, and so on.

ž Part of the business strategy includes capacity plans, which match available
capacity to long-term demand. Typically, capacity plans set the overall output
of each facility by year.

ž Capacity plans are expanded into medium-term aggregate plans that, typically,
show monthly production of families of products in each facility over the next
year or so.

ž Aggregate plans are expanded to give master schedules, which show the
timetables for production of individual products by week.
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ž Master schedules are expanded to give short-term schedules that show daily
timetables for operations, equipment, people and other resources.

All the decisions that affect stock fit into this general framework of decisions
about production.

Aggregate planning

Aggregate plans take the strategic plans, particularly the capacity plans, and add
details to give a set of production plans for each family of products, for each of the
next few months. Aggregate plans are only concerned with families of products
and do not look at individual items. A furniture manufacturer, for example,
may produce many different types, styles and sizes of tables and chairs, but the
aggregate plan only show the total production of tables and the total production
of chairs.

We can summarize the aim of aggregate planning as designing medium-
term schedules for making families of products that meet all forecast demand,
keep within the constraints of the capacity, use available resources efficiently,
keep production relatively stable, and meet any other specific objectives and
constraints. To achieve this, the planners have a number of variables they can
control. They may, for example, change the product mix, or the number of people
employed, the hours worked, the amounts of stock, the amount subcontracted,
demand, and so on. Essentially, aggregate planners are looking for answers to a
series of questions:

ž Should we keep production at a constant level, or change it to meet vary-
ing demand?

ž Should we adjust the product mix by putting more resources into products
with heavier demand?

ž Should we use stocks to meet changing demand – producing for stock during
periods of low demand and using the accumulated stocks during periods of
high demand?

ž Should we vary the size of the workforce with demand, hiring or laying-
off people?

ž Can we change work patterns to meet changing demand by changing shifts or
the amounts of overtime and undertime?

ž Should we use subcontractors or other outside organizations to cover
peak demands?

ž Can we have shortages, perhaps with back-orders or late delivery?

ž Can we smoothe the demand?
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A key question concerns the way that the aggregate plan deals with varying
demand. There are basically four alternatives: (1) adjust the supply (by work-
ing overtime, etc.), (2) adjust the demand (by changing prices, using incentives,
etc.), (3) alter the lead time to customers, and (4) use stocks. Ideally an orga-
nization keeps its production constant, as this has benefits of easier planning
and control, smoother flow of materials, no problems with changes, employees
working regular schedules, no need to ‘hire and fire’, not using subcontrac-
tors, allowing people to become experienced with the operations and able to
solve problems, faster throughput, and so on. These benefits mean that organi-
zations generally aim for stable operations, and see major changes in supply as
undesirable. At the same time, it can be difficult to adjust the demand or lead
time – especially in the short term – as these are largely set by customer expecta-
tions and competition. The remaining option, then, is to deal with variable demand
by keeping stocks.

Stocks are important for aggregate planning as they separate operations and
mean that production in any period need not exactly match demand in the period.
In particular, production can remain constant even through periods of varying
demand. Then the demand in any period can be met from three internal sources:
stocks already held at the beginning of the period, production during the period,
or future production with back-orders and late delivery. If we ignore back-orders,
we can say that for any period:

Stock at end
of this
period

=
Stock at
end of last
period

+
Production
during
this period

−
Demand
met during
this period

And if we add the back-orders, but get:

Stock at end
of this
period

=
Stock at
end of last
period

+
Production
during
this period

−
Demand
met during
this period

−
Back orders
from earlier
periods

+
Backorders
met in later
periods

Worked example
In April of each year MPG Corp. design next year’s production of families of
products. Based on last year’s figures, the demand for one set of items this year
is estimated to be as follows.

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Demand 30 50 70 80 90 110 100 80 60 50 50 40

Any shortages are met by back-orders, and there are currently 70 units in
stock with back-orders for ten units outstanding. Design an aggregate plan for
the year.
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Solution
A reasonable initial plan is to keep production constant. The average demand is
67.5 units a month, so we might start by producing 70 units a month to add a bit
of safety. The calculations for this are shown in the spreadsheet in Figure 8.3,
which has the following entries.

ž Column A – the month.

ž Column B – monthly demand, with a total of 810 units.

ž Column C – opening stock, which is the closing stock for the previous
period

ž Column D – production, which is initially set at 70 units a month.

ž Column E – the back-orders carried over from previous months to be met in
this month (which we carry forward from column G).

ž Column F – potential shortage, which occurs when the demand to be met
(demand plus back-orders from earlier months) is greater than supply
(opening stock plus production). If there is a potential shortage, this is met
by back orders.

ž Column G – back-orders to be met from later production, identified in
column F.

ž Column H – closing stock, which equals opening stock plus production
minus demands met (including adjustments for back-orders).
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Aggregate planning

Month Demand
Opening
stock Production

Back-orders
from earlier
months

Potential
shortage 

Back-orders
for later
months

Closing
stock 

1 30 70 70 10 0 0 100
2 50 100 70 0 0 0 120
3 70 120 70 0 0 0 120
4 80 120 70 0 0 0 110
5 90 110 70 0 0 0 90
6 110 90 70 0 0 0 50
7 100 50 70 0 0 0 20
8 80 20 70 0 0 0 10
9 60 10 70 0 0 0 20
10 50 20 70 0 0 0 40
11 50 40 70 0 0 0 60
12 40 60 70 0 0 0 90

Totals 810 840 830

Figure 8.3 Initial aggregate plan for worked example
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The next stage would be to assign costs for stocks, shortage, etc. and see
how well this plan meets the company’s objectives. An obvious problem is
that stocks are high in the first few months. We could get around this by
reducing production to, say, 30 units for the first three months to use existing
stock, and then raise it to 80 units for the remaining months. The results for
this are shown in Figure 8.4. As you can see, this reduces stocks, but there
are a lot of back-orders during the middle of the year. This may not be
acceptable, so we need to improve our plan and keep adjusting it until we get
a reasonable solution.
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A B C D E F G H

Aggregate planning

Month Demand
Opening
stock Production

Back-orders
from earlier
months

Potential
shortage 

Back-orders
for later
months

Closing
stock 

1 30 70 30 10 0 0 60
2 50 60 30 0 0 0 40
3 70 40 30 0 0 0 0
4 80 0 80 0 0 0 0
5 90 0 80 0 10 10 0
6 110 0 80 10 40 40 0
7 100 0 80 40 60 60 0
8 80 0 80 60 60 60 0
9 60 0 80 60 40 40 0
10 50 0 80 40 10 10 0
11 50 0 80 10 0 0 20
12 40 20 80 0 0 0 60

Totals 810 810 180

Figure 8.4 Modified aggregate plan for worked example

Methods of designing aggregate plans

In the last worked example we chose an initial plan and used intuition to
look for improvements. In practice, there are many ways of designing plans,
ranging from simple intuition through to sophisticated mathematical models.
The most appropriate depends on a number of factors, ranging from skills
available within the organization to the cost of production. If you run a large
oil company, production costs are very high and it is worth putting a lot of
effort into a sophisticated mathematical programming model that gets very
good results. On the other hand, a small business is unlikely to have the
resources for this, and could not justify the extra effort to get marginally
better results. The following list gives the most important methods of design-
ing plans:
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1. Negotiations. Planning is so complicated, with many subjective factors and
people affected, that the best approach is often to negotiate a solution. This may
not give the best technical answer, but it has the support of everyone concerned.

2. Adjust previous plans. The best operations are relatively stable, so a useful
approach to planning has an experienced planner reviewing previous plans and
updating them to allow for any changing circumstances. This has the benefit
of being relatively easy, causing little disruption, using a well-understood
procedure and results that are trusted by the organization. Unfortunately, the
results can also be of variable and uncertain quality, the plans may take a long
time to design, and they rely solely on the skills of a planner.

3. Other intuitive methods. These include a range of methods that use the skills,
knowledge and experience of planners, who will typically use a series of
heuristic rules that have been successful in the past.

4. Graphical methods. Planners often find it easier to work with graphs or diagrams.
The most popular format uses a graph of cumulative demand over some time
period, and the corresponding line of cumulative supply. The aim is to get the
cumulative supply line nearly straight – giving constant production – and as
close as possible to the cumulative demand line. The difference between the
two lines shows a mismatch:

ž if the cumulative demand line is below the cumulative supply line, produc-
tion is too high and the excess is accumulated as stock;ž if the cumulative demand line is above the cumulative supply line, produc-
tion has been too low and demand is not being met.

Graphical approaches have the advantages that they are easy to use and
understand. But they are really only one step better than an intuitive method.
They do not guarantee optimal solutions, sometimes give very poor results,
may take a long time, and still rely on the skills of a planner.

5. Other spreadsheet calculations. In the last method, we concentrated on the graphs,
and probably used a spreadsheet to do related calculations. Concentrating on
the graphs might show the overall patterns, but it might lose some of the details.
An alternative is to concentrate on the spreadsheet calculations and look at the
patterns in the numbers.

6. Simulation. Simulation is one of the most flexible approaches to solving prob-
lems. It gives a dynamic view by imitating real operations over a typical period.
We will return to this approach later in the chapter.

7. Expert systems. These specialized programs try to make computers duplicate
the thinking of a skilled scheduler. The basic skills, expertise, decisions and
rules used by experts are collected in a knowledge base. A user of the system
passes a specific problem to an inference engine, which controls the rules used
to get a solution mechanism.
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8. Mathematical models. The methods we have listed so far rely, at least to some
extent, on the skills of a planner. More formal mathematical approaches give
optimal – or near optimal – solutions without any human intervention. In prac-
tice, aggregate plans include so many subjective and non-quantifiable factors,
that optimal solutions in the mathematical sense may not give the best answers
for the organization.

The most common mathematical approach uses linear programming, which
we can illustrate in the following problem. These methods are fairly compli-
cated, and are generally limited to smaller problems. If, however, you work in
a chemical plant that produces millions of litres a month, a small change in the
aggregate plans can make a significant difference to costs, and it is certainly
worth looking at mathematical approaches.

Worked example

The main production costs incurred by a company are:

ž supplying a unit of product;

ž holding stocks;

ž every unit of unmet demand;

ž amount of overtime used;

ž amount of undertime (i.e. normal working time that is not used);

ž increase in production rate;

ž decrease in production rate.

If the immediate objective is to minimize total production costs, how would
you formulate this as a linear programme?

Solution

We can start by defining the costs as:

CV = variable cost of supplying a unit

CH = cost of holding a unit of stock for a unit time

CS = shortage cost per unit of unmet demand

CO = additional cost per unit made with overtime

CU = cost per unit of undertime

CI = cost of increasing the production rate

CR = cost of reducing the production rate.
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There are two other constants:

Dt = demand in period t

Nt = normal capacity in period t.

Now we can define the variables:

Pt = production in period t

Ht = stock held at the end of period t

St = shortage, or unmet demand in period t

Ot = units produced by overtime in period t

Ut = units of undertime in period t

It = increase in production rate during period t

Rt = reduction in production rate during period t.

With these values we can define the objective function as minimizing the
total cost:

Minimize {CVPt + CHHt + CSSt + COOt + CUUt + CIIt + CRRt}
There are a number of constraints that hold for every period.

Stock holdings must balance the supply, demand and shortages:

Ht = Ht−1 + Pt − Dt + St

Total production equals normal production plus overtime minus undertime:

Pt = Nt + Ot − Ut

Changes in production rates are consistent with production in each period:

Pt − Pt−1 = It − Rt

Now we could substitute the known values and use a linear programming
package to find the optimal solution for production. As you can see, though,
this is a very simple version of a real problem, but a 12-month period still
needs accurate values for 7 costs, 24 constants, 84 variables and 36 constraints.
Problems of any real size and complexity soon become unwieldy. So linear
programming has the disadvantage of being complicated and needing a lot of
effort, skills and experience. It is also difficult to understand, is time-consuming,
is expensive, needs a lot of reliable data, and the model still may not be a good
description of the real situation. On the other hand, it has the advantage of
guaranteeing an ‘optimal’ solution.
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Worked example

Jane Allison has recently forecast monthly demand for a family of products, as
shown below. At the end of each month she assigns a notional storage cost of £20
for every unit held in stock. Any shortages are satisfied by back-orders, but each
unit of shortage is assigned a notional cost of £200 for lost profit, goodwill and
future sales. Each time the production rate changes it costs £10,000. The capacity
for the products is 600 units a month. How can Jane design an aggregate plan
for the products?

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Demand 560 640 520 320 240 200 120 200 260

Solution

Jane can use a graphical method here and will probably start with a stable
production to avoid the expensive changes. Setting production at the average
demand of 340 units a month gives the cumulative demand and supply shown
in Figure 8.5. The cumulative demand line is always above the cumulative
supply. There are no storage costs, but the continuous shortages give high
overall costs.

Changing the production rate is expensive, but it might be worthwhile
to reduce the shortages in the initial plan. As demand is heavy in the first
three months, Jane might try increasing supply by running the process at
its maximum output of 600 units a month. The total demand to be met
from production in the remaining six months is (3,060 − 3 × 600) = 1,260,
averaging 210 a month. Figure 8.6 shows that there is clearly a better match
between the graphs of cumulative supply and demand and the costs are lower.
Jane could continue adjusting this plan until she got a result that achieved
her objectives.

Summary

Strategic plans are followed by more detailed tactical and operational plans.
We can describe tactical plans as aggregate plans (typically showing monthly
production of families of products) and master schedules (typically show-
ing weekly production of each product). The main aims of aggregate plan-
ning are to meet the requirements of higher plans while using resources effi-
ciently. Stocks play an important role in the design of aggregate plans, as
this means that production does not have exactly to match demand. There are
many ways of designing aggregate plans, ranging from intuition to mathemati-
cal models.
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Aggregate planning

Month
Aggregate
demand

Cumulative
demand Production

Cumulative
production 

Shortage in
month

Stock at end
of month

1 560 560 340 340 220 0

2 640 1200 340 680 520 0

3 520 1720 340 1020 700 0

4 320 2040 340 1360 680 0

5 240 2280 340 1700 580 0

6 200 2480 340 2040 440 0

7 120 2600 340 2380 220 0

8 200 2800 340 2720 80 0

9 260 3060 340 3060 0 0

Totals 3440 0

Costs Production changes 1 £10,000.00

Shortages 3,440 £688,000.00

Storage 0 £0.00

Total £698,000.00

Monthly £77,555.56
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Figure 8.5 Initial aggregate plan for worked example
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Aggregate planning

Month
Aggregate
demand

Cumulative
demand Production

Cumulative
production 

Shortage
in month 

Stock at end of
month

1 560 560 600 600 0 40

2 640 1200 600 1200 0 0

3 520 1720 600 1800 0 80

4 320 2040 210 2010 30 0

5 240 2280 210 2220 60 0

6 200 2480 210 2430 50 0

7 120 2600 210 2640 0 40

8 200 2800 210 2850 0 50

9 260 3060 210 3060 0 0

Totals 140 210

Costs Production changes 1 £10,000.00

Shortages 140 £28,000.00

Storage 210 £4,200.00

Total £42,200.00

Monthly £4,688.89
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Figure 8.6 Modified aggregate plan for worked example
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Review questions

8.5 How often would a typical organization update its aggregate plans for a
particular product?

8.6 What is the main output from aggregate planning?
8.7 Why are stocks important for aggregate planning?
8.8 What are the benefits of using spreadsheets for aggregate planning?
8.9 How can you recognize a good aggregate plan from a graph?
8.10 When would you use mathematical programming for aggregate planning?

Master schedules

Expanding the aggregate plans

We can expand the aggregate plan to give more details, which are shown in a
master schedule. The master schedule ‘disaggregates’ the aggregate plan and shows
the number of individual products to be made, typically, each week. This detailed
timetable of planned production shows the due dates or completion times of
individual products. An aggregate plan may, for example, show 1,000 motors
being made next month, while the master schedule shows 100 standard outboard
motors and 150 5 kW electric motors in week 1, 50 standard outboard motors and
200 3 kW electric motors in week 2, and so on. This is the first time that due dates
are associated with individual products.

The master schedule is derived from the aggregate plan, so the total production
given in the master schedule must equal the production specified in the aggregate
plan. In practice, master schedules are designed close to the start of production,
so they need to be more flexible. There may be, for example, some adjustments to
allow for orders already received, back-orders, revised forecasts, new constraints
on operations, and so on. If everything has been done properly, these effects
should be small, and master schedules should be derived directly from the
aggregate plans. Then, the overall objective of the master schedule is to devise
a detailed timetable for individual products that allows the aggregate plan to be
achieved as efficiently as possible.

Figure 8.7 shows part of a simplified master schedule. Rows 3 to 5 show the
quarterly and monthly production targets from the aggregate plan. Rows 8, 9 and
10 show the master schedule for three products to meet these targets. Rows 11 and
12 confirm that these targets match the aggregate plan.

Rows 14 to 18 review the current orders for one item. Row 14 shows the planned
monthly production from row 8. Row 15 shows the orders already received, and
row 16 shows an intermediate stage where production is ‘committed’, perhaps for
orders that are expected but still being negotiated. Rows 17 and 18 show the units
allocated to this known demand. The planned production is higher than current
known demand, but as time passes the two should come into line, with short-term
variations met by changing stock levels. The complete master schedule would give
more details of the plans for this item, and then move on to all other items.
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Master schedule

Quarter 3 Plan 5020
Month April May June
Production 1200 2080 1740

Week 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2
Part 1975389 200 120 60 0 0 0 150 400 150 150
Part 925635 100 80 40 0 0 100 300 300 300 300
Part 2354672 0 100 200 300 400 400 30 0 0 0
Totals 300 300 300 300 400 500 480 700 450 450
Planned 1200 2080 1740

Part 1975389 380 550 350
Orders 120 80 30 20 6 1
Committed 12 14 20 14 8 6
Totals 132 94 50 34 14 7

0
6
6

0
1
1

0
1
1

0
0
0

Allocated 310 28 2

Figure 8.7 Example of a master schedule

Designing master schedules
In principle, designing the master schedule is similar to designing an aggregate
plan, so methods again range from discussion through to mathematical models.
As we are looking at lower levels and more details, plans become increasingly
complicated and messy. They can involve a lot of subjective views, so master
schedules are more likely to be designed by skilled schedulers using some
intuitive approach.

Worked example
FNT Outdoor Electronics plans to produce 2,400 units in June and 2,000 units in
July in one of its factories. Now they need to design a master schedule for their
two main products, a high powered amplifier and a stadium display unit. They
already have stocks of 140 units of the amplifier and 100 units of the display
unit, and the factory has a capacity of 600 units a week. Sales of the amplifier
are normally twice as high as sales of the display units and FNT already have
orders for:

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6
Amplifier 510 360 340 220 160 0
Display unit 270 210 150 80 40 0

Solution
The master schedule must allow the production of 2,400 units in the first month,
and the maximum capacity is 600 units a week. Two-thirds of demand is usually
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for amplifiers, so an obvious plan has production of 600 units a week, with
400 amplifiers and 200 display units. During the second month the aggregate
plans calls for 2,000 units, so an obvious plan is to make 500 units a week, 333
amplifiers and 167 display units.

This plan has to be adjusted in the short term, because there are already
some orders and stocks, so FNT could start by meeting all existing orders, and
then assign two-thirds of spare production to making amplifiers and one-third
to making display units. There are already orders of 780 units in week 1, so the
first priority is to meet these. Orders for 140 amplifiers and 100 display units
can be met from stock, with the remaining 540 units met from production. This
leaves 60 units of free production which is divided into 40 units amplifiers and
20 display units.

In week 2 the demand for 360 amplifiers and 210 display units is met partly
from stock (60 units) and partly from production (510 units). This leaves 90
units of free production which is divided into 60 amplifiers and 30 display
units. Repeating this procedure for every period gives the results shown in
Figure 8.8. The build-up of stock in later weeks shows that this production has
not yet been allocated to customers and shows the stock levels if no more orders
are received.

This solution is, of course, only one of many possible ones. It has the
advantages of meeting the aggregate plan and keeping production stable, but
FNT could now start looking for improvements. They could, of course, also use
a more formal approach than this intuitive one.
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Month June
1 2

July
Week

Amplifier
Actual orders 510 360 220 160 0 0 0

Opening stock 140 40 133 333 533 867 1200

Requirement 370 320 87 −173 −533 −867 −1200

Production 410 380 420 360 333 333 333

Display unit
Actual ordersActual ordersActual ordersActual orders 270 210 80 40 0 0 0

Opening stock 100 20 67 167 267 433 600

Requirement 170 190 13 −127 −267 −433 −600

Production 190 220 180 140 167 167 167

Total
Orders 780 570 300 200 0 0 0

Production 600 600
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600 600 500 500 500 500

Aggregate plan 2400 2000

Figure 8.8 Master schedule for worked example
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Summary

The master schedule disaggregates the aggregate plan to give a detailed timetable
for making each product, typically each a week. Designing a master schedule is
similar in principle to designing an aggregate plan, and similar methods can be
used. The subjective decisions and timing mean that simpler methods are more
likely to be used for master schedules.

Review questions

8.11 What is the main purpose of a master schedule?
8.12 What are the main constraints on a master schedule?

Operational schedules

The iterative adjustment of the master schedules can continue up to some time – say
three weeks – before production actually starts. After this the schedule must be
finalized to allow the more detailed planning of equipment, materials, people and
other resources. There are two ways that we can approach this more detailed,
operational scheduling. First, we can continue with the method that we have used
for higher plans, comparing requirements and availability of resources, designing
plans to overcome any mismatches, and so on. This gives short-term scheduling,
which we will discuss here. The other method takes a fundamentally different
view of dependent demand, and we will describe this in following chapters.

Short-term scheduling

The master schedule shows the production planned in, say, the next week, and
this sets the requirements and constraints for the most detailed, operational level
of planning. If we want to make 100 units next week, we can start by using
four machines and two operators on Monday morning. All resources used in an
organization eventually need this kind of detailed schedule.

Essentially, the methods available for short-term scheduling are the same as
those for aggregate panning and master scheduling, and they range from dis-
cussion through to mathematical modelling. With short-term scheduling, though,
there is little time available, and we have to be more flexible to deal with chang-
ing circumstances and requirements. The consequences of using schedules that
are not ‘optimal’ are generally less severe than at higher levels. As a result, the
usual methods of short-term scheduling are much more likely to be intuitive and
using heuristics.

The most common approach to short-term scheduling uses simple scheduling
rules. These are guidelines or rules of thumb that seem to give reasonable results.
We can illustrate the approach for processing batches of different items on a
piece of equipment. Then the object of scheduling is to design a timetable that
allows the batches to move as efficiently as possible through the equipment (as
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Figure 8.9 Example of short-term scheduling

shown in Figure 8.9). In this context, we can think of efficiency in several different
ways, perhaps minimizing the waiting time of batches, minimizing the total
processing time, keeping stocks low, reducing the maximum lateness, achieving
high utilization of equipment, or some other specific measure. Then we can use
different rules to achieve each of these objectives. One thing that we cannot do is
change the total time for processing all batches, as this remains constant regardless
of the order in which we schedule the jobs (assuming that the set-up time for each
batch is fixed regardless of the batch that preceded it). But different schedules do
affect other measures of performance. Some common rules for designing these
include the following:

1. First-come-first-served is the most obvious scheduling rule and simply schedules
batches in the order they arrive. It assumes no priority, no urgency, or any other
measure of relative importance. The benefits of this rule are simplicity, ease of
use and clear equity. The drawbacks are that urgent or important jobs may be
delayed while less urgent or important ones are being processed.

2. Most urgent first assigns an importance, or urgency, to each batch and they are
processed in order of decreasing urgency. A hospital emergency department,
for example, will schedule patients in this order. The benefit of this rule is that
more important batches are given higher priority, but jobs with low priority
might be stuck at the end of a queue for a very long time.

3. Shortest job first minimizes the average time spent in the system, where this time
is defined as processing time plus waiting time. A batch that can be finished
quickly is processed and moved on through the system, while longer jobs are
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left until later. The disadvantage of this rule is that long jobs can spend a long
time in the system.

4. Earliest due date first takes batches in the order that they are needed for
customers. This has the benefit of minimizing the maximum lateness of batches,
but again some batches may have to wait a long time.

5. Critical ratio The critical ratio is the time remaining until a batch is needed
divided by the time needed to complete the batch. If this ratio is low, the time
to complete the batch is short compared with the time available and the batch
becomes urgent: if the ratio is high, there is plenty of time remaining and the
batch is less urgent. This ratio changes as batches move through operations and
priorities depend on the progress of other jobs.

This list suggests some simple scheduling rules, but there are many more that cover
a range of different objectives and circumstances. We could, for example, schedule
batches in the order of least work remaining, or fewest operations remaining;
we might look at the next process and consider combined times for two or three
of these; we could look at the slack (which is the time remaining until the job
is due minus the time remaining for processing). Each of these – and the many
alternatives – could be useful in particular circumstances, and the choice of the
best must be a matter of judgement.

Worked example
Six batches of items are to be scheduled on a piece of equipment. Each batch
replaces parts used in production, and fully occupies the equipment for the
times given below. If the average demand for products and current stocks are
as follows, what schedule would you suggest?

Batch 1 2 3 4 5 6
Duration (days) 9 5 2 4 1 4
Demand 3 5 13 1 5 25
Current stock 84 65 260 7 25 225

Solution
Each batch has a different priority that depends on the time when stock of the
item will run out. We can, then, schedule batches in the order most-urgent-first,
where urgency is measured by the number of days of stock remaining stock
or current stock divided by mean demand. This gives the result shown in
Figure 8.10. As you can see, all batches are finished before the items are due
to run out, except for batch 2, where stocks run out on day 13 but the batch
is finished on day 14. An obvious way around this problem is to have part of
batch 2 delivered a day early. Figure 8.10 also shows the results of two other
scheduling rules for comparison.
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Data
Batch 1 2 3 4

4
5
1

6
4Duration 9 5 2

Stock remaining 84 65 260 7 25 225
Demand 3 5 13 1 5 25

Days stock
remaining  28 13 20 7 5 9

Most urgent first 
Batch 5 4 6 2

1 5 9
3 1

Start 0 14 16
4 4 5 2 9Duration 1

Finish 1 5 9 14 16 25

First-come-first-served
Batch 1 2 3 4 5 6
Start 0 9 14 16 20 21
Duration 9 5 2 4 1 4
Finish 9 14 16 20 21 25

Shortest first 
Batch 5 3 4 6 2 1
Start 0 1 3 7 11 16
Duration 1 2 4 4 5 9
Finish 1 3 7 11 16 25

Figure 8.10 Different scheduling rules for worked example

Control of schedules

Short-term schedules show what each job, piece of equipment, person and every
other resource should be doing at any time. But there is a difference between
designing timetables and having them actually happen. There are often unforeseen
factors that prevent the plans actually happening, such as equipment developing
faults, people being ill, suppliers not sending the right materials, late deliveries,
and so on. To keep a check on such problems, and find ways of overcoming them,
organizations use a control system.

Control systems have two main parts. The first part checks the progress of jobs
and gives information back to managers. This part is always working, monitoring
operations and making sure that things are going smoothly. It checks details of
progress, reports the actual times of operations, records measure of performance
(such as efficiency, productivity and utilization), and reports any problems. The
second part starts working when circumstances change, or something goes wrong.
Then plans have to be revised, and the control system either warns about the
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changes needed, or it may actually adjust the schedules. To be more specific, the
purpose of a control system is to do the following:

ž monitor operations and report on their performance;

ž make sure jobs are scheduled according to plans;

ž warn of problems with resources, delivery dates, etc.;

ž check progress as jobs move through the process;

ž make small adjustments as necessary to plans;

ž allow rescheduling if there is a major disruption to plans;

ž give information on current activities.

Summary
Short-term scheduling designs detailed timetables for every piece of equipment
and resource. Because of the difficulty, timing, flexibility and subjective decisions,
this is usually done by intuitive methods and heuristics. Scheduling rules are
commonly used, and there are many alternatives for different circumstances. A
control mechanism is needed to compare actual schedules with plans, and make
necessary adjustments.

Review questions

8.13 What is the aim of short-term scheduling?
8.14 Why would you use scheduling rules when more sophisticated methods

are available?
8.15 What is the purpose of a control system for schedules?

Simulation of stocks

Managers continually monitor their operations and look for improvements. But
when they have an idea for a change, how do they know that the result will actually
be an improvement and there will not be some unforeseen consequences? They
clearly need some way of studying the effects of their decisions. If, for example,
they decide to lower the stocks of an item, they want to know the effects, not only
on stocks but on associated operations. They could, of course, experiment with real
operations, reducing the stock level and seeing what happens. If things go wrong,
though, this could be disruptive and expensive. As an alternative they could use
mathematical models. Unfortunately, stock control would need very complicated
models that include a lot of simplifications, approximations and assumptions.
Even then, analytical models are simplifications of reality, and they may deal
badly with some important factors.

Another alternative is to use simulation. This is based on a dynamic represen-
tation that duplicates the continuous operation of a system over some time. An
ordinary model for inventory control looks at the operations at a specific time. It
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describes a situation at that point, collects data relevant to that time and draws
conclusions. Simulation on the other hand follows the operations and sees exactly
what happens over some extended time. A simple analogy has an ordinary model
giving a snapshot of the operations, while simulation takes a movie.

Building a simulation model
Simulation is based on an appropriate model. The first step in building a simulation
model is to describe the operations in detail. There are several ways of doing this,
with the most common using a flow diagram show the sequence of activities.
Suppose, for example, we want to find the effects of using an economic order
quantity, when we know the monthly demand for an item. We see how the stock
operations work, and we might get the procedure shown in Figure 8.11.

Start

Set the values for
costs,demand,etc.

Calculate the
economic order
quantity,order

times, etc.

Take the next
month

Calculate the
opening stock,
closing stock,

holding costs and
shortage costs.

Give reports on
costs and other
relevant figures

Set the demand
and deliveries

due

Consider
more

months?
FinishNoYes

Figure 8.11 Steps in a simple inventory simulation
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This starts by setting the known data, including costs and demand pattern, and
uses this to calculate the economic order quantity, timing of deliveries, and so
on. Then we take the first month, check the demand and deliveries due, find the
opening stock, set the opening stock (which is last month’s closing stock), find the
closing stock (which is opening stock plus deliveries minus demand) and calculate
all the costs. Then we go to the second month and repeat the analysis. We can
continue this for as many repetitions as needed to get a longer-term view of the
operations. Then we can summarize all the figures and check the effect of our
economic order quantity. All the calculations for this are done with appropriate
software, and Figure 8.12 shows how they might appear in a spreadsheet. In this
example the economic order quantity is calculated as 200, corresponding to one
delivery a month. The simulation follows the operations for 12 months, as shown
in rows 21 to 32. As you can see, the costs are high as there is a build-up of stock in

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34

35
36
37
38
39

A C D E F G

Simulation of stocks

Notes: Effects of variable demand on costs 

Inputs Annual demand 2400
Unit cost £         10.00

Holding cost amount £           6.00
Holding cost percentage 0%

Reorder cost £         50.00
Shortage cost  £       100.00

Results Annual holding cost £           6.00
Order size 200.00

Time between orders 1.00
Number of orders a year 12.00

Fixed unit costs £   24,000.00
Variable cost £ 1,200.00

Total annual cost £   25,200.00

Month Opening stock Demand Delivery Closing stock Holding cost Shortage cost
1 0 150 200 50 25.00£ -£
2 50 120 200 130 65.00£ -£
3 130 150 200 180 90.00£ -£
4 180 150 200 230 115.00£  -£
5 230 300 200 130 65.00£ -£
6 130 250 200 80 40.00£ -£
7 80 300 200 −20 -£   166.67£
8 −20 200 200 −20 -£   166.67£
9 −20 250 200 −70 -£   583.33£

10 −70 220 200 −90 -£   750.00£
11 −90 200 200 −90 -£   750.00£
12 −90 110 200 0 -£   -£

Summary costs
Holding cost 400.00£
Reorder cost 600.00£
Shortage cost 2,416.67£
Unit cost 24,000.00£
Total cost 27,416.67£

B

Figure 8.12 Simulating the effects of variable demand with the economic order quantity
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the first half of the year, but consistent shortages in the second half. This suggests
that we might look for some other pattern of ordering, and we could check its
effect in our simulation model.

Now we have the basic steps in a simulation, we can start adding some more
details to give a better picture of the real system. We could, for example, vary
the pattern of demand rather than consider one fixed pattern, and we could add
a variable lead time and amount delivered (perhaps allowing for quality checks).
The way of introducing this kind of variation is to use random numbers. Suppose
that you do not know exactly the demand in a month, but know that it is between,
say, 30 and 50 units. Spreadsheets can automatically generate random values and
in Microsoft Excel the function RANDBETWEEN(30,50) will generate a random
value between 30 and 50. Then for each subsequent month it will generate a new
value in this range. Figure 8.13 shows a modification to the previous spreadsheet
which allows variation in the demand, amount delivered and lead time and also
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Simulation of stocks

Notes: Effects of variable demand on costs 

Inputs Annual demand 2400
Unit cost £         10.00

Holding cost amount £           6.00
Holding cost percentage 0%

Reorder cost £         50.00
Shortage cost £       100.00

Results Annual holding cost £           6.00
Order size 200.00

Time between orders 1.00
Number of orders a year 12.00

Fixed unit costs £  24,000.00
Variable cost £    1,200.00

Total annual cost  £  25,200.00

Month Opening stock Demand Delivery Closing stock Holding cost Shortage cost
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

Summary costs

Holding cost 
Reorder cost 
Shortage cost 
Unit cost 

Total cost £    27,114.00

£    24,000.00
£      2,450.00
£         600.00
£           64.00

£         500.00
508.00£
333.33£
475.00£
183.33£
425.00
25.00

£
£

-£
-£
-£
-£
-£

£
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£
£
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-
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-
-
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-
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−40
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£

£
£
£
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£

B

Figure 8.13 Adding some random variation to the simulation
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allows for the odd unit to go missing from stock. This gives the results from one
simulation run, but the random variations mean that each run will be different. To
find the real patterns we would have to repeat the simulation many times, perhaps
hundreds or even thousands. However, once we have built the model this is quite
easy, particularly using one of the many standard simulation packages.

We have added some features to our original simulation model, but we could
continue doing this, expanding the model in many ways to suit individual circum-
stances. We can illustrate the start of one expansion in Figure 8.14. The operations

Start

Take next
period

Check forecasts
and set

customer
demand

Compare with
forecasts, update
demand histories

and adjust
parameters

Forecast next
demands

Check orders
outstanding and
set arrival date
and quantities

Update supply
histories and

adjust
parameters

Is order due?
Receive order

and update
stock level

Review
back-orders

Enough
stock to meet
back-orders?

Check orders
and

expedite

Any
demand

now urgent?
Urgent

procedures

Meet
back-orders,
update stock

level and
statistics

Any new
demand?

Analyse new
demand

Update statistics,
revise parameters,

calculate EOQ,
ROL, service level,

etc.

Enough
stock

tp meet
this?

Satisfy demand,
update stock

levels
and statistics

Check due deliveries
and expedite, place
emergency orders

as necessary

No

Stock
below

reorder
level?

Place order,set
due date,

update supply
histories

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No No

Yes

Yes

No

Figure 8.14 Adding some details to the simulation model
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start by checking the supply history and setting the pattern of orders due, and
then checking the demand history and setting the patterns of customer demands.
These, together with associated costs and any relevant details, set the current state
of stocks, supplies and demands. Now we can look at the specific questions con-
cerning stocks this period, and in particular how well the supply matches demand.
We start by seeing whether a delivery is due and has to be added to stock. Then we
look at the demand and see if there are any back-orders outstanding. If possible,
these are satisfied, but if there are still shortages expediting and urgent orders are
considered. When back-orders have been satisfied, the model moves on to new
demand. If there is enough stock, this demand is satisfied, and otherwise expedit-
ing and emergency orders are considered. After this, statistics for performance are
updated including recalculation of order quantity, reorder level and service level.
Then a check is made to see if the stock has fallen below the reorder level, and if it
has another order is placed and the model moves on to the next period.

This is clearly one view of part of an inventory system and is at an early stage of
development. When this logic was put into a simulation programme some of the
results are given in Figure 8.15. Now we can continue expanding the basic model
until it accurately describes the real system.

SIMULATION SYSTEMS

SYSTEM: Inventory Management Originator:
Created on 01.01.11 Modified on 01.01.11 This run at 0000 on 01.01.11

DATA REVIEW

Order quantity Automatic 
Reorder level Automatic 
Forecasting method Exponential smoothing
Forecasting parameters Optimized 
Number of stock items 1 

Stock item  .1
Name Component 
Unit cost £20 Demand history Defined
Reorder cost £75 Demand distribution Normal 
Holding cost £1 Lowest demand 100 
Fixed holding cost £0 Highest demand 500 
Shortage cost £50 Lead time distribution Uniform
Fixed shortage cost £0 Shortest lead time 3 
Back-orders 0 Longest lead time 5 
Urgent orders No Service level 93%
Emergency orders No

Period Week
Number of periods 13 Number of runs 100 
Random number seed Random Analysis None 
Reports Transaction (#1,1), Summary (1) 

Figure 8.15 Part of the output from an inventory simulation
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8 210 326 0 116 280#7 210#2
9 210 329 0 119 290#8 210#3
10 210 336 0 126 300#9 250#4
11 250 295 45 310#10 260#5
12 305 280 25 310#11 270#6
13 295 263 32 310#12 280#7

SUMMARY RESULTS(1)

Stock level                     396.2 units
Lead time                       5.13 weeks
Demand                         296.7
Number of runs              100
Number of periods         13

Holding cost 
Shortage cost 
Reorder cost 
Variable cost 
Fixed cost 

396.20
Shortages                      812.3 units

Deliveries                      1681 units

40,615.00
787.50

41,798.70
33,620.00

Total cost 75,418.70

INITIAL VALUES
Opening stock 1,500 Mean lead time 4 
Mean demand 300 Lead time demand 1,200 
Reorder quantity 212 Safety stock  83
Outstanding orders Defined Reorder level 1,283 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

TRANSACTION REPORT(1) – first run 

Week Opening Demand Closing Shortage Order Arrival 

1 1,500 331 1,169 
2 1,169 372 797 210 #1 
3 797 229 568 210 #2 
4 568 205 363 210 #3 
5 363 397 0 34 250 #4 
6 0 227 0 227 260 #5 
7 215 0 0 215 270 #6 210 #1 

Figure 8.15 (continued)

Summary

Simulation gives a dynamic representation of real operations. It is based on a
simulation model that replicates the real operations over some time, including
random effects to get typical results. It is particularly useful for inventory systems
where interactions and related effects can be too complex for analytical models.

Review questions

8.16 What is ‘simulation’?
8.17 Why is simulation useful for inventory management?
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Chapter review

ž Planned operations can give an important input to inventory management. This
chapter describes the design of these plans and their effects on stocks.

ž Planning within an organization is done at different levels, which we described
as strategic, tactical and operational. Decisions about stock are made at all levels
and they are linked to other decisions within an organization at all levels.

ž There must be enough capacity for stocks to meet forecast demand, and they
should not form a bottleneck that constrains other operations. There is a general
procedure for capacity planning which finds the mismatch between supply and
demand, designs plans to overcome this, and implements the best.

ž Strategic planning is followed by more detailed tactical plans. We described
these as aggregate plans (typically showing monthly production of families
of products) and master schedules (typically showing weekly production of
each product).

ž The main aim of aggregate planning is to meet the requirements of higher plans
while using resources efficiently. There are many ways of designing aggregate
plans, ranging from intuition to mathematical models. Stocks play an important
role in the design of these plans.

ž The master schedule disaggregates the aggregate plan to give a detailed
timetable for making each product, typically each a week. Designing a master
schedules is similar in principle to designing an aggregate plan, and the same
methods can be used. Because of the subjective decisions and timing, simpler
methods are more common.

ž Short-term scheduling designs detailed timetables for all the resources in
an organization. Because of the difficulty, timing, flexibility and subjective
decisions, this is usually done by intuitive methods and heuristics, often based
on scheduling rules.

ž A control mechanism is needed to compare actual schedules with plans, and
make necessary adjustments

ž Simulation gives a dynamic representation of real operations. It replicates the
real operations over some time, including random effects to get typical results.
This is particularly useful for inventory systems where interactions and related
effects can be too complex for analytical models.

Project

The aim of this project is to build a simulation model of an inventory system. For
this you have to design a model that shows the detailed steps of an inventory system
and then find a way of doing the calculations. In the chapter we demonstrated
some results using a spreadsheet, and this is certainly one option. Another is
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to write the procedures in a suitable programming language. The best option,
though, is to use a specialized simulation program that can make building and
running the model very easy. There are many programs available, so see which
ones are available and try comparing them. Run your simulation for a range of
situations and see how these affect the results.

Problems

8.1 Hoskins Coaches plan their capacity in terms of ‘coach-days’. They classify
business according to ‘full day’, which are long distance journeys, or ‘half
day’ which are shorter runs. Forecasts show expected annual demand for next
year to be 275,000 full day passengers and 750,000 half day passengers. The
company has 41 coaches, each with an effective capacity of 40 passengers a
day for 300 days a year. Break-downs and other unexpected problems reduce
availability to 90 per cent. The company employs 86 drivers who work a
nominal 220 days a year, but illness, training and other absences reduce their
availability to 85 per cent. If there is a shortage of coaches, the company can
buy extra ones for £110,000 or hire them for £100 a day. If there is a shortage
of drivers, they can recruit extra ones at a total cost of £20,000 a year, or hire
them from an agency for £110 a day. How could the company approach its
capacity planning?

8.2 The fixed cost of a process is C–– 110,000, and the operators can increase capacity
by using more machines at a cost of C–– 55,000 each. The total output of the
operation, measured in some consistent units, is:

Machines 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Output 55 125 230 310 375 435 460 470

How would the operators get the lowest unit cost?

8.3 Sit-Yuen Foo has produced monthly forecasts of demand for a family of
products as shown below. At the end of each month he reviews performance,
and assigns a notional holding cost of $30 for every unit held in stock. If there
are shortages, 20 per cent of orders are lost with a cost of $300 a unit, and the
rest are met by back-orders, with a cost of $75 a unit. Each time the production
rate changes there is a cost of $22,500. Designed capacity is 600 units a month,
but utilization seldom reaches 80 per cent. How can Sit-Yuen Foo design an
aggregate plan for the products?

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Aggregate demand 460 420 390 450 540 375 240 150 100 210

8.4 The aggregate demand for a family of products for the next five months is
380, 240, 540, 400 and 280 units. Normal capacity is 300 units a month, and
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this can be increased by up to 20 units a month by working overtime, with
sub-contractors able to handle any amount of production. The unit cost is £200
for normal capacity, £250 for overtime and £280 from sub-contractors. It costs
£30 to stock a unit for a month, while back-orders have a penalty cost of £200
a month. How can you use a spreadsheet to design an aggregate plan for
the products?

8.5 A bicycle manufacturer produces two bicycles, one for ladies and one for men.
The aggregate plan has 8,000 bicycles made next month, and 6,400 the month
after. Current stocks are 500 men’s and 300 ladies’ bikes, and the factory has
a capacity of 2,200 bicycles a week. Men’s bicycles usually account for 60 per
cent of sales, and actual orders have been received for the following deliveries.

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6
Men’s bikes 1,400 1,200 1,000 700 300 0
Ladies’ bikes 2,000 800 400 100 0 0

Design a master schedule for the 8 weeks.

8.6 The aggregate plan of Hendershaw Pipeworks has 18,000, 15,000 and 15,000
metres of pipework made in the next three months. They want a master
schedule for two products, Copper A and Stainless. Current stocks are 700
metres of Copper A and 500 metres of Stainless, and the factory has a capacity
of 4,500 metres a week. Sales of Copper A are usually twice as high as sales of
Stainless, and the following orders have already been received:

Week 1 2 3 5 6 7 8
Copper A 2,100 1,800 1,600 1,100 800 200 0
Stainless 3,000 1,400 700 400 100 0 0

Design a master schedule for the next 12 weeks.

8.7 Eight batches of items are to be scheduled on a piece of equipment. Each batch
fully occupies the equipment for the following number of hours.

Batches 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Duration (hours) 12 5 4 16 2 10 7 8
Due date (hours) 25 30 14 22 56 23 49 33

Use different rules to find alternative schedules for these batches.

8.8 The North Bay Club is looking at the number of part-time bar staff it employs.
Over the past three weeks it has counted the following average numbers of
customers per hour wanting service at the bar.
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Week Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

1 65 58 76 122 233 287 46
2 83 77 52 121 155 306 51
3 54 91 94 135 308 176 54

Each of the bar staff can serve about 40 customers an hour. Standard work
conditions allow each person a minimum of two nights work a week and a
maximum of three nights, and that any nights worked are consecutive. How
would you start scheduling the staff?

Discussion questions

8.1 Is it always possible to find the capacity of a process? How, for example, could
you find the capacity of a holiday beach, a national park or a shipping lane?
Can you give examples where it is difficult to find a capacity, and say how
these difficulties are overcome?

8.2 ‘Planning is only done by manufacturers who keep stocks of their goods.
Services do not need this planning, as they are forced to match production to
customer demand.’ Do you think this is true? What kind of planning would
you expect to see in a hospital or firm of management consultants?

8.3 All plans in an organization are derived from the long-term forecasts and
capacity plans. But these are notoriously inaccurate. Does this mean that all
planning is based on little more than informed guesswork?

8.4 Why do people say that planning is difficult? Plans simply give a timetable for
operations – surely it cannot be so complicated to design these?

8.5 Intuitive methods of planning are little more than guesses. The best way to
approach planning is to use mathematical analyses that guarantee optimal
solutions. Do you agree with this?

8.6 Spreadsheets are widely used for different aspects of planning. Why and how
are they used?

8.7 ‘Simulation can always identify the best plans.’ What does this mean, and is
it true?
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Methods for Dependent Demand
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Material Requirements Planning

Aims of the chapter

This chapter introduces material requirements planning (MRP), which is based on
the idea that we can use planned production to find the demand for materials.
MRP starts with the master schedule and then uses a bill of materials to transform
this into a timetable of required materials. We can use this to schedule orders sent
to suppliers and related internal operations.

After reading this chapter you should be able to do the following:

ž discuss some of the limitations of independent demand methods;

ž describe the characteristic approach of material requirements planning (MRP);

ž use MRP to timetable orders and operations;

ž outline the benefits and problems of using MRP;

ž adjust MRP schedules with batching rules;

ž add feedback to check for capacity and other problems;

ž discuss some extensions to MRP, including MRP II, DRP and ERP.

This chapter emphasizes:

ž dependent demand methods, where the demand for materials is found from
production plans;

ž material requirements planning, which explodes a master schedule to give a
timetable for supplying materials.

ž extensions of the basic MRP method.

Limitations of independent demand methods

Methods for independent demand are very widely used. Since they were intro-
duced in the 1920s they have proved a valuable and flexible tool for management.
Nonetheless, there are some circumstances in which they do not perform well.
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One problem area is spare parts for equipment or other slow moving items. Here
the demand is so low that forecasts based on historical demand are close to zero,
and the item is never in stock. Special models have been built for these situations
(which we mentioned in Chapter 5) but the best policy is often a simple rule along
the lines of ‘order a replacement unit whenever one is used’.

Another problem comes in batch production, when units pass through a process
in discrete batches. Imagine the operations in one part of a process working on
a batch of one item; when they have finished work on this batch, they move on
to a batch of another item. But the two batches need different materials. So the
demand for some materials suddenly falls from a high level down to zero, while
the demand for other materials goes from zero up to some high level. You can see
the problem this creates with forecasting demand from historical figures. When an
item is not currently being made, the forecasts for its materials fall to zero, none
are kept in stock, and they are not available when a new batch is started.

Although this seems like a problem with forecasting, it is really a more
fundamental problem with the basic assumption of independent demand. The
number of units of an item made determines the demands for all components
and raw materials needed to make it. So these demands are not independent,
but are related through the production plan. We now have dependent demands. By
definition, independent demand methods work when demands are independent,
but we must question whether they can really work for dependent demands.

In practice, the answer is that independent demand methods often work very
well for dependent demands. Even if the basic models need some adjustment, they
can easily be modified to give useful results in a variety of different conditions.
But having recognized a weakness in the approach, you might wonder if there
are other problems. In certain circumstances, independent demand methods do
perform less well and they need – at least – some adjustment. The following list
gives some common problems:

ž They assume that demands for items are independent. In reality, there are
many circumstances – not just raw materials for production – where there is
some mechanism linking demands.

ž They assume that demand is relatively stable, or follows some other pattern
that can be accurately forecast from historical figures. But historical figures may
be irrelevant to the future, or it may be difficult to identify a realistic pattern.

ž They assume that stock should always be available, even during periods when
there is no expected demand.

ž They forecast demand from historical values even when future demand can be
found with certainty from production plans or some other source.

ž They are not really suitable for forward planning (especially over the longer
term) as all the variables, calculations and decisions are based on fairly recent
historical values.

ž Variables, such as the lead time, demand and costs, are assumed to be outside
the organization’s control. In reality, they can be varied by negotiation, using
different suppliers, expediting, emergency procedures, and so on.
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ž Cost are assumed to be fixed, even though the reorder cost, for example,
can vary with the supplier, distance to travel, procedure for ordering, people
involved, etc.

ž Costs rely on accounting conventions and estimates. This is obvious for shortage
costs, but is also true of holding and reorder costs.

ž Variables such as lead time are assumed to follow known distributions, but
these can be difficult to identify.

ž Even if a high service level is set for all materials, a product using many
materials is unlikely to find all of them in stock at the same time. When a service
level of 99 per cent is used for parts, a product that is made from 100 parts has
a probability of 0.99100 = 0.37 of finding all of them in stock.

ž Informal procedures affect operations – perhaps exerting pressure to use expe-
diting and emergency procedures, or keeping unofficial safety stocks.

ž The models accept the status quo and give no incentive or mechanism to find
improvements.

There can also be weaknesses in specific situations. When, for example, an
organization looks for a new supplier, there may be an intricate bidding process,
long negotiations, special design modifications, or some other complication. Then
the reorder cost is very high, this raises the economic order quantity, and orders
may be so large that they exceed the lifetime requirement, or the item becomes
obsolete before all units are used.

We can conclude that independent demand methods are very good at dealing
with many problems of inventory control, but they do have weaknesses. This
should encourage us to look for another approach. One of the most widely used is
material requirements planning (MRP). This is a dependent demand method that is
useful when demands for materials are related through a production plan.

Summary

Despite their widespread use, independent demand methods have some weak-
nesses. We can modify the basic models, but in some circumstances – such as
batch production – an alternative approach might be better. Material requirements
planning gives a widely used alternative for dependent demand.

Review questions

9.1 What is the essential difference between independent demand and dependent
demand methods of inventory control?

9.2 Independent demand methods cannot be used for batch production or sporadic
demand. Do you think this is true?
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Approach of material requirements planning

Overall aims

In its basic form material requirements planning (MRP) takes a master schedule
and uses this to design a detailed timetable for ordering materials. The master
schedule shows the number of units of an item made, typically in each week. MRP
takes this, together with a list of the materials needed for each unit, and develops
a timetable for the supply of materials. These materials are either bought in or
made internally, so the main outputs from MRP are:

ž timetables to show when materials are needed;

ž timetables to show when bought-in materials should be ordered;

ž timetables for operations needed to make materials internally.

ž Material requirements planning ‘explodes’ the master schedule to plan the
supply of materials.

ž It gives timetables for making and ordering materials, to make sure that they
are available when needed.

This approach matches the supply of materials directly to the known demand,
so there is only enough stock to satisfy this demand. In contrast, the alternative
independent demand methods keep stocks of materials that are high enough to
cover any likely demand. An analogy is the way that a chef plans the ingredients
needed to cook a week’s meals. The MRP approach looks at the menus for each
day, uses this to find the ingredients needed, and then orders these to be delivered
in time for their use. Independent demand methods see what ingredients were
used in previous weeks and orders enough of everything make sure that stocks
are high enough to cover likely demand in the future.

An important point is that the two approaches give different patterns of
material stocks. With MRP stocks are generally low, but rise as deliveries are
made just before production starts. Stock is then used during production and
the amount held declines until it returns to a normal, low level. This pattern is
shown in Figure 9.1(a). With independent demand methods stocks are not related
to production plans, so higher levels are kept in case they are needed. These
are reduced during production, but are replenished as soon as possible, to give
the pattern shown in Figure 9.1(b). An obvious benefit of MRP, then, is a lower
average stock level.

MRP was originally developed for manufacturing industry. Although it is
now used more widely we will, for convenience, stick to the original vocabulary
which talks of stocks of material (parts and components) being delivered to
make products.
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(a) With dependent demand method, MRP 

(b) With independent demand method
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Figure 9.1 Comparison of stock levels

MRP procedure

MRP needs a lot of information, with three main sources being the master schedule,
the bill of materials and inventory records. We know that the master schedule
shows the number of units of a product to be made in each period, and the
inventory records show the current state of the stocks. The bill of materials, or parts
list, is an ordered list of all the materials needed to make a product, and also the
order in which the materials are used.

Suppose that a company assembles desks from a top and four legs. A common
format for the bill of materials is shown in Figure 9.2. As you can see, every item
has a ‘level’ that shows where it fits into the process, and figures in brackets show
the numbers needed to make each unit. The finished product is level 0; level 1
items are used directly to make the level 0 item.
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Desk

Top
(1)

Leg
(4)

Level 1

Level 0

Figure 9.2 Initial bill of materials for a desk

You will often see bills of materials simplified into a structured list, and for the
desk we could write:

ž Level 0
Desk

ž Level 1
Top (1)
Leg (4)

Now suppose that the master schedule shows that six desks are to be made in
the week beginning 21 June. MRP can ‘explode’ the master schedule using the bill
of materials to give details of the materials needed. The six desks need six tops
and 24 legs, and these have to be in stock ready for assembly by 21 June. These
are actually the gross requirements. We may not have to order all of these, as the
inventory records may show some already in stock, or with outstanding orders
that are due to arrive shortly. If we subtract these from the gross requirements we
get the net requirements for materials, which are the amounts we have to order. We
need 24 desk legs by 21 June, but if we already have four in stock and an order of
12 that is due to arrive shortly, our net requirement is for 24 − 4 − 12 = 8.

For each material:

ž Gross requirements = number of units made × amount of material for each
unit

ž Net requirements = gross requirements − current stock − stock on order

Now we know the quantities to order, and when these orders should arrive. The
next step is to find the time to place the orders. For this we need the lead times
and we place orders this lead time before the materials are actually needed. If we
buy the legs from suppliers who give a lead time of three weeks, we need to place
orders at the beginning of June. This is called time shifting. If we have no stocks
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of desk tops but buy them from suppliers who give a lead time of two weeks, we
have to order 6 by the 7 June. This gives the following timetable:

1 June: order 8 legs

7 June: order 6 tops

21 June: start assembly of desks

Before finalizing these orders we have to consider any other relevant information,
such as minimum order sizes, discounts, minimum stock levels, variation in lead
time, and so on. When we take all of this into account we can get detailed timetable
for orders. This procedure is shown in Figure 9.3.

It is easiest to see these calculations in a table, and Figure 9.4 shows them in a
spreadsheet. Here rows 4 to 9 show the schedule for level 0 items, which is the

Master schedule

Bill of materials

Inventory records

Gross
requirements of

materials

Current stocks and
work in progress

Net requirements
of materials

Scheduled receipts

Standard order
information

Materials to order

Time and
quantities of final

orders

Figure 9.3 Summary of MRP calculations
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

A B C D E F G

Material requirements planning

24th May 1st June 7th June 14th June 21st June 28th June
Level 0 - desks 
Gross requirements 6

Opening stock

Scheduled receipts

Net requirements 6

Start assembly 6

Level 1 - tops (1 per desk, lead time 2 weeks) 
Gross requirements 6

Opening stock

Scheduled receipts

Net requirements 6

Place order 6

Level 1 - legs (4 per desk, lead time 3 weeks)
Gross requirements 24

Opening stock 4 4 16 16 16

Scheduled receipts 12 8

8Net requirements 

Place order 8

Figure 9.4 Spreadsheet of the MRP calculations

desk. The gross requirement in row 5 (for six units starting on 21 June) comes from
the master schedule. This is translated into net requirements in row 8, and into
assembly plans in row 9. Rows 11 to 16 show the schedule for tops and rows 18 to
23 show the schedule for legs. The gross requirements for these level 1 items are set
by the net requirements for level 0 items. Then subtracting the opening stock and
scheduled receipts gives the net requirements. Moving backwards by the lead time
gives the time to place orders, and these are translated into scheduled receipts.

We have only considered two levels of the bill of materials, but if we look
in more detail we will probably find many other levels. We could make each
top from a wood kit and hardware, with the wood kit having four oak planks,
two pine insets and four veneers: the oak planks might consist of two planed 3
cm by 30 cm, and so on. Part of this more detailed bill of materials is shown in
Figure 9.5, with level 2 materials used to make the level 1 items, level 3 materials
used to make level 2 items, and so on. The full bill of materials keeps going down
through different levels until it reaches materials that the organization always
buys in from suppliers. By this time, there might be hundreds or even thousands
of different materials.

We can summarize the overall MRP procedure in the following steps:

1. Use the master schedule to find the gross requirements of level 0 items.

2. Subtract any stock on hand and orders arriving to give the net requirements for
level 0 items. Then schedule production, with starting times to meet these net
requirements.
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Desk

Top
(1)

Leg
(4)

Level 1

Top wood kit
(1)

Hardware
(1)

Brackets
(8)

Leg wood kit
(4)

Pine insets
(2)

Oak planks
(4)

Veneers
(4)

Planed
 3 × 30 cm

(2)

Level 2

Level 3

Level 0

Level 4

Figure 9.5 Expanding a bill of materials for a desk

3. If there are more levels of materials, use the bill of materials to translate the
assembly or orders from the last level into gross requirements for this level. If
there are no more levels go to step 5.

4. Take each material in turn and:

ž subtract the stock on hand and scheduled deliveries to find the net require-
ments, which are the amounts to order;ž use the lead time and any other relevant information to give the timing of
these orders;ž go back to step 3.

5. Finalize the timetable for orders and production, adding any specific adjust-
ments.
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Worked example

MarkMobil Ltd. assembles supermarket trolleys from a main body and four
wheel assemblies. They make the body themselves from a body kit and two
handle kits. The lead times are one week for assembling trolleys, three weeks
for buying wheels, one week for assembling the body, three weeks for buying
the body kit and one week for the handle kit. MarkMobil receive orders for 100
trolleys to be delivered in week 8 of a production period, and 200 trolleys in
week 10. It has stocks of 20 complete trolleys, 110 bodies and 200 wheels, but
no body kits (which must be bought in batches of 200) or handles (which must
be bought in batches of 400). Design a timetable for production of the trolleys.

Solution

The bill of materials for this problem is shown in Figure 9.6. The calculations
are in the spreadsheet of Figure 9.7, and you can follow the standard procedure
described above.

1. Level 0 items are the finished products, so we start by looking at the demand
for trolleys in rows 4 to 9, with the gross requirements in row 5.

2. Subtracting the stocks of finished trolleys from the gross requirements gives
the net requirements in row 8. Assembly takes one week, so we get the start
times in row 9, and these are translated into scheduled receipts in row 7.

3. Now we use the assembly plans for Level 0 items (trolleys) to find the gross
requirements for level 1 items (bodies and wheels). In week 7 the company
starts assembly of 80 trolleys, and the bill of materials translates this into gross
requirements for 80 bodies and 320 wheels. Similarly, in week 9 the company

Trolley

Body
(1)

Wheels
(4)

Level 1

Level 0

Body kit
(1)

Handle kit
(2)

Level 2

Figure 9.6 Bill of materials for a trolley
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

A B C D E F G H

Material requirements planning

Week 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Level 0 - trolley (assembly time 1 week)
Gross requirements 100 200
Opening stock 20 20 20 20 20
Scheduled receipts 80 200
Net requirements 80 200
Start assembly 80 200

Level 1 - body (1 per trolley, assembly time 1 week)
Gross requirements 80 200
Opening stock 110 110 110 110 30 30
Scheduled receipts 170
Net requirements 170
Start assembly 170

Gross requirements 320 800
Opening stock 200 200 200 200
Scheduled receipts 120 800
Net requirements 120 800
Place order 120 800

Level 2 - body kit (1 per body, lead time 3 weeks, order size 200)
Gross  requirements 170
Opening stock
Scheduled receipts 200 30 30
Net requirements 170
Place order 200

Gross requirements 340
Opening stock 60 60
Scheduled receipts 400
Net requirements 340
Place order

Level 2 - handle kit (2 per body, lead time 1 week, order size 400)

Level 1 - wheels (4 per trolley, lead time 3 weeks)

Figure 9.7 Spreadsheet of calculations for the worked example

starts assembling 200 trolleys, and this translates into gross requirements for
200 bodies and 800 wheels.

4. Subtracting stock on hand from these gross requirements gives the net
requirements. To make sure that the parts arrive on time they must be
ordered the lead time in advance (i.e. one week for bodies and three weeks
for wheels). These calculations are shown in rows 11 to 16 for bodies and 18
to 23 for wheels.

5. Now we repeat this procedure for level 2 items, where the gross requirements
for body kits and handle kits comes from the assembly plans for bodies. These
calculations are shown in rows 25 to 30 for body kits and 32 to 37 for handle
kits. The only difference here are the fixed order sizes, with any unused
deliveries kept in stock.
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6. There are no more levels of materials, and we know of no special conditions,
so we can finalize the timetable of events as:

week 4: order 120 wheels
week 5: order 200 body kits
week 6: order 800 wheels
week 7: start assembling 80 trolleys, receive 120 wheels, order 400 han-

dle kits
week 8: finish 80 trolleys, start assembling 170 bodies, receive 200 body kits,

receive 400 handle kits
week 9: start assembling 200 trolleys, receive 170 bodies, receive 800 wheels

week 10: finish assembly of 200 trolleys

Worked example

The master schedule of Parsival Fabricators is designed to meet demands of
90 units of a product in week 7 of a cycle, 120 units in week 8 and 80 units in
week 11. They currently have 20 units of the product in stock, but the company
always keeps 10 units in reserve to cover emergency orders. Each unit of the
product takes two weeks to assemble from 2 units of component B and 3 units
of component C. Each unit of component B is made in one week from 1 unit
of part D and three units of part E. Component C is assembled in 2 weeks
from two units of material F. Lead times for D, E and F are 1, 2 and 3 weeks
respectively. Current stocks are 100 units of B, 200 of C, 80 of D, 720 of E and
200 of F. Parsival keep minimum stocks of 40 units of D, 200 of E and 100 of
F. The minimum order size for E is 600 units, while F can only be ordered in
discrete batches of 200 units. Outstanding orders for 20 units of D will arrive in
week 4, 600 units of E will arrive in week 5, 400 units of F will arrive in week
4, and 40 units of C will arrive in week 6. Design a timetable of activities for
the company.

Solution
Even a simple MRP problem needs a lot of calculation and spreadsheets
soon become very complicated. A better option is to use specialized software.
Figure 9.8 shows the printout for this problem from a basic program.

The program reviews the bill of materials, and then starts the analysis at
level 0, with production of the final product, A. Parsival keep a minimum stock
of 10 units of A, and this reserve stock must be set aside when calculating the
net requirements.

Then the program moves on to level 1 materials and expands the assembly
plan for A into gross requirements for components B and C. The 80 units of
A assembled in week 5 are expanded into gross requirements of 160 units of
component B and 240 units of component C. The 120 units of A assembled in
week 6 are expanded into gross requirements of 240 units of B and 360 units
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Material Requirements Planning

Parsival Fabricators
Analysis originated at 00.00 on 11.11.11 by  XXXX XXXX

Period:   weeeks
Number of weeks:  13
Analysis for weeks:4 to 11

Bill of Materials

Level 0 End Item Product A 
|

|      |
Level 1 X Component B X Component C 

|  2 units |3 units
|
----------------
| | |

Level 2 X Part D X Part E
3 units

X Material F
2 units | | | 

| | |

| |

MRP Analysis – weeks 4 to 11

Level 0 - End Item
ItemNumber : Part-0  Opening stock: 20

Description: Product A Lead time: 2
Safety Stock: 5 
Lot Size: 1

Week: 5 64 7 8 9 10 11
Gross requirements : 0 0 0 90 120 0 0 80
Stock : 20 20 20 20 10 10 10 10
Net requirements : 0 120 0 0
Receipts : 0 0 0 80 120 0 0 80
Requests : 0 80 120 0 0 80 0 0 

Level 1 - Comp 1
Item number: Part-1 Opening stock: 100
Description: Component B Leadtime: 1
Number     : 2 Safety stock: 0 
For part   : Part-0 Lot size: 1  

Week: 4 9 11
Grossrequirements : 0 160 0 160 0 0

: 100 100 0 0 0 0 0
: 0

Receipts 60 0
Requests 60 240 0

--------------------------------

 1 unit

80 800 0

Stock
Net requirements

240

240
240
0

0
0
0 0
0
0

6 7

160
0

0 0
0
0160

160

108

60

5

--------------

0
:
: 0

Level 2 - Comp 1-1

Item number: Part-2 Opening stock: 80
Description: Part D Leadtime: 1
Number     : 1 Safety stock: 40
For part   : Part-1 Lot size: 1

Week: 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Gross requirements  : 240 0
Stock : 80 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
Net requirements : 240 0

00 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

Receipts : 240
Requests :

60

20
20
240 0 160

0 160
00

0
160

1600

Figure 9.8 Printout from a basic MRP program for the worked example
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Level 2 - Comp 1-2
Item Number: Part-3 Opening stock: 720
Description: Part E Lead Time:
Number : 3 SafetyStock:
For part   : Part-1

Item Number: Part-4
Description: Component C
Number : 3
For part   : Part-0

Item Number: Part-5
Description: Material F
Number : 2
For part   : Part-4

Lot Size: 

Opening stock:  200
Lead Time:  2
SafetyStock: 0
Lot Size: 1

Opening stock: 200
Lead Time:  3
SafetyStock: 100
Lot Size: 200

Week:

Week:

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Gross requirements : 720 0
Stock : 720 540 420 420 420 540 540 540
Net requirements : 380 0
Receipts : 0 0
Requests

Gross requirements
Stock
Net requirements
Receipts
Requests

0
0
0

Level 1 - Comp 2

Level 2 - Comp 2-1

4

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

180

0
600

: 600

4800 0 0 0

260
600

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
: 240 360
: 200 200 0 0 0 0 0 0
: 40 0
: 0 0

0
360
360

4

360 240 0 0 0 0
240 0 0
240 0 0

0

0
40

: 0

00 240 0 0

0
0

Week:
Gross requirements
Stock
Net requirements
Receipts
Requests

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
: 0 0
: 200 280 280 280 200 200 200 200
: 0 300
: 800 400

0
0
0

4

400 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

720

620
0

: 0

0480 0 0 0

0
0

600
200
2

Figure 9.8 (continued)

of C, and so on. These gross requirements for B and C can be met partly from
opening stocks, with the shortfall shown as net requirements. We also have to
remember the planned delivery of 40 units of C in week 5.

This schedule for level 1 items is expanded to give the timetable for level 2
items. The gross requirements for parts D and E come from the assembly plans
for component B. 60 units of B are started in week 4 and this expands into gross
requirements for 60 units of D and 180 units of E, and so on. One complication
here is the minimum order size of 300 units of E. In week 5 there is a gross
requirement of 720 for E, 340 of which can be met from free stock (keeping the
reserve stock of 200). The net requirement is 380, but 600 have to be ordered
with the spare 220 added to stock.

Finally, the gross requirements for material F can be found from the assembly
plan for component C. 360 units of C are started in week 4 and this expands
into a gross requirement of 720 units of F, and so on. Orders must be in discrete
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batches of 200 units, so they are rounded to the nearest two hundred above net
requirements.

The overall timetable of activities is:

week 4: start making 60 of B and 360 of C
place orders for 240 units of D and 400 units of F
orders arrive for 20 units of D and 800 units of F

week 5: start making 80 of A and 240 of B
finish 60 units of B
orders arrive for 40 units of C, 240 units of D and 600 units of E

week 6: start making 120 of A
finish 240 units of B and 360 units of C
place order for 600 units of E

week 7: finish making 80 units of A
start making 240 of C
place order for 160 units of D
order arrives for 400 units of F

week 8: finish 120 units of A
start making 160 units of B
orders arrive for 160 units of D and 600 units of E

week 9: start making 80 units of A
finish 160 units of B and 240 units of C

week 11: finish 80 units of A

Summary
Material requirements planning uses a bill of material to explode a master schedule
and find the gross requirements for materials needed to support production.
Information about current stocks, orders outstanding, reserved stocks, etc. are
then used to find order quantities. Lead times are use to time phase these orders
so that materials arrive in time for use. The resulting stocks are matched directly
to production plans.

Review questions

9.3 What is the basic information needed by MRP?
9.4 How would you find the net requirement for material using MRP?
9.5 The structure of MRP means that it can only be used for manufacturing. Do

you think this is true?

Benefits and problems with MRP

Inputs and outputs from MRP
One of the benefits of MRP is the wealth of information that it collects, analyses
and distributes. The main inputs are the master schedule, the bill of materials,
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inventory records and any other relevant information, and the main output is
a timetable for material orders. But with all of this data and analysis, MRP can
generate many different kinds of report, including:

ž timetables of operations needed to achieve the master schedule, particularly times
for internal production to make materials;

ž a timetable of orders for materials from external suppliers;

ž changes to previous orders – whenever the master schedule is revised, or any other
changes are made, the MRP schedules have to be updated. The MRP system
can report changes to order quantities, cancelled or changed orders, changes of
due dates, and so on;

ž exceptions – if the MRP system cannot deal automatically with some unusual
circumstances it will report these as needing management action. Typical
problems include infeasible schedules, late orders, overloaded capacity, excess
scrap, requests for non-existent parts, shortage, and so on;

ž performance reports – which show how well the system is working, including
measures for investment in stocks, inventory turnover, costs and number
of shortages;

ž planning reports – which give information for longer-term planning decisions,
including capacity requirements and achievable objectives;

ž records of inventory transactions – keeping accurate records of current stocks,
planned positions and monitoring progress.

These give the overall view of an MRP system shown in Figure 9.9.
This ability to generate a lot of reports is a clear benefit of MRP, but some

people say that it can also become a problem (and that MRP stands for ‘More
Reams of Paper’). MRP is typically run every week, and it can swamp managers
with poorly prepared reports, analyses they do not want and unimportant details.
The implication is that the MRP reports have to be carefully designed so that each
manager is only given relevant and appropriate information.

Other benefits

An obvious benefit of MRP is its ability to relate stocks directly to planned
operations. Traditional, independent demand methods forecast likely demand for
materials, and then hold stocks that are high enough to meet these. Unfortunately,
we know that forecasts are usually wrong, and to allow for the errors organizations
hold more stocks than they really need, and this inevitably increases costs. MRP
avoids these costs by relating the supply of materials directly to demand. The
result is much lower stocks and related costs.

You might think that as MRP relates stocks directly to demand, there is no
need for safety stocks. In practice, most organizations still add some safety stock,
arguing that supplies with MRP might hit the same problems as supplies with
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Master schedule

Bill of materials

Lead time and
other information

for orders and
operations

Current stocks and 
related information

INPUTS PROCESSING OUTPUTS

Inventory
transaction

records

Planning reports
giving guidance for

longer-term
decisions

Performance
reports

Exception reports
and problems

Changes to orders
and operations

Timetable for
orders

Times for related
operations

MRP programs

Figure 9.9 Summary view of an MRP system

independent demand methods. Even if MRP tries to eliminate the uncertainty in
demand, there are still unforeseen difficulties, and there can still be unexpected
variations in supply and lead time. Of course, there is an opposing view which
says that organizations can allow for uncertainty by adjusting the lead time
given to customers, expediting deliveries, or adjusting production priorities. Then
safety stocks are an unnecessary waste of money. This latter view is becoming
dominant, and is certainly closer to the underlying objectives and principles
of MRP.
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The main benefits that come from this direct link between demand for products
and the supply of materials, include:

ž materials supply is linked directly to known demand;

ž lower stock levels, with savings in capital, space, warehousing, etc.;

ž higher stock turn-over;

ž better customer service – with no delays caused by shortages of materials;

ž more reliable and faster delivery times to customers;

ž higher utilization of facilities – as materials are always available when needed;

ž less time spent on expediting and emergency orders;

ž MRP schedules can be used for short-term planning;

ž assigns priorities for jobs supplying materials;

ž encourages better planning.

This last benefit is particularly interesting. MRP effectively links several aspects
of planning, including tactical master schedules and operational scheduling of
resources. This puts pressure of organizations to design good plans and then
stick to them. The result is better planning. MRP can also give early warning of
potential problems and shortages. If necessary, expediting can be used to speed
up deliveries, or production plans and priorities can be changed.

Another broad benefit of MRP comes from its detailed analyses that highlight
problems which have previously been hidden. For example, an organization might
not notice an unreliable supplier if it keeps enough stock to avoid problems. This
effectively hides the problem, but increases costs. With MRP, stock levels are much
lower and they depend on reliable deliveries. The organization will certainly notice
any late deliveries, and they can take steps to improve the supplier’s reliability,
either by changing the supplier or discussing ways of improving performance.

Problems with MRP

In contrast to these advantages, there are also some problems with MRP. The most
obvious is the amount of information and calculation that it needs. MRP starts
with a detailed master schedule, so it cannot be used if:

ž there is no master schedule;

ž the master schedule is not designed far enough in advance;

ž the master schedule is inaccurate, not showing what actually happens;

ž plans are changed frequently.

Other information needed by MRP includes a bill of materials, information
about current stocks, orders outstanding, lead times, and other information about
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suppliers. Many organizations simply do not record this information. Others find
that their information does not include enough detail, or is in the wrong format
for MRP.

Even when an organization seems to have all the information, there can be
problems with accuracy. Inventory files, for example, are updated with every
transaction, but large numbers of small transactions easily introduce errors.
Ordinarily such small errors are not really important, as stocks are high enough
to cover problems until the errors are noticed. But MRP does not have these
high stocks, so production depends on accurate records. Small errors become
important, as stocks are only available for the specified master schedule, and if
there are errors in stock records, this schedule cannot be completed.

The sheer volume of information processing can cause difficulties. You can see
from the worked examples above that very simple problems soon give a lot of data
manipulation, but in reality organizations are likely to work with hundreds or
thousands of products and materials. The ideas behind MRP are not particularly
new, but they only started to become practical with cheap computing in the
1970s (Orlicky, 1975; Wight, 1974). However, it took another 20 years for reliable,
large-scale systems to become widely available. The volume of data processing
makes some people say that MRP is not really a method of planning or inventory
management, but is a part of the management information system. Its main role is
to do a simulation of operations and provide reports and analyses. Other people
suggest that this is playing with words, and whatever we call MRP, we should
recognize it as a valuable tool.

The information needed by MRP clearly limits its use. A manufacturer is likely
to work from a master schedule and can use MRP for raw materials and work in
progress: a supermarket is unlikely to have a detailed master schedule and must
use some other method. MRP was originally designed for manufacturers, but
many other types of organization have adopted it. Universities, airlines, dentists,
consultants and many other services know in advance which customers they will
serve. Then they can use these known schedules to plan the facilities they need.
Package holiday companies, for example, design a schedule of holidays, and they
can use this to plan the materials they need (hotel rooms, flights, meals, transfers,
etc.). When we talk about materials being delivered for products, remember
that – as always – our products are a combination of goods and services.

People often suggest that inflexibility is another serious problem with MRP.
Independent demand methods typically hold large stocks of all materials, and
these allow production plans to be changed at short notice; with MRP the only
materials available are those needed for the specified master schedule, so an
organization cannot modify this schedule to allow for changing circumstances.
There are simply no materials available to make any other schedule. In practice,
an organization can increase flexibility by keeping some safety stocks, or regularly
updating of the MRP schedule. The updating can be done in two ways:

ž have a complete MRP run every period, typically every week. This is ‘regen-
erative MRP’ and has the advantage of regularly taking into account all new
information. On the other hand, it has the disadvantage of needing a lot of
processing and perhaps giving major changes.
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ž update the schedules when there are changes. This is ‘net change MRP’ which
can be a limited run to show the effects of changes. This updating is done more
frequently (typically daily) and has the advantage of reducing the amount of
processing by only recalculating and reporting changes from previous periods.
On the other hand, it has the disadvantage of allowing frequent changes that
can make the process seem ‘nervous’.

Despite these adjustments to increase flexibility, MRP remains a very rigid and
formal system. This formality can be a disadvantage, as organizations sometimes
concentrate so much on the plans that they begin to see the meeting of schedules as
their highest priority. Everyone’s aim is to meet specified targets, and no decisions
are made outside the system. In practice, many organizations have informal
systems working alongside the formal ones to allow flexibility and make sure that
things get done. MRP discourages these informal systems, and this may be seen
as a weakness (but, conversely, some people consider it a strength).

Another disadvantage comes with the assumptions that materials are made in
the ‘bottom-up’ order described by the bill of materials. In other words, high-level
materials are made before lower level ones. In practice such schedules could give
very inefficient workloads, particularly in a complex environment like a job shop.
To avoid this, most organizations make parts in an order that is very different
from the bill of materials, and improve productivity and efficiency by taking a
longer-term view.

One other disadvantage that we should mention in passing is the order pattern
suggested by MRP. This may give small frequent orders, which are inconve-
nient and expensive to administer. We will describe a way to avoid this in the
next section.

We can summarize some of the disadvantages of MRP as follows:

ž reduced flexibility to deal with changes;

ž needs a lot of detailed and reliable information;

ž involves a lot of data manipulation;

ž systems can become very complex;

ž assumes that lead times are constant and independent of the quantities ordered;

ž ignores the order in which materials are really made and assumes that they are
made in the order specified by the bill of materials;

ž using MRP to schedule the production of parts can give poor results;

ž the lot sizes suggested by MRP can be inefficient;

ž MRP may not recognize capacity and other constraints;

ž can be expensive and time-consuming to implement.

Despite these problems, MRP is widely used and standard software is readily
available. You should, however, use this with caution. There are many organi-
zations where MRP has failed to achieve expectations or to bring real benefits.
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Perhaps the main reason for this is the mistaken belief that a system can simply
be bought and switched on. MRP needs considerable changes to the way that an
organization works, and these changes need commitment from all areas. Even if
this commitment exists, it should not be assumed that MRP is simply an additional
tool for planning. It is an integral part of the planning process and requires new
procedures in many areas.

Overall, we can say that MRP may give considerable benefits, and many com-
panies have made substantial savings, but to achieve these savings the companies
have had to invest a lot of time and effort.

Summary

The main advantage of MRP is its ability to relate demand for materials directly to
the master schedule. This can bring a number of benefits, ranging from reduced
costs to better planning. The main disadvantages are the conditions that must be
met, the complexity of systems and the inflexibility.

Review questions

9.6 What is the main advantage of MRP?
9.7 What is the main disadvantage of MRP?
9.8 What are the typical outputs from an MRP system?

Adjusting the MRP schedules

Batching orders

In the calculations that we have described, we placed an order exactly to cover
the net requirement in a period. This would often suggest a series of frequent,
small orders – perhaps with an order every period – which are inconvenient and
expensive. It might be better to combine several of these small orders into
a few larger batches. This is called batching or lot sizing, and there are four
common approaches.

1. Lot-for-lot – where you order exactly the net requirement suggested by MRP for
each period. This is the method we have used so far. It minimizes the amount
of stock, but can give high ordering, set-up and administration costs.

2. Fixed order quantity – where you find an order size that is convenient, and
always order this same amount. This might be a truckload, a container load, an
economic order quantity, or some other convenient size.

3. Periodic orders – where you combine the net requirements over some fixed num-
ber of periods, and place regular orders for different quantities. An organization
might, for example, place an order every month. Working to such a regular
timetable gives the benefits of simplicity and making operations routine.
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4. Batching rules – which use some specific procedure to calculate the best pattern
of orders. Typically they look for the combination of orders that gives the
minimum overall cost.

Because they aim for the lowest costs, batching rules are often the best approach.
In practice, though, this can be a deceptively difficult scheduling problem, so
organizations use simple rules that give reasonable results. We have already met
one of these in Chapter 4, when we looked at discrete variable demand. Then we
found the best policy of combining orders for the next N periods into one order,
when N is the smallest number for which:

N × (N + 1) × DN+1 >
2 × RC

HC

where:
N = the period number in a cycle

DN+1 = demand in period N + 1 of a cycle

RC = reorder cost

HC = holding cost

To solve this, we use an iterative procedure, setting N equal to 1 and checking the
values in the expression. If the inequality is invalid, it is cheaper to order for two
periods than for one. This means that we have not found the best solution and
set N equal to 2 and check the values in the expression. If the inequality is still
invalid, the costs are still reducing and we keep on increasing N, until eventually
the inequality will become valid. At this point we have found an optimal value
for N.

Worked example

An MRP schedule gives the following pattern of demand for an item. If the
reorder cost is £150 and the holding cost is £2 a week, find the costs of different
batching policies over the 10 weeks.

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Demand 20 10 20 25 0 15 10 20 0 30

Solution

We can compare the costs of four different approaches to batching. The stock
patterns for these are shown in Figure 9.10. The average stock in each period is
the average of the opening and closing values. As you can see, the total costs
are as follows.
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Batching rules

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Demand 20 10 20 25 0 15 10 20 0 30

1. Lot-for-lot
Deliveries 20 10 20 25 0 15 10 20 0 30
Average stock 10 5 10 12.5 0 7.5 5 10 0 15

Number of orders 8 Reorder cost 1200
Stock holdings 75 Holding cost 150 Total cost £1,350

2. Fixed order quantity  
Opening stock 0 28 18 46 21 21 6 44 24 24
Deliveries 48 0 48 0 0 0 48 0 0 48
Closing stock 28 18 46 21 21 6 44 24 24 42
Average stock 14 23 32 33.5 21 13.5 25 34 24 33
Number of orders
Stock holdings 

4 Reorder cost
Holding cost

600
253 506 Total cost £1,106

3. Periodic
Opening stock 55 45 25 0 45
Deliveries 45
Closing stock 45 25 0 45 30
Average stock 

0
75
55

27.5 50 35 12.5 22.5 37.5

20

0
10

0
30
30
15

Number of orders 3 Reorder cost
Holding cost 

450
Stock holdings 250 500 Total cost

4. Batching rule
Opening stock 0 30 20 0 25 25 10 0 30 30
Deliveries 50 50 50
Closing stock 30 20 25 25 10 0 30 30 0
N*(N+1)*D 20 120 0 90 120 400 0 180 300
Average stock 15 25

0
300

10 12.5 25 17.5 5 15 30 15
Number of orders
Stock holdings

3 Reorder cost 450
170 Holding cost 340 £790

0
15

3030

20

25

£950

Total cost

B

Figure 9.10 Comparison of batching rules for worked example

1. Lot-for-lot. Eight deliveries and an average stock level of 7.5 units give a total
cost of 8 × 150 + 75 × 2 = £1,350.

2. Fixed order quantity. The average demand is 15 units a week, so a useful
approach is to calculate the economic order quantity as

√
(2 × 150 × 15/2) =

47.4, and round this up to 48. Then four deliveries and an average stock of
25.3 units give a total cost of 4 × 150 + 253 × 2 = £1,106.

3. Periodic. If we assume a regular order once every 4 weeks, we get three
deliveries and an average stock of 25 units, giving a total cost of 3 × 150 +
250 × 2 = £950.

4. Batching rule. Using the rule we derived in Chapter 4 with 2 × RC/HC =
2 × 150/2 = 150 gives three deliveries and a total cost of 3 × 150 + 170 × 2 =
£790.

In this case the batching rule works well and gives the lowest cost.
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Closed-loop MRP

Combining several smaller orders for an item into fewer, larger ones can reduce
costs, but they make the demand for following levels of materials even more
sporadic. Then higher levels of materials have demands that become increas-
ingly lumpy. This effect might be particularly severe when several products
use the same materials, when MRP systems will link the different products
and generate combined orders, but give very sporadic results. Operations and
procurement have to deal with this and they can meet new problems. A sup-
plier, for example, might have limited capacity and prefer level demand. They
may not be able to cope with the peaks and troughs of sporadic demand
unless they get adequate warning. It is obviously best to anticipate poten-
tial problems with bottlenecks during the planning stage, and then schedules
and capacity can be adjusted before the plans are finalized. In other words,
we introduce feedback between capacity planning and MRP. This is most use-
ful when:

ž proposed plans would break some capacity constraint; then the MRP system
detects the overload and initiates early rescheduling. In this way, the MRP
system takes an active part in capacity planning.

ž operations are interrupted; the control system detects this and updates the
master schedule. But it must work with the MRP system to see what pro-
duction is feasible with the materials available. Now MRP forms part of the
control system.

Systems with this kind of feedback are called closed-loop MRP. You can imagine a
typical operation with feedback. The initial MRP run gives schedules for the supply
of materials, and these are translated into required capacities. If available capacity
cannot meet the demand, the system makes changes by adjusting capacity to meet
the higher demand, rescheduling to make demand fit into the available capacity,
or some compromise between these two. This third option is the most common
with the system making a series of iterative adjustments, of the kind that we met
with resource planning. These iterations are continued until a reasonable solution
appears. If the adjustments to capacity and schedule cannot reach an acceptable
solution, the master schedule may have to be redesigned. This approach of linking
capacity planning to MRP is sometimes called capacity requirements planning, and
is summarized in Figure 9.11.

Summary

Basic MRP schedules tend to give small, frequent orders. We can reduce costs by
combining several of these into a single larger order using a batching rule. This
can give increasingly sporadic demand that causes problems with capacity. These
can be avoided by adding feedback in closed-loop MRP.
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Figure 9.11 Closed loop MRP system

Review questions

9.9 Why do independent demand methods generally perform badly with inter-
mittent demand?

9.10 It is always preferable to combine several, small orders into a few larger ones.
Do you think this is true?
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9.11 What is a batching rule?
9.12 What is the key element of closed-loop MRP?

Extensions to MRP

Initial ideas

When people started looking for improvements to the basic MRP approach they
began by adding fairly small features to deal with variable supply, wastage,
supplier reliability, poor quality, variable demand, variable lead times, and so
on. Often these problems can be dealt with by simple rules. If, for example,
an organization finds that the timing of deliveries is unreliable, it can add a
safety time and order materials some time before they are actually needed; if
quality is a problem, it can add some safety stock to replace materials that do not
meet quality standards; if materials are cheap, it can use some minimum order
size. Simple rules of this kind have been developed to deal with many different
problems. They might raise costs, but this price is worth paying to guarantee
uninterrupted operations – especially when you remember that inflexibility is a
continuing problem with MRP.

Perhaps the next stage of extensions moved MRP away from manufacturers
and towards other types of organization. It can be more difficult to apply in
services, largely because they do not always have a detailed master schedules to
define production. Nonetheless, many services have successfully adopted MRP.
Hospitals, for example, use MRP to schedule surgical operations and make sure
that supplies and equipment are ready when needed. They design a master
schedule of planned surgical operations; the bill of material contains information
about the facilities, equipment and resources needed for each type of surgery; and
the inventory file contains information about theatres, staff, surgical instruments,
disposable materials, reusable instruments, and so on. In the same way, hotels,
universities, airlines, football clubs, conference organizers, film companies and a
whole range of other services now use the principles of MRP.

After mentioning these initial adjustments, and the use of MRP by other types
of organization, we come to the major extensions. We have seen how closed-
loop MRP adds feedback to avoid potential problems with capacity but it really
does much more than this. With capacity requirements planning it becomes a
way of extending the MRP approach further into an organization. It extends
MRP beyond the basic purchase of materials, and into more central areas of
production and capacity planning. The next moves in this direction were again
originated by manufacturers, and have been brought together under the umbrella
of manufacturing resource planning.

Manufacturing resource planning

MRP gives schedules for the arrival of materials needed by operations, and closed-
loop MRP makes sure that there is enough capacity actually to supply these
materials. But materials are only one resource. As well as scheduling materials,
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organizations have to schedule people, equipment, facilities, finances, logistics,
and any other resource that they use. Surely we can use the same MRP approach
for these other resources.

So we start with MRP schedules for the delivery of materials, and hence the
timing of operations within the organization to supply the materials. But when
we know the timetables for these operations, we can use them to schedule all the
equipment needed. And when we have timetables for the equipment, we can use
them to schedule the people who work on them. And when we have timetables
for the people, we can use them to schedule other facilities, such as catering
and transport. But we can go even further than this. If we know when we are
getting deliveries, we can schedule transport; looking at the finished goods, we
can plan delivery to customers and distribution. Continuing in this way, we could
eventually build an integrated system that would ‘explode’ the master schedule
to give timetables for all the jobs, equipment, operators, machines, facilities, etc.
needed to achieve it. This integrated system for scheduling resources is resource
requirements planning (actually, you have to be a bit careful here, because people
sometimes use this phrase to mean different things).

In principle, there is no reason why we should limit the use of this MRP
approach to scheduling basic resources. Why not, for example, continue and look
at the associated finance, marketing, logistics, human resource management, etc.?
Eventually we would have a completely integrated system that would use the
master schedule as the basis for planning all the activities within an organization.
This is the aim of manufacturing resource planning or MRP II.

ž MRP II gives an integrated system for synchronizing all functions within an
organization.

ž It connects schedules for all activities back to the master schedule.

In principle, linking all activities to the master schedule can give very efficient
operations. No unnecessary work is done, there are no delays because of late
deliveries or shortages, no stocks of work in progress accumulate, and products
move smoothly through the whole process. These benefits have encouraged many
organizations to extend their MRP systems towards MRP II.

Although the idea of MRP II seems fairly straightforward, there are considerable
practical difficulties. At a simple level, it is difficult to get schedules that everyone
accepts as being good and workable. In common with most planning, MRP II does
not stop at a single run to find the ‘best’ solution, but uses an iterative approach
to find a reasonable solution that everyone accepts. It is clearly difficult to get
agreement from so many people with different interests and aims, and the series of
‘what-if’ tests that look for improvements can become daunting. Jones and Towill
(1998) describe these as ‘monster systems’.

Perhaps the most serious problem with MRP II is the difficulty of getting
complete integration of all functions and systems. Many organizations have asked
if the effort needed to get such close integration is actually worth the rewards. We
have already said that MRP systems tend to be inflexible and unable to respond
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quickly to changes, so a whole organization run in this way might become
cumbersome and unwieldy. Rather than give an efficient process, MRP II might
leave it vulnerable to changing conditions. It is certainly fair to say that very few
organizations work with full MRP II, and most are happier to implement parts of
the system. They use different names for these partial systems, and a common is
distribution resource planning or logistics resource planning where the MRP approach
is used to plan logistics (again, unfortunately, people tend to use these terms rather
inconsistently).

Distribution resource planning (DRP) plans the flow of products out to cus-
tomers in the same way that MRP plans the flow of materials in from suppliers.
Suppose, for example, that a local warehouse wants to make a delivery to a cus-
tomer in four weeks’ time, it knows when this delivery has to come from a regional
warehouse. Then the regional warehouse knows when to arrange a delivery from
a national warehouse, the national warehouse knows when to arrange a delivery
from a supplier, and so on back through the supply chain. The problem comes
with initiating this flow. With MRP this is done by the master schedule – as it
should be with DRP. Then we effectively have customer demand used to design a
master schedule, and this is used for both MRP and DRP. Sometimes, especially
when there are long lead times, actual customer orders can be used to trigger DRP,
giving a very close match between the supply and demand of logistics. Often,
though, organizations cannot get rigid delivery plans so far in advance, and they
have to base DRP on forecasts of likely deliveries. Provided these forecasts are
accurate, DRP can give useful results, but they have lost some of the essential
benefits of MRP.

Working with other organizations
The systems we have described so far are all used within an organization. But in
Chapter 1 we discussed the benefits of integration along the supply chain. This
allows organizations in a supply chain to improve their overall performance by
co-operating, exchanging information and co-ordinating their operations. Now
you can see the next extensions to MRP, which co-ordinate operations of different
organizations within a supply chain. This is the basis of Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP).

ERP uses the characteristic approach of MRP, but now focuses on the whole
supply chain. It extends MRP beyond a single organization, to include suppliers
and customers (as shown in Figure 9.12). Suppose that a manufacturer ran its own
MRP and found that its master schedule needed 100 units of some materials at the
beginning of May. If its MRP system is linked to the supplier’s system, the supplier
can now start scheduling activities to make sure these materials are ready in time.
Then the supplier, in turn, could link its system to its own suppliers, and so move
backwards through the supply chain, creating an integrated planning system.

ERP obviously relies on complete trust between organizations, and a free flow of
information. In principle, this is relatively easy to organize, using the Internet and
e-commerce. However, you can imagine the complexity of systems needed, and
the practical problems that arise. Although many systems suppliers will disagree,
at the moment it is fair to say that ERP is still evolving.
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Figure 9.12 Enterprise resource planning

We can summarize the main stages in the development of the MRP approach
as follows:

ž Material requirements planning, where the schedules for materials are found
from the master schedule.

ž Adjustments to MRP to allow for batching, safety stocks, combined orders, etc.
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ž Closed-loop MRP (with capacity requirements planning) including feedback
to make sure that the proposed schedule is feasible and presents no major
problems (particularly with capacity).

ž Resource requirements planning extends the MRP approach to other resources.

ž Distribution (or logistics) resource planning schedules the flow of materials
through a supply chain.

ž Manufacturing resource planning extends the approach to include other func-
tions within an organization.

ž Enterprise resource planning extends the approach to other organizations in
the supply chain.

Summary

There have been continual improvements to the basic MRP approach. Initial
adjustments included batching of small orders, smoothing demand, adding safety
stocks and iteratively improving schedules. More significant changes include
feedback with closed-loop MRP, capacity requirements planning and DRP. MRP
II extends the scope of the MRP approach to other functions, giving an integrated
approach to planning. ERP extends the approach to other organizations in the
supply chain.

Review questions

9.13 How could you extend the approach of MRP?
9.14 What exactly is MRP II?
9.15 Distribution resource planning relies on large and integrated computer

systems. Do you think this is true?

Chapter review

ž Despite their widespread use, independent demand methods have some weak-
nesses. We can modify the basic models, but in some circumstances – such as
batch production – an alternative approach might be better. Material require-
ments planning gives a widely used alternative for dependent demand.

ž Material requirements planning uses a bill of material to explode a master
schedule and find the gross requirements for materials needed for production.
Information about current stocks, orders outstanding, reserved stocks, etc. are
then used to find order quantities. Lead times are use to time phase these orders
so that materials arrive in time for use.

ž The main advantage of MRP is its ability to relate demand for materials directly
to the master schedule. This brings a number of related benefits, ranging from
reduced costs to better planning.
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ž The main disadvantages of MRP are the conditions that must be met, the
complexity of systems and the inflexibility.

ž Basic MRP schedules tend to give small, frequent orders. We can reduce costs
by combining several of these into a single larger order. We can also make
other adjustments to smoothe demand, add safety stocks, iteratively improve
schedules, and so on.

ž MRP can give sporadic demand that causes problems with capacity. These
can be avoided by adding feedback in closed-loop MRP. This leads to other
extensions like capacity requirements planning and DRP.

ž MRP II extends the MRP approach to other functions, giving an integrated
approach to planning. ERP extends the approach to other organizations in the
supply chain

Project

MRP needs specialized programs. What features would you expect to find in
commercial MRP packages? Many companies provide software and consulting
services to install MRP systems. Search the Web and see what suppliers you can
find (you might start with SAP, a major supplier, on www.SAP.com). Do their
products have the facilities you expected? Are there any apparent differences
in their systems? Can you find evidence for real improvements brought by the
systems?

Problems

9.1 Elsbeth Home Furnishing Ltd. assembles dining room tables using bought-in
parts of four legs and a top. These have lead times of two and three weeks
respectively, and assembly takes a week. The company receive orders for 40
tables to be delivered in week 5 of a production period and 80 tables in week
7. There are current stocks of four complete tables, 80 legs and 44 tops. When
should the company order parts?

9.2 A master schedule shows 100 units of a product, AA, to be made in week 11
of a cycle, 220 units in week 14 and 150 units in week 16. There are currently
50 units of the product in stock. Each unit of the product takes a week to
assemble from 3 units of part BB and 4 units of part CC. Each unit of part BB
is made in one week from 2 units of material DD and 5 units of material EE.
Part CC is assembled in 2 weeks from 3 units of component FF. Lead times
for DD, EE and FF are 3, 2 and 1 weeks respectively. Current stocks are 200
units of BB, 250 of CC, 120 of DD, 400 of EE and 200 of FF. The company keeps
minimum stocks of 20 units of AA, 40 units of DD, 100 of EE and 100 of FF.
The minimum order size for EE is 500 units, while FF can only be ordered in
discrete batches of 100 units. An order placed with a sub-contractor for 200
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units of CC is expected to arrive in period 8. Design a timetable of activities
for the company.

9.3 RTK makes three sizes of filing cabinet with 2, 3 and 4 drawers. Each cabinet
consists of a formed case, drawers and a lock. Each case is made from drawer
slides (two for each drawer) and a formed case (which is itself made from a
sheet of steel). Each drawer is made from two roller supports, a handle and
a formed drawer (which is made from a sheet of steel). The lead times, in
weeks, are:

cabinet 1 lock 1 sheet steel 3
formed case 1 roller support 3
drawer 2 handle 2 drawer slide 3

There are currently stocks of 30 complete drawers and 80 roller supports, and
a delivery of 300 roller supports is expected in period 1. The master schedule
for the next 10 weeks is as follows:

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 drawer cabinets 50 100 100 100
3 drawer cabinets 60 120 80 120
4 drawer cabinets 50 150 110 110

When would you schedule orders and production?

9.4 It costs C–– 1.50 to store a unit of an item for one month. The total cost of placing
an order for the item, including delivery, is C–– 950. An MRP analysis has found
the following demands for the item:

month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
demand 50 25 30 30 50 60 40 30 20 30 40 50 70

Compare the costs of different ordering policies and say which is the best.

9.5 A company makes each unit of product APF83 from 12 units of BIL179, 10
units of CPX213 and 20 units of DDY303. Each unit of BIL179 is made from
2 units of EMA108, 2 units of FFT187 and 2 units of GHO951. Each unit
of both EMA108 and DDY303 is made from 6 units of HOX229. A master
schedule needs 120 units of APF83 to be ready by week 8 of a planning
cycle and 100 units by week 10. There are minimum order sizes of 4,000
units for HOX229, and 1,000 units of both FFT187 and GHO951. Information
about stocks and lead times in weeks (either for assembly or orders) is
as follows.
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Item Current Minimum Lead time
stocks stocks (weeks)

APF83 40 20 2
BIL179 460 100 3
CPX213 680 200 1
DDY303 820 200 3
EMA108 720 400 2
FFT187 1,240 400 2
GHO951 1,660 400 2
HOX229 2,400 400 4

Design a schedule for materials supply.

Discussion questions

9.1 Does MRP really give better results than independent demand approaches?
Give some examples to support your views.

9.2 In what type of companies is MRP most widely used? Are there any specific
problems with services? Give some real examples to support your views.

9.3 MRP links operations to the master schedule. But many operations are done
more efficiently in a different order and with different batch sizes to those
given by MRP. How do you think such problems can be overcome?

9.4 MRP is complicated and if you start linking other operations, systems, func-
tions and organizations, the result becomes hugely complicated. The ideas of
MRP II and ERP seem good in principle, but the systems become so unwieldy
that they can never work properly. Even if they did work, operations would
be too inflexible and burdensome to cope with more agile competitors. Do you
think that this is true?

9.5 Distribution resources planning is based on the mistaken view that deliveries to
customers can be planned with the same certainty as operations in production.
Can DRP ever work as well as MRP?

9.6 MRP has evolved from a simple method of calculating order times, to an
integrated system for controlling all functions along the supply chain. What
are the most important steps in this evolution? What are the next steps?
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Just-in-Time

Aims of the chapter

The last chapter described material requirements planning, which is a dependent
demand method that finds demand for materials directly from the master schedule.
This chapter continues the theme of dependent demand by introducing just-in-
time. The distinctive feature of just-in-time is that it eliminates waste by organizing
operations to occur at exactly the time they are needed. In this sense, stock becomes
a waste of resources that should be eliminated.

After reading this chapter you should be able to do the following:

ž appreciate the view that stock is a waste of resources that should be eliminated;

ž describe the aims of just-in-time operations and the effects these bring to an
organization;

ž use kanbans to control JIT operations;

ž discuss some important requirements of JIT, including quality management
and relations with suppliers and employees;

ž list the benefits and disadvantages of JIT;

ž see how to extend JIT to other organizations in the supply chain;

ž compare JIT with other methods of inventory control.

This chapter will emphasize:

ž just-in-time, when operations are done just as they are needed;

ž pull systems, which pull materials through a process;

ž kanbans, for controlling JIT operations.

Principles of just-in-time

Just-in-time or JIT organizes all operations so they occur at exactly the time they are
needed. They are not done too early (which would leave products and materials
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hanging around until they were actually needed) and they are not done too late
(which would give poor customer service). You can see this effect when you order
a taxi to collect you at 12:00. If the taxi arrives at 11:30 you are not ready and it
wastes time sitting and waiting; if it arrives at 12:30 you are not pleased and will
not use the service again. When the taxi arrives at 12:00 – just-in-time for your
trip – it does not waste time waiting, and you are pleased that the service arrives
exactly when you wanted it.

With just-in-time operations, activities occur at exactly the time they are needed.

JIT and stocks

Although it seems a simple idea, JIT needs considerable changes to the way that
organizations work and to management thinking. This effort can be rewarded by
dramatic improvements in performance. Xerox was one of the early users of JIT
and Jacobson and Hillkirk (1986) describe how ‘Just-in-time purchasing at Xerox
reduced the number of suppliers from 5000 to 400, cut stocks of copier parts by
$240 million, and automated its warehouses’.

JIT is much more than a way of timetabling operations, and its supporters
describe it as ‘a way of eliminating waste’ or ‘a way of enforced problem solving’.
We will illustrate this by its effects on stocks. Here, JIT immediately sees stock as
a waste of resources that serves no useful purpose, with materials just sitting and
waiting to be used. So it looks for ways of removing this waste. The traditional
view has stock providing an essential buffer between operations, and managers
asking how to provide this buffer at minimum cost. JIT changes the main question
of inventory control to, ‘How can we eliminate the need for stocks?’

JIT says that the answer to this comes by solving the problems that make stock
necessary. If stocks are held to cope with variations in supply, the answer is to
find ways of reducing the variation. If stocks are held to cover uncertain demand,
the answer is to remove the uncertainty. So JIT identifies the problems that arise if
stocks are eliminated, and then looks for ways of solving these problems.

In the last chapter we saw how MRP takes a step in this direction. It reduces the
uncertainty in demand for materials by linking this to planned production. The
result is lower average stock levels. In practice, MRP can only be used in certain
circumstances and it still keeps some stocks to allow for problems with operations
or deliveries. However, the more closely we can match supply to demand, the
less stock we need to cover any differences. If we can completely eliminate any
mismatch, we do not need any stocks at all (as illustrated in Figure 10.1).

By co-ordinating supply and demand so that they are closely matched, just-in-
time can eliminate the need for stocks.

You can see an example of just-in-time operations when you buy fuel for a
lawnmower. If your lawnmower has a petrol engine, there is a mismatch between
the fuel supply that you buy from a garage, and demand when you actually mow
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(a) Independent demand methods needs higher stocks

(c) Just-in-time eliminates stock

(b) Material requirements planning lowers stock

Material supply
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Time

Stock
level

Time

Stock
level

Figure 10.1 Comparison of stock levels with different approaches to inventory control

the lawn. You allow for this mismatch by keeping stocks of fuel in the petrol tank
and spare can. This is the traditional approach to inventory control, where stocks
are high enough to cover any likely demand. If your lawnmower has an electric
motor, the supply of electricity exactly matches demand and you do not need any
stocks. This is a just-in-time system.

Now you can imagine JIT in practice by thinking of a car assembly line. Just as
the chassis moves down the line to one stage, an engine arrives at the same point
and is fitted. This is repeated for all parts. As the car body arrives at another stage,
four doors also arrive and are fitted. All the way down the line materials arrive
just at the time they are needed, and the car is assembled in one smooth process.

So what happens when there really is a mismatch between supply and demand?
What does a supermarket do when it sells loaves of bread one at a time, but gets
them delivered by the truckload? The traditional answer is to hold enough stock
to cover the mismatch – effectively the supermarket must store bread until it is
sold or goes stale. JIT says that this is a mistake, and the alternative is to remove
the mismatch. The supermarket could solve its problem by having smaller, more
frequent deliveries, or opening a small bakery on the premises.
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As you can see, JIT is based on simple principles. Instead of holding stocks to
allow for problems, you look at the problems and solve them. We can summarize
its argument about stock as follows:

ž Stocks are held in an organization to cover short-term variation and uncertainty
in supply and demand.

ž These stocks serve no useful purpose – they only exist because poor co-
ordination does not match the supply of materials to the demand.

ž As long as stocks are held, there are no obvious problems and no incentive for
managers to improve the flow of materials.

ž Then operations continue to be poorly managed, with problems hidden
by stocks.

ž The real answer is to improve operations, find the reasons for differences
between supply and demand, and then take whatever action is needed to
overcome the differences.

Japanese manufacturers effectively developed this approach, and companies like
Toyota spent years perfecting the methods (Shingo, 1981). Their work started
in the 1970s and by the early 1990s half of European manufacturers used some
form of JIT. Now it is fair to say that all major organizations use some elements
of JIT. People have given the basic approach a variety of names, including
stockless production, zero inventory, lean production, Toyota system, Japanese
manufacturing, world-class manufacturing and continuous flow manufacturing.

The ideas behind JIT are clearly not new. In the 1920s iron ore arriving at
Ford’s plant in Detroit was turned into steel within a day and into finished
cars shortly afterwards; McDonald’s have made billions of hamburgers using
elements of just-in-time; television news services collect reports just-in-time for
their transmissions. The difference is that Toyota, and others, showed how JIT
principles can be extended to all operations. They showed practical ways of
running whole organizations based on JIT principles.

Summary

Just-in-time organizes operations to occur at exactly the time they are needed.
This approach is based on an aim of eliminating all waste. Stocks are seen as a
waste of resources that can be eliminated by co-ordinating supply and demand.
The characteristic approach is to identify problems and then solve them, rather
than hiding them under excessive stock.

Review questions

10.1 What is the main feature of JIT?
10.2 How does JIT’s approach to inventory management differ from other

methods?
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10.3 The main benefit of JIT is that it reduces stocks of work in progress. Do you
think this is true?

Main features for stocks

Changes of view

JIT is not just a way of minimizing stocks, but is a whole way of viewing
operations. In this wider sense, JIT sees an organization as having a series of
problems that hinder efficient operations. These problems include long lead times,
unbalanced operations, constrained capacity, equipment breakdowns, defective
materials, interrupted operations, unreliable suppliers, poor quality, too much
paperwork and too many changes. Managers try to overcome the effects of
these problems by holding large stocks, buying extra capacity, keeping back-up
equipment, employing ‘trouble-shooters’, and so on. But these methods do not
solve the problems, they only cover them up. A much more constructive approach
is to identify the real problems and solve them. This approach leads to a number
of changes in viewpoint:

ž Stocks. As we have seen, organizations hold stocks to cover short-term differ-
ences between supply and demand. JIT assumes these stocks are actually used
to hide problems. Organizations should find the reasons for differences between
supply and demand, and then take whatever action is needed to remove them.

ž Quality. Historically, organizations have defined some arbitrary level of accept-
able quality for their products, such as, ‘two defective units in 100 means the
quality is acceptable’. JIT recognizes that all defects have costs and prevent
smooth operations, so it is better to make sure that no defects are produced.
This is the principle behind total quality management (TQM).

ž Suppliers. We have stressed the need for co-operation between suppliers and
customers, but this is particularly important with JIT. Organizations using JIT
rely totally on their suppliers, so they cannot allow any kind of friction. Instead
they emphasize their common objectives and work closely together, preferably
in long-term partnerships and alliances.

ž Batch size. Operations are often more efficient with large batch sizes, as they
reduce set-up costs and disruptions. But if demand is smaller, the big batches
give stocks that are held for a long time. JIT looks for ways of reducing the
batch size so that it more closely matches demand.

ž Lead times. Lead times are often fixed by suppliers, and they can be unnec-
essarily long. This reduces flexibility and encourages high stocks to cover
uncertainty before another order can arrive. JIT looks for ways of continually
reducing lead times.

ž Reliability. When equipment breaks down, most organizations transfer
resources and start making another product. JIT is based on continuous,
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uninterrupted production, so it does not allow this kind of flexibility. Managers
are forced to recognize the problem with reliability, they find the reason for the
breakdown, and make sure it does not happen again.

ž Employees. Some organizations still have a friction between ‘managers’ and
‘workers’. JIT argues that this is a meaningless distinction. The welfare of
everyone depends on the success of the organization, so all employees should
be treated fairly and equitably.

By now, you can see that JIT is not just as a way of minimizing stocks, but is
a whole way of viewing operations. One other key element of JIT is its view
of administration as an overhead that is largely wasted. So it tries to simplify
operations and systems so that the effort needed to control them is minimized. JIT
systems are largely manual with little paperwork or decisions made away from the
shop floor, which is in marked contrast to MRP, which is computerized, expensive
to control, and based on decisions made by planners who are some distance from
the shop floor.

This aim of simplicity means that the methods used by JIT are all practical
and based largely on common sense. Thus plant layouts are simplified, routine
maintenance is scheduled to avoid break-downs, everyone is trained in quality
control to reduce the number of defects, simpler designs are used to reduce
processing time, equipment set-up is changed to make it faster, reorder costs
are reduced to allow smaller deliveries, suppliers are encouraged to make more
frequent deliveries, and so on. These changes may seem fairly obvious, but they
have major effects on operations. It is easy to say, for example, ‘Suppliers are
encouraged to make more frequent deliveries’, but this can be very difficult to
organize in practice. Such changes cannot be introduced in one go, but evolve with
small continuous improvements over a long period. Toyota is reputed to have
made continuous improvements in its operations for over 25 years before JIT was
working properly (see Womack et al., 1990; Monden, 1994).

Types of operations

Unfortunately, JIT only works well in certain types of organization. The most
successful users are probably car assembly plants that make large numbers of
similar products in a continuous process. You can see why this is, from the
following arguments.

ž Every time there are changes to a process, or it switches from making one
product to making another, there are delays, disruptions and costs. JIT says that
these changes waste resources and should be eliminated. In other words, JIT
needs a stable environment where a process makes large numbers of a standard
product, at a fixed rate, for a long time.

ž This stable environment can reduce costs by using specialized automation.
Then JIT works best with high volume, mass production.
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ž The level of production must allow a smooth and continuous flow of products
through the process. Each part of the process should be fully utilized, so the
process is likely to be a well-balanced assembly line.

ž Deliveries of materials are made directly to the assembly line at just the time
they are needed. Suppliers must be able to adapt to this kind of operation. It
would be impractical to bring each individual unit from suppliers, so the next
best thing is to use very small batches.

ž If small batches are used, reorder costs must be reduced as much as possible or
the frequent deliveries will be too expensive.

ž Lead times must be short or the delay in answering a request for materials
becomes too long. This means working closely with suppliers, and even having
them build facilities that are physically close.

ž As there are no stocks to give safety cover, any defects in materials would
disrupt production. Suppliers must, therefore, be totally reliable and provide
materials that are free from defects.

ž If something goes wrong, people working on the process must be able to find
the cause, take the action needed to correct the fault, and make sure that it does
not happen again. This needs a skilled and flexible workforce that is committed
to the success of the organization.

We can continue arguing in this way and arrive at a list of the key elements in JIT
operations. These include:

ž a stable environment

ž standard products with few variations

ž continuous production at fixed levels

ž automated, high volume operations

ž a balanced process that uses resources fully

ž reliable production equipment

ž minimum stocks

ž small batches of materials

ž short lead times for materials

ž low set-up and delivery costs

ž efficient materials handling

ž reliable suppliers

ž consistently high quality of materials

ž flexible workforce
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ž fair treatment and rewards for employees

ž ability to solve any problems

ž an efficient method of control.

Summary

JIT needs many changes to the way that organizations view their operations.
Even when they are willing to make these changes, JIT does not work well in all
circumstances. It is generally most successful with large-scale assembly.

Review questions

10.4 What type of process is JIT most suited to?
10.5 JIT cannot be used for small service operations. Do you think this is true?

Achieving just-in-time operations

Push and pull systems

The key point of JIT is not just that it specifies an aim of organizing operations to
occur exactly when they are needed, but also shows how this aim can be achieved.
It develops a distinctive system that ‘pulls’ materials through the process.

In a traditional process, each operation has a timetable of work that must be
finished in a given time. Finished items are then ‘pushed’ through to form a stock
of work in progress in front of the next operation. You can imagine this with some
carpenters whose schedule tells them to finish making a set of chairs by 15:00 next
Thursday and then to pass them on to the painters. Unfortunately, this ignores
what the next operation is actually doing – it might be busy working on something
completely different, or be waiting for a different item to arrive, or be stopped by
equipment failure. At best, the second operation must finish its current job before
it can start working on the new material just passed to it. The result is delays and
increased stock of work in progress.

JIT uses another approach to ‘pull’ work through the process. When one
operation finishes work on a unit, it passes a message back to the preceding
operation to say that it needs another unit to work on. The preceding operation
only passes materials forward when it gets this request. This kind of process
does not have earlier operations pushing work through, but has later operation
pulling it through (as shown in Figure 10.2). You can see the difference in a take-
away sandwich bar. With the traditional push system, someone makes a batch of
sandwiches and delivers them to the counter where they sit until someone buys
them. With a JIT pull system, a customer asks for a particular type of sandwich,
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Figure 10.2 Comparison of ‘push’ and ‘pull’ planning

and this is specially made and delivered. This eliminates the stocks of work
in progress.

In practice, there is inevitably some lead time between a later operation
requesting material and having it arrive. So JIT arranges for messages to be
passed backwards this lead time before they are actually needed. Materials are
also delivered in small batches rather than continuous amounts. This means that
JIT still has some stocks of work in progress, but these are much smaller than for
equivalent ‘push’ systems. It is, though, fairer to say that JIT minimizes stocks
rather than eliminates them.

Kanbans
Having defined a ‘pull’ system, JIT needs some way of controlling the flow of
materials through a process. This is usually done by kanbans (‘kanban’ is the
Japanese for a card, or some form of visible record). There are several ways of
using kanbans, but they are based on the same principles.

ž A message is passed backwards, asking preceding operations to send materials.

ž Materials are only moved in standard containers which hold specific amounts.
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ž Only one container-full is produced or moved at a time.

ž The size of a container is typically around 10 per cent of daily needs, but is the
smallest reasonable batch that can be made.

ž Containers can only be moved if the container has a kanban attached.

ž A specific number of containers and kanbans is used, and this gives a rigid way
of controlling the movement of materials.

ž While it is simple to administer, this system makes sure that stocks can-
not accumulate.

The simplest way of using kanbans is shown in Figure 10.3. Here, operation B uses
the material from a container. When it needs more materials (i.e. when its stock
of materials falls to some predetermined reorder level) a kanban is attached to an
empty container and this is taken to the preceding operation A. Here the kanban is
attached to a full container, which returns to operation B. Operation A now has an
empty container, which is its signal to start work on this material, and it produces
just enough to refill the container.

One obvious problem is that operations must be perfectly balanced, with
the output from each operation exactly matching the requirements of following
stations. If there is any imbalance some equipment remains idle until it is called on
to start production. In practice, this problem is met in all operations and is by no
means unique to JIT systems. However, with its emphasis on solving problems, JIT
considers any imbalance to be unacceptable and looks for ways of eliminating it.
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of materials
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Full container with kanban

Figure 10.3 A simple kanban system
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The single card kanban system described is easy to implement, but it is rather
limited and the most common system (shown in Figure 10.4) is slightly more
complicated. This uses two distinct types of card, a production kanban and a
movement kanban.

ž When one operation needs more materials, a movement kanban is put on an
empty container. This gives permission to take the container to a small stock of
work in progress.
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Figure 10.4 A common two card kanban system
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ž A full container is then found, which has a production kanban attached.

ž The production kanban is removed and put on a post. This gives a signal for the
preceding operation to make enough to replace the container of materials.

ž A movement kanban is put on the full container, giving permission to take it
back to the operation.

Although this system has a stock of work in progress, this stock is small. When
a full container is removed, it is usually the only container in stock – and the
materials are not replaced until the previous workstation makes them. JIT almost
always uses a product layout – such as an assembly line – so this stock of work
in progress is really a small amount that is kept in the line, and there is no
actual movement.

Each full container in the store has a production kanban attached to it, so the
number of kanbans effectively fixes the amount of work in progress. If there is only
one production kanban, it means that the stock of work in progress is limited to at
most one container of items. If there are two production kanbans, this doubles the
stock of work in progress, and more kanbans would give even higher stocks. The
aim of JIT is to work with minimum stocks and, therefore, a minimum feasible
number of kanbans.

There are many variations on these themes. Some systems use different kanbans
for emergency requests, high priority needs, materials requested from suppliers,
signals for batch processes to start, and so on. The amount of information given on
each kanban can vary from almost nothing to detailed instructions for production.
Many organizations use electronic kanbans, coloured balls, bar codes and optical
character readers. Bicheno (1999) says that, ‘There are many types of kanbans
. . . ‘‘kanbans for all seasons’’ ’. Whatever the differences in detail, each system is
based on a signal passed backwards from one stage in a process to the previous
stage, to show when it is time to start operations.

Setting the number of kanbans

Suppose demand for an item is D per unit of time. Each container holds C units of
an item (and as a guideline the value of C should be below 10 per cent of expected
daily demand). Each container spends:

ž a time TP in a production part of a cycle (waiting, being filled and moving to
the store of work in progress);

ž a time TD in a demand part of a cycle (waiting, being emptied and moving to
the store of work in progress).

Then the total cycle length is TP + TD and the number of kanbans to maintain
smooth operations is:

Number of kanbans = demand in the cycle
size of each container
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or

K = D × (TP + TD)

C

Any number of kanbans above this adds an element of safety. When a new JIT
system is installed, the organization might keep some flexibility by having a
fairly large number of kanbans. Over time, though, JIT will look for continuous
improvements and will reduce the number to a minimum. As a guide, the
maximum element of safety should be less than 10 per cent so that:

K <
D × (TP + TD) × (1 + SF)

C

where SF is a safety factor of less than 0.1. Then the maximum stock of work in
progress is:

Maximum stock level = K × C = D × (TP + TD) × (1 + SF)

Worked example

Demand for an item is 100 units an hour. The item is moved in containers
that hold 10 units. Each container spends an average of 15 minutes in the
production part of a cycle, and 30 minutes in the demand part. What is the
minimum number of kanbans needed to control stocks? What is the resulting
stock of work in progress? Improved operations can reduce the time in the
demand part of the cycle to 20 minutes, but initially this needs a safety factor of
10 per cent. How many kanbans does this need?

Solution

The figures given, in consistent units, are:

D = 100 units an hour

TP = 0.25 hours

TD = 0.5 hours

C = 10 units

With no margin for safety the number of kanbans needed is:

K = D × (TP + TD)

10
= 100 × (0.25 + 0.5)

10
= 7.5

K must be rounded up to 8, giving a stock of work in progress of:

K × C = 8 × 10 = 80 units
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Reducing TD to 20 minutes, and adding a 10 per cent safety margin gives:

K = D × (TP + TD) × (1 + SF)

C
= 100 × (0.25 + 0.33)×1.1

10
= 6.4

K must be rounded up to 7, giving a stock of work in progress of:

K × C = 7×10 = 70 units.

Summary

JIT needs a simple means of controlling the supply of materials. Kanban is the
usual method, using cards to signal the pull of demand from later operations to
earlier ones. There are many different ways of using kanbans.

Review questions

10.6 What is the difference between ‘push’ and ‘pull’ systems?
10.7 What is the purpose of a kanban?
10.8 How is the amount of work in progress limited in JIT?

Other effects of JIT

We have already mentioned some of the features that you would expect to see
in an organization using JIT. It has an effect on everything, from the way that
goods are ordered to the quality of products. It is, therefore, a step that needs total
commitment from everyone in the organization. Because they are so important
for inventory management, we will mention four of the key elements of JIT again.
These are the relations with suppliers, quality management, authority to stop
operations, and respect for employees.

Relations with suppliers

Traditionally there has been some friction between organizations and their sup-
pliers. Organizations pay money to suppliers, and many people think that one
can only benefit at the expense of the other. If an organization gets a good deal,
it automatically means that the supplier is losing out – if the supplier makes a
good profit, it means that the organization pays too much. We said in Chapter 1
that this friction causes serious problems with loyalty and co-operation. Suppliers
set rigid conditions, and as they have no guarantee of repeat business, they try
to make as much profit from each sale as possible; organizations shop around to
make sure they get the best deal, and remind suppliers of the competition. The
result is uncertainty about orders, constant changes in an organization’s suppliers
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and customers, changing products, varying order sizes, different times between
orders, uncertainty about repeat orders, changes in the costs, and so on.

Organizations using JIT rely on their suppliers being completely dependable
and removing all uncertainty from supply. The only way of achieving this is
through co-operation, recognizing that organizations and their suppliers both
want a mutually beneficial trading arrangement. If they can agree conditions
that satisfy both the organization and the supplier – with both feeling that they
get the best possible deal – this is far better than working with unnecessary
friction. The implication is that organizations should identify the best suppliers
and always order from them. This reinforces the ideas behind strategic alliances
and partnerships that we met in Chapter 1.

Without close co-operation it can be difficult for suppliers to make the small,
frequent deliveries needed, and to co-ordinate their deliveries with demands.
Sometimes they respond by increasing their stock of finished goods to ensure
the required pattern of delivery. The effect of this is simply to move stocks from
an organization’s raw materials store to the suppliers’ finished goods store. This
does not reduce overall costs and might even increase them. The aim of JIT is to
eliminate stocks rather than move them to another point in the supply chain. And,
again, the way to achieve this is through co-operation.

JIT recognizes the benefits of stability. Any changes to products or operations
inevitably cause difficulties with suppliers, and these problems expand as they
pass back through the supply chain. A small change in a finished product has
major effects on earlier suppliers. These difficulties are inefficient, so JIT relies on
a product that remains largely unchanged through long production runs. This
stability allows suppliers to specialize in one type of item, and they may reduce
their product range and number of customers. Many suppliers become ‘focused
factories’, which are small plants that concentrate almost entirely on making one
product but aim to make this very well and very efficiently. They focus all their
operations on making a single product very efficiently, and their small size makes
them easy to manage and less expensive to run.

They can also share information without the threat that this will be used to get
some form of trading advantage, and they can share ideas about products and
designs. Suppliers can make suggestions for improvements, without the fear that
their future profits will be reduced. Long-term agreements also reduce the threat
that a dominant organization will look for vertical integration and either buy out
a supplier or start making materials itself.

Ideally, suppliers will work so closely with an organization that they install JIT
in their own operations and become part of an extended JIT system (as suggested
in Figure 10.5). Whenever an organization needs some material it sends a vehicle
with empty containers and kanbans to the supplier. The empty containers are
exchanged for full ones from the supplier’s stock of finished goods; the kanbans are
transferred to the full containers, which are returned to the customer. The supplier
now has empty containers, which show that it is time to replace the contents.

Of course, the close relationships between an organization and its suppliers
can also bring problems. JIT is very demanding of suppliers, insisting on perfect
quality, small orders, frequent deliveries, short lead times, shared information,
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Figure 10.5 Integrating a supplier into the JIT system

simple control systems, little paperwork, nearby locations, low costs, continuing
improvement to products and operations, ideas for better products, extension of
JIT to suppliers, and so on. These conditions would be difficult even for a supplier
with only one customer, but most suppliers have to consider many different
customers with different needs. In reality, there has to be some compromise on
both sides to give continuing benefits.

Jidoka – quality at source

JIT does not allow safety stocks, so materials delivered must be perfect and free
from any defect. There are two ways of achieving this. First, the organization can
accept the possibility of defects and check the quality of every unit as it arrives.
But this is expensive and time-consuming, so it destroys many of the benefits that
JIT is aiming for. The second alternative is to ensure that all items arriving are of
perfect quality. This is clearly the better alternative and is the one adopted by JIT.

Traditionally manufacturers have accepted a certain proportion of deliveries as
defective. Typically, companies would quote a maximum defective rate in their
products, typically around 1 per cent, and they would sometimes compensate for
this by delivering an extra amount of ‘overage’. One serious problem, though,
is that even low rates of defects are not good enough for JIT. If 99.9 per cent of
materials have acceptable quality, the probability that a unit made from 100 parts
is acceptable is 0.999100, which is about 0.9 – meaning that 10 per cent of units
are defective.

JIT needs perfect quality, and the way to achieve this came from Japan. The
methods have become known as total quality management or TQM, and in recent
years they have had such an effect that some people refer to a ‘quality revolution’.
This happen for four main reasons:
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1. Improved processes can make products with guaranteed high quality.

2. High quality gives producers a competitive advantage.

3. Consumers have become used to high quality products, and will not accept
anything less.

4. High quality reduces costs.

Perhaps the most interesting comment here is that high quality gives lower costs.
At first this seems to go against the traditional view that higher quality can only be
bought at higher cost, but if you look at the wider costs, you see that some actually
go down with increasing quality. Imagine that you buy a washing machine that
is faulty. You complain, and the manufacturer arranges for the machine to be
repaired. The manufacturer could have saved money by finding the fault before
the machine left the factory and it could have saved even more by making a
machine that did not have a fault in the first place. If we look at the costs of quality
more closely, we can divide them into four types.

1. Prevention costs are incurred to prevent defects happening. They include direct
costs for the product itself, such the use of better materials, designing for ease of
production, inclusion of features to ensure good quality, and extra time to make
the product. They also include indirect costs of employee training, pilot runs,
testing prototypes, designing and maintaining control systems, improvement
projects, etc.

2. Appraisal costs are the costs of making sure the designed quality is actu-
ally achieved. They include sampling, inspecting, testing and all the other
elements of quality control. They also cover administrations and audits for
quality programmes.

3. Internal failure costs. As a product goes through the various operations in its
production, it may be inspected several times. Any units that do not meet the
specified quality are scrapped, returned to an earlier point in the process, or
repaired. These give the internal failure cost, which is the total cost of making
defective products that are detected somewhere within the process.

4. External failure costs. Producers normally give a guarantee with their products,
and are responsible for correcting any faults. If a unit goes through the entire
production process, is delivered to a customer, and is then found to be faulty,
the producer must bring it back from the customer and replace, rework, or
repair it as necessary. The cost of this work is part of the external failure cost,
which is the total cost of making defective units that are not detected within the
process, but are recognized as faulty by customers.

All things being equal, prevention and appraisal costs rise with the quality of the
product, while internal and external failure costs fall. The great contribution of
TQM was to show that the failure cost are high, and that organizations should
spend more on prevention and appraisal to reduce the cost of failure. As the failure
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Figure 10.6 Lowest cost comes with perfect quality

costs fall with increasing quality (shown in Figure 10.6), the best way of avoiding
them is to make products without defects. In other words, to make products of
‘perfect quality’, where every unit is guaranteed to be fault-free.

Worked example

Johnny O’Hare recorded his company’s costs (in thousands of Euros a year)
during a period when they introduced a major new quality management
programme. From the following figures, how effective do you think the new
programme has been?

Year −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

Sales 2,643 2,846 2,785 3,103 3,543 3,559 3,728
Costs: Prevention 10 12 13 45 42 42 43

Appraisal 23 25 30 93 90 90 89
Internal failure 113 106 110 35 33 31 29
External failure 137 125 136 54 27 24 13

Solution

A quick look at the costs shows that they have fallen from C–– 283,000 in year
−3 to C–– 174,000 in year 3 despite an increase of 41 per cent in sales. We can
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Total quality management

Year -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
Sales 2643 2846 2785 3103 3543 3559 3728
Costs

Prevention 10 12 13 45 42 42 43
Appraisal 23 25 30 93 90 90 89
Internal failure 113 106 110 35 33 31 29
External failure 137 125 136 54 27 24 13

Costs (% of sales)
Prevention 3.78 4.22 4.67 14.50 11.85 11.80 11.53
Appraisal 8.70 9.46 11.35 35.19 34.05 34.05 33.67
Internal failure 42.75 40.11 41.62 13.24 12.49 11.73 10.97
External failure 51.84
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Figure 10.7 Costs of quality for worked example

make a more objective judgement by calculating the quality costs per thousand
Euros of sales, as shown in Figure 10.7. The quality management programme
was introduced in year zero, and this put more emphasis on prevention and
appraisal, where costs have risen. As a result, product quality seems to have
risen, giving lower failure costs. Overall, quality costs have fallen and sales
have risen, so we must judge the programme a success.

The strength of TQM – like JIT – is that it not only sets its aims clearly, but it
also shows how to achieve them. The way to achieve TQM stems from the simple
observation that the longer a unit stays in a process, the more money is spent on it.
If a unit becomes faulty and it then continues through its process, all subsequent
work is wasted. So the cheapest way of ensuring high quality is to detect any
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faults as soon as they occur. JIT takes this one step further and says that even
more money can be saved by finding out why faults occur, and then taking steps
to prevent them ever happening. So every operation is designed so that it cannot
introduce a fault, and every person employed only passes on units that they know
are of perfect quality to following operations. This approach is called quality at
source or jidoka.

Traditionally, organizations used a separate quality control department to
inspect the work of production departments. Quality at source stops this separation
of jobs and makes everyone responsible for their own quality. This is sometimes
described as ‘job enlargement’ as each person is now responsible for both their
previous job and an inherent quality assurance job. As part of this change,
people are rewarded for achieving high quality rather than traditional practices
of rewarding high volumes, often with little regard to quality. This approach
encourages different attitudes towards quality, including the following.

Criteria Attitude with TQM Traditional attitude

Importance quality is a strategic
issue

quality is a technical
issue

Cost high quality saves
money

high quality costs
money

Responsibility everyone in the
organization

quality assurance
department

Attitude build quality in inspect quality in
Emphasis preventing defects detecting defects
Target continuous

improvement
meet specifications

Defect level zero defects acceptable levels of
defects

Defined by customers the organization

One particular feature of quality at source – which is also inherent in JIT – is the
search for continuous improvement. Neither is installed in one go and then left
alone, but they continually evolve over time, with a series of improvements that
can be absorbed without major disruption. Over time these small improvements
build a momentum that can give dramatic results. Many people have give advice
on ways of achieving this, notably the ‘quality gurus’ (Crosby, 1979; Deming,
1986; Fiegenbaum, 1983; Juran, 1988; Taguchi, 1986; Ishikawa, 1985). Some of their
advice includes:

ž Top managers must be committed to achieving high quality.

ž The organization must adopt quality as a strategic issue.

ž They must persist despite short-term problems.
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ž Managers must clearly state their quality objectives and what must be done to
achieve these.

ž Do not accept the view that there must be some defects, and refuse to accept
customary levels of errors.

ž Do not accept the cheapest materials, but insist on high quality.

ž Do not emphasize output at the expense of quality.

ž Use statistical methods to identify sources of poor quality.

ž Encourage discussion of ways to improve quality (including suggestion boxes
and quality circles).

ž Be open to suggestions for improvement.

ž Make sure everyone is properly trained to do their job.

ž Do not use arbitrary numerical targets.

ž Encourage a ‘‘do it right first time’’ approach.

ž Search for continuous improvements.

Andon

Another feature that is common to both TQM and JIT is the recognition that
any fault or problem is a sign that something has gone wrong. Rather than
continuing – and probably making the problem worse – everyone has authority to
stop the process and investigate. The reason for the fault is found, a solution is
implemented, and procedures are changed to make sure the same fault does not
occur again. This is in contrast to traditional operations that only stop production
as a last resort.

Andon gives a mechanism for showing when problems are developing, and
when it is time to take action. The basic format has three signals – often coloured
lights – above each operation. A green signal shows that everything is working
normally; an amber signal shows that operations are falling a bit behind, and a
red signal shows a serious problems. The signals allow everyone to see where
problems are growing, and to look for ways of solving them before they get
too serious.

Respect for employees

Many companies claim that, ‘our employees are our most valuable asset’, but in
reality they can treat employees very badly. When a company hits any financial
difficulty – even a little hiccough – it inevitably reacts by laying-off employees.
You might ask why they are so willing to give up their most valuable assets,
and the answer is that it is often the easiest adjustment to make in the short
term. JIT gives more respect to employees and really considers them to be the
most valuable asset. They include in this everyone who works for the company,
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removing any differences between ‘managers’ and ‘workers’. Managers are often
seen as employers who are judged by the performance of the organization, and
are rewarded for high profits. On the other hand, workers are seen as employees
whose wages are a drain on profits. JIT says that all employees should be concerned
with the success of their organization, and they should all be treated equally and
fairly. For example, all employees, regardless of their position, contribute to
their organization’s performance and they should be rewarded with a share of
the profits.

If all employees are rewarded for the organization’s performance, they are more
likely actively to look for improvements. The best people to suggest improvements
are those who actually work on the process, so JIT has suggestion boxes, with
rewards for people offering good ideas. A more formal approach uses quality
circles, which are informal groups of people who meet periodically to discuss ways
of improving their operations. This approach is in sharp contrast to the situation
in many organizations, where managers look for improvements while they work
in isolation away from the process or they employ consultants who have little
knowledge of the organization, its products or the process.

JIT’s use of automation can also be seen as a sign of their respect for employ-
ees – although some people disagree about this. One view says that JIT encourages
automation because it is more reliable and cheaper for high volume processes.
Another view is that some jobs are so boring, repetitive and unsatisfying that
humans should not do them if there is any alternative. Robots and computer-
controlled machines can do most of the tedious work in assembly lines, and this
should be automated as a matter of principle.

In return for this respect, JIT puts more demands on employees. When, for
example, operators have authority to stop a process, it is assumed they will
actively try to solve any problem that leads to a stoppage. They must, therefore,
have the skills to identify a problem, look for the cause, find a solution and
implement it. JIT also needs people who are flexible enough to do a variety of jobs.
They must adopt new practices, possess relevant skills and knowledge, update
their skills through training, participate actively in the running of the organization,
be interested in its success, and so on.

In essence, responsibility is devolved from managers working at a distance, to
people working on the shop floor. This can bring a problem with the increased
stress that is put on the workforce. There is some evidence that employees who
work on JIT assembly lines are subject to higher levels of stress than those who
work on traditional lines. More work is needed in this area, but even a suggestion
of such problems with the workforce runs contrary to JIT principles.

Summary

JIT encourages close contacts between customers and suppliers. This supports the
trends towards closer integration of supply chains with organizations co-operating
to obtain mutual benefits. Another important feature of JIT is its reliance on perfect
quality. There has been a growing recognition that improving quality through,
say, TQM can reduce costs and improve performance. JIT also requires employees
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to be treated with respect. In return, it needs a skilled and flexible workforce that
is dedicated to the success of their organization.

Review questions

10.9 What is JIT’s view of the relationship between customers and suppliers?
10.10 Why might JIT be supplied from focused factories?
10.11 Why does an organization save money by making higher quality products?
10.12 What is the basis of quality at source?
10.13 JIT often uses an automated process, so it puts less emphasis on people. Do

you think this is true?

Benefits and disadvantages of JIT

We have emphasized the role of JIT in reducing stocks of raw materials and work
in progress. Some organizations have reduced these by 90 per cent (Hay, 1988).
This gives a number of related benefits, such as reduced space (up to 40 per cent
less), lower procurement costs (up to 15 per cent), less investment in stocks, and
so on. Other benefits of JIT come from the reorganization needed to get a working
system. We have already mentioned several of these, including:

ž lower stocks of raw materials and work in progress;

ž shorter lead times;

ž shorter time needed to make a product;

ž higher productivity;

ž higher equipment capacity and utilization;

ž simplified planning and scheduling;

ž less paperwork;

ž improved quality of materials and products;

ž less scrap and wastage;

ž better morale and participation of the workforce;

ž better relations with suppliers;

ž emphasis on solving problems in the process.

Unfortunately, some of these benefits can only be bought at a high price. Making
high quality products with few interruptions by breakdowns, for example, can
mean buying better quality, more expensive equipment. Reduced set-up times
usually need more sophisticated equipment. Small batches can increases produc-
tion costs. Higher skills in the workforce increase training costs and the subsequent
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wage bill. Equipment must respond quickly to changing demands, so there must
be more capacity. Many organizations, particularly small ones, cannot afford these
costs, even when there are potential longer-term benefits.

Another disadvantage of JIT is that it is notoriously difficult to introduce, and
might take many years of adjustment before the process is working properly.
Then the result is somewhat inflexible, as the whole process is set up for making
a specific product, and it can be difficult to change the product design, mix or
production levels. This means that JIT does not work well with irregular demand,
small production numbers, or specially ordered material. Seasonality also causes
problems, which can be overcome in four ways. First, stocks of finished goods
can be used to buffer demand; second, production can be changed to match
demand; third, demand can be smoothed by pricing policies; fourth, the delivery
time promised to customers can be adjusted. None of these options really satisfies
JIT ideas, so real systems need some flexibility to deal with such difficulties that
always exist in practice.

Some of the benefits of JIT may also be seen as disadvantages. Having frequent
set-ups and small batches, for example, is essential for JIT. Most organizations find
that these become a positive benefit, but some find that their costs are much higher.
Similarly, JIT devolves decisions and responsibilities down to people working on
the process. This kind of devolved decision making can be an advantage or a
disadvantage depending on your viewpoint.

Some specific problems listed by JIT users include:

ž high risks of introducing completely new systems and approaches;

ž initial investment and cost of implementation;

ž long time needed to get significant improvements;

ž reliance on perfect quality of materials from suppliers;

ž inability of suppliers to adapt to JIT methods;

ž need for stable production when demand is highly variable or seasonal;

ž reduced flexibility to meet specific, or changing, customer demands;

ž difficulty of reducing set-up times and associated costs;

ž lack of commitment within the organization;

ž lack of co-operation and trust between employees;

ž problems linking JIT to other information systems, such as accounts;

ž need to change layout of facilities;

ž increased stress in workforce;

ž inability of some people to accept devolved responsibilities.

Perhaps one disadvantage of JIT is its deceptive simplicity. This has led many
organizations to try JIT without understanding its underlying principles. Some
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companies try to introduce elements of JIT into an existing operation. Sometimes
they assume that JIT involves nothing more than reducing lead times. In an
extreme case one manager circulated a note simply stating that, ‘The company
is introducing JIT by eliminating stocks of work in progress over the next two
months. Please change your practices accordingly’. In reality JIT is an approach
that needs a complete change of attitudes and operations within an organization.
It is likely to take several years of careful planning and controlled implementation
to get it working properly.

Summary

Just-in-time can bring considerable benefits. Many of these come from lower
stock levels, but others are indirect results of the reorganization, such as higher
productivity and shorter lead times. Although the benefits are clear, there can be
some major disadvantages, such as inflexibility and the effort needed to get results.

Review questions

10.14 JIT eliminates stocks of work in progress. Do you think this is true?
10.15 Would it be a good idea to introduce JIT in part of a process to see how

it works?
10.16 What are the three main advantage of JIT?

Extending JIT along the supply chain

Efficient consumer response

JIT forces suppliers to change the way they work, with fast deliveries, perfect
quality, small batches and complete reliability. The easiest way for them to
meet these requirements – which also reinforces the idea of an integrated supply
chain – is to adopt JIT methods themselves. This ensures that the whole supply
chain is working together with the same aims and principles. This extension of JIT
along the supply chain is known by a variety of names, including quick response,
and more commonly efficient consumer response (ECR).

ž Efficient consumer response uses JIT principles to pull materials through the
series of organizations in a supply chain.

Early work in ECR was done in the fashion industry. This had severe problems
with its stocks, largely caused by the traditional planning of production around
four seasons. At the start of, say, the summer season shops had to be full of
new products in the latest styles. Shops needed high stocks to give customers a
wide choice, and then wholesalers needed high stocks to quickly re-supply the
shops with items that were selling well. To make sure these stocks were in place,
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manufacturing was done some time before the start of the season. If demand for
a product was particularly high, there would be shortages as manufacturers had
already moved on to making their autumn and winter collections. If demand was
low, excess supply was already being stored in shops and wholesalers. At the end
of each season there were major sales to get rid of the remaining less popular
items, and major restocking in preparation for the next season.

The industry realized that it could get enormous savings if it smoothed out
enormous operations. The way to do this is not to have huge stocks sitting in the
supply chain, but to move units quickly, and respond to customer demands by
more flexible manufacturing. Now they use just-in-time operations and link infor-
mation systems so that they can ‘pull’ materials through the supply chain. When a
retailer sells a unit, their cash register automatically sends a message to the whole-
saler requesting a replacement. In turn, the wholesaler’s system sends a message
to the manufacturer asking for a delivery. The manufacturer is not bogged down
in making excessive amounts of items that are later sold at discounts, but responds
quickly to the demand and replaces garments that have actually been sold.

ECR extends the benefits of JIT to the whole supply chain. So it brings lower
stocks, better customer service, lower costs, more responsive operations, improved
space utilization, less paperwork, and so on. Organizations introducing ECR in the
1990s reported a string of benefits. Quaker Oats, for example, reported a threefold
increase in stock turnover, 65 per cent lower stocks and 77 per cent reduction
in paperwork (Boden, 1995). Integrated Systems Solutions reported 3–4 per cent
increase of service level, 40–50 per cent reduction in stock and 2–3 times increase
of stock turnover (Margulis, 1995).

Features of ECR
It is not necessarily physical transport that slows the flow of materials through
a supply chain, but the associated flow of information. It might take a month
for an organization to prepare the details for a purchase, collect information,
send orders, arrange payments, etc. while delivery only takes a day. So ECR
only became feasible when a practical method of control was designed. With JIT
this came with kanbans; with ECR it came with EDI (electronic data interchange).
Each organization’s control system sends a message to suppliers and signals the
need for more materials using an ‘electronic kanban’. Some systems go further
and hand over more responsibility to the supplier in vendor-managed inventory.
Then the supplier becomes responsible for maintaining stocks at their customers’
operations, checking the availability, organizing deliveries and all other aspects of
inventory control that make sure stocks are available when needed.

Like JIT in general, ECR is a deceptively simple idea, but it needs major changes
to operations and can only be used in certain circumstances. If the supply chain
starts with potatoes, they are grown in a particular season and farmers cannot
suddenly grow a crop at short notice. Another problem comes with the length of
the supply chain, as a single organization that does not want to be involved – or
cannot adapt – will disrupt the flow. If the supply chain crosses a slow interna-
tional border, or includes an area where productivity is low, or hits other problems,
the delays become unacceptable and ECR cannot work.
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Introducing JIT can be a huge undertaking, fundamentally changing the way
an organization works. When JIT is extended to ECR, implementation becomes
an even bigger issue. This is probably why organizations have seemed slow to
introduce it. By 1997 almost no organizations had a fully established, working
ERC system (P-E Consulting, 1997).

Summary

The principles of JIT can be extended to organizations along the supply chain.
Methods like ECR give an integrated flow of materials that is pulled by final
customer demand. This can bring considerable benefits, but it needs a lot of effort
for implementation.

Review questions

10.17 The benefits of ECR are so clear that all organizations should be moving in
this direction. Do you think this is true?

10.18 What is an ‘electronic kanban’?

Comparisons with other methods of inventory management

Differences in approach

At first sight JIT seems radically different from the other methods of inventory
control. For example, independent demand methods – and to a lesser extent
MRP – work within an existing organization, while JIT says that major changes are
needed before it can start working. Other methods assume that fixed values for
costs, demand, lead time, etc., while JIT assumes these can be altered and positively
looks for improvements. Other methods look for the best way of controlling stocks,
while JIT actively works to eliminate them. Other methods, particularly MRP, need
a lot of computer support, while JIT simplifies operations so that computers are
not needed for day-to-day operations.

Despite the significant differences in viewpoint, JIT has several points in
common with other approaches to inventory management. They all accept that
costs can be high and look for savings; they know that stocks affect all other
aspects of operations; they recognize that stocks should be low, provided that
service levels can be maintained, and so on. But there are more basic similarities.
Independent demand methods often track stock levels and place an order of fixed
size whenever this declines to the reorder level. Some people say that this is exactly
what kanbans do, placing an order for a container full whenever stock declines to a
predetermined level. Then kanbans do not give fundamentally new methods, but
only provide a mechanism for running traditional methods. With this view, the
changes brought about by JIT – short lead times, frequent orders, small quantities,
perfect quality, etc. – are results that good managers should already be aiming for.
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The opposite view says that there are fundamental differences between JIT and
other approaches. We can, for example, list the following differences between JIT
and MRP.

ž JIT is a manual system, while MRP relies on computers.

ž JIT ‘pulls’ materials through a process, while MRP ‘pushes’ them with pre-
defined schedules.

ž JIT emphasizes the control of operations, while MRP is more concerned
with planning.

ž JIT emphasizes physical operations, while MRP is largely an information
system.

ž JIT puts control of the process on the shop floor, while MRP gives control to
more distant planners.

ž JIT works with a minimum amount of data, while MRP tries to collect all
possible data.

ž JIT reduces the amount of clerical effort, while MRP increases it.

ž JIT needs a constant rate of production, while MRP can work with vary-
ing production.

ž JIT has reducing set-up cost as a priority, while MRP considers this to be fixed.

ž JIT can be easily understood by everyone using it, while MRP is more difficult
to understand.

ž JIT reduces batch sizes to a minimum, while MRP uses batching rules to
increase them.

ž JIT typically carries hours’ stock of material, while MRP carries stocks for days.

Working together

Despite their differences, every approach to inventory management has similar
overriding aims of giving a smooth flow of materials, high customer service and
low costs. Sometimes these aims are best achieved by not using one particular
method, but by using the best combination of methods for specific purposes.
It might be, for example, that an organization has some operations that work
better with MRP (perhaps lower volume, batch processes), others that work better
with JIT (perhaps higher volume mass processes) and others that work better
with independent demand methods (perhaps retail operations). The different
approaches can often give similar thinking, as we mentioned above with the
similarity between kanban and independent demand methods. We have also
mentioned that independent demand models can work within MRP, for setting
batch sizes and delivery times. Perhaps, then, we should not consider these
methods in isolation, but should be looking for the best overall approach for
particular circumstances.
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Some people say that MRP is more a planning system, while JIT is more a control
system. One useful approach, then, is to use a combination of both systems. MRP
does the overall planning, making sure that in the longer term there are enough
materials arriving to support the process, while JIT controls the flow of materials
within the process. You might imagine MRP controlling the external flow of
materials into the organization, with JIT taking over the internal flow within the
organization (as shown in Figure 10.8).

Obviously the choice of approach must depend on particular circumstances and
be a decision for management. Generally, organizations making lower volumes
of more varied products in batches might do best using MRP; those making
higher volumes of similar products in continuous operations might be better
using JIT; and those in between might use some combination of the two (Voss
and Harrison, 1987). Both MRP and JIT only work well in specific circumstances,

Material
requirements

planning

Master schedule

Schedules for the
supply of materials

OperationsRaw materials Finished
products

Just-in-time control

The
process

Figure 10.8 Combining MRP and JIT
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and implementation of any such system can be a major undertaking; in contrast,
independent demand models are flexible, and give good results for a wide variety
of circumstances. If circumstances are very complicated an organization might
use project management methods, such as PERT, and this opens entirely new
opportunities. The following table shows the area where each method is most
commonly used.

Approach Typical use

Independent demand methods
deterministic models a wide variety, but particularly finished

goods and work in progress where there
little uncertainty

probabilistic models a wide variety, but particularly finished
goods and work in progress where there is

some uncertainty
Dependent demand methods
material requirements planning raw materials and work in progress for

batch production
just-in-time raw materials and work in progress for

high volume, continuous production

Summary
Despite their obvious differences, independent demand methods, MRP and JIT
share some points in common. The choice of best depends on specific circum-
stances, particularly the type of process. Each need not work in isolation, but they
can work together to give the best overall result.

Review questions

10.19 What are the two most important factors in choosing a method of inven-
tory management?

10.20 The alternative approaches to inventory management are so different that
each has to be used in isolation. Do you think this is true?

Chapter review

ž This chapter described just-in-time methods, which organize operations so that
they occur at exactly the time they are needed.

ž JIT is based on an aim of eliminating all waste. Stocks are seen as a waste
of resources that can be eliminated by properly co-ordinating the supply and
demand. The characteristic approach is to identify problems and solve them,
rather than hiding them under excessive stocks.
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ž JIT needs many changes to the way that organizations view their operations.
Even when they are willing to make these changes, JIT does not work well in
all circumstances. It is generally most successful with large-scale assembly.

ž JIT needs a simple means of controlling the supply of materials. This is
usually done by kanbans which signal a demand pull from later operations to
earlier ones.

ž JIT encourages close contacts between customers and suppliers. This supports
the trends towards closer integration of supply chains with organizations
co-operating to obtain mutual benefits.

ž Another important feature of JIT is its reliance on perfect quality. There has
been a growing recognition that improving quality through, say, TQM can
reduce costs and improve performance.

ž JIT also requires employees to be treated with respect. In return, it needs a skilled
and flexible workforce that is dedicated to the success of their organization.

ž Just-in-time can bring considerable benefits. Many of these come from lower
stock levels, but others are indirect results of the reorganization. There are
also some disadvantages with JIT, such as inflexibility and the effort needed to
get results.

ž The principles of JIT can be extended to organizations along the supply chain.
Methods like ECR give an integrated flow of materials that is pulled by final
customer demand.

ž Despite their obvious differences, independent demand methods, MRP and
JIT share some points in common. The choice of best depends on specific
circumstances, particularly the type of process. Each need not work in isolation,
but they can work together to give the best overall result.

Project

The aim of this project is to compare the costs of independent demand methods,
material requirements planning and just-in-time. For this you have to design a
simulation – or some other method – for finding the cost of using each method in
an organization. You might start with a specific problem – perhaps a small batch
production – and see which method gives lowest costs. You can find the factors
that have most effect on costs and how these can be controlled. Then by changing
the features of the model, you can find the method that works best in different
circumstances.

Problems

10.1 The output from an assembly line is 1,600 units in an 8-hour shift. The item is
moved in containers, each of which holds 50 units. Each container spends an
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average of 30 minutes in the production part of a cycle, and 20 minutes in the
demand part. How many kanbans should be used for the item? What is the
stock of work in progress? A scheme has been proposed to reduce the time
in the demand part of the cycle to 15 minutes. How many kanbans should be
used now? What is the margin of safety in each case?

10.2 Three years ago JR Martingale Ltd introduced a new quality assurance
programme. The costs (in thousands of pounds) over the past seven years
have been as follows;

Year −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3
Sales 1,976 2,019 1,905 2,374 2,770 2,841 2,689
Prevention 14.3 15.4 15.7 52.3 57.9 61.2 60.3
Appraisal 16.5 18.6 19.3 89.5 73.6 71.4 75.5
Internal

failure
108.3 113.5 121.8 42.6 38.5 41.7 36.4

External
failure

106.3 127.4 45.7 34.6 33.1 30.9 26.2

Has the quality assurance programme been a success?

Discussion questions

10.1 If you were in hospital and needing a blood transfusion, would you rather
the transfusion service used an independent demand method of controlling
stocks of blood, or a just-in-time system? What does your answer tell you
about JIT in other organizations?

10.2 JIT is not a radical new approach, but formalizes some of the effects that good
managers should be aiming for (such as frequent deliveries, short lead times,
low reorder costs, etc.). What do you think of this view?

10.3 Because they cannot hold stocks of products, services must use some form of
JIT. How do they do this, and why did it take so long for manufacturers to
recognize the benefits?

10.4 JIT reduces waste in an organization. What is meant by waste in this sense,
and how can it occur? If a manufacturer only has enough demand to work for
7 hours in an 8-hour shift, would it be more wasteful to leave all operations
idle for an hour, or to make extra units and put them into stock?

10.5 If higher quality reduces costs, why does a high quality car (or apparently
anything else) cost more than a low quality one?

10.6 JIT aims for simple operations; MRP designs huge, complicated systems. What
are the main differences and similarities between these two approaches? Are
they so different that they can never work together?
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10.7 Managers do different jobs to workers on the shop floor, so they should be
rewarded differently. Managers look after the interest of shareholders, so
they should be given shares and bonuses based on profits: workers make the
products, so they should be given a bonus for high productivity. What do
you think of such arguments?
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Solutions to Review Questions

1 Stocks and inventories

1.1 An inventory is the list of items stored, while stocks are the actual units. (This
distinction is becoming less clear.)

1.2 A single copy of Everyperson’s Encyclopaedia.
1.3 In this context a supplier is anyone or anything that adds units to stock, while

a customer is anyone or anything that removes units.
1.4 They decouple adjacent operations, so that each can continue if there are

problems with the other.
1.5 No – there are other reasons for holding stock.
1.6 Depending on the organization, lubricating oil might be a raw material, work

in progress, finished goods, consumable or spare parts. It is most commonly
a consumable.

1.7 The series of activities and organizations that a product moves through from
initial suppliers through to final customers.

1.8 To some extent – but there are other ways of getting good customer service.
1.9 Because they have a common aim of supplying products that give final

customer satisfaction.
1.10 No – it can improve operations, reduce its costs, increase sales, reduce risk,

and so on.
1.11 There have always been adjustments to inventory management, but perhaps

the key factors encouraging rapid change now are fiercer competition and
improving technology.

1.12 No, they are all inter-connected.
1.13 It seems likely for the foreseeable future.
1.14 Because it is expensive to hold stock, and organizations are trying to

reduce costs.
1.15 No.
1.16 Because production falls before demand, and extra demand is met by reducing

stocks and liquidating companies.
1.17 Probably, but there seems no practical way of achieving this.
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2 Stock within an organization

2.1 Procurement, inward transport, receiving, warehousing, stock control, order
picking, material handling, outward transport, recycling, location, commu-
nication and a range of other activities.

2.2 No.
2.3 Some decisions are made at all levels – strategic, tactical and operations.
2.4 No.
2.5 A lean strategy puts more emphasis of removing waste, while an agile

strategy puts more emphasis on customer service.
2.6 Yes.
2.7 Broader strategic decisions, the external environment and organiza-

tional strengths.
2.8 The strategies may demand higher levels of performance from the stock

holdings than the organization can provide.
2.9 Generally, yes.
2.10 Almost completely.
2.11 A rough estimate has the value of food in a freezer as £250 and storage costing

20 per cent of this a year. Costs are probably around £1 a week.
2.12 A high one.
2.13 Usually monitoring improvements over time, but sometimes comparing

performance with other organizations.
2.14 Because it is fixed by the timing and size of orders.
2.15 Periodic reviews, fixed order quantity and matching demand.
2.16 Usually from forecasts based on historical demand.

3 Economic order quantity

3.1 The main assumptions are: a single item is considered, demand is known
and is constant and continuous, lead time is zero and replenishment is
instantaneous, unit, reorder and holding costs are all known exactly and are
fixed, no shortages are allowed. There are a number of other assumptions
implicit in the analysis.

3.2 The economic order quantity is the order size that minimizes total inventory
costs for a simple inventory system.

3.3 Because average stock levels are higher, giving high holding costs. The
increase in holding cost component is greater than the decrease in reorder
cost component.

3.4 The order size.
3.5 Neither – at the EOQ the reorder cost component equals the holding

cost component.
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3.6 The EOQ identifies the minimum cost per unit time, so orders of any other
size will increase the costs.

3.7 No – the cost rises slowly.
3.8 No.
3.9 No – the calculated value for EOQ is unlikely to be exactly optimal, but

the analysis gives useful guidelines and good results in many different
circumstances.

3.10 Without any further information, we can guess that the variable cost curve
will rise less steeply for orders larger than EOQ, so it is generally better to
use larger orders.

3.11 The amount of stock on hand when it is time to place another order.
3.12 The stock cycle is 3 weeks long, so the lead time is between two and three

stock cycles. There will still be two orders outstanding when it is time to
place another order (so ROL = 7 × 10 − 2 × 30 = 10 units).

3.13 Yes – unless there is an alternative way of signalling that stock level has
declined to the reorder level, such as a two-bin system.

4 Models for known demand

4.1 Depending on circumstances, any costs can vary with order quantity.
4.2 A calculated economic order quantity that can actually be used (i.e. is on the

valid cost curve).
4.3 Either at a valid minimum or at a cost break.
4.4 Not necessarily – the best order size might be at a break point.
4.5 Zero.
4.6 It can be either greater than or less than, depending on the relative values

of variables.
4.7 All things being equal, finite production rates lead to lower stock levels,

lower holding costs and larger batches.
4.8 The calculated values become imaginary – which is why the analysis is only

valid when the replenishment rate is greater than demand.
4.9 When there are no stocks of the item, and customers are willing to wait until

the next delivery.
4.10 The obvious problem is defining a reasonable shortage cost. This is almost

inevitably a matter of subjective evaluation and agreement.
4.11 No – it depends on the relative costs.
4.12 When customers demand an item that is out of stock and they do not wait

for a back-order.
4.13 The costs exactly match gross revenue for this item, so it does not matter

whether it is stocked or not.
4.14 Holding stock always involves costs, so if shortages are allowed the costs

may be minimized by not holding any stock at all.
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4.15 If the assumptions remain the same it does not change.
4.16 No – it is the demands that are independent not the items.
4.17 By adding an additional cost for storage space. This increases the effective

holding cost, and reduces the order quantity and average stock level.
4.18 Less – as the constraint lowers the average stock level.
4.19 The demand comes in integer amounts every period, and varies from one

period to the next.
4.20 Not quite – Di is the demand in the ith period of a cycle.
4.21 Because it is based on a number of assumptions and approximations.

5 Models for uncertain demand

5.1 In any area of supply and demand, but perhaps most importantly in demand,
costs, lead time and supplied reliability.

5.2 No – deterministic models give useful results in a wide range of circum-
stances, particularly when the amount of uncertainty is small.

5.3 Variability means values change over time: the changes may be known with
certainty or be uncertain. Uncertainty means that values follow a known
probability distribution. Ignorance means we do not know anything about
the values.

5.4 Because we can allow for any variation outside the lead time by the timing
and size of the next order. When we are inside the lead time it is too late to
make any adjustment.

5.5 A model where an item is only held in stock for a single period, and any
unsold units are scrapped at the end of the period.

5.6 These models are most useful for highly seasonal goods, such as Christmas
fare, Easter eggs, winter clothes, and so on.

5.7 All of the first Q units have an expected profit, but the (Q + 1)th unit has an
expected loss that reduces the overall profit.

5.8 Any values might be difficult to find, but shortage cost are the most consis-
tently difficult.

5.9 Stocks of spare parts are usually held at a specified level, and any units
used are replaced immediately so the stock level is more relevant than the
order quantity.

5.10 Raise it – thereby avoiding the shortage costs.
5.11 When there is wide variation in lead time demand and when the shortage

cost is relatively low.
5.12 An amount of stock that is held in reserve to cover unexpectedly high demand

or late deliveries.
5.13 This measures the service given to customers. There are several related

measures, but we use ‘cycle service level’ which is the probability there are
no shortages in a stock cycle.
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5.14 By holding more safety stock.
5.15 If there is a lot of variability in lead time demand, very high safety stocks – in

principle infinite – would be needed to give 100 per cent service level.
5.16 Because any uncertainty outside the lead time can be allowed for by the size

and timing of the next order. During the lead time it is too late for such
adjustments.

5.17 Increase.
5.18 No – the safety stock should depend on the variability of demand and not its

absolute value.
5.19 Size and variability of lead time demand, and desired service level.
5.20 No.
5.21 By subtracting the amount of stock on hand and on order from the target

stock level.
5.22 A periodic review method (all other things being equal).
5.23 There are several possible reasons, including ease of administration, setting

a routine for purchasing, ease of combining orders, and so on.

6 Sources of information

6.1 The notional part of a MIS that includes the procedures, systems and other
resources that ensure everybody in an organization has the information about
stocks that they need.

6.2 In principle a system could work with current stocks, reorder levels, reorder
quantities and goods on order. In practice much more information is needed.

6.3 There are many of these, including data validation, recording stock move-
ments, automatic purchasing, invoice clearing, and so on.

6.4 To all parts of the organization, to linked organizations (principally suppliers
and customers), and to any other place where the information is needed.

6.5 Up to a point. The quality of decisions depends on the skills of managers,
but they need enough information to make informed decisions. There also
comes a point where they have enough useful information and any more
gives an overload.

6.6 Yes.
6.7 There is not really an absolute value (as ‘stock is only worth what someone

will pay for it’), so we use some kind of estimate.
6.8 LIFO.
6.9 To see which items ones should be given most – and least – attention.
6.10 B items.
6.11 Because procurement initiates the movement of materials into an organiza-

tion, and hence into the stocks.
6.12 Not really – procurement processes the information and initiates the move,

but does not physically move the materials (which is probably done by a
Transport Department).
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6.13 Not until the very long term – possibly never.
6.14 Inventory control is a management function that makes decisions about stock,

while warehousing physically stores and looks after the stock.
6.15 There are many of these including location, size, equipment used and layout.
6.16 Manual, mechanized and automated.
6.17 It identifies the product, gives basic information, protects the contents, makes

handling easier and helps market and promote the product.

7 Forecasting demand

7.1 All current plans and decisions become effective at some point in the
future. They need information about prevailing circumstances, and this
must be forecast.

7.2 Judgemental, causal and projective forecasting.
7.3 Many factors, including the forecast purpose, availability of quantitative data,

time in the future covered, relevant external factors, cost, effect of errors, time
available, and so on.

7.4 No.
7.5 When there is no historical data for a quantitative forecast.
7.6 Personal insight, panel consensus, market surveys, historical analogy and the

Delphi method.
7.7 Unreliability, conflicting views from experts, cost of data collection, lack of

available expertise, and so on.
7.8 A series of observations at regular intervals.
7.9 Forecasts find the underlying pattern in demand, but they cannot deal with

short-term, random noise. Errors are also introduced by not finding the true
underlying pattern and unexpected changes in the demand.

7.10 Positive and negative errors cancel each other, so the mean error should have
a value around zero unless there is bias.

7.11 By calculating the errors with each method. All things being equal, the best
method is the one with smallest errors.

7.12 It looks for relationships between variables, and then forecasts the value
of one (the dependent variable) from the known value of the other (the
independent variable).

7.13 A method of finding the line of best fit (i.e. the line that minimizes the sum of
squared errors) through a set of points.

7.14 The proportion of the sum of squared errors from the mean that is explained
by the regression.

7.15 No – it only measures the strength of the relationship, not a cause and effect
7.16 Because older data tends to swamp more recent (and more relevant) data.
7.17 By taking an average over fewer periods.
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7.18 Because the weight given to data declines exponentially with its age, and the
method smoothes the effects of noise.

7.19 By using a higher value of α.
7.20 Because it cannot get the correct timing of seasons and lags behind trends.
7.21 By using the method described but setting all the seasonal indices to 1.0.
7.22 We might be tempted to over-estimate demand, but the answer really depends

of the relative consequences of too high and too low stocks. The real answer
is that it is better to produce an accurate forecast.

7.23 Maybe – but the details of the method are probably less important than the
planning and preparation.

8 Planning and stocks

8.1 To some extent – but under different circumstances any level of decision
might be considered most important.

8.2 By the strategic plans which provide the context for lower level decisions and
by tactical plans in related areas.

8.3 The overall capacity sets the maximum throughput – the aim of inventory
managers is to have enough capacity to meet forecast demand, so that stock
is not a bottleneck in broader operations.

8.4 Because it is unlikely that the initial plan will satisfy all constraints, objectives
and everybody concerned.

8.5 It wouldn’t – aggregate plans do not deal with individual products.
8.6 A schedule of production for each family of items, typically by month and

covering the next few months.
8.7 Because they allow a buffer which means that production does not have to

match demand exactly.
8.8 It is relatively straightforward, easy to understand, convenient, fast to com-

pare alternatives, etc.
8.9 One way has a cumulative supply line that is close to a cumulative demand

line, and with few changes in gradient.
8.10 When small deviations from optimal solutions give significant increases in

cost or some other penalty.
8.11 To disaggregate the aggregate plan and show a timetable for making indi-

vidual items.
8.12 These mainly come from the aggregate plan and include available capacity,

actual customer orders, costs and any other specific constraints.
8.13 To produce timetables for individual pieces of equipment and other resources.
8.14 Because scheduling rules generally give good results with little effort, and do

not require as much data, models, time or some other requirement of more
rigorous methods.
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8.15 To monitor progress, to make sure that planned schedules are actually being
achieved, to warn of problems, to make minor adjustments to schedules, to
give feedback, and so on.

8.16 Simulation uses a dynamic representation of a system to replicate its operation
over time. It can be used to find the effects of planned changes.

8.17 Because it allows the effects of proposed changes to be examined quickly and
in detail, without affecting the performance of real operations.

9 Material requirements planning

9.1 Independent demand methods assume that all demands are unrelated and
forecast demand from historical figures: dependent demand methods assume
there is some link between demands and typically forecast demand from
production plans.

9.2 No. They are widely used, but in some circumstances do not perform as well
as dependent demand methods.

9.3 A master schedule, the bill of materials, current stocks, lead times – and any
other relevant information.

9.4 By calculating the gross requirement and then subtracting free stock and
scheduled receipts.

9.5 No – MRP was initially developed for manufacturing, but has since been
applied in many different circumstances.

9.6 The direct linking of supply to demand reduces stocks and gives a number
of related benefits.

9.7 The requirements that limit its applicability, the complexity of the systems
and inflexibility.

9.8 Timetables of orders, changes to orders, timetables for operations, excep-
tion reports, performance reports, planning reports, inventory transactions,
etc.

9.9 Because of the difficulty of finding reliable forecasts from historical data.
9.10 No.
9.11 A rule to suggest how many separate smaller orders should be combined

into a single larger order.
9.12 Feedback showing the consequences of the MRP schedules – probably fol-

lowed by adjustments to schedules and capacity.
9.13 There are many ways ranging from basic adjustments of the calculations

through to major extensions into different operations, functions, organiza-
tions, etc.

9.14 Manufacturing resource planning, which extends the MRP approach to a
wide range of functions.

9.15 Yes – in common with all other approaches of this type.
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10 Just-in-time

10.1 Operations occur just as they are needed, so materials are delivered just as
they are needed, and stock is eliminated.

10.2 Other methods assume that stocks are essential and look for ways of
minimizing the costs: JIT assumes that stocks are a waste of resources and
looks for ways of solving the problems that are hidden by stock.

10.3 Possibly – but usually there are many other benefits.
10.4 Generally high volume continuous processes, often using automated assem-

bly lines.
10.5 No – there are many examples of JIT working very successfully in small

organizations and services; some hamburger restaurants, for example, come
close to JIT.

10.6 Push systems complete planned operations and then push materials on to
the next operations; pull systems wait until a message is passed backwards,
and then they return the materials requested.

10.7 To control the flow of materials in a JIT system.
10.8 Materials are only moved in containers, each of which has a kanban, so the

number of kanbans sets the number of containers and hence the amount of
work in progress.

10.9 They are long-term partners who co-operate and have a mutually beneficial
trading arrangement.

10.10 Because focused factories specialize in making one item very efficiently,
using specialized equipment, long production runs and other features
encouraged by JIT.

10.11 Because savings on failure costs more than cover extra costs for prevention
and appraisal.

10.12 Each person in a process is responsible for passing on units they know to
have perfect quality.

10.13 No.
10.14 Not really – JIT minimizes stocks of work in progress but does not elimi-

nate them.
10.15 JIT needs a fundamental change in attitudes, plans, operations and proce-

dures. It is not the sort of thing that can be tried as a small experiment.
10.16 There are many advantages including reduced stock, easier planning, higher

quality, better control, lower costs, etc.
10.17 Not really – like JIT itself, ECR only works well in certain circumstances.
10.18 A request passed back through the supply chain by EDI to supply

more materials.
10.19 There is some debate about this, but probably the type of process and the

stock held.
10.20 No – the methods can work together.
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constraints on average investment

132–4
constraints on space 129–32
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known demand (continued)
discounts in unit cost 100–12
discrete variable demand 135–41
finite replenishment rate 113–20
price discounts 100–12
shortages with back-orders 120–4
shortages with lost sales 125–8
variable reorder cost 109–12

last-in-first-out 49–51, 204
lead time 89–96, 149

causes of 89–90
constant 90–4
definition 89
demand 90–4, 149, 173–81
longer than stock cycle 92–4
Normally distributed 179–81
shorter than stock cycle 89–91
uncertain 179–80
variable 95

lead time demand 90–4, 149, 173–81
lean operations 40–1
length of supply chain 12–14
levels of decision 36–8, 268–70
LIFO 49–51, 204
Linear programming 280–1
linear regression 241–8

calculations 241–3
coefficient of correlation 245–7
coefficient of determination 244
extensions 247–8
purpose 241–2
spreadsheets 243, 247

location 33
logistics 11–19, 31–6

activities in 32–3
communications 33
integrating 34–6
role of inventory control 11–12
transport 32–3
warehousing 218–24

lost sales 120–1, 125–8
lumpy demand 164–5

MAD 237–8
management information system 196
manufacturing resource planning

332–4
marginal analysis 154–6
market survey 235–6
master schedule 274, 285–8

designing 286–7
spreadsheets 286–7

material, definition 5
material handling 32

material requirements planning
307–40

batching rules 327–9
benefits 321–4
bill of materials 311–21
capacity requirements planning

330
closed loop 330–1
definition 310–11
dependent demand methods

307–8
distribution resource planning 334
ERP 334–5
extensions of method 332–6
inputs and outputs 321–2
lot sizing 327–8
MRP II 332–4
problems 324–7
procedure 311–21
safety stock 323
spreadsheets 314, 316–18, 328–9
time shifting 312–13

mean absolute deviation 239–40
mean error 239
mean squared error 240
min-max system 186
MIS 196
mission 37
models for

dependent demand 305–73
economic order quantity 65–98
independent demand 63–190
known demand 99–144

constraints on average
investment 132–4

constraints on space 129–32
discounts in unit cost 100–12
discrete variable demand

135–41
finite replenishment rate

113–20
price discounts 100–12
shortages with back-orders

120–4
shortages with lost sales 125–8
variable reorder cost 109–12

uncertain demand 147–89
discrete demand 154–70
intermittent demand 164–5
marginal analysis 154–6
Newsboy problem 156–61
periodic review 181–5
service level 170–2
shortages 166–70
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single period problems 156–61
uncertain lead time demand

173–80
moving averages 249–52
MRP see material requirements planning
MRP II 332–4
multiple regression 247–8

national stocks 25–8
newsboy problem 156–61

spreadsheet for calculations
159–60

niche supplier 40
noise in forecasts 239
non-linear regression 248
Normally distributed

demand 152–3, 174–8, 180–1,
183–5

lead time 179–81

operational plans 268–70, 288–92
operational scheduling 268–70, 288–92

control 291–2
methods 288
scheduling rules 288–91
spreadsheets 290–1

order picking 33
order quantity

economic order quantity 65–98
with back-orders 120–8, 276
with discrete variable demand

135–41
with finite production rate 113–20
see also models for

organization, definition 5
outsourcing 21–2
ownership concentration 21

packaging 223–4
panel consensus 235
Pareto analysis 207–10
partnership 18
parts list 311–21
periodic review methods 181–5

advantages 185–6
spreadsheet 185
target stock level 181–5
with reorder level 186

personal insight for forecasting 235
pipeline stock 10
planned shortages 120–8
planning 267–302

aggregate plans 274–85
capacity 270–3
forecasts 260–2

levels 268–70
master schedule 285–8
operational schedules 288–92
strategic plans 268–70
tactical plans 274–88

postponement 23
price discounts 100–12
probabilistic models 86–7, 147–89

see also uncertain demand
procurement 32, 211–18

aims 211–12
cycle 213–15
definition 211
e-procurement 20, 216–17
procedure 213–15
supplier 213

product differentiation 40
production at finite rate 113–20

spreadsheet for calculations
117–19

projective forecasts 233–4, 248–60
exponential smoothing 252–5
moving averages 249–52
seasonality and trend 256–9
simple averages 248–9
tracking signal 254–5

pull methods 348–9
purchasing 32, 211–18

see also procurement

qualitative forecasts see judgemental
forecasts

quantitative forecasts
causal 233–4, 241–8
projective 233–4, 248–60
time series 237–41

quick response 365–6

raw materials 9
receiving 32
recycling 33
reorder cost 52, 69

variable 109–12
reorder level 90–4

definition 90
gross stock 92–4
with periodic review method 186

replenishment 5–6
finite rate 113–20

resource requirements planning 333
return on assets 45–8
ROA 45–8
rule of 80–20 207–10
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safety stock 9, 171–81, 183–5
definition 172
with material requirements

planning 323
with uncertain demand 173–8
with uncertain lead time 179–81

schedules see operational scheduling
scheduling rules 288–91
scientific inventory control 24
seasonal index 256–9
seasonal stock 10
seasonality, forecasting 256–9
service level 164–5, 170–81

cycle 172–3
definition 171–2

sensitivity of
economic order quantity 78–82
forecasts 250, 254

shape of supply chain 12–14
short term scheduling see operational

scheduling
shortage cost 53, 69, 122, 125, 161
shortages with

back-orders 120–4
uncertain demand 161–4, 166–70
lost sales 120–1, 125–8

simple averages for forecasting 248–9
simulation 292–9

approach 292–3
flow diagrams 293
packages 296–8
spreadsheets 294–5

single period model 156–61
spreadsheet for calculations

159–60
SKU see stock keeping unit
smoothing constant 253
spare parts 9, 161–5
spreadsheets for

aggregate planning 276–8, 282–4
discounts in unit costs 108–9
discrete variable demand 139–40
economic order quantity 75–7
errors in forecasts 240
finite production rate 117–19
linear regression 243, 247
master schedule 286–7
material requirements planning

314, 316–18, 328–9
newsboy problem 159–60
Normally distributed demand 178
operational schedules 290–1
periodic review method 185
projective forecasting 251, 254–5,

257–8
simulation 294–5

single period model 159–60
TQM costs 358–9
varying demand 15–17
varying order size 83–4

stochastic models 86–7, 147–87
see also uncertain demand

stock
aggregate 24–8
as buffer 7–9
classification 9–10
co-managed 22
control see inventory management
costs of holding 48–53
cycle 5–7, 66, 70
definition 3–4
gross 92–4
JIT view 344
national 25–8
reasons for holding 7–9
replenishment 5–6
strategic role 44–8
trends affecting 19–24
types of 9–10
value 48–51
views of 24, 344

stock control see inventory management
stock cycle 5–7, 66, 70
stock keeping unit 4
stock/non-stock decision 55–6, 125–8
stocktaking 200–1
storage space constraint 129–32
strategic alliance 18
strategic decisions 37, 268–70
strategic role of stock 44–8
strategy

agile 41, 268–9
alternative 39–44
business 37–44
corporate 37–44
cost leadership 40
focus 41–2, 268–9
functional 37
implementing 42
lean 40–1, 268–9
niche supplier 40
product differentiation 40

supplier
choosing 213
definition 7
relations with JIT 354–6

supply and demand 211–17
supply chain

benefits of co-operation 17–18
breadth 12–14
co-operation in 15–19
demand amplification 15–17
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design 13–15
length 12–14
management 11–19, 31–6
problems with co-operation 15–17
shape of 12–14

supply chain management 11–19, 31–6
see also logistics

tactical plans 268–70, 274
Taguchi 148
target stock level 181–5
third party operators 22
three-bin system 95, 178
time horizons of forecasts 233
time series 237–41
time shifting in MRP 312–13
total quality management 356–63

achieving 359–63
costs 357
jidoka 360
spreadsheet for costs 358–9

TQM see total quality management
tracking signal 254–5
trading accounts 202–3
transaction recording 198–201
transport 32–3
trends

affecting stock 19–24
in time series 256–9

two-bin system 95, 178
types of

cost 52–3
customer 9–10
forecasting method 233–4
inventory management method

57–8
stock 9–10

uncertain demand 86–7, 147–91
discrete demand 154–70
intermittent demand 164–5
marginal analysis 154–6
Newsboy problem 156–61
periodic review 181–5
service level 170–2
shortages 166–70
single period problems 156–61
uncertain lead time demand

173–80

uncertainty
both lead time and demand 180–1
causes 148–50
costs 87
demand see uncertain demand
lead time 179–80
lead time demand 173–81
reducing 148–9

unit 4
unit cost 52, 69

discounts 100–12
unitization 223
utility 43

valid cost curve 100–12
valid minimum 102–12
value of stock 48–51, 204–7

inferred 206–7
variable

cost 71–3, 100
demand 15–17
lead time 95
unit cost 100–12

varying order size 83–4
vendor managed inventory 22
vision 37
VMI 22

warehousing 32, 218–24
activities 218–19
automation 222–3
cross docking 22–3, 219
design 220–3
packaging 223–4
purpose 218
unitization 223

waste 40–1
weaknesses of

co-operation in supply chain
15–19

economic order quantity 77–8
independent demand methods

307–8
just-in-time 363–5
MRP 324–7

weighted average cost of stock 49–51,
205

work in process 9
work in progress 9


